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PREFACE 

HIS volume contains complete solutions to all the 

questions in the Second Edition of my Mathematical 

Problem Papers. 

In order to make the book as helpful and interesting 

as possible to private students of Mathematics, as well as 

to busy teachers, I have employed a great variety of 

methods, and have endeavoured. not to sacrifice clearness 

and soundness to mere brevity. 

No results are assumed, other than may be found in 

the standard text-books on the various branches of Mathe- 

matics involved. I have not considered it necessary to 

make much use of the methods of the Calculus, except 

in questions on that subject. Teachers who prefer to use 

these methods more freely will easily be able to modify 

many of the solutions accordingly. 

I have to thank my former colleague, Mr H. E. Lee, B.A., 

and my former pupil, Mr R. J. Fulford, B.Sc. for their 

kindness in reading the proof-sheets, and verifying a large 

number of the solutions. As I have also myself carefully 

609764 
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revised the solutions while in the Press, I hope they will 

be found free from any serious errors. 

Some of the earlier solutions have appeared in the 

Mathematical Gazette, but the issues containing them are 

no longer in print. They are reproduced by the courtesy 

of the Editor. 

EK. M. RADFORD. 

St JOHN’s COLLEGE, 

BATTERSEA, > 

February, 1915. 
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1. Ler P be the given point and A the intersection of the 
given straight lines. Take points B and C, one on each line, 

such that P lies in the angle BAC, and 4B = AC =half the given 
perimeter. Describe a circle touching the lines at & and C, 
and from P draw tangents to this circle. Then evidently either 
of these tangents fulfils the required condition, provided P 
lies between A and the circle. There are also, in any case, two 

other solutions, obtained by drawing the inner tangents from P 
to the similarly described circles in the angles adjacent to that 
containing P. 

2. Let S,S’ be the centres of the two circles, a and 4a their 
radii, P the centre of the variable circle and 7 its radius. Then 

SP=a-r, S'P=ia+r, .. SP+8'P=3a. Hence the locus of 
P is an ellipse with S, S’ as foci, and whose major axis is 3a. 
Also, since SS’ =a, it easily follows that the eccentricity is }, 

m 3 
the semi-minor axis NEL and the latus-rectum $a. 

3. Evidently 6—c, c—a, a—b are factors, and the remaining 
factor must be a symmetrical homogeneous function of a, b, ¢ of 
the third degree. We may therefore assume that the given 

- expression is equal to | | 

Tl (b-c).[p. 3a? +q. 3a°b + r. abc, 

where p, g, 7 are numerical constants to be determined. 

Putting c= 0, we get 

a’b — ba =b (—a) (a— b). [p (a? + b°) +g (ab + ab’). 

But since a°b — b°a=ab (a— b)(a +b) (a? + 6°), it follows that 
p=q=-1. To find r, put a=2, b=1, c=—1. We then find 
4p + 2g-—-r=—6, whence r=0. 

Hence the remaining factor is 

— (3a? + Ba*) = — (2a) (Sa’). 
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4, we have 

tea pe. 
=1+$¢(- 8 D(-p+ 
=l]- i. Us — ... SAY. 

Then 

u, = *200000 

Uy = zp - $u, = 005000 

Us= %.4u,.= 000500 

u,=ii.4u,;= 000069 

Us=7e.4u,= 000011 

Ug = zy - tu; = ‘000002 

205582. 
Hence 

(2)® = 1 — 205582... 
= ‘7944 correct to four decimal places. 

5. The left-hand side 

= 1 (4 —cos 24° — cos 42° — cos 78° — cos 96°) 

= + (4 —2 cos 60° cos 36° — 2 cos 60° cos 18°) 

= 1 (4 -—cos 18° — cos 36°) 

=1+sin? 9° +sin? 18°, 

6. Here 
r=n—1 Tr 

SPA 2k. Ss in (a + “") 
r=0 

sin (a+ Pie sin (n ~) 
R 2n 2n 

sin 
2n 

cos (« ) 

ss ot 
. T 

aL 
2n 

2 

=2R (cos a cot—- +sin a ; 
2n 
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7. The equation to any conic circumscribing this triangle 
must be of the form 

(y + ka)(y — ka) + (x cosa + y sina —p)(la + my) =0...(i). 

Using the conditions for a circle, we find 

lcosa—k?=msina+1 and /sina+mcosa=0, 

whence 
y m 

= =1+?, 
cosa —sina 

Substituting in (i) and simplifying, we obtain the equation given. 

8. If P be the point m, and P’ the point m’, the equations 
to PP’ and P’Q are respectively 

2a —(m+m') y+ 2amm' =0 

and 2a —(m' — m) y — 2amm' = 0, 

and if the first of these passes through (— a, 0), the second passes 
through (a, 0). 

9. Let the true weight of the first article be Q, that of the 
second #, and the apparent and true weights of the third article 
X and W respectively. Let a and 6 be the lengths of the arms, 
S and S’ the weights of the pans, w the weight of the instrument, 
x the distance of the centre of gravity from the fulcrum, Then 
we have the equations — ; 

(Q +S)atw.x=(Q,+8')3, 

(Q.+S)a+w.x=(Q +58’), 

(W+S)a+w.x=(X4+8')4, 

(X+S)a+w.x=(W+S8’') 8, 
whence 

(W—Q,) a =(X- Q) 6, 

(4 —@) a=(W— Q) 6, 
W-Q, 0 W-R, 

= — similarly. "W-Q @ W-R, 
This gives the required value of W. 

1-2 
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10.. Let ABCD be the square, A the corner of the square in 

contact with the wall, B the corner to which the string is attached. 
Draw BN perpendicular to the wall, and let the direction of the 
string meet the horizontal through A in 0. Then O must be 
vertically below the centre of the square. Let the distances of B, 

C and D from the wall be a, y, x respectively. Then AO = 2a. 

Also : = —- = distance of centre from wall = 2x”, whence 

Dee 
Bee te, 

and evidently AW =z, so that the angle required is 

cot~! = = cot * 3. 

11. When the wedge is at rest, let 7’ be the tension of the 
string, & the reaction between the plane and the mass m’. Then, 
if fis the acceleration, 

T—m'gsina=mf, mg—T =mf, 

mm’ (1 +sin a) 
whence Ha ; 

m+m 

Also R= mg cosa, and the horizontal force on the wedge is 

m’ cosa (m’ sin a —m) 
Fsina— 7 cosa= ; 

m+m Y; 

and to kcep the wedge from moving, a force equal !and opposite 
to this is required. 

12. Ifa is the angle of projection, and £ the angle of the 
plane, the vertical altitude above the plane after time ¢ is 

usina.t—tgt?—(wcosa, t)tanB=ut. — eB) a op 
cos £ 

Now, whatever A may be, 

2\2 2 

ut.h4-—igP =}. — -i9("— ne 

ur? 
and therefore its greatest value is }. ‘ 
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Hence the greatest value of the above vertical altitude is 

1 w?sin?(a— B) tA 1 : a (1 — cos 2 (a — B)}. 2° gers 4° goose 

But for the maximum range 2a—B= 5 . Hence the above is 

1: ow ; 
F PIO Ra eet 

i.e. + of the maximum range. 

II. 

1. Produce AD to #, making DF either =2AD or 1AD. 
Draw EC parallel to AS, meeting AC in C. Produce CD to 
meet AB in B, Then SC is the line required, since 

BD: DC= AD: DE: 

2. Let ABCD be the parallelogram; ZH, F, G, H the middle 

points of the sides. Then # and G@ are the middle points of 
parallel chords, therefore 4G passes through the centre of the 
conic, and similarly for FH. Hence the centre of the conic is 
the intersection of HG, FH, which is also the intersection of the 

diagonals, | 

3. By the ordinary rule of partial fractions, 
; | | 

2 a? l 

(2 — a) (a — b) (w@—c) ba (a—b)(a—e)'a—a 

Putting =3(a+6+c), the given identity easily follows. 

ae sa=p, ab=ga, Sabe = r, 

then | 2a? = p® — 3pq +-3r. 

Hence 3a? — 3r is divisible by p, the quotient being 

pv ew 3g = >a? — dab. 
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5. (i) Since in any triangle “ = cot} B+ cot }C with similar 

formulae, we have 

b 
(= —cot 30 ) (= cot $C) =cotiA,.cot3A, 

1 2 

a 1 a since 4A,+34,= 90°, 

(ii) Using the same formulae, 

a—c 
= =cot iC — cot} A,=cot3C— tan $A, 
2 

_ cos $(C+4)) © sini B, 
~ ein tl ee eae ee | ee ie sintC cosid, sin}C cos}A, 

a 3 sin 3(B,+C 
Also ~ = cot ¢ B, + cot gU'= Pat 

wnt nL sin} B,sin$C 
1 cos ZA, 

wee ° . . a: e 

sin 3B, siniC 

Multiplying these, the result follows. 

6. Since 1 —3cos?dA —2cos 4 cos BcosC = 0, 

and since | 

1 —& cos? Osin? d= 1— sin?6 + & sin?é sin’? ¢d 

= (1 —sin?@) (1 — sin’ ¢) (1 —sin?y) 

| + sin’@ sin’¢ sin?y 

= II cos? 6 + II sin? 6; : 
it follows that 

IT cos? + U sin? @ — 211 sin 6 cos 6 = 0, 

i.e, (IL cos 6— Tf sin 4)? = 0, 

or iW tanéd=1. — 

7. The polar of (X, Y)iswX+yY=a’. Transferring to (A, k) 
as origin, this becomes 

| vd +yY=a?—-hX—-kY 

while the equation to the circle is now 

e+ y? +2he + 2hy +h? +h a? =0............ (1i). 
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Forming the equation to the lines joining the origin to the 
intersections of (i) and (ii) by the ordinary rule, and writing 

down the condition that these are perpendicular, we obtain the 
required locus of (4, Y). 

8. For the intersections of 

C— 0 y-Yy 
a —_ it 2—4 

cos@ sing pwtee es 

we have (r sin 6 +y’') = 4a (r cos 6 + a’). 

If («’, y) is the middle point of the chord, the values of r 
given by this equation will be equal and opposite, 

if y’ sin 6 = 2a-cos 8, 

i.e. the equation to the chord is 

y' (y— y') = 2a (a — 2’). 
If this passes through (h, k) we have 

y' (k-y') =2a(h—a’) 
so that the locus of (x’, y’) is 

y (ky) =20(h—2). 
9. If d be the eccentric angle of P, we have 

SP=a-—e.acos¢, SQ=a+e.asin 4d, 

“. (SP—SQ) = a’e? (sin ¢ + cos ). 

Also PQ?=a? (cos $+ sin Pd)? + 6? (sin d —cos ¢)’, 

“. PQ? —(SP—SQ/) = 6? (cos d + sin $)’ + 6? (sin $ — cos ¢)? 

= a0". : 

10. Let A be the upper end of the rod, G@ its middle point, 

N the point of contact with the circle (centre 0), a the angle 

AON, 6 the angle the rod makes with the vertical. Then if OV 
and the direction of the string meet in K, GX is vertical. | 

i AN tanAKN  cot2a 

GN tanGKN  coté~ - 
Hence 

na . n n 2nab 
But tana=—,, ar tand=>—. tan 2a = od je as 
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11. Let A, A be the accelerations of m along and perpen- 

dicular to the face of the wedge; f,, 7; those of m’; / the horizontal 
acceleration of the wedge; & and &#’ the pressures. 

Then mf,=mgcosa—Rk, mf,=m'gcoosB—-f’, 

Sa) ane, F,=—Sfsin B. 

Mf=R sina — R' sin B 

=m (g cos a—/sin a) sina —m' (g cos B +f sin ) sin B, 

giving the required value of / 

12. With the usual notation we have 

[A ][L'P [2] * = =. 2240 m. G50)" M[LP[Z], 
[M’|[L'P[7’]-3 = 32. 550A. [(M][LP[7]-3, 

[M"|[L)[ 7]? = 32. 2240. [M][Z][7]-?. 

Multiplying the first equation by the square of the third, and 
dividing by the square of the second, we get the required value 
for [ JZ’}. 

Lit. 

1. Since 7DBC and UEBC are cyclic, 

-: TBU = TBC + UBC = ADC + UEC 

= 360° — 2DAB - (180° — DAB) 

= 180°— BAU, since DAB = BAU. 

., ABT + ABU + BAU = 180°, 

, ABT=AOB and BAT = BAU, 

-. ATB = ABU, : 
and the triangles A7'’B, ABU are similar. Hence the result. 

2. If PM, QN are the ordinates, we have 

MG? PM? AM 
: GN*~ QN? AN’ 
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. (AG-AM) _ 2AM. AG _ AG + AM? 
‘(AN—AG)? 2AN. AG AN? + AG?’ 
 AG?+ AM? AN?+AG? AN?-AM? 

AMS CAN s AN- AM 
: =AN+AM. 

- A@=AM. AN, 
whence the property in question immediately follows. 

3. The term involving x"-? is 
Lae pewodaye igpewie e td pa 2 ma Gaal | at mat ) (gay 

11.14...(8%+2 ai =(-1y4 = 7 (= 1a) 
a a (3n+2) 

4"? -(n—2)! © 

The given form is obtained by multiplying numerator and 

i rionuinatot by 2.5.8. 

4, Let V bs the number. Then by Fermat’s Theorem, 

=7Tm+1, 

= (7m + 1) 

= M (49) +1, by the Sisal Theorem. 

5. Let LZ, M, N be the points of contact. Then if A’ be the 
area of LMN, we have | 

A’ = }r*. Xsin A = 2". Hoos, 

and (A= 2K. Msin A. 

A | me SRS 
Also r=4hk. If sin 5, whence iy ee 

a: -if ff (x) = cot x — 4a, 

we have IO=a, s(7)=V5-F, 

which is negative. 

Hence the root lies between 0 and = From the graphs 

y=cotx and y=4~a, its value is approximately °48. 
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7. If the tangent x cos 6 + y sin 6 = a coincides with the polar 
xu’ + yy’ =b(x+ 2"), we have 

wae. Oe 
Se cos6 sind a 

ba’ 2 
ec: Serer, gee aad whence (x — bP +y ( ) 

giving the required locus for (z’, y’). 

8. The intersection of the tangents at m and m’ is the point 
amm’', a(m +m’), and the intersection of the normals is 

a(m’?+mm +m)+2a, —amm' (m+m’). 

Now amm'=c. Hence, putting m+m/’ =X, the latter point is 

B= 0 (~-*) +2a, y=-—cx. 

Eliminating A, the result follows. 

9. The abscissae of the intersections of 
, 

oe, 

are determined by the equation : 

ao” (5 ) a Qarx’ oS y? 
a es oe oH eam 

a\da 6 a b? 

If x, x, are the roots of the equation, and if (a’, y’) lies on 
ae 2 ; . 

a , EL eat 4, we have a, + %, = 42’. 
b 

Hence if (%, 7) be the centroid, 

%= 5 (+X, +x')=i2'. 

Similarly 7 = 3y’, so that : 
x 7 2 "2 

10. With the usual notation 

Wsin B=7'+pR=T7+ pWeos B 

and T= Wsiny+ph'= Wsiny+pW cos y, 

.. W (sin B—sin y) = pW (cos B + cos y), 

whence p = tan 4 (8B —y). 
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11. Let 7, 7’ be the tensions of the strings round the 
axle and wheel respectively, and jf, / the accelerations of the 

weights. Then 

1 39=8f%, g—I’ af fai fy PHA?’ 
whence 39 + 3f = 49 — 4f' =49-16f, 

“f= T59: 

12. Taking the point of projection as origin, and @ as the 

angle of projection, the equation to the path is 

a 
; ie a tan 6 — 29: V2 cos? 6° 

and to the line of the plane 

y=x tana + cseca. 

Eliminating y, we get 

a 
wie Aa 

Hence, if the intersections are real, 

+ a@(tana—tan6@)+cseca=0, 

(tan a — tan @)?> .¢ S€C a, 2g 
V? cos? 6 

COS a 

sin? (a — 6) , 
le, V?> 2cq. 

which is impossible unless 
V? > 2cg cosa. 

IV. 

1. Let Q@ be the middle point of AB, and draw PN per- 

pendicular to AB. Call AB unity, and let AP=k. Then 

PQ =2+(1 —k)= 

Hence QN?- AN? =(8-k? -P=2- 3k 

and QN+AN =1. 

.. WN-AN=2- 6h, .. 

. AN = 3k — 2. 
But AV =3AP=1Uk, 

'. 3k -2=3k, whence k= #4. 
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2. Let P, P’ be the two points, and let PP’ meet the 

directrix in Z Then SZ is the external bisector of PSP’ 
Hence, if PP’ is divided internally in Y in the ratio in which | 
Z divides it externally, the locus of S is the circle on YZ as 
diameter. 

3. Here @+=1(u+v), ab=1(u-v), 

, a+ bt= (a? + 6)? — 207d? 

=}(u+v)?—(u-v) 

Also a’ + b° = (a? + 6?) [ (a? + b?)? — 3a°b"| 

=} (u+v) (4uv — uv? -v’). 

4. Since 

x+2 - (24+2)0- x) - i - 

e+eaoed «© l—2 =a Pee) 

the result follows from the Binomial Theorem. 

5, The given expression 

oat! we ze Se Pel wou £2 
i5 iD 15 15 

= 2 cos = (cos ie + Cos =) 
5 15 15 

Qa T T 
= 2 cos — . 2c08 = cos 5 

= 2 - 7 =2sin—. cos — = a rade 0 5 

» N5-1 V5+1 
es yee 

6. If the first circle touches J# in JW, we have 

=1 
iy 

r=I0=IN+NE=p,tan + Pr) 

Cn. 

Pi 2 
T : wre A 
9 - Xcot 5 =I cot 5. But since 

Hence the result. 
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ch fle 
7. Let the straight line be Jx+my=k, Then P is « : 0) 

J and any line through P is y=A (e- 3). If this is perpendicular 

: to x+ py = 0, we have | 

A—p=(Ap—1)cosw, ie. A(1—peosw)=p—cose. — 

Hence the line is 

(1 — p cos w) y= (p— cos w) («-). 

Similarly the line through Q is * 

(1 —q cos w) @ =(¢q — cos w) (y - a 

Eliminating &, the locus of the intersection is 

(¢ —cos w) [(1 — pcos w)1+( p— cos w) m] y 

= (p—cosw)[(1 ~ ¢ cos w) m + (q—cosw) 1] x. 

8. Let the parabola be y? = 4az. Then the equations to 

t, and ¢, may be taken in the forms | 

x COS a,+YSinNa,+asina, tana, = 0, 

£ COS dg + ¥ SIN a, + a SiN a, tan a, = 0. 

The equation to h is found by adding these, and is thus 

a,+a . a +a, a(sina, tana,+sin a, tana 
“cos —~—* + ysin +? + fobs - - 2) 0, 

2 ; 2 a,—-a 1 2 2 cos 
2 

whence also the equation to ¢ is 

a,+a . Q,+a . ata a, + a 
a COS 3 + ysin = > +asin “~~ tan —~— = 0. 

The perpendiculars from (a, 0) on h and ¢ are 

a,+a, sina, tana, +Ssina, tana a, +a. 
ce aot 1 ; : -\ and #008 

a, — a es 
pe ten 

. 
ad 
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and the product of these is 

wie sin a, tan a, + sin a, tan *) oe SeC a, + Se€C a, 

COS a, + COS ay COS Q, + COS Gy 

= a sec a, Se€C ay, 

which proves the result, since the perpendiculars from (a, 0) on 

t, and ¢, are a seca, and a sec ay. 

9. If the points (a cos ¢, b sin ), (—asin ¢, bcos) both lie 
on the second ellipse, we have 

a’cos*h 6? sin’d — 1 a sin’ d . b? cos? d 

* aaah re — BS 

whence, adding, —+ re = 2. 

=, 

10. In general, the centre of gravity of a quadrilateral 
coincides with that of four equal particles at the angular points 

and a fifth equal negative particle at the intersection of the 

diagonals. Hence in this case the centre of gravity of the four 
equal particles at the angular points must be at the intersection 

of the diagonals, and this can only be when the diagonals bisect 
each other, i.e. when the quadrilateral is a parallelogram. 

11. Let f/f’ be the downwards and upwards accelerations in 
space of the masses 5 lbs. and 3lbs., and 7’ the tension of the 

string. Then | 

§5g—-T=5f, T-39=3/'. 

_ Also, since the accelerations of the two masses relative to the 
lift are the same, we have 

f+2=f' - 2, 

| ie. f'—f=4. 

z TF 
Hence (5-9) -(9-5) = 4, 

ie. oe = Wg +4=29 + bg = Ly, 

. T= 2? 9, 

i.e. the tension is 3% lbs. wt. 
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Also, substituting for 7’ in the first two equations, we find 

f=13 and /f' = 4; ft./(sec.)?. 

12. We have | 

2 oin2 2a] v s ay ent eee 

whence the possible values of A are the roots of 

h 1-2)=2 

= ( c) 4c?’ 

2 

or h? —ch+— =0. 
+ 

Hence, since 6 is the difference of the roots, 

b= ot a, 

x. 

1. Since the quadrilaterals 4A’B’B and aA’B’B are both 

cyclic, 

°.. A’,AB=180°-A’D B= A'aB. 

Therefore af is parallel to AB, and similarly for the other 

sides. : 

2. Let ABCD be the quadrilateral, and let each of the 
tangents from A subtend an angle a at the focus, each of those 

from B an angle 8, and so on. Then, since AC and BD are 
straight lines, a+B=y+6. — But 

2(a+B+y+6)=360°; «©. a+ B=90", 

i.e. the diagonals are at right angles, Further, since 

2a + 28 = 180", 

each of the lines joining the points of contact of opposite sides 

is a focal chord. Therefore the extremities of the third diagonal 
are on the directrix. 
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3. The series 1 —a,+a,—... to (n+ 2) terms is the absolute 
term in the product of (1+), and the series 

1 1 —(— 1)**3 

nn ne ee (— 2 iat ee ( ie 
x x ° gt 1 ? 

1+ - 
x 

and is therefore 

the coefficient of w+! in (1 + a)?"-![a™t? —(— 1)"4?] 

ene (—1)"*2 (1 + 2)" 
2n—1)! 

=I See: 
4. Let x be the distance of the cutting plane from the 

centre. Then, regarding the spherical cap cut off as the differ- 

ence between a spherical sector and a cone, we have 

1. 2m (1 — x) — dar (1 — 2”) = 3, 

since the volume of the cap is } that of the sphere. 
This equation at once reduces to «®—3a+1=0, and the root 

between 0 and 1, determined from the graphs y = 2’ and y= 3x —1, 

is about °35. 

5. Since A=r+B-y, C=r+a-B£; 

’. B=-wt+y-a. 

Hence the identity to be proved is 

> sin (8 — y) cos 2a + [S sin (8B — y)] [S cos (8 + y)]=0. 

Now 

2 sin (B —y) cos (8 + y) = sin 26 —sin 2y, 

2 sin (B — y) cos (y + a) =sin (a + 8) —sin (2y + a— B), 

2 sin (8 — y) cos (a + 8) =sin (2B + a-—y) —sin(a+y). 

Hence the second term of the identity is clearly equal to 

4 [3 sin (2a + y—8) — sin (2a + B—y)], 

while the first term is 

4 [sin (2a+ B—y)— sin (2a + y—f)]. 
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6. If A’B’C’ is the triangle formed, 

A'B’* =} sec 6 [a® + b? — 2ab cos (C — 26)] 
= } sec? 4 [¢? — 4a sin 6 sin (C — 9)]. 

_ Hence, if the triangles are similar, 

c—4dabsin@sin(C-6) ¢ bsin(C-@) 
b?>—4ceasin@sin(b-—6) & ecsin(B-6)’ 

sin’ B sin (C — 6)=sin’ C sin (B — 6), 

tan & tan C (sin? B - sin? C) 
sin? 8 tan B — sin? ( tan C ~ 

whence tan 6= 

The denominator is 

tan B — tan C — 3 (sin 2B - sin 2C). 

Hence, dividing through by sin (B—C), we have 

tanBtanCsinA  sinAsin BsinC 

~ 1 +e0s A cos B cos C” 
+cos A 

tan 6 = 

cos & cos CU 

7. The lines aati y —m,x=0, y—m,x£=0, the co-ordinates 

of M are given by 

SE oF Se 
l=, lem 

and similarly for J. 

Hence, since the remaining angular point is the origin, the 

area of the triangle is 

Ll (m. — m,) © tT my) & + my) 
2 (m, mz) a rv m,*) (1 x m.) ’ 

9 

which, remembering that m+ m,=— > and m,m,= ; , reduces 

to the given expression. 

8. The condition that the chord m, m’ of y*=4ax should 

coincide with the normal at m is 

™m 1 

5 pin: 

Since m=tana, m’=tana’, this becomes 

sin a sin (a+ a’) = — 2 cos* a cosa, 

i.e. cos a’ — cos (2a +a’) =— 2 (1 + cos 2a) cosa’, 

i.e. 3 cos a + cos (2a —a’) = 0. 
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9. Any tangent to the hyperbola is of the form 

iin beh ics Aga foach’| MOE ATTY el coe (i), 

and this will be a tangent to the ellipse if 

i Bey tek a, Were rey eeery ey tee (ii). 

We have therefore to eliminate m between (i) and (ii). 
Now from (i) ae 

(mPa + y)? = 407m’, 

Le. m*a? + (2ay — 4c?) m? + y2 =0 2... cess ees (iii). 

From (ii) and (111) 

m* m 1 

— 4c?y? — b? (2xy — 4c”) Pata & (Qay — 4c”) + 40? a’ 

whence the required equation follows. 

10. Let A, V be the points of contact of the ruler with the 

wall and rail respectively, and draw NWO, AO perpendicular to 
the axis of the ruler and the wall. Then O must be vertically 

beneath the centre of gravity of the ruler. Hence 

AO =lsin 6 +a cos 6, 

ON = OA cos 6 — 2a=/ sin 6 cos 6 + @ cos? 6 — 2a. 

b= OA —ON cos 6 

= /sin 6 + a cos 6 — (/ sin 6 cos 6 + a cos? 6 — 2a) cos 6 

=/sin® 6 + acos 6 sin? 6 + 2a cos 6. 

11. The second ball reaches the ground in time a -, and 

rebounds with velocity ¢./gh. Let ¢ be the time after the 
rebound at which the balls pass each other. The upward 

distance described by the second ball is e/gh.t—4gt?, and the 
ie 2 

downward distance described by the first is dg ( ff: : + t) Phe 

sum of these is h, whence we obtain 

EG 
— 21 +e)” g’ 
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and therefore 

a pare 
2 ST SRO Mees eee Ae 

enigh . t — $gt? = =a eo" “5 wee 
de? + 4e—1 

= Bi +epr 

12. Let, f, be the accelerations of the masses perpendicular 

_ to the respective faces of the wedge, / the horizontal acceleration 
of the wedge, # and 2’ the pressures. Then 

l 
acl se, sealer 

1 , 1 
ao eee My ty, hat +75) 

(R-R).5=Wf (i), fi=-S 5, 
From these 

1 : 1 R=m(g-f)- 4g, R=m(g+f)- ys 
whence (1) gives the required value for f. 

VI. 

1. Since BED = B, and CFD =C, therefore BEC = 180° — A, 
i.e. # is on the circle ABC. Produce AD to meet this circle 

in F. Then BFD=C=CED. Hence evidently / must be the 
reflection of # in the line through PD perpendicular to BC, ice. 

DE=DF. But AD.DF=BD.DC. Therefore AD. DE= DC? 

2. Let U be the intersection, Y the foot of the perpendicular 
from S on the tangent. Then the triangle SYU is given in 
species ; one vertex (S) is fixed, and another vertex (Y) describes 
a circle, viz. the auxiliary circle. Hence the locus of the third 
vertex U is also a circle. 

2—2 
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3. We have 
(Sa)? — Sa? = 3. I (y+ 2). 

But the expression (3«)"*! —=a*"* vanishes identically when 

y=—2%, Le. (y+z2) is a factor, and similarly for (2+) and 
(2+y). Hence the result. 

4. Ifm <1, we have by the ordinary rule 

a S "pa 1 

(2 —a,) (@—Ay) ...(@—-An) pat (Ap—M) -.. (Gp —- Gy) B— Oy 

Putting «=0 in this identity, the first result follows. 
If m=n—1, the above identity may be written 

r=n a —1 r=n a n-1 a —1 

H.(1-*) = 3. : (1-) 
Expanding each side, and equating the absolute terms and the - 

coefficients of is the other two results follow. 

5. Using the graph y=cos« and the circle x? + y*? = 2, (wand y 
being, of course, on the same scale), we obtain the approximate 
value «=1°4 at the intersection. To obtain a closer approxima- 

tion, assume x=1:4+ & retaining only the first power of €, and 

using the identity cos’*=4(1+cos2x). This leads to the closer 
value # = 1°405. 

6. Leta= . , and call the given product x Then 

4x cosa = 2 sin 2asin 3asin 5a 

= (cos 3a — cos 7a) sin 3a 
yas te = 4sin 6a 

° T 
= 4 cosa, since 7a = 5? 

ype 
CO nt 

7. The line y= 3x+c meets the given conic where 

2a? — x (3x+c¢)+3(3x+cP=1, 

Le, 2627+ 17cx + 3c?-1=0. 

Hence, if (%, 7) be the middle point of the intercept, 

x = + (sum of roots) =— ie. 

Also Y= 3E+c=7A¢, le. X=—17Y. 
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8. The chord joining m, m’ on ¥? = 4ax is 

2a —(m +m’) y+ 2amm' =0, 

and the tangent at p to y= 4a’x is 

x — py +a'p?=0, 
m +m’ 

2 

But p=cot 6,, m=cot 6,, m’=cot@,. Hence the result. 

If these coincide, we must have p = 

9. If P is (x, y’), the tangent at P is s - = = 1, and the 

equation to CQ, CR is 

Hence the equation to the bisectors of the angle QCR is 
Cy" y 2a" 2 c yy 2 

7b (9) +(e - + 1) ay =0, 

and these will coincide with (ay’ — yx’) (aa’ + yy’) = 0, provided 
262 Zp! 2 12 , + (3 H+ 1)=y2-2", 

as b4 
12 ’2 

£6. if ¢* (= + = = 1, remembering that a - _ =], 

10. Let 7’ be the tension of the string, S the pressure on 
either peg, and let ¢ be the angle which each of the lower 
portions of the string makes with the horizontal, Then 
evidently 

co. . , AU(t— 2c) 
| RDS; sin @ = gee 

: W l—e¢ 
Also 27 sin d = W, =—, ———-_, 

. 2 Ji (T= 2c) 

and S*= 27" (1 +008 $)=27". 
—¢ 

cme ied | ae 
2° Ji (T= 2c) le 

ce l—e 
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11. Let 7 be the length of the wire, rv the radius of the 

quadrant. Then 
2 

gree 

T A 
2r+ ara, 1.6.. 7 = 

The weights of the straight and curved portions are in the 

ratio 2: 5 , and the distances of their centres of gravity from the 

2/3 
centre along the middle radius are respectively on and v t. 

— — T 

Hence the distance of the centre of gravity of the whole from 

the centre is 

RL J2 
et NM Bie 6/2 

7 Ate (4477 ° 
2+5 

12. The horizontal distance of the point of intersection of 

the paths satisfies the equation 

2 
4b 

xtana—ig. 79 
uw cos? a 

ea ee A a he 
uw? cos’? a 2J 

9 F 

1.e. x (tan a— tan a’) a 29 = (tan? a = tan? a’), 

_ 2 
whence tan a+tana =—. 

gx 

x uw Sin a x 
But t=———,, T= : .. Tt=-— tana. 

u COS a g g 

9 2 

Hence Tt+ Tt’ =" (tana +tan =e 
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VII. 

1. Since P¥Y’A is a transversal of triangle BC'S’, 

BMC? Ba 

“WO FR Ae I, 

J ae OLE ee 1 : 
Le. Sg PB OM (i). 

Also, since CPB’ is a transversal of triangle ACB, 

OP BE. AG. 1 

Fhe s GO 

Ne ae sia fa oe nfo re (ii). 
“PR MO OM == 

From (i) and (ii), it follows that 

BM’. Be 
M'C' MC’ 

2. If 7Q’ is the tangent to the circle, then STQ’ = SOT. 
But if 7'P is the other tangent to the parabola, the triangles 

SQT, STP are similar. 

Hence SOT = STP, a STQ' = STP, 

ie. 7'P and 7'Q’ coincide. 

3. (i) The relation in the roots is 

2a'B’ + 2aB — (a+ B)(a' + B’) =0, 

ie. (a! ~ a) (B’ — B) = (B-a')(6’ —a), 
so that the roots, measured as lengths from a common origin, 

determine a harmonic range. 
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(ii) The relation in the rods is 

[2a'8' + 208 — (a+ B) (a’ +B’) P — (a — 8)? (a’ — 8’) = 0, 

Le. (2a'B’ + 2aB ~ 2a’B— 2a’) (2a’'B' + 208 — 2aa’ — 2B’) =0, 

ie, (a —a) (B' — B) (a — 8) (B’ —2) =0. 
Hence the equations must have a common root. 

4. (i) Sn(n+1)(n+3)= 3n(n+1)(n+2)+ Bn (n+ 1) 

=4n(n+1)(n+2)(n+3)+ $n (nr +1) (n+ 2) 

=n (n+1)(m + 2)(8n+ 13). 

(ii) The nth term is » + 3”, 

2 Cu dae SC ee bee ec ere + 3”). 

(iii) In the identity 

@, (1 — ay) + A aq (1 — dy) +... + Gy) My... Gy_y (1 — dy) 

= A, — A, Ag... An 

t ae —-a+1 ee F _atn-1 

23 ts a? er bade a 

Then since b}>a+1, these quantities (except a,) are all proper 
fractions. Hence, denoting the sum to infinity of the given 
series by S, we have 

oo pe =«, 

oe Se 
Do ees 

5. Since =x" (y —%) =—II (y —2), 

“. & (22? —-1)(y—z)+ 2.1 (y—z)=0. 

Putting x =cos 24, etc., the result follows. 
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6. We have 

bcos B + ccosC = R(sin 26 + sin 20) 

= 2Rsin A cos (B— C) 

=acos(B-C), 

', acos(4 +26) +b cos B+ecos C=0, 

since A+2B=180°+(B-C). 

Writing down the two similar equations and eliminating a, 6, ¢ 

the result follows. 

7. Let the first pair of lines be 

(i) y=ma, (ii) y=m’2, 

and the second pair ; 

(ii) y=p(w-a), (iv) y=p' (wa). 
The intersection of (i) and (iii) is 

y « pa. 

m 1 p—m 
and so for (ii) and (iv). | 

Hence the middle point of the diagonal (i, iii), (ii, iv) is ~ 

From these 

pp’ —mm’ 

(y= m)(p!—m')*™ 

2y = (m+ m') me’ —(u+ p') mm! 
(4. —m) (p’ — m’) 

24—-a= 

an 

Hence mas = bb = a'b — ab’ 
2y 9h @. Za a 2 (ah' — ah)’ ‘ 

bee s 
i.e. (ah’ — ah) (2a — a) + (ab’ —a’b) y =0. 

Similarly for the;middle point of the other diagonal. 
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8. The equation to the chord of which (z’, y’) is the middle: 
point is 

y (y—y’) = 2a(e@— 2’). (See IT. 8.) 

But yz’ = ma’ +c and therefore this equation may be written 

2a | C. 
or y *—y (y+) +2a(e+")=0, 

and the envelope is as given. 

9. The chord of the ellipse having (a’, y’) for its middle 
point is 

giving the required locus for (a’, y’). 

10. If the beam makes an angle @ with the horizontal, and 

the string an angle ¢ with the vertical, we have, taking moments 
about A, 

w.Lsin = W. 5 cos 0 eer erecta: (i). 

Al l oe /—asin 6 

sa cos(6-4) sing cosdcosd’ 
Hence, from (i) 

2 on 2 

u'Pa?= W?. a cos? 6 G + tastine | 
4 cos? 6 : 

4w?l? 
Ww? 

giving the required value of sin 4. 

1.€. = 1?— 2al sin 6 + a?, 
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11. With the usual notation (see V. 12), we have 

mg sina—pR=mf,, 

mg cosa - R= mfp, J7,=/ sine, 

& sin a— ph cosa = My. 

From these 

F sin (a—e ae e 
pera My, R= mg cosa —mf sina, 

sin (a — e) 

COS € 

sin (a — e) 
| /=mg cs a, —-———,, . [aes msina, 

COS € 

given the value of 

12. Let 6 be the angle of projection and 7’ the time of flight 
in either case, & the given range. Then 

| ucos@.7'=R cosa, 

wsinéd. 7’—tg97° = Rsina, 

whence, eliminating 0, we get 

1¢°T* —-(w—gksina) 7? + h?=0., 

The roots of the quadratic in 7” are # and ¢”; 

ae ee 4 (w? — gh sin a.) 

OE) sees | 
ely Se Le. Ht =—, 

. » 49 , bed 4u 

o +t*+ Fe oo A 
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VIII. 

1. Let O, O, be the centres of the smaller circle and one of 
the larger ones, 5, the point of contact, A the point from which 

the tangents are drawn, AP the tangent, and let AB, meet the 

larger circle again in L. es 

Then OLB, = OB Le OAR, 
.. O,L is parallel to OA, 

- AP?: 4B2=AB,. AL: ABZ=AL: AB, =00,: OB,. - 
Hence, evidently, if dQ, Af be the tangents to the other circles, 

B,, B, the points of contact with the smaller circle, we shall have 

AP: AB,=AQ: AB,=AR: AB. 

But triangle B, 4, B, is evidently equilateral, and therefore by 

Ptolemy’s Theorem, supposing A to lie between B, and B,, 

AB, = AB, + AB,, 

“, AP=AQ + AR. 

2. We have 

SRP =180°—SQP, Sk'Q=180°-SP'Q. 
But the triangles SPY, SQP’ are similar, 

*; SOP = SPQ, <2 SRP =5R'O, 
ie. PR and QF’ are parallel. 

3. From the data 

(1 — ax)(1 — bx) (1 - cx) (1 — da) = 1 — pa’ + qa’. 

Taking logarithms and expanding, 

a” +6" +0" +a" 
e a a” = ( pa? — ga*) +4 (pa*— gat)? +.... 

n= 

Equating coefficients of «* and a", we have 

a+ >a" 
oe ee has me a 49°, 

. Sa® = 1 (3a*)?, 
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4. By the ordinary rule 

(t-2)(t-y(t-2) __ y (w= a)(a-y)(a-2) 1 
(¢—a)(t—6)(t-c)(t-d) ~ (a—b)(a—c)(a—d) t-a’ 

Putting ¢=0 in this identity, we see that the given expression 
is equal to xyz/abed. 

5. If tana=/, etc, the given condition implies 

tan(a+B+y)=0, Le. a+B+y=(Qn+l)5. 

.. &sin 2a =4.II cosa, 

COS a 

sin 6 sin y 
= 2.II cota. 

S cot B cot y II cota 

sec” a " Il seca’ 

and the given result follows. 

6. We have 

a” — 2ey cos y + y® = (x cos B + y cos a)’, 

Le. x sin? B — xy (cos y + cos acos B) + y? sin?a=0. 

If the solution is unique, the left side must be a perfect square, 

| ", cos y+ cosacos B=+ sina sin B, 

or cos (a + 8) = — cosy, 

.. a+ B+y is an odd multiple of z. 

7. Let p and q be the.perpendiculars from the origin on the 
two lines, 6 the angle between the lines. Then the area of the 
parallelogram is pq/sin 6. 

Now if the lines are 

le+my+n=0, la+m'y+n'=0, 

nn’ 
then ao ; 

| aN ON re 
Steet lm’ — I 

aaa hi *, sin é= sp ah 
Wt’ + mm’? JE +m Jl? +m 
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therefore the area is 

nn c 
OER rs ee a ————=. 79 

min . 2 J he —ab 

: lo mm m’s+lI'm ni 
since ite ke ssi bh lle: 

a b 2h Cc 

8. Writing the equation in the form 

(w—y+A)?—(6 + 2d) x—-(10— 2dr) v¥ + 9-A=0, 

the condition that the lines x—y+=0 and (6+ 2A) a+... 
are at right angles is 

(6 + 2A)— (10 —- 2A) =0, whence A= 1, 

so that the axis is “x—y+1=0. 

Hence, taking 
aty—l Se yt 

oe ae Sf eager ae 
the equation becomes —4,/2 X=0, 

so that the latus-rectum is 4 ,/2. 

9. If the equations to P,P, and Q,Q, are 

xcosa+ysina=p and xcosB+ysin B=4q, 

the equation to the circle must be of the form 

ay—c?+XA(xcosat ysina—p)(ecosB+y sin B-—g)=0 

The conditions for a circle are 

cos acos 8 =sin asin f, i.e. cos(a+P)=0, 

and 1+Asin (a+ f6)=0, whence A=+1. 

Also, since the circle passes through the origin, 

—c+Apq = 0. 

Hence pq =c? numerically. 

10. The stresses are: 

in BC, 71s - an AC. Pink: 

50 20 
in AB, i te in CD, ZB lbs. 

9 
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11. The pull (P) of the engine 

ote — lbs. weight. 
22 
15 

= gas - = tons weight. 

Now let 7’ be the tension of the coupling, AJ the resistance 

on mass M. Then 

P-T=XM, T=XnM, 

nM’ 

M+nM"’ 

HnM’' 
ot (if+nMyo tons’ weight. 

12. If a is the inclination of the string to the vertical, then 

panne COS a = 7-97 

When the length of the string is diminished by a, let the new 

number of revolutions be VY. Then also 

g 
4x? NW? (1 — 2)’ 

, V7? (l—x) =n, 

Age 4 l -3 
Le. — = (—) = (a — 7) =1+4 = approx. 

cos a = 

IX. 

1. We evidently have 

BCK = BCO =90° — B= BAK. 
Hence X is on the circle ABC, and so for Z and &. 

2. Here 

PG? = SP? + SG?—-2SG . SM = (SE + SN, 

PM being the ordinate of P. 
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-. SP?—SN?=28G. MN, 

ie. SP?-SP?+PN*2=2e.SP.UN 

= 2SP (SP — SP’), 

-, P'N?=(SP—SPY. 

3. (i) Putting x+y=p, xy=gq, the equations are 

2a° + pgq=a?+ap+agq, ie. (p—a)(q—a’)=0, 

and p’ — 2q = 2a’. 

Hence, either | 
2 ee 

Hoa g= -5 whence «= : J y= Pah a 

or g=a*, p=2a, whence x= y=<a. 

(ii) Putting y=mz and dividing, we get « =0 or 

1+2m = 4—m 

Im—m 6—5m’ 

ie. m+ 4m?+m-6=0, whence m=1, —2 or —3. 

Hence, since # = a we get the table of roots 
t 

x W) | 1 —2 | —i 

| y Lei qf eh 

4. The expanded form of the determinant is 

1 1\2 
8+2.0(a+2)-2.3(a+7) 

a a 

2(—2baber +B ae Bat 3 =) 
abe a a 
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5. From the formula 6? = c? + a — 2cacos B, we have 

6. db = (ce —acos B) e+ (a—c cos B) da+casin B. 8B, 

ie. casinB.d8B=b.8b—becos A.dc—beosC. da. 

Under the given conditions, the greatest possible value of 
the right-hand side is 

zoo (0? — bc cos A + ba cos C) = 4, ab cos C; 

therefore the greatest value of 3B is 

Sunilarly for 6C, and since 64 +68+6C=0, we get from these 
the given maximum value for 84. 

6. Putting cosa+isina=a, etc., we have 

5 ] 
cosa —tvsina=-, etc. 

a 

Hence the given equations involve both 

1 
 sa=0 and a= 0, ic. She =0, 

Hence 20° =0, and: .*. 3 ts 2a= 0; 

. 3 cos*a= 3% sin’a = $ (3 cos’?a + Xsin’a) = 3. 

| 7. If (X, Y) is the intersection of the lines, the equation of 
the bisectors is 

(o~ XP GS TF @-4*)y—.F) 
a—b h : 

and these meet y = 0, where 

ha? —[2hX —-(a—b) Y)xu+h(X?— Y*)-~(a—6) XY =0. 

lf x,, x, are the roots of this equation, 

(x, aay %_)° a (x, + Xa)" — Ax, Xo 

(a — b)? + 4h? 
. Y? on reduction ; 
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and the area of the triangle is 

J (a — b)? + 4h? 
4 (x, —%) Y= yA Sie’ 

_ gh-af ey CO — G* 
But te a oe“ ig Toho Ae? 

using the condition for straight lines in the form 

(gh — af)? =(ab — h?) (ca — 9’). 

8. The line joining the origin to the point m is y= ar 
m 

Hence if the lines joining the origin to the points m, m’ are 
inclined at 45°, we have 

a: 2 4 2m + 4 
— —-—,=1 + —~\, whence m’'= ; 
m m mm 2—m 

and the chord m, m’ now becomes 

2 (2—m) «— (4m —m? +4) y + 2am (2m + 4)=0, 

ie. m? (y + 4a) — 2m (x+ 2y —4a) +4 (x-y) =0, 

and the envelope is | 7 

(2+ 2y— 4a)? = 4 (x —y)(y + 4a), 

which reduces to the form given. 

9. The centre is the point : = + =—,'y, and the line joining 

(x', y’) to the centre is 

~ x (10y' +1)+y (8 + 10x’) +0’ — 8y'=0......... (i). 
Also the polar of (x, y’) is 

ax (17a' —6y' + 13) + y (— 6a’ + By’ — 4) + 13a’ - 4y’ + 2=0...(ii). 

If (a’, y’) is a point on either axis, the lines (i) and (ii) are 
perpendicular. Hence 

_ (1 Tar’ — Gy’ + 13) (10y! +1) + (— 6a! + By’ — 4) (102 +8) = 0, 
giving the required equation. 
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10. Let the force along AB be Ac. Then the sum of the 
moments about C’ is 

Acsin CAB — db sin CAD. 

b Cc 

sinCAB sin CAD 

where £ is the radius. Hence the sum of the moments about C 

_ is zero, i.e. the resultant acts along AC. 
Again, if / be the resultant, we have, taking moments 

about JS, 

But = DH, 

F.sin BAC =X. bsin A, 

: b BD 
1.€, Lf. sR =O. oR: 

11. Let 7’ be the tension, and wu the velocity, at the lowest 

point. Then 

ofc Aw BD, 

T'— mg = — 

Le. u?=(n—1)gl, since 7’'= nmqg. 

Also, if A be the vertical height through which the bob rises, 

u? = Igh, 

“. (n—lI)l=2h, ie. h= — cf, 

and the angle of swing on each side of the vertical is 

cos’? (=) = cos~? (- = 
l a. Fi 

12. Let the angles of projection be a —6,a,a+6. Then 

v,’ sin 2 (a — 8) = v,’ sin 2a = v,? sin 2 (a + 8), 

and v, sin (a — 8) = 2v, sin (a + 8). 

From these 
posse os sin 2 (a + 8) 

sin? (a — 6) * sin? (a+ 6) ’ 

a tan (a—69) _ sin2a__s 

tenet CS 8 

No V1 Vg" 5 sin? 2a = sin? 2a “ae. 

%'  sin2(a—8)sin2(a+d) sin? 2a—sin? 28 1°’ 

*, UU,= $03. 

3—2 
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7. 

1. By hypothesis, the triangles ABC, DHF are in per- 
spective. Also if L, M, NV be the middle points of the sides of 
DEF, the triangles DEF, LIN are in perspective, the centre of 

perspective being the centre of gravity of DHF. Hence the 
triangles ABC, LN being both in perspective with the same 
triangle, viz. DHF, are in perspective with each other, whence 
the result. 

2. Let SY be the perpendicular from the given focus on the 

given tangent. Then Y is on the auxiliary circle and therefore 

CS: CY, being the ratio of the eccentricity, is given. Hence 
S and Y being fixed points, the locus of C' isa circle. Also 

See SO.) 1 
and S is fixed, therefore the locus of S’ is another circle. 

3. Suppose the given expression equal to 

(x+y +2) (aa? + by? + cz? + pyz + qua + ray). 

Then equating the remaining coefficients, we have 

c+p=d, a+q=é, b+r= } 
b+p=d', c+q=é, a+r= 

+ PRN ssi i aie (ii). 

From (i) follow b-c+d-—d’' =), ete. 

Also p=d'—b), g=e'-6, r=f'—a. 

Hence from (ii) d’t+es+f'=ar+b+cer+g. 

4, The turning points are (—2+,/7, —5+2,/7), 

i.e. (— 4°64, — 10°28) and (-64, 28), 

and the asymptotes are 

y=x—3 and «+2=0. 

5. Dividing through by cos*x cos‘ y cos* z, and putting 

tan 7 =a, etc., 

the identity takes the algebraical form 

Sabe . I (6 —c) + 23a (b—c) (1 — be)? (1 + ab) (1 + ac) = 0. 
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To verify this, we notice that 

3 [a (b - c) + a? (b? — c?) + abe (b — c)] (1 — 2be + bc?) 

produces nine sums, six of which vanish identically. 
The others are 

sa* be (b—c) =—abe. Il (b-c), 

— 2 abe (b? — c?) =—2abe. II (b -¢), 

and Sab?c? (b — c) = — abc. Il (b—c). 

Hence the whole sum is —4abc.II1(b-—c), and therefore the 
identity is true. 

6. Let p be the radius of the circle in question. The centre 

of the circle is the orthocentre. 

*.. PA=th* cos* A—p’, 

', 27',?sin A sin (6 - C) =— 37’? (cos? B— cos? C) 

=—4h?. 3 cos’ A (cos? B — cos? C’) + p?. & (cos? B — cos? C) 

= (), 

7. The lines being y = ma, y = m’x, the required locus is 

(y—maz?  (y—ma) _ 
Se es Brea, a8 

ie. (2 +m? +m?) y?— 2 (mm' + 1) (m+m’) wy 

+ (m? +m” + 2m?m”) x? = c? (1 + m?)(1 +m"). 

: 2h ; 
Putting m +m’ =- h? mm! =", this easily reduces to the form 

given. 

8. The co-ordinates of any point on 2?+y?=2b% may be 
written (2) cos? 6, 2bsin @cos@), and the polar of this point for 

v’+y' =a" is 

x. 2b cos?6+y. 2bsin 6 cos 6 = a’, 

1.e. 2bx + 2by tan 6 = a? (1 + tan’ 6), 

or a’ tan? 6 — 2by tan 6 — (26% — a”) = 0, 

and the envelope is 

b°y? + a? (2b — a*) = 0. 
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9. Let the equation to the other chord be la —my—k=0. 
Then the Aeae to the circle is of the form 

+5 —1+ (le + my — 1) (le— my-k)=0, 

the condition for a circle being 

1 i 
a * AZ = as Am?. 

(The other condition has already been utilised in assuming the 
above form for the chord.) 

Further, since the circle passes through the pole of 

le+my=1, viz. (a*l, b*m), 

ws L+A (PP -—b'm —k) = 0, 

1 2+ m ear) ee RS eee eae © ee Le, k= af Oe aS i? — b’m t Sera 

Be a 
atl? + b4m? 

ae 

10. Let A and C be the points of contact of the rod with 
the wall and the wire, G its middle point. Draw AW making 
an angle A with the horizontal downwards, and CN making 

an angle X with the perpendicular to the rod away from 4d. 
Then WV must be vertically below G. 

AC sin(a—2A) AG __cosdr 

AN: sees AN Bina’ 

AC _ sin a, sin (a — 2d) 

ae ae cos? Xx 

Now 

11. Let 7’ be the tension of the upper string, 7” of the 

lower, f the acceleration of JZ. 
The accelerations of m and m’ downwards are 

Vv yt 

——, andg-—. 
J m’ J m’ 
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Hence, since their accelerations relative to the pulley are the 
same, 

99g —T" (< +=) =% 
m 

Also 7'= Mf, and 27" + pg — T= pf. 
Eliminating 7” and / from these equations, the result follows. 

12, Let «be the velocity of projection, 9 the elevation, ¢ the 
time to reach the top of the plane. Then 

a@COSs a 

t V 

Also V sina =— (usin 6 — gt), 

usin @.t—tg?=asina. 

From these (gt—V sina) ¢—3g9=asina, 

Substituting for ¢, we get the required value for V?, 

Also usinéd=g. 7 Vsina=3V sina, 

and the greatest height is 

(wsin 6)? 9V?*sin?a 

29 29 
= £(asina). 

XI. 

1, Let O, be the centre of the smaller circle. Then 

HA? + HB? =2FM?2+2AM?. 

But 

EM?*+ HO? =2£0,? + 20,0? 

=2 (HT? + 0,T?) + 20,0? = 2HT? + OM?, 

and O#?—OM*?=O0A?—OM?=AM?, .:. EHM?+AM?2=2ET?. 

2. Let U be the intersection. Then since S, Y, Z, 7 are 

cyclic, 

*. £84) =ST¥= 180°. —S’'TZ= ZTU. 
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Also TSY=UZT, «. Z2T7U+UZT =a right angle. 

Therefore 7'UZ is a right angle, i.e. the locus of U is the circle 
on YS’ as diameter. 

3. Let the roots of the first equation be a, Band those of the 

second a, 6%. Then 

a+B=——...... (i), at B=—s wee. (iil), 

OR es ca (ii), OS is ain (iv) 

From (ii) and (iv) p=%., a= 28, 

Substituting these values in (i) we obtain the given result. 

4. (i) The series is the absolute term in the expansion of 

a 2 a 3 a (1+2) mai os + %) +3 (l+a)*—-..., 

which latter series may be supposed to be continued indefinitely, 

provided |~|>1. Its sum is | 

(+aje(1+ 2) = (1 + ayn 

Hence the absolute term is zero, provided at 2. Hence the 

sum of the given series is zero, unless @=1, in which case the 

sum is clearly — 1. 

(ii) This series is the absolute term in the expansion of 

1\@ 

(l+ey(1-3), 

i.e. the coefficient of a in (—1)*(1—2*)*. If @ is odd, this 

coefficient is zero; if @ is even, it is . 

a! 2 bo/S bets, 
bo| 
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5. Let PN be the tower, A and B# the two points, V being 
on BA produced. Draw PZ perpendicular to AB. Then, from 
the triangle PAB, 

b i. ewe PL ; 
sn (d- $) ae oe ee (1). 

Now let PX be drawn perpendicular to the horizontal plane 
through the foot of the tower. Then 

Lk? =PI?—PK* = PN?- NI? — PK* = NK? - NL’, 

therefore KZN is a right angle, 

NK acosé 

Be es 0? OP , 

where 6 is the angle the tower makes with the horizontal. 

Fir \$ -\', 
Hence cos O= ,/2. ae = /2(1-72 

whence, using (i), we obtain the given expression. 

6. If WV be the centre of the nine-point circle, and 7’, 

the tangent from A, then 

T= AN?-4R* 

But AN*=}(AO? + AP? —2PN%), 

O being the circumcentre, and P the orthocentre. 

-- AN? =1R? +2R? cos? A—4.R? (1-8 cos A cos B cos), 
*, 7,7=2R* cos? A +2? cos A cos B cos C. 

Also 1 — S cos? A —2 cos A cos B cos C = 0, 

*, 37'2=2R? (1+ cos A cos B cos C). 

To prove the first part, we have at once 

se? =4R?. Ss sin? A 

= 4R? (3-3 cos? A) 
= 8R? (1 + cos A cos B cos C). 
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7. Let tan (a+ ®)=t, tan(a—f£)=¢,, tana=t. Then the 
equation is 

a-t t-% (+4, 
cee ta 1a 

Le, (1 —4,42) -—#@(¢, + t7)+¢ (4, —¢7) +1440 =0, 

+t ?+1+4t2 1l+t 

= tan («a +B+7). 

*, tan (a + %,+ a3) = 

8. Taking the circle in the form 

a2 + y? + 2ra + Quyt v=, 

the polar of (0, c) is 

yot hot+p(yte)+v=90. 

But this polar is y =0, ... X=O.and pe+v=0, 
Hence the circle may be written 

| ah a Deals — lS © gies isae ohe valgus (i). 

The polar of (a, 0) is | 
A+ py — po=0. 

But this polar is ca — by + be = 0, 

Ge PN ig he oat ae ne 

Substituting in (i) we obtain the form given. 

9. Taking the equivalent polar form = =1+cos6, the 

tangents at 8 +a intersect where 6 = £, their equations being 

2 - 
—= = cos 6 + cos (@~ 8 ¥ a), 

and the value of r for the intersection is given by 

20 
—=cos B + cosa, 
r 
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Hence the locus of the intersection is 

2a 
—=cos 6+ cosa, 
r 

and remembering that 7 cos 6 = —a, this is 

(2a + x)? = (a + y”) cos*a, 

which is equivalent to the form given. From the polar equation 
this conic is evidently a hyperbola of eccentricity sec a. 

10. Let # be the middle point of BC, and let Ab=a, 
AF=x. The areas of the whole and the part removed are in 
the ratio 3 

a*:jta(a—2x), Le. 4a: a—2, 

and their centres of gravity are distant 

a Q2a+xu 

pe ee. We 

respectively from AD. Hence the distance of the centre of 
gravity of the remainder from AD is 

2a? — 4 (2a+ x) (a —2x) 
i 

3a+a2 

4a? + an+ 2? 

— «3 (3a +2) 

For equilibrium, we must have %< z, 

ie. 407+ axn+2° <9ax + 32", 

ie. 2? + 40x — 2a? >0, 

ie. [w—(,/6 — 2) a] [a+ (/6 + 2) a] >0, 

and the necessary condition is evidently # > (,/6—2)a. 

11. Let f be the acceleration of the man, /’ that of the 
weight, both upwards, so that 

Pe Pee eis Cup ee eek a3 0 vedces seeersG). 

The equations of motion are 

T-3mg=8mf",.  T-mg=mf 
“. $mg=mf—-3mf', whence from (i) /’ = 79. 

Also T'=3m(g+/')=17 mq, i.e. 13 times the man’s weight. 
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12. If w is the velocity of projection, the velocity on reaching 
the summit is given by V?=u?— 2g/ sin 6, and the equation to the 
subsequent path is 

a So i 
aT * Ve cos?6 

This has to pass through the point (/ cos 0, —/ sin @); 

2 

“. —dsin@=lsiné—ig. ae i.e.-V%=4. g! 

y =a tan 6— 

sin 6° 

| 1 
me 2 1 a she 1 Hence w= V? + 2gl sind =191 (at 8 sin 0). 

XIT. 

1. BAC. = BA A+ AAC, = BBA + ACC, 
i.e. A, = 4 (B+ C), 

and similarly B,=4(C+A4). 

Hence A,-B,=4(B-A). 

Similarly A, — B, =} (B,- 4)) = es (A — 5) and so on. 

Hence A,—#, continually diminishes as m increases, and 

similarly for the other differences, i.e. A A,B,C, tends to become 

equilateral. 

2. Let 7,7,7, be the triangle formed by the three fixed 

tangents, the sides touching the parabola at P, Q, R. 

Then ST.Q ee SPE, both being equal to SPT, 

and SOT, = SEF. 
Hence the triangles SQ7',, SHF are similar, 

-. 8Q: 07, =SH LF. 

Similarly SQ: Q7,=SH: ED, 

.. HF: ED = QT, : QT, i.e. a constant ratio. 

Similarly for the other ratios. 
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3. If Sx=p, Say =q, cyz=7, the equations are 

p=; pq — 9r =c...(ii), 

2p? — 6g = b...(i), 2q7 — 6pr = d...(iil), 

since Say? = pq —3r, Ba*y? = gq? — 2pr. 
From (i) and (ii), 

2a? —b a (2a? — b) —6e 

ge al ats 54 
whence from (iii), 

(2a? — b) . a? (2a? — b) — 6ac 4 

18 9 ‘ 

ie. (2a? — b)? — 2a? (2a? — b) + 12ac = 18d. 

4. Taking the numbers n— 2, n, n+ 2, n+ 4, the result is 

n (n? — 4) (n+ 4) + 16 = (nm? + 2n —4)*. 

If n= 2p —1, this is (4p?— 5)’, 

Suppose p ends in 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4, 

then - 466-5: Bw LS ae. 9, 

°. (497-5) ,, 5, 1, 1, 1 or I as stated. 

If n = 2p, the number is 16 (p?+ p- 1)’. 

Now p?+p-—1 ends in 9, 1, 5, 1, 9, 

“. (p?+p—1/) ee he ee eek 

, 16(p?+p—1/P eee U, Oe... 

Hence in four cases the last digit is 6, and in the other 0. 

If » ends in 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9, we get the same sequences 

repeated, 

5. Let the bisectors meet in 0. Then 

AODF OF AF C 

ACDF CF AC+AF arbe+e 

(since vil de ae = <<) 
4G. BC b6+a/’ 

ACDF CD b 

BCBF CB. bac’ 

AGBF (BF a 

AARC -AB a+b° 
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Multiplying, we have 

AODF _ abe 1 

AABC a+b+t+e (b+c) (a+b) 
Hence 3 

A DEF abe 1 _ abe 23a 

AABC 3a’ “ (b+c) (a+b) Sa’ W(b +e) 

» abe | 2 iam A 

~(6+c) OM (sinB+sinC)’ 

But sin B + sin C = 2 cos < cos 5 , ete. 

Hence the result. 

tan 76 
s If Peay =0, and tan 0=y, we have 

7 — 35y? + 21ly*—y®=0, 

and the roots of this equation are .’. tan — (a2, oy su 0). 
7 

These are numerically equal in pans, Hence putting y’=2, 
the roots of 

xe — 21a? + 35a —T=0 

are tan? 7 (ice 7, 2, 9). 

Further sect 6= 1 + 2 tan? 6+ tan‘ 6. 

rT 
> sect =$+ 235 tan? _ nae = ten*—— 

r=l, 2,3 7 ve 7 

=3+ (2x 21) + (212-2 x 35) 

— 416. 

7. If the lines are y=m,x, y=™m,«, the intersection of the 

first with = + 7% is 
B 

ee gigi 
lo om 
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and the line through this point perpendicular to y = m,x is 

1+m,m, 

am, + i: 
x+m,y =a 

Another perpendicular is aw— By = 0, and the intersection of 

these is 

ple SR a3 (1 + mms) oA(1 : 5) 
Bo ~ (am, + B) (am, +B) ote rap (- 7) +6 

(a+b) af 

~ aa? —2haB + 6B?’ 

and the distance from the origin is (a + y?)2, as given. 

8. The chord joining m, m’ on y?= 4azx is 

24 —(m+m')y + 2amm’ = 0, 

and the parallel tangent to y’? = 46x is 
i (m +m’)? 

2 

If these coincide, we have bp? = 4aq, where m + m’ = p, mm’ = q. 

The intersection of tangents is ec=aqg, y=ap and therefore 

its locus is by? = 4a7a. 
The intersection of normals is 

x=a(pi—g)+2a, y=— apg, 
4a—b 4a°q° 

Le. «—2a=aq ee f= ‘7 ; 

‘, the locus is (4a — 6)’ y? = 40? (a — 2a). 

2a —(m +m’) y + =, 

9. The co-ordinates of the external point are a sec a cos 6, 

bsecasin 6, The tangent at ¢ to the inner ellipse is 

2 Y isis ge oe? + 7 sin G= I. 

If this tangent passes through the above point, then 

sec a cos 6 cos # + sec asin 6 sin d= 1, 

i.e. cos (fd — 8) = cosa, 

Le d-PO=+4, 

or b= Oa. 
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10. Let A be the point of contact with the ground, 2 with 

the cylinder. Let AW be the line of limiting friction, meeting 

the radius at B produced in N. Then, in limiting equilibrium, 
NV is vertically above the centre of gravity, and we have 

AG sine AB 

AN cos2a’ AN 
b sin € 

eee a, ey eee 
Le. asin € = 6 tana cos 2a sin (2a + €), 

=sin (2a+e), AB=acota, 

If asin ¢ exceeds this, the equilibrium is not limiting. 

11. From O the centre of the circle draw a perpendicular 

OAWN on the line, meeting the circle in A. Then the line of 
quickest descent is the line bisecting the angle between AV and 

the vertical. If this meets the given straight line in P, then 

L PAN =, Bie hs .t AP =1s00 5. 

But, since AP makes an angle 5 with the vertical, the 
2 

LR 
=,/—.sec-. 

Gg 2 os 2 ios 

12. Let a be the angle of the plane, 6 the inclination of the 

direction of projection to the plane. Then the times in the suc- 

cessive trajectories are 
2usin@ 2ewsin 6 

gceosa’ gcosa 

time down AP is 

» ClC., 

2usiné 1—e" 

gcosa l—e- 

Since at the rth impact the particle strikes the plane at right 

angles, it afterwards begins to move down the plane, and if it 

returns to the point of projection, the time of descending is ~ 

equal to the time of ascending, ie. the time to the mth impact. 

is 27’ 

.*. time to rth impact is 7’= 

Be Me ace 

eee Or 

ie. &—2e" +1 =0. 

Sail 
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XITI. 

1. Let O be the point of concurrence of the lines. Then 
since AC’ is a transversal of A P’OR’, we have 

Po BL OS: 
Gn CO ar 

- Similarly RP do Benn 

ee RP QBOC | 
and PQ’ BO Opal 

Multiplying these, the result follows. 

2. Let SL, SM, SN be the perpendiculars from the focus on 
the sides, and suppose that Z falls between M and NV. Then 
since S is on the circumcircle, £, M, N are collinear. 

. ASIM+ ASIN = ASMN. 

Now let p, q be the perpendiculars from Z, Mon SN. Then 
p is also the perpendicular from Z on SW, since the angles ZS, 
LSN are each equal to an angle of the triangle. Hence 

p SM+p.SN=q.SHN. 
But 

p:q=SL:SM, <.8SL.SM+SL.SN=SM. SN, 

bed 
-e. SM *° SN SL’ i 

3. By the ordinary rule, the product of the determinants 

ane ae a 

Gf be a ab 

is A ae 2 

} eB: A 

ad OR 
and each of these determinants is 

3abe— & — b> ~ &’. 
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4. Since the number is of each of the forms 77+4 and 
9y + 3, we have to solve the indeterminate equation 

7#+4=9y+3 

in positive integers. We have 

Ta —9y=—1=+1.(9.4-7.5), 

ie. 7 (x—5)=9 (y—4), 

x-5 y—4 
whence 9 - =?t, an integer. 

.*. ©=9t+5 and the number is 63¢ + 39, or what is the same 

form 63t— 24. Also, since the number is even, ¢ must be even. 
Hence, putting ¢ = 2p, the number is of the form 126p — 24. 

5. The solutions are given by the intersections of the graphs 

y=cotx« and y=a+ ba. 

The latter, being a straight line, will cut the former once between 

any two of its successive asymptotes, i.e. there is a root of the 
equation between nm and (n+1)7, where n is any integer. 
Hence the number of roots between a and £ is 

B a. 

r(2)-1() +” 
where J (x) is the greatest integer in x, and p may be either 0, 
1 or —1. 

To find approximations to large roots, we note that when 

n is very great «= 7 will, as is evident from the graphs, be an 

approximate solution. Put «=n7+y, then the equation is 

cot y= a+ bnr + by. 

Now y being small, we have cot y= neglecting y*, etc. Hence 

1 =(a+ bnz) y + by’, 

and, again neglecting y’, this gives 

y = (a+ baz), | 

| 
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6. Denoting CAB by a, we have 

i sin (a+r 3 

GF sin a : 

1 oR ap. ate T 
Sag mae Bos sin (a+r. 5), 

BY cre: aie 
; sin («a ~ i) sin (n — ti. 

i.e. (6 sin a) & Hp = 
hey 

Sith. 
4n 

1 
== (sin a + Cos a) 5 (cot = a -1); 

1 T 
Sap. = 95 (1+ cot a) (cot =~ 1), 

b | : 
and cot a = = Hence the result given. 

7. The focal distance of the point (a, y’) on y’?=4ax is 

av +a. Let the fixed time be x=/; then the circle will be of 

the form 
e+ y? —2he+ 2fy+c=0. 

Eliminating y between the two equations, we get 

(a? + 4ax — 2ha + c)? = 167? aa, 

ie. at — (4h — 8a) vw +... =0. 

The sum of the roots of this equation is 44— 8a. Hence the 

sum of the focal distances of the four points of intersection is 
4h — 4a. 3 

8. The tangents at a, B to | . +f. 1 meet at the point 

4 0082 (a +B) , Sin 2 (a + B) 

cos}(a—B)’ "cos $ (a—B)” 
and those at + +a, B at the point 

7 nd (2 +B) _ , 0082 (2 + B) 

“sin }(a—B)’ ~ sin} (a—B) 
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Putting $(a + B)=6, $(a—£) = 4, these points are 

acos@ bsin@ a sin 6 b cos 6 
( ) and ( ): 
cosh’ cos sing’ sing 

The first of these lies on the given conic. 

-, Aa? cos? 6 + 2Hab sin 6 cos 6 + Bb sin? 6 = cos? ¢. 

Hence calling the second (a, y), it satisfies the equation 

Aa’. as —2Hab. p+ BY. walt 4 

Sig so 

* oh 
as given. 

9. The point O meng (a’, B', y’), a is (0, B’, y’). Hence the 
equation to bc is 

a, B, » B 

a, 0, yy i=O, Le gig 

a,:.8, 

and the intersection of this with a=.0 lies on ~ ~ B 4. 7 =Q, and 
. Y B 

so for the other two. 

Also, since O is on the circumcircle, =f’y' sin A=0. Hence 
the line last written passes through the fixed point 

(sin A, sin 4, sin C). 

10. Let O be the common vertex of the two tetrahedra, 4 

and A’ the centres of the bases. The volumes are in the ratio 

1:a°, and the distances of the centres of gravity from O are 
3h, 32h. Hence the distance of G, the c. of G. of the frustum, 
from O is 

=i*s qath _ ,. + x) (1 +2) 

— x | l+ut+e? ; 

: es 3-2-2 —2 
_A'G=2%-ch= is ae sian (i). 
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Let AW be the perpendicular from A on the edge of the base 

in contact with the ground, and let OW cut the other edge in WV’, 
Then, by the question, GV’ must be vertical. 

ee i 
Now the edge of the larger tetrahedron is v3 A, 

J/2 

LAN =. a MB -h, .°. A’N’ = —=. ch. 
ie 3s ii 2 

But OW’G is a right angle ; 

l ts % 
:. AG. a= ia: wh ; be AGH 2m ...... (ii). 

Equating the values of A’G in (i) and (ii), we get the required 
equation. 

11. Let ¢ be the time one of the drops takes to reach the 
ground after leaving the rim. Then, since the drop has no initial 

vertical velocity, }gt? =h. 
The horizontal distance described by the drop in time ¢, in the 

vertical plane perpendicular to the radius through its initial 
position, is 

| 2h 
wt. t=wt., one 

g 

Calling this distance w, the distance of the point at which the 
drop reaches the ground from the point at which the direction of 
the handle produced meets the ground is 

(a? + a?)2 = (a+ wa? . =) =a (1 + ==") 

12. The striking velocity of B is /2gsina.b and therefore 

its velocity after impact is eV 2g sina. b, so that after impact the 
distance it describes up the plane is 

ée (2g sina. b) 

2g sin a 
= eb. 
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, and Also the total time J is in motion is (1 + e) ial pane 
g sin a’ 

in this time A describes a distance 

2b 
; 2 4gsina.(1+e) a6 -=b(1 +e)*; 

‘b(l+eP?+eb=at+), 

Le. 6 (2e + 2e?) =a. 

XIV. 

1. Since AL, BM, CN are concurrent, 

_ BL CM AN_ 
LC HA NB 

Also, by the question 

i BL __ BL 
EG bG* 

ie CM OAn 
OC Waray a 

Le. the points M/, WV, L’ are collinear. 

—l, 

2. We have 

CN? + PN?=CA?+ CM. 

But SPR SON aCe = Ob CUR, 

se PAP 4 CH*— C= CB: CS, 

PH GM =CB : CS. 

Again PM”"=CP? +CM?- "acu 

P'M?=CP?+CM? —2CM . PN’ 

But PNV:O0OM=PN': CM, °.CM.PN=CH.PN. 

Also CP?—CM? = AM?-—CM? = CA? =CP?-— CM”, similarly. 

Hence, from (i), we see that 

PM" —P' M*=0. 



OO 
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3. Since 

(n+1)—n = 5n? (n+ 1)?+5n? + 5n+1, 

for all values of n, we have 

(n+ 1))—-1=5S84+5. 3n?+5. Sn+7, 

where S is the left-hand series. 

92 

2 Bo = (+1 Pie ee en 
6 

= (n+ 1)—(n41)—- 2 FD) (an 4 4) 

= n(n +1) [(n +2) (n? + 2n +2)—5 (n+ 2)] 

=n(n+1) (n+ 2) (n? + 2n +44). 

4. (i) The given series is x! times the coefficient of ¢” in 

the expansion of 

etn, cent, M1) fereye_ 
2! 

ie. of e%(1—e!)"=(l+at+...)(—yt—...)% 

in which the coefficient of ¢” is (- y)”. 

Hence the value of the given series is (—1)”.”!. y”. 

(ii) The nth term is 

ae t =I _. soo ne 1% 32-1 

n(n+2)- 2(n+2) 2n 

3%+1 3”-1 

=4(— Uae ——). 

Hence the sum of (x + 1) terms is 

(“++ Mie Wied 4n +9 i's 

*\n+3 > n+? F oe eh re 
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5. The identical relation between cos A, cos B, cos C is 

1 — Xcos? A — 211 cos A = 0, 

ile. (3 sin? A — 2)?= 4II (1 — sin? A), 

ae 2 

Le. (y-2y=4[1-y+ (7 Y — Que 2? |, 

reducing to the given form. 

6. It tan56=1 and tan 6= 4a, we have 

; 5x — 10a? + 2 = 1 — 10a? + Bat, 

Le. x — Sat— 10a? + 10a? + 5a-—1=0, 

or («@ —1) (at — 40° — 14a? 42 +1)=0. 

Also, under these conditions, 56 = nz + as i.e. 6 = ae wa 

When v = 1, O=4, Le.2=1. Hence the roots of the equation 

9r 1327 ‘17x 
in question are the tangents of Le. one root 

20’ 20° 207 20” 
is tan 9°, the others being 

tan 81°, tan 117° and tan 153°. - 

7. Let the centre of one of the touching circles be (a, £) 
and its radius p. Then 

(a—a)?+ BP =(r+t p)? ...(i), (a— ma)? + B? = (mr + p)’, 

whence, subtracting, 

2 (aa + rp) =(m+1)(a?—7°); 
.. from (i) 

fe 

and similarly for the second circle 
a?'+ B?—p?=m(a Pa )| 

Hence the radical axis of the two circles passes through the 
origin. Hence, since the circles touch, the common tangent at 
the point of contact passes through the origin. But, from (ii), 
the square of the tangent from the origin to either circle is 
m(a*—r*). Hence, if (x, y) be the point of contact, 

e+ y? =m (a? —7*). 
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8. The centre is (4, —+4%) and the equation referred to 
parallel axes through the centre is 6a°+ 24ay—y’=30. To 
make the axes of co-ordinates coincide with the principal axes, 
we must turn them through an angle given by 

whence tan 6 = ? or — $. 
The equation in polar co-ordinates is 

_  80(1 + tan? @) 

- 6+ 24 tan 6 — tan? 6° 

This gives r?= 2 when tan 6= #?, and 7 =—3 when tan 6=- 4. 

Hence the curve is a hyperbola with real semi-axis V2 inclined at: 
an angle tan~' } to the axis of a. 

72 

9. The point of intersection of the tangents at a, 8 to the 

parabola : =1+cos6 is 

1 at+fBP 

a _— 9 
2 cos 5 COS 5 

Hence it is easily seen that the equation to the circle through 
the intersections of tangents at a, B, y is 

xa 
a COs (4 -F) ° 

9 

: 

20 cos 

Hence at the intersection of the circle and parabola, we have 

o 2 Se 
(tr - Sie cos r) 2 ates sin? A, 

r Y 

where b= 2M cos /t Anat 

This equation is a biquadratic in 7, and the product of the 
roots is ?/k?. 

Also SP= - pete: £2 SP.S8Q. SR= 5. 

2 cos = cos 5 : 

Hence the value of the expression in question is 2/. 
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10. Suppose the rod containing w makes an angle a with the 
vertical. Then since the centre of gravity of the system must 
be vertically below the pivot, we have 

w.lcos@sina+W.asina=w'./lsinécosa+W.acosa, 

or sina (Wa +l cos @6)=cosa(Wa+wilsin@) ...... (i). 

Also, for the equilibrium of the rings, 

iH w - w' 

cosa  cos6’ sina sin@g’ 

sin a COS a 

“wsin@ w'cosé' 

Combining this with (i), we obtain the given equation for 6. 

11. Let P be the pull of the engine, and let steam be shut 
off after a length w of the journey. Then the acceleration during 

the first part is f= oa , and the retardation during the second 

is a The velocity when steam is shut off is / 2 fee. 

ie Yfo=2. = (L- 2), 

eo g Wee: 
Also the time occupied is Joffe © - 7) = 1. 

Fl 2F1 
From these “c= Mf +P’ ft Fr — M1 ’ 

Fae 

and the greatest rate of working is P. /2fx. 

12. If a is the angle of elevation, « the range on the 

horizontal plane, we have 
oe 

-h=xtana—4q. wa (l + tan? a). 

If this quadratic in tan a has real roots, 

a i 
otto. T(bo- ph), 

Noi 
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2 

whence 7 ow < - (V? + 2gh), 

V2/_  Qgh\* 
1.e. w<— (140) ; 

For the battery on the plane, to find the greatest distance 
from the foot of the hill at which the other could be hit, we have 

_ only to change the sign of / in this result. Hence the distance 
over which the battery is unable to return fire is 

2 4 Qgh\® 
re (1+) - ( -#) ee axis ca (i), 
g V2 V2 

2gh ‘ ; 
with the given values y= ‘0192, i.e. a small fraction. But, 

if & is small, (1 + hk)? is approximately equal to 1+ 44. Hence 

the distance (i) is approximately 

V*: 2on 3. 
g . ype - 2h, 

ie. the distance required is about 600 ft. 

XV. 

l. If P be the point, the bisectors of A PD will be also those 

of BPC. Hence, if these bisectors are PH, PF, the points 4, / 

are harmonic conjugates for both A, D and B, C. To find such 

points draw the circles YA D, XBC, where X is any point not in 
AB. Let these intersect again in Y, and let XY cut AB in & 
(which will be outside the circles). Draw a tangent AZ to 
either circle, and with centre R and radius RZ draw a circle 

cutting AB in #, F. These are the points required, since 

evidently 

REA =RP = RA. RD= RB. RKC, 

and the locus of P is the circle on #/ as diameter. 
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2. If the diameter bisecting a chord meets the directrix in 
Z, then SZ is perpendicular to the chord. This may be proved 
as follows :—Let PP’ be the chord, V its middle point. Draw 

SY perpendicular to the chord, meeting the directrix in Z. Join 
ZV meeting the axis at C. We have then to shew that C’ is the 

centre of the conic. Through V draw VZV parallel to the axis 
meeting SZ in KX and the directrix in V. Draw PM, P’'M' 

perpendicular to the directrix, and PL, P’L’ perpendicular to VV. 

Then SP?-SP?=PY?~P'Y*=4VP.VY=4VK. VL, since 
P, L, Y, K are cyclic. 

Also SP?— SP” =e (PM?— P'M®)=e .4VN. VL. 

Hence VK =e. VN, i.e. CS =e. CX, 

.. Cis the centre. 

The property in question immediately follows. 

3. Denoting the nth term by u,, we have 

n—1 n—2 = . Vig = TOE ae he MD cece y cues (i). 
r—l 

pith _ pt 

Hence Uns — Un = = —F gy 

‘+ Unde — Ung =? (Uns si Un). 

The second result follows easily from the actual values of w,, etc., 

given by (i). 

4. We have 

3 oe alae . 2 ey ahh ee 

as Soe ic a 7 LY > Yan 

Also gee wn}, 1.€. ev 

Multiplying these, the result follows..- 

5. Let J be the length of each leg, x the side of the equi- — 

lateral triangle. Then the projection of 7 on the ground is 
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The angle between the legs is 

ad wey ie nel 
2 sin (5)) = 2sin ( 5 

2 eee (1 2 3 COs *\ 

2 

= cos~![1(1 — 3 cos 2a)], since cos*a=4(1 + cos 2a). 

sin 76 
6. The roots of ——, =0, considered as an equation in 

sin 0 

cos @, are cos = (e#=1, 2.....6). 

Putting sin 76 = sin (36 + 46), this equation is 

(3 — 4 sin? 0) cos 46 + cos 36. 4 cos 6 cos 26 = 0, 

and if 4 cos?@ =a, this becomes 

(w—1) (G-20+ 1) +e(@-3) (5-1)=0, 

or ae — 5a? + 6a —1=0, 

and the roots are evidently 

4 cos? (Fel, 2 3): 

7. If P is the point (a, y’), the equation to the circle POR 
must be of the form 

y” — 4ax + Xr (2ax— yy’ + Zax’) (Zax + yy’ +k) =0, 

with the condition 

A. 4a2=1—Ay?, ie. A=1/(4a?+y?). 

Also, since the circle passes through (a’, y’), 

—1+A(2ax' + y?+k)=0, 

whence k = 4a? — 2a’. 

Substituting, and reducing, the equation to the circle is 

a(x? +y*) —(y? + 2a?) x+y! (a — a) y + aa’ (2a- 2’) =0. 

Hence, if p be its radius, 

da?p? = {y"? + («' — a5} (y? + 4a) 
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Now the equation to PG@ is xy'+ 2ay=2'y' + 2ay’ and this 

cuts the axis where x=2% + 2a, .. PG?=4a?+ y, 

, sap car: PG. 

8. If (a, y,) is the pole of is normal chord at a, for ins 
ae y” 

conic rE +3= = 1, then the lines ~ “a se tes 1, and 

ax sin a — by cos a = (a* — ”) sina cosa, 
must coincide. 

x, Y . i 

‘Aasina —Bbcosa (a?—b2)sinacosa’ 

Hence the line joining the poles in this case is 

x ; y : 1 

(a? +n*b’)asina, —(b°+n?a*)bcosa, (a?—6*)sinacosa | =0, 

G sma is — 6 cos a , (a- 6)sinacosa 

Subtracting the third row from the second, this is 

eC. >, 1 

bsina, —acosa, 3 0 0, - 

a’sina, —6* cosa, (a?—6?)sina cosa 

or ax cosa + by sin a= a? + 5, 

which is a tangent to a?a? + b?y? = (a? + b?)*. 

9. Taking the given line as the axis of #, and the point of 

contact as the origin, the equations are of the form 

a (x? — y?) + Dhoy = 2y .......004. ei ludee ss - (i). 

If (X, Y) is the centre, aX +hY=0, AX-aY—1=0, 

a h 1 | 
whence ee ae bere at 

But since (i) passes through a fixed point, there exists a 

relation of the form aA +hw=1, and therefore we have 

X?+ Y?-pX+AVY=0, 

shewing that the locus of (X, Y) is a circle. 
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10. Let O be the common extremity, & the pressure on 
either peg. Then resolving vertically for the system 

Rsina= W. 

Also taking moments about O for either rod, we have 

T .2acosa+W.asina=f.c cosec a, 

.. T.%acosa=— W.asina+ W .c cosec’ a. 

T= 4 W ¢ cosec’? a sec a — tan a) : 

11. If the velocity of projection be w, the maximum range 

on an inclined plane of angle @ is u?/g(1+sin 6). Hence, if 6 be 
the angle of elevation of the top of the wall, we must have 

u Ce BEE 

gthten oy eee 

But Ey ee Nn ee fee Ji? + a = ae g ye V+ a’. 

- 12. Let uw, be the velocity of rebound, v that of the wedge. 

Then, by Newton’s Law, 

Sh Bg OM 00 98 ba one Ste ei fvdy tion (i). 

Also, since no kinetic energy is lost, 

oe eM + £m? = $M? .......cceeseeeee (ii). 
From (i) and (ii), 

— (MM +m sin’ a) wu? — 2Muu, + (M—m sin? a) vu? = 0, 

1.€. (%,—w) [(M7 + msin® a) wu, —(M —msin?a) w] =0, 

whence the result, since w, + w. 
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XVI. 

1. In any tetrahedron, draw AH, BK perpendicular to the 
opposite faces. In general they will not intersect. Suppose, 
however, that they meet in /, and let the plane 4/2 meet CD in 
M, so that AKM, BHM are straight lines. Then AH, BK being 
both perpendicular to CY, it follows that CD is perpendicular to 
the plane 4/4 and therefore to AB. Conversely, if AB, CD are 

at right angles, then the perpendiculars from A and B on opposite 
faces intersect. 

Further, CA4?-AD?=Cl?- UD?=CB- BD’, 

ie. CA?+ BD? = AD* + BC* 

Hence if AC, BD be also at right angles, we must have 

AB? +CD?= AC? + BRP = AD? + BC’, 

whence BC, AD must also be at right angles, and the four 

perpendiculars from A, B, C, D on oppo faces must meet in 
the same point /. | 

Again the shortest distance between AS and CD is the 

perpendicular from M/ on AB, which also passes through J. So 
for the others. 

2. Let P be the point of contact, C the centre. If CD be 
the semi-diameter conjugate to CP, then CP? + CD°= a? + 6? and 

is therefore known. Hence CP being given, CD is given, i.e. we 
have given a pair of conjugate diameters in magnitude and 

position, whence the ellipse can be constructed. 

3. We have 

c(uty+a—b)=(x+a)(y—b)=c(x+y) +ay— bu —ab, 

*. bu -ay=—c¢(a—b)—ab. 

So b'a —ay=—c(a'—b')-all’. 
/ b Ree b’ 

From these oe sn 2-4: se deme 
ab —a’b 

bb’ (a — a’) 

oS ad 2 eb 
But (x —c)(y—c)=c?: hence the result. 
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4. If w, be either the numerator or denominator of the nth 
convergent, 

U2 WU, y +: 4,,_o. 

Assuming wu, = AX", this gives A?7— 3A—4=0, ie. A=4 or —1. 

Steed As Be Cray 

Putting in initial values, we easily find 

Pa=e( = Cl) on =e FC lp, 
le (— 1)"-] 

gy ECS 
Hence the product of the first n convergents is 

4" (4 +1) 
Antl (— 1)" n 

5. Putting tan ia = ¢, the equation becomes 

1-—6+¢4 1-# 2t 
a —+b igme te tee 

Clearing of fractions, it is at once evident that the only odd 
powers of ¢ are those arising from the third term, viz. 2b¢(1+ #), 

1.e. the coefficients of ¢ and ¢ are equal. Hence, if the roots of 

the equation are ¢, = tan da, etc., we have 

Sti: = St tote: 

But in the formula for tani (a+@+y+ 5), the numerator is 

>t, — St,t,t,. It therefore follows that 

tan} (a+ B+y+86)=0, 

ie. }(a+ B+y+4)=nz. 

tan 136 

n 6 

13 — 286 tan? 6 + ... + tan’ 6=0, 

and the roots are tanra, (r=1, 2... 12). 
r=12 

Hence II tan ra = 13, and .’. since tan ra =— tan (13-7) a, 
r=1 

6. The equation = 0 is equivalent to 

r=6 

II tan? va = 13. 
f=} 

On taking the square root, the positive sign must be taken, 

since the angles are all acute. 

Eh kK, 5 
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7. The intersection of tangents at m, m’ is amm’, a (m +m’). 
Hence 

t,° = (amm' — am’*)? + [a (m +m’) — 2am}? 

= a? (m—m’') (m? + 1). 

Also SP? = (amm’' — a) + [a (m + m’)P 

= a? (m? + 1)(m? +1). 

Hence if ¢,t,= 4a.SP, we must have (m—m’)?= 4. 

“. putting m+m' =p, the co-ordinates of P are 

ee Y = ap, 

and the locus is 

y’ = 4a (x + a). 

8. Let the chord be la +my=1. Then, transferring the 
origin to the point a, the equation to the ellipse becomes 

BP ap “cosa ysina\ _ 

a “ae, Ga aivaee Oe 
and that to the chord 

la+my+alcosa+bmsina—1=0. 

Hence the equation to the lines joining the intersections to 

the origin is 
ge 

(al cosa + bmsin a — 1) (5+ 5: ) 

—2 (la + my) (7 SE* 4 YEE) 0, 

and the condition that these are at right angles is 

ce l 
(al cos a + bm sin a—1) (<5 + )-2 (Ae MER") <0 

b 

or a (a? — b?)1 cosa — 6 (a? — 6”) msina=a? + 6, 

which is the condition that the point in question lies on 

le+ my = 1. 

Ud 

9, Let one of the conics be <= 1 +e’ cos(@—y). The tan- 

gents at a are 

~ = ¢ cos 6 + cos (8 - a), 
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homes ~ 
and rs e’ cos (6 — y) + cos (6 — a). 

If these coincide 

e’cosy+cosa esiny+sina / 
ee (i), 

e+cosa sin a 

: esina 
whence ee : ; 

cos y sin a— sin y (¢ + COS a) 

and the greatest value of the denominator is 

[sin? a + (e + cos a)?}? = (1+ 2ecosa+ e?)2, 
4 

Further, from (i), putting : =X, we have 

e =|A (e+ cos a) —cosa]*?+ (A— 1)? sin? a 

= d?(1 + 2e cosa + e?)— 2A(1 + ecos a) +1, 

whence, substituting for e’, we get the required value for /’. 

10. Let 7, 7’ be the tensions of the two parts of the string. 
Then resolving horizontally for the weight, 

T cos (@— a) = 7" cos (6 — f). 
Also for the rings, 

w s 2d w ge 

cos@ sina’ cos@ sinp’ 

Hence wesinacos (6 —a) = w’ sin B cos (6 — £), 

which is equivalent to the given result. 

11. Let V, be the, velocity of C after impact, V, and JV; 

those of A along and perpendicular to 44. Then 4 will move 
in the direction AB with velocity V,. Hence the equations 

of momentum are 

(V—V,)cos0=2V,, (V—V,)siné= JV3. 

Thus if the direction of motion of dA makes an angle ¢ 
with AB, 

tan ¢ = p= 2tand; 
2 

tan 6 1 
+. tan (¢—@) = 7— 2tan?@ coté+2tan6d 

Lod 

5-2 
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12. Let ¢, ¢ be the times taken to reach B. Then we have 

Vcosa.t=V cosa’. ft, 

Vsina.t—4g@= V sina’. t —$gt”, 

t t' 
whence oe =k, say. 

cosa’ cosa : 

‘*, Vsin (a—a’) = }gk (cos* a’ — cos’ a), 

whence | k ad : nee ; 
~g  sin(a+a’) 

2V cosa’—cosa 

g  sin(a+a’) 

2V_ sin} (a—a’) 

g cost(a+a’) 

“. €-t =k (cos a’ — COS a) = 

AVIT. 

1. Take O outside AD on the side of A. Then 

(i) OA.OB=0M*?- MB’=0M?—-MC.MD=O0M?-(MN?—-CN?), 

OC .OD=0N?- CN* : | 
“, 04.0B+0C.O0D= OM? + ON*— MN? 

= OM? + ON?—-(ON-OM)?=20M .ON. 

(ii) Let OA =a, AC=a, CB=6, AD=a', BD=D. 

Then the relation to be proved is 

—bx+(a+a+b)a =(e+a)b'+(x+a’)a, 

or a(a’ —b)+ab=xa(a+b’)+ab’, 

which is satisfied since 

a+b=a'—b'=AB, and a/b=a'/v’. 

2. Let the inscribed sphere touch the generators VA, VA’ 
in J, L’ and the section in S, so that Sis a focus. Then 

VP =sum of tangents from V and P to the sphere 

= VL+ SP. 
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. VP+VQ= VL+ SP + VL'+8Q 

=2VL+SP+S8'P (since SQ =S'P) 

=2VL+AA'=VA+VA". 

3. Putting «+2=p, «z=q, we have to eliminate p, g, y 

from 
p=at2y.....(i),  p>—3pq =e + By... (iii), 

ip p 2 : 
op — 2q = Ob? + Qy’...(11), EO Ce ee iv). p* — 2q y°..{i) ae (iv) 

Eliminating » and q from (i), (11) and (iv), we easily find 

Diehl CUP me Soa grkas bakes) s vs aseey et (v). 

Eliminating the same quantities from (i), (iii) and (iv), we have 

(a+ 2y)'— By (a+ 2y)h= e+ By 
whence a+ ay + bay? = c’. 

Substituting for y from (v), and reducing, the eliminant is 

a‘ + a’b? + 4b* = bac’. 

4. We may tabulate as follows :— 

Like Unlike | Combina- 
_ Things (5) | Things (4) tions Permutations 

: | 6! 
5 1 C1 4 x Bl = 24 

6! 4 2 40, 6 x 7 = 180 

6! 

6! 
2 + 1 a1 Pia 

1044 
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5. Denote the lengths of the diagonals AC, BD by «a, y. 

Then Let the areas of As ABC, ADC be A, and A,. 

4RA,=abxe, 4RA,= cdzx. 

., 4RA = (ab + ed) x, and similarly 4RA = (be + ad) y. 

.*. 16.A°A? = (ab + ed) (be + ad) wy 

= (ab + cd) (be + ad) (ac + bd). 

6. If cos?é=.a, then 

cos 76 _ 

cos 6 ~ 

Also if cos 76=0 and cos @ + 0, 

70=(2r+1)5, i.e. pe tag, 

Hence the roots of the equation ¢ (x) = 0 are 

2r+1)7 si! 
cos 14 

and the sum of their reciprocals is 2,6 = 8. 

’ (r.=Q, i; 2), 

640° — 112x° + 56% -—7 =¢ (x), say. 

(7° 3). 

7. Let the equation to the circle be 2?+y?=a*. Then the 

polar of (a, y) 18 wa + YY, =e. 

Hence Hy, Yi, —4 

i, Gi aie ekot Leak 

HM, Yi Lo, Yo Xs, Ys 

Ho, Ye Hz, Ys Hie Y 

Now the numerator is 

C4 B, tha br ee (ay 

4 ony ; ; a‘*. (2 
~ Hence aA! ( 

~ (28)) (24,) (245) 
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8. If the normal at m passes through (h, /), then m satisties 

the equation 
am® + (2a—h)m-k=0. 

If the roots are m,, m,, mz, then tan ¢, =— m, ete. 

— 2m, + M,M,M,z 
.*. tan ($, + $2 + $3) = 1 —Sm,m, 

k 

a a ik 

, 1 2a-h h-a 

a 

The sign depends upon the interpretation of the inverse 

tangent. 

9. Let the line > + : + 2 = 0 meet the sides of the triangle 
l 

of reference in D, #, Ff. Then the co-ordinates of D are 
5) 

a =0, By ieee 
m —n bm—cn 

Hence the middle point of AD is 

= oor ee 

and similarly for the middle point of BL. 
Hence the line joining these points is 

| a, B, e | 

bm—cn, am, —an |=0, 

—6l, cn-al, bn 

which reduces to the given form. The symmetry of the result 
shews that the middle point of CF also lies on this line. 

10. Let O be the centre, and let OA make an angle a with 
the horizontal. Let R& be the pressure at A, F’ that at the 
middle point of BC, Then resolving vertically for the system 

2k sina+ Rk = W. 
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Taking moments about B for AB, 

LW. 5sina=2, a, 

and from these R’ = W (1 — fsin’ a). 

/r O. it 
Now “mG-D4 

whence TS ae : n=- = 

2 ae 

nt — 1 
and ie te 

gs +1 

Substituting, the result follows. 

11. If we replace the weight of the rod AB by two forces at 

A and B, each equal to half the weight, the rod AZ is in equili- 
brium under two forces at A and two at B, and the resultants of 

these pairs of forces must be equal and opposite, and both in the 
line AB. Hence we construct the force diagram as follows :— 

Draw ab, bc vertically downwards to represent the weights of 

AB, BC respectively. Bisect ab, be in the points | and 2. 
Draw 10 and 20 parallel to Ab, Cb. Then O06 represents the 

reaction at B. 
eA oe 

ee. 20° 

‘. Ob bisects the angle 102. 

Bh Ob i 1: BD 
— ————— . C . 

But 

Also 

12. The equation to the path is 
ye 

y=xtana-39. py a0: 

If the distance of the wall from the man be 3, this path 

passes through the points (6, a — h) and (26,—h). Hence 
b? 

cos? a’ 

4b? 

29° V2 cos? 

a—-h=btana-—dJg. Ve costa 

~—h = 2b tana— 
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b2 

whence 4da—3h=2%tana, 2a-h=q. Pia: 
28 a 

Eliminating }, these give the required value for sin a. 

XVIII. 

1. Let O be the intersection of the diagonals of ABCD, and 
let the parallels meet the opposite sides in P, Q, R, S. Draw 
DU parallel to BC, meeting AC in U. Let the opposite sides 
intersect in # and Ff. 

AR _AO EP_BO_CO DQ_UvO 
RE? OC* FR OR 0. OA" OA’ 

and the ratio compounded of these is negative unity; ... P, Q, R 
(considered as points on the sides of HAD) are collinear, and 
similarly for any other three. 

Then 

2. Let PS, RS meet the major axis in V, G. Then 

SNV:PN =00Q:0P =): a. 

*, S is on the ellipse. : 

Also 0G :QS=OR:QR=a+b:a4, 

VS :0ON=QP:O0P =a-—b:a, 

-*. OG OF = a? ~ b*.:.c%, 

ie. OG =e. ON and .:. SG is the normal at S. 

3. The sum of the homogeneous products of dimensions of 
a, b, c, d is the coefficient of «” in 

1 

(1 — ar) (1 — bar) (1 — ex) (1 — da)’ 

a? 1 

(a—b)(a—c)(a—d) 1—aax’ 

and this coefficient is 

.6.:in S&S 

qnts 

» ae ss 
a,b, c,a(a@—b) (a—c)(a—d) 
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- The result in question is clearly obtained by putting d=1 in 
this expression, and the last of the four fractions is then 
equal to 

1 

(1 =a) (1-6) (1c) 

4. Assuming uw, = AX”, we have \®— pA +9?=0. Calling the 
roots of this equation a and 8, we have u, = da” + BB". Hence, 

if a>, Lim —*-=a, so that the condition of convergence is 
N00 Un-1 

eek, 

Now NV —pr+ @? = (A-- a) (A— 8); 

“.l-p+@7=(l-a)(1-£). 

But, if 1>a>8, the right-hand side is positive, .-. p<q?+1. 
This assumes a to be real, which will be the case if p> 2g. 

Hence if the series is convergent, p lies between the limits 
specitied. 

5. The first equation may be written 

t, (t,-t;) =a(1+t,t,), where ¢, = tan a, etc. 

Putting Li26- hh =e bec 

this becomes agé+n—-C=—4, 

and similarly —E&+bn+C=—-64, 

E-n+cl=—¢, 

from which, either Be red oo sa shy Handbags shameless (i), 

or a, 1, -l 

oe are 1 |=0, ie. abec+a+b+c=0...... (ii). 

1, —-1, G 

The values (i) lead to t,t, = ¢s¢, = 4t,=— 1, whence t,=¢#,=¢,. 

(The values are imaginary.) These, if admitted, lead to 

a=b=c=0. 

Otherwise the condition (ii) must be satisfied. 
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6. (i) We have GP=}tbsin C, ete. 

'*, APQR=3AGQR=436Q.GRsin A 

= ,. asin C.asin B. sin A 

=; (2a*) sin A sin B sin C. 

ox 
sin C 

Hence (from the formula & = abc/4A), we have 

oy AD. BE.CF.Wsin A i . ine 05 2 4 . 

radius of circle PER = = (ey Wen A 

AD. BE. Cr 
te 8. Sa? 

(ii) Also = GC =20F. 

(iii) The sum of the areas of these circles (since their 

diameters are AG, etc.) is 

dar, ZAG =1 2. SAP =+,2. (30°), 

i prey Sy 2 since ADP = 36?+30—4a’, etc. 

7. The centres are (1, 1) and (4, 4) and the radii I and 2, 
Hence the centres of similitude are (2, 2) and (- 2,—2), From 

a figure, the common tangents through (2, 2) are evidently x =2 
and y= 2. 

Let one of the others be 

yt+2=m(x+2), 

Then, transferring the origin to (— 2, — 2), the line y = mx touches 

(c— 3)? + (y—3y=1. 

Hence the equation 

(1 + m?) w—6(1+m)a2+17=0 

has equal roots, whence 

9(1+m)'=17(1+m’), ie. ee 
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a el 
cos 6 sin @ 

meets the conic where 

r (a cos? 6+ b sin? 6) + 2r (ap cos 6 + bq sin 6) + ap? + bg? — 1 =0. 

If the line is a tangent, this quadratic in 7 has equal roots, 

.*. (ap cos 6 + bq sin 6)? = (a cos? 6 + b sin? @) (ap? + bg? — 1). 

Also, in this case, each of the values of r is the length of the 
tangent, so that the square of the tangent is the product of the 

roots, i.e. 

(ap” + bq? — 1)/(a cos? 6 + b sin? @). 

9. The centre is (4, 2), and the equation referred to the 
centre is 

3x? + 8xy — 3y? = 50. 

The axes are now 

=—, ie. 2a+y=0, x—2y=0, 

and putting X=, Y=-—2, 

the equation becomes X*?— Y2=10. 

The directrices are now 

10. : 
Xa=t+- 2 H=4 5, ie. Qa+y=4+5, 

ae - ees eo 
or, referring to the original axes, 

—2(a@—4)+y-2=4 5, 

ie. 2e+y=15 and 2a+y=9. 

10. Let A be the highest point of the rod, B the point of 

contact, G the middle point. Let the horizontal through A and 
the vertical through @ meet in VY. Then BN must be the 
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direction of the friction at 5; suppose that it makes an acute 
angle @ with the radius. Then, if AB=a, 

_« _cos(@-¢) AN 

An Gad. es 

= = cos 6 (cos #6 + sin @ tan d)............... (i). 

eae Bey “oe W ae 
Also, if / be the friction, /’ = don 1 6) where ¢ is given by (i). 

In limiting equilibrium ¢=+ A, the angle of friction. 

‘. from (i), — = cos 6 (cos 6 + wsin 6). 

11. The tension of the string in the first case is My, and 
this must remain unaltered when the mass J/ is replaced by the 

pulley. In this case, the tension of the lower string is 

2mm’ 
T'= 

m+m 

and we must therefore have 

r+ Qs 

Mg =pg+2T’, 

12. If 2A is the range, and h the greatest height, the 
equation to the path may be written 

2u? cos? a4 ~ R= (y-h). 
From symmetry, the COE of the two lower corners are 

J3a > 
(2 + a, es, , and of the two upper corners (2 + 5 oar 3a) : 

Substituting these we get | 

se 2u? cos’ a bes es he 

g 2 ) 

a ae cos” a “ ie (/3a—h). » 
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Dividing, we find 

h = bes a, .°. u'sin*a=—— ga, 
2/3 NE 

and, by substitution for h, 

u? cos? a = a ga. 

ees 31 : 

pales uae 
°.w:uwecosa=3l1: 3. 

XIX. 

1. Let two of the circumcircles meet in O. Then O has the 

same pedal line for the two triangles, ie. the feet of the per- 

pendiculars from QO on the four sides of the quadrilateral are 

collinear. Also the line of collinearity bisects the line joining 

O to each of the four orthocentres. Hence these orthocentres 
must be collinear. 

2. From the circle 

PU. tse fos Pex = SP. ST, 

. wigs £P, 

Let # be the middle point of SQ, and S’Z the perpendicular 
from S’ on the tangent at P, so that 7 lies on the auxiliary 

circle, and CZ is parallel to SP. 

Then PE =1(PS + PQ)=1(PS+S'P)=CA=CZ, 

therefore CF# is parallel to PZ and is therefore the direction of 

the diameter conjugate to CP. 

3. Solving for (b—c) a, etc., by cross-multiplication, we get 

b—c)x —a)% a—b)z 
( = (6-9) 9 = Cll = - pee ae (1). 
bz-—cy cx-—-az ay—bx 
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Eliminating aw, y, z, we have 

| (6-c)k, Gok, —b | 

Fe weg (owe a Ge 

&:% —a , (a—b)k- 

whence &=0, 1 or —1. 

If k=0, we have = = = = and the given equations are 

identical, and are not satisfied unless two of the quantities a, 6, ¢ 

are equal. 

If k=1, we clearly have x=y =z. 

If k=—1, the equations (i) give 

b(z+x)=c(aw+y)=a(y+2), 

z+uo vty yt2 

mS gk hee 
i.e. 

x 
: = as stated. 
—~bc+cat+ab 

whence eer 

4. (i) From the graphs 

y=", Y=3t—- Yo) 

the approximate solutions are #= — 1°3, °2, Il. 

(ii) The root clearly lies between 1 and 2. Drawing the 

graphs y=log,«x and y=- between these limits, the value of 

the root is about 1°76. 

5. Let the bisector of the angle A and the perpendicular 
from A on BC meet the circumcircle in D and £ respectively, and 

let AL be the diameter. 

The: BALSA oleae. Papal, Pe 3 2 

Bier 2 

p=2 cos aa 
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Also BAF =90°-B, .. HAL=B-C, *.uw=2R00s(B- C). 

Hence Sp? (v—w) = 8h . S cos? piss (cos C — A - cos A — B) 

4 4Re'3 (1 + cos B—C) (cos C — A— cos A — B) 

= Q, . 7 

6. Let tané=¢t, tana,=¢4, etc. Then the equation is 

 Statheins OE 
> gee 0, 

ie. & (1+ é#,) (¢—t,) (tt) = 0, 

or ?s,+ (3 — 2s,) + t (3s, — 28,) + s, = 0, 

WHETE 3, = Dey, B= Birtles Oy. titahh. 

. 28, —3 , & 

+ tend; + ee ace 

= — cot (a, + ay + a3), 

J. 0, + Oy + 03 = a, + Oy + 3 + an odd multiple of oe 

7. The common focus being the origin, the equation to any 
one of the parabolas is of the form y*=4a(a#+a), and the 
co-ordinates of any point on it may be taken in the form 
a(@—1), 2at. The tangent at this point is 

Owe ey tales 1) =0 oe ents (i), 
and the normal 

ee ee (ae 3 an ee iy ice soa ws (ii). 

Hence, from (i), the parameters of the points, the tangents 

at which pass through (/, &), are the roots of the equation 

Brae ery epee | Weer es ian (iii). 

Calling these ¢,, 4, and supposing that the normals at these 
points meet in (X, Y), then, from (ii), ¢,, 4, must also be roots of 

deen Oe. eee) ae) Mare | eee ap reer een e (iv). 
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Hence, from (iii) and (iv), we must have 

at®?—(X —a)t— Y= (a?—kt+h+a) (++*). 

Identifying coefficients, we obtain 

Woes eg: = a), 
a a 

and eliminating a, the locus of (X, Y) is as stated. 

8. Let the extremity of one of the semi-diameters be 

(a cos d, bsin ¢). 
Then 

a? cos’ ¢ + 6? sin’ d + 2ga cos d + 2fb singd+c¢=0, 

or asin’ d + 6? cos? d — _ (6 cos h) + 4s (— asin d) 

—(a°+ 6? +c) =0, 

proving that (—a sin ¢, bcos ¢) lies on the second given circle. 

9. The equation may be written 

Py ae ares a («+ F) +6 (y+%) er Pe: eae 

Transferring the origin to ( P -<) , this becomes 
ee 

° AO ax? + by?=X, where aah Prt Gm” 

The semi-axes of this ellipse are eo : and we , and its 

: wr 
area is therefore ——. 

Jab 

10. Take ac, cb, ba’ on the same vertical to represent the 
weights of the three rods. Bisect these lines in 2, 1, 3 

respectively. 

Draw 20, 10 parallel to AQ, BC. Then cO must be the 
direction of the reaction at C, and 30 must be parallel to AB. 

R. K. 6 
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Let cO make an angle & with the vertical, and let p be the per- 
pendicular from O on aba’. Then 

2c=p(cotd—coty), c3d=p (cot y+ cot 6), 

_ cotd—coty 2 4$W, 

““cotw+cot? ¢c3 W,+4W,’ 

leading to the required value for cot y. 

11. Suppose that, in a limiting position, the ring on AB is 

about to slip down, and is distant « from A. Let & be the 
pressure on the rod, 7’ the tension, and @ the inclination of AB 

to the vertical. Then, for the ring, 

R=Wesind, T+pR=Weosd, .. 7 = W (cosé—psin 6). 

So, for the other ring, 7'’= W (sin 6+ cos), .. tan d= ae = af 
B 

Now the centre of gravity of the whole system is vertically 
below A. Hence 

W'.asin6+ W.asin6= W'.acos6+ W (2l—«) cos 6. 

.l-p_ W'.a+ W(-2x) 

i ee ae eo 

z malty (U+ 7:2): 

Changing the sign of p, we get the other extreme value, and 

this is supposed positive, implying the given limitation on the 
value of p. 

12. If the shell bursts at S, the enveloping paraboloid has 
focus S, and latus-rectum 4h’, where U?= 2gh’. 

If it meets the ground in Q, and AS meets the ground in J, 

then 

QN?=4AS,AN=4)h' (h+h’) 

2U2;. U*\ U7 rs h+ 5-) = = (2gh + U%), 
g ( ag) ge 9 

and all the fragments must lie within a circle, centre V and 
radius QJ, 
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XX. 

1. Let O be the orthocentre, and let CO meet the circum- 

circle in #, and HP, EQ meet AB in K, L and the pedal lines of 

P and Q respectively in U, V. Then OK, OL are parallel to the 
pedal lines and U, V are the middle points of PK, QZ; therefore 
UV is parallel to KL. Hence, evidently, from similar triangles, 
the pedal lines must intersect on HO produced. 

2. The remaining tangents 7'Q, 7Q’ to the ellipse must be 
parallel, since PQ, PQ’ are parallel to the conjugate diameters, 
and thus QQ’ must be a diameter. 

Produce SP to H, making PH=PS', Then the triangles 
S'’PT’, HPT’ are congruent, and therefore so also are H7'7” and 
S'TT’, 

. APT =S8'TT =S8T7Q, .. HTS =T'TQ. 

Similarly /7 ["S = TT’. Hence S, 7, H, T” are cyclic. 

Now let the circles in question intersect again in P’. 

Then SP'P = 180° — STP = 180° — SHT", 

~ and OPI =i =e 7 Fe 180 anes. 

. SPS' = 180° — HPT", 

and is therefore constant. Hence the locus of P’ is a circle 

through the foci. 

3. The given series is the absolute term in the produet of 
the expansions of 

—(n+1) 
(1 — a)” and (1-2) : pe > 1), 

4 

me 

i.e. the absolute term in (— 1)". € -=) a, 

i.e. the coefficient of ‘A in (— 1)" (1-3) =(— 1)". 
4 
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cia a 5 Snen se 
x 

1.e. x See cn ene i; 

a 

7 1 
22 soli hale i } 4 Pah 5 Hence « are tee 3, and again, by squaring «+ het 

Hence DE eT is ee Fs ee ‘a 

5. If A is the area, 

16A? = 23 (6? + y?) (c? + 2) — 3 (a? + a”). 

But, by the data, | 

236%c? — Sa*=0 and 23y°z? — Sat = 0, 

. 16A?= 2% (672? + ey?) — 23a7a? 

= 23 (0? + c?— a?) x. 

Also, since sa=0, .°. 67+c?—a? =— 2be, 

| *, 40° =— Sbce*. 

Also — bea? = — bea? — cay” — ab (x+y)? 

=—b(c+a)a2—a(b+c)y— 2abay 

= 6a? + a’y? — 2abay = (bx - ay)’, 

and therefore A is rational. 

6. If « is the circular measure of an acute angle, sina 

differs from x by less than 32’. 

Now 1? ee 107 < 31°416, 

8’ 631-416 (7 : 9. eee 
me + (35) << = 00012, by division. 

a 

— = °* pate Also 36 087 

Hence the approximation is correct to 3 places of decimals. 
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7. The polar of (a, y,) is 2a%—yy,+2aa,=0, and the 
parallel tangent is 2ax— yy, + 4y°= 0. 

Hence 2a, —Y,, 2An, " 

oat caetetedl ge _ 16a*(2A)* 
ny ae | 2% 7% | ~ 8a*. II (y, — y2)’ 

2a, — Ye | 

[ De, oe thy eee 1 1%» "A : 

| vekvisrwenews koseg YY ag ee ere eee or eey 

OA wn Lcttesectstesteseenees ONT Pape lae seen | 
: 8a’. TL (y¥; — ye) 8a’. Il (y; — Ye) 

Now the determinant in the numerator is II (y, — y2), 

1 
* 2a.= 3, II (y, — Yo). 

vv. AA, = d2 

8. The chord through (a’, y') making equal angles with the 

axes is 

e-xv y-y 

Le 
J/2 2 

and this meets the ellipse where 

] | Seen V+ (35+ ‘Ye 
| (5 + a) Be J3 yj} = 4. 

If (a’, y’) is on the curve, this gives r=0 or r= 2 J2. 
Brac! + ay’ 
Bt Bit 

But if the line is the normal at ay’, then ay’ = b’2’, 

Pete Sieenee Te 
ee Soe 

Substituting above, this gives the required value of +. 
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9. The equation may be written 

(3a + By)? — 206x + 246y + 393=0 .......0.-(i), 
and therefore the equation to the directrix is of the form 

5a —38y+k=0. 

Hence if (X, Y) is the focus, the parabola will be 

da — 3y+ky 

34 i 

ie. (30+ 5y)?—2(34.X + 5k) +2 (3k—34Y)y 
+34 (X24 ¥)-#=0 ......(ii). 

(eX) +(y-Yy=' 

Comparing (i) and (ii), we get 

34X+5k=1038, 34-34Y=123, 34 (X2+ ¥%) -—2 = 393. 

Substituting for X, Y in the third equation, we find 4 = 7, whence 
from the first two, X=2, Y=—83. 

10. Each of the strings makes an angle 45° with the 
horizontal. Hence, if X be the thrust in BC, we have, taking 
moments about A for AB, 

A: isin 60 = 7 tein 75° +1 5 c08 60° + Y. Leos 60”, 

where Y is the vertical component of the reaction at B. 

Also for W, 27'cos45°= W, and for BC, 2Y=w. 

ha er eae od 
Coe gee ohind =<. Rage i EOE 

whence A=W, 

11. Let f be the acceleration of m, horizontally, J; end. Ff, 

those of m, parallel and perpendicular to the face of m,, /; that 

of m, vertically downwards, R the pressure between m, and os; 

’ that between m, and ms. 
Then the equations are 

tk Oe: SERe oer nnn pyre Tore es (i), 

ing h, = fag Fe) SIN Oo. o cetes i seas (ii), 
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m Joa (no+ FH) coe a — Re... ee (iii), 

Ga FTE FE hci ees edccac disse (iv), 

Fae) NE er es re ee ae (v), 

eae F OY SCOR ick. wins x; «e)'s¢ (vi) 

From (i) and (vi), 

m;(f, sina + f, cosa) = m,g— fh’, 

whence from (ii) and (iii), substituting for /, and /,, we find 

R’ (— + —) See (vii). 
M, Mz My 

Also from (iii), (iv) and (v), 

Rk’ hk Rsin’a a. 
(9 + —) COS @ — — = ———_ 4. (viii). 

Ms My m, 

From (vii) and (viii), we find 

- My Mz (Mz + Ms) cui 

(Mm, + Mp) (Mz + Ms) Sin? a + M,M,y COS” a : 

Now the pressure on the table is & cosa+m,g, and therefore 

the quantity required is (m,+m,) g— Rcosa, which, substituting 
for #, reduces to the given expression. 

12. Let a be the elevation, ¢ and ¢’ the times of going and 

returning. Then V cosa.t=4. 

After impact the horizontal velocity is eV cosa, while the 

vertical velocity is unchanged. Hence, since the vertical 

distance described in time’#+t’ is zero, we have 

Vsina(t+?t)—3g(t+t’)P?=0, 

2V si : 
whence ¢+¢/=———". Hence, if the particle strikes the 

ground again at a distance # from the wall, 

2V sin a 
z= eV cosa.t = eV cosa ( xa ) 

V cosa 

V2sin 2a 

¥ 
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Hence, if x>a, we have 

V?sin2a l+e 
Do 

g e 

oe lie 
which is not possible unless V? > —. ga. 

. a, 

XXII. 

1. If Pisa point on DHF such that APBEH = A PCF, then 

each must be equal to A PAD. 

This may be proved thus: Let yp, g, 7 be the lengths of the 

perpendiculars from A, 5, C on DHF, Then since AEC is a 
transversal of A /BD, we have 

PA BO: PE 1 

4B CD’ EF7 
po ger. ee 

i ec. p+a es ia ED : 

But, by hypothesis, 

ii a ee ee g. FHR=r. £F, Segoe Fh 

e Pp onthe s rs 4 

ee Oe rey Pie 

ie. p.PD=q.PE, «. APAD=APBE. 

To find the point in question, let BH, CF meet in O. Along 

CF make OJ =CF, and along HB make OJ = HB, and let K be 
the middle point of //. Then OK is the locus of points for 

which A POI =APOJ, i.e. for which A PCF =APBE. Hence 
P is the point in which OX meets DEF. 

2. Let 7, be the pole of QR, etc. Then the triangles SR7,, | 

S7,(Q are similar. 

is eS O1, =, 2 OY, Le. ST =SQY. SR, 

with two similar results, Hence, multiplying, 

BT... 825. 824 =8F .SQ.SR. 
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3. From the last two equations 

a _ 

ye (y? — 2°) 
a 

But y+2=-—2, . SS 
J y(y — 2) 

b+e b+e 

"ae (y—2)(@—y—2) 2a (yz) 
Hence, if x, y, z are not all equal, 

b+c 22 
—— = —, etc. 

: a Y 

Multiplying we have II (b+ c)=8abc, provided none of the 
quantities b+ c, etc. is zero. 

If 6+c=0, the system is satisfied by x=0, y=1, z=—1. 

4. Let w, be the number produced from one seed in the nth 
year. Then, from the data, 

Un = PUni + PUn-e- 

Assuming u, = Ax", we have 2? = pax +p, whence 

ata = 
=~! 

x 

We therefore have 

_ 4 (P+Q\", »(P-W" u,= 4 (PS ) +B(PS4). 

Now u,= 1, w= p, 

. A(pt+q)+B(p-9)=2, 
A(p+q)’+ B(p—q)y = 4p, 

1 
whence A= 3 B=- 7 giving the required value for w,. 

5. We have t?=(4R+7,)—r2=} K+ Rr, 

a 
whence the result, remembering that r= 4#. I sin 5. 

— 
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e 6 
6. Putting tan 5 =, we have 

. 2t 
eee {2 

sin @= 5, cos = Ta 

a wr 
nin 6 EE) og Le Bea 

(1+ 2)? (1 + #) 

g, we find 

t*#(acos 2a —b cos B + ¢) — 28 (2asin 2a — b sin f) 

+ 2# (c — 3a cos 2a) + 2¢ (2asin 2a + bsin 8) 

whence, substituting and reducin 

+ acos 2a+ bcos B+¢=0, 

If the roots of this equation be ¢,, ¢,, etc , then 

tan — = a RS 

8a sin 2a 

(a cos 2a — bcos 8 +c) — 2 (¢c — 3a cos 2a) + (a cos 2a + bcos B + ¢) 

= tan 2a. 

Ry 5 = + 2a. 

7. Since the orthogonal circles pass through the limiting 

points, the equation to any one may be taken as 

a+ y+ 26a + 2Fy = 0, 

with the condition 269 + 2Ff—c=0, 

or, putting G=Ac, F=N'e, 

2Ag + 2X f= 1, 

and the equation to the circle is 

e+ y? + 2c (Aw + rN'y) =), 

or (x? + y*) (Ag tr) +c (Aw + A'y) =9, 

, 

whence, putting x p, the result follows, 
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8. Suppose the conics intersect at a point whose eccentric 
angle (for the first conic) is 6. The tangents are 

eos 6, ysind_, 
a b 

x (aa cos 6 + by sin 6) + y (ay cos 6 + bP sin 6) = 1. 

If these are perpendicular, then 

b (aa cos 6 + by sin 6) cos @ + a (ay cos 6 + DB sin @) sin 6 = 0, 

i.e. abB tan? 6 + y (a+ 6?) tan@+aba=0 ......... (i). 

Also, since the point 6 is on the second conic, 

*, aa? cos? 6 + Bb? sin? 6 + 2yab sin 6 cos = 1 = cos’ 6 + sin’ 6, 

whence (Bb? — 1) tan? 6+ 2y ab tan 6+ (aa?—1)=0 ...... (ii). 

The equations (i) and (ii) to determine tan 6 must be identical. 

Hence, comparing coefficients, the result follows. 

9, The equation may be written in the form 

(lA) (@+y)+h(wry+2) =0, 

shewing that the origin is a focus. 
Again, the centre is given by «+hy+g=0, het+y+g=0, 

leading to «=y=-— wat and since this is the middle point of 
1 

the line joining the origin to the second focus, that focus must be 

29 
eG 

10. Let & be the reaction at B, then 

for BC, 2Rcosd= W, 

[ 
’ sin@ sin(¢—@)’ 

5» AB 

. 2 cos d= pA , giving tan ¢ = 3 tan 6. 
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Also the reactions at A and B must meet in a point O vertically 

below G, the middle point of 44. Hence 

AG sin 6 BE sing 

GO sin(a—6)’ GO sin(d-a)’ 

Equating these ratios, we find 

cot @+cot d= 2cota, whence cota = 3 cot 6. 

11. Let wv be the velocity of either of the upper particles, 

when the rods make an angle 6 with the vertical. Then the 

velocity of either of the lower particles is 2vcos@ vertically. 
Hence the energy equation is 

mv? +m (2v cos 6)? = 2mga sin 6 + 2my. 2asin 8, 

where m is the mass of each particle. 

This gives v (1 + 4 cos? 6) = 6ga sin 6, 

so that, when 6= 60°, 2v?=3 /3ga, and the required velocity is 

3/3 \8 
5 ga) 2v cos 60° = v= ( 

12. With the usual notation, the equations for the impact 

are | 
mv cos 0 + v' cos P= NU COS P .........000 08 (i), 

v cos 0— v' cos = — CU COS B ..eeeeeeeceeees (ii), 

ea ee ee (iil), 

ME Gi Fis i ig ie sees sees ey (iv). 

From (i) and (ii) (n + 1) vcos 6 = (m —e) u cos B ; 

.. from (iii) tan6=— af . tan £. 
— 

By the question, 6=a + 8, and we therefore have 

(n — e) (tana + tan 8) = (7+ 1) tan f (1 — tan a tan £), 

ie. (n+ 1) tana tan? B—(1 +e) tan B + (nm -e) tana=0. 

This will give two values of 8 if the roots are real, i.e. if 

(1 +e)?>4 (n+ 1) (n—e) tan’ a, 

ie. (1 +e)? cosec?a> (1 +e)? + 4(n+1)(m—e) > (2n+1—-€e)’, 

+e 1 —e 
cosec a — : 

2 2 
1e. > 
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If the quadratic has equal sche, this is an equality, and if 
T 2 

e=l1, a=;, we have n=--—. 
3” | af 3 

In this case | 

l+e i 

tan B=¢- (n+ ‘y) tana wat 

Dar 
, B=5 and O=a+B=75 

Hence, returning to the equations (iii) and (ii), we easily get 
the remaining result, noting that from (iv), ¢= 0. 

XXII. 

1. Let 7Q meet PP’ in U, MM’ in J, and the circle in Q’. 

Then VR. BU pas VR UF 

7Q.: 00 399 Oe? 
_ VR. VE Pe. OP. U.UY oe 

and 6 et 0a 11° Ra gh 17 eT 7, + 

Also, since (7'Q'U@Q) is harmonic, 

TQ QU _ TQ+QU 270. 

AS OE P+ UE aVT’ 

Bd seek % cern ai sh : “Vor = 7g be VR. VR'=VQ. VT; 

therefore the points 7’, 2’, Q, & are concyclic. 

2. Draw the other tangents from P and Q to the ellipse, 
meeting in 7’. Then, since P is on the director circle, PZ” is 
perpendicular to P7' and therefore parallel to 7Q. Hence 7'P7’Q 

is a parallelogram circumscribing the ellipse, and therefore its 
diagonals are conjugate diameters. But one of these is PQ and 
the other is 7'7”, 
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3. Suppose the given expression equal to 

A B . C 
(1 —aa)?* 1—ax 1 — ba 

Then, clearing of fractions, and putting nas , we find A = —, 

and puttin Ris C= Be: p S$ peck b ’ pgs (a pe by . 

Also A+6+C=1, whence B=-— ois Ae 
(a — 6) 

The coefficient of #” in the expansion is 

A (n+1)a"+ Ba" + Cb". 

Substituting and reducing, this gives the expression required. 

4, Since m’+ 1 is to be divisible by 5, m must be of one of 
the forms 5p +2, and m being odd, p must be odd, say 2n +1. 

Thus m must be of one of the forms 10” + 7 or 10x + 3. Hence, 

putting »=3k+k' (k'=0, 1, 2), all possible forms are included 
in 30k + 10k’ + 7 and 304+ 10%’ +3. In the first form we must 

exclude the case k’= 2, and in the second #’ =0, each of which 

makes m a multiple of 3. The remaining forms are 

30k+7, 304+17, 304+13,  30k+ 23, 

ie. 30447, 304+ 13. 

In all these cases m? + 1 is even, and is therefore divisible by 10. 
Also, since m?—1=(m-—1)(m+1), and these factors are 

consecutive even integers, and one of them is divisible by 3, 

since m is not a multiple of 3, it follows that in all cases m?— 1 

is a multiple of 24. 
To prove the first part independently of the second, we note 

that, by Fermat’s Theorem, m*—1= 4 (5). 
Also m*—1=(m—1)(m+1)(m?+1), and these factors are 

all even integers, two of them being consecutive. Also, as 

before, either m+1 or m—1 is (3). Hence m*—1 is divisible 

by 5x 16 x 3= 240. 
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5. Let PL, PM, PN be the perpendiculars from P on the 
sides of the equilateral triangle ABC, their lengths being a, £, y. 

Then eid = PA, each being the diameter of the circle 
sin MPN 

| AMPN. 

BP + y? + 2By cos 5 

Hence pb,” = —_ ; 
sin” 3 

i.e. B+ y+ By=%p,’, and two similar equations ...(i). 

Also (a+Brya=2. AABC= a’; 

a+B+y= cK. ish cei ciae (ii) 

Hence, subtracting two of the set (i), we get 

V3 Po — Ps. B-y=- a ee ee (iii) 

Also (Xa)? = 3 (B+ 7+ By)-— 4% (B-y) 

Substituting from (i), (ii), (iii) and reducing, we obtain the form 
given. 

6. Retaining squares of small quantities, the given re- 

lation is 

(l=$@) cosa—6.sina=(1 —}¢?) cosa—¢. cos Bsina ...(i). 

Now suppose = A4¢+ B¢?. Then (i) becomes 

cosa—A.sina.@—($A* cosa+ #sin a) ¢? 

= cosa—cos Bsina.6— cosa. ¢*, 

This must be an identity. Hence 

Asina=cosBsina; .. A=cos Pf. 

$A?cosa+Bsina=1ecosa; .. B= cotasin’Z. 
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7. If wcosa+ysina—p=0 and y=mze are inclined at an 

le = h Begre sg; WO DAYS 

cosa +m sin a a J3, 

m cosa— sina 

whence, putting 2 for m, the equation to the other two sides » — e; q 

must be 
(x cosa+ ysin a)’=3(y cos a—«# sin a)’, 

Le, 2° (cos’?a— 3 sin*a) + 4ey sin 2a + ¥? (sin? a — 3 cos’ a) = 0, 

or a? (1 — 2 cos 2a) — 4ay sin 2a + y? (1 + 2 cos 2a) = 0. 

8. Let A, and A, be the values of A for which the circles 

become point-circles (viz. the limiting points). Then the co- 
ordinates of the limiting points are 

(- J Af ) (- g a Af ) 
ee Oe Se ee a LAS a ea 

and if the lines joining these to the origin are perpendicular, we 
have ; : 

g? + NAgf? = 0. 

But A,, A, are the roots of 

g+Mfr—-(e+drc')(1+A)=0; 

Hence the required condition is 

geo) tt 6) 3G, 

or ++ =5,=2. 

9. The eccentric angles of the feet of the normals satisfy 

the equation 

aé sin 6 — by cos 6 = (a? — 6°) sin @ cos 8, 

or (a?— 6°)? cos* 6 — 2aé (a? — 6”) cos® 6 

+ [a + b?y?— (a? — 6?)?| cos? 0+... = 0, 
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whence, putting a cos 6= a, the abscissae of the four feet are the 
roots of 

(a? — b*)? at — 2aré (a? — 6) a + a? [a? E+ b? 9? — (a? — 6°)? ] a? +... = 0. 

2a7& 
Hence sz, = -— 1 a me b? ’ 

a” a? &? Se bn) 

2,2, = ( (a? — bp —a’; 

_ 2a? (a?& — b?x”) 
= (a? — 6)? 

4aré? : 2a? (aé? — b®y?) 

+ 2a. ° 2 
. pee 

Hence 2% (£—a,)= 4°— a—-b §=(a?— 6°)? + 2a? 

4b7é? 9a? are? eS b?x) 

ae ie o —B) + 2a’. 

2 2/22 22 Sinicly 36 nh=— fot MOBY ap —~a@ aC Fa a?) 

Adding these, we obtain the result given, 

10. Let AB, HD meet the line of the reaction at C in M, N. 
Then Mand ¥ must be vertically below the centres of the rods. 
Hence, if & be the reaction, 

be WwW, Wy 

sina sin(@—a)’ sinB sin(B+6)’ 

yi sin (B + 6) oe sin (@ — a) 
1 . : 

sin B * sina ? 

i.e. w, (cos 6 + cot B sin 6) = w, (sin 6 cot a— cos 6), 

or (w, + w,) cot 6 = w, cot a — w, cot B. 

11, Suppose that the particles coalesce after time ¢. The 
sum of the vertical distances described by them in this time is 
uw sina.t, and this must be equal to the distance of the point of 
projection from the directrix, 

2 
° Uu s u 

ns “aR 6 rs.» Le, t 
~ 2g sina’ 
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If, after time ¢, the direction of motion makes an angle 6 with 
the downward vertical, we have 

wsina—gt 
—cot 6= an a—cosec 2a = — cot 2a, 

U COS a 

. 3. == a 

2 

But since the particles are equal, the new direction of motion 

oe ; 
makes an angle 5 with the vertical, and is therefore at right 

angles to the original direction of projection. 

Again, the height of the new directrix above the point of 
a 2 

© COS 5) 

union is ; , where v= gt= - 
7 

2g 2 sina 
, so that this height is 

2 U 
= — cot? a. 

Also the height of the point of union above the point of 
projection is 

2 2 

usina. ee Oe esiey ce cosec? a. 
g g 

Hence the required height is 

ee by 
ee ee Le 

12. Let v, be the velocity of m along the line of centres, 

v, that of m’ horizontally. 
The impulse of the blow on m is m(u cos 6 — v,) along the line 

of centres. Hence, resolving horizontally, 

Mm (UU COS O — V,) SIN B= M'Vq..0..0..severeenss (i). 

Also, by Newton’s Law, 

0, — Ve Sin O = — EW COS O 0..... esse eee sid) 

Solving (i) and (ii), we obtain the required value for ~%. 
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XXIII. 

1. Let O be the given point, A the nearest corner, and let 

the line required cut the sides through A in P and @. Then the 
difference of the parts is 

(area of parallelogram) — 2A APQ. 

Since this is to be a maximum, A APQ must be a minimum, and 

therefore PQ must be bisected at O. Hence the construction: 

Join AO and produce to B, making OB=AO. Through B draw 

lines parallel to the sides, meeting the sides through A in P and 
Q. Then PQ is the line required. 

2. Let 7P, TQ be the tangents. Then 7, P, WN, Q are 
concyclic. 

Therefore 7VP = 7QP =90° — S7T'Q, since 7Q subtends a right 

angle at S. Therefore STQ = NTP. But S TQ ~§'PP. Therefore 
TN must pass through 8’. 

3. First suppose m, n positive integers. Take m quantities 

each equal to a, and ” each equal to 6. Then, since the a.m. of 
these is > their @M., we have 

ma + nb ae 
i (a™b”)m+n A 

m+n 

which is equivalent to the given result. 
If m and m are not integers, choose & so that km, kn are 

integers. Then, as above, 

kma + knb 

km +kn 

i 
> (akmbkn) km +kn : 

from which & disappears. 

4. We have immediately 

— B+y’ oe re. 

Le. wax+ vy =a, 

b'y + xy = b. 

Subtracting, the result follows. 
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5. If tan 6=¢, the equation in question is 

(at—c)?=b? (1+), 

or (a? — b?) f —2act+c?—b? =0. 

The roots of this are tana, tan B. Hence 

2ac c2 — b? 
tan a+ tan B =~.» tana tan 8 = - 

2ac 

Bee 
ce? —b 

| a: 
4a7c? — 4 (ce? — 6) (a? — 6?) 

(a? Ba b?)? 

4b? (a? + c? — b?) 
* (@—o)? ’ 

whence the second result follows. 

Further (tan a — tan 8)? = 

6. Put B=a+a, where wis small. Then, neglecting x and ~ 

higher powers, the expression is 

asin (a+#)—(a+%)sina a(sina+a%cosa)—(a+)sina 

acos(a+%)—(a+x)cosa a(cosa—w#sina)—(a+ x) cosa 

Sina—acosa tana—a 

~ asina+cosa Il+atana 

= tan (a — tan-} a). 

7. Let U, be the result of putting y = mw in u,, and dividing 
by x". Then we shall have 

u,+U,x«+ U,2 =0, 05+ Vine Vi v= 0, 

and to determine the appropriate values of m we have to eliminate 
a from these equations. The result is 

(Uy Vi- Uv) (U,V, = U,V) = (uw V,— U.w,)?. 

Now, putting m= z, and clearing of fractions, we get the equation | 

to the lines in the form given. 
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If the conics are wu, + uw,=0, v, + v= 0. then the equation to 

the three chords from the origin to the other pots of inversection 
1S U,V. — Uv, = 0, 

In the case of the conics in question, this is 

S'y (ax? + by?) = ga (a'x? + b'y?*), 

or ga'x — f'ax*y + gb'xy’ —f'by® =0. 

If the conics have contact of the second order, these three 
lines coincide. Hence the expression on the left is a perfect 
cube. The conditions for this may be given in a variety of forms, 
the simplest being 

aod f?_ 308 
ce ee 

8. The rectangular hyperbola through the feet of the normals 

is (a? — b?) xy + b’ka — a*hy = 0, 

and therefore any conic through these four points is of the form 

ba? + a®y? — ab? + d [(a? — b) ay + ka — a®hy|=0 

If this is a parabola, 
9 

a=} (a—BY, ie A= + 5 me a on 

Hence there are two such parabolas, their equations being 

(a? — 6?) (bu + ay)? + 2ab (bk — why) — a*b? (a? — 6) = 0. 

Also the latus-rectum of (ax + By)? + 2ga + 2fy+c=0 is 

2 (fa—gB)/(a° + 6), 
giving the required values in these cases. 

9. Let the osculating circle be 

e+y?+ho+pyt+v=0. 

To find where this meets the hyperbola, put «= 4 y = ki. 

We then have 

Kt! + wkt® + vt? + Akt + kh? = 0. 

Now if P is m, and Q is m’, this equation must have three roots 
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equal to. m, and’ the remaining root equal to m’, ie. it must be 
identical: with | oe | ose 

| (et gate (t — m’) = 0. 

Hence, noticing that the product of the roots is unity, we must 
have m'm’ = 1. 

But the equation to PQ is 

mm'x + y=k(m +m’), 

and substituting for m’, this takes the form 

ma + my =k (1 + m4). 

Comparing with ay’ + x'y = 2k, which is the polar of (2’, y’), we 

have 
fee 

nh oF 1+ m* 

and, eliminating m, we obtain the required locus for (2’, y’). 

10. Let A, B be the centres of the spheres, G their combined 

c. of e., O the point of support, and suppose that the strings 
make angles a and 8 with the vertical (i.e. with OG). Then, if 
T and 7" are the tensions, 

URS het’ Ge *, 

sinB sina sinw 

OG sindA OG sin B 

nee AG sina’ BG. sinB’ 

BE _snpB 6 — sinB Pa 

AG snag a? ee ee er 

Also, since w = a+, we have 

sin? w = sin?a + sin? 8 + 2 sin asin B cos w. 

Hence 
7 ee P+Q 

Pa Qb ((?b? + Pa? + 2PQab cos w)2 

11. Let w, be the velocity of the system just before the rth 

bead leaves the table, v, that just after. Then, since the total 
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momentum is unaltered by the jerk which sets the rth bead in 

motion, 
(r-1) u,=72,. 

Also u,2 = v,_;7 — 2ga, whence 

(r i zy u," = (r . 2)? Up—1 ae 2ga (r— 1} 

Taking this equation for all values of r from m to 3, and adding, 
we obtain 

r=n 

(1 — 1) Uy? — Ug? = —2ga. & (r—-1) 
r=3 

tii, ony) 1]. 

Now u.= V,and by the condition of the question w,=0. Making 
these substitutions, the result follows. 

12. Suppose the particle strikes the plane after time ¢. Then, 

by the condition of the question, we must have 

u cos (a—B)—gsinB.t=—[usin(a—f)—g cosB. ¢], 

a being the angle of projection. 

Hence 
u [cos (a— 8) + sin (a — B)] =gé (cos 8 + sin £). 

, usin (a — B) . Be * D) But Fyre Be ee cot (a—8)=1+ 2 tan B, 

cos(a—f)  sin(a—£) l 1 
1.é. : = 1 = =—, say. 

1+2 tan B (2+4tanB+4tan?)? 2 
Hence : 

nein doula ao + 2 tan 8) cos B — sin B _ cos 8 + sin 8 ; 
ke ke 

and ¢ = = . : : 
9 k2cosB 

Hence the horizontal distance described in time ¢ is 

2u? 1+tan8 
ucosa,t=—.. I 

and the vertical distance is tan 8 times this expression, as given. 
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XXIV. 

1. Let A be the fixed vertex, and draw through A the 
diameter ADD’ of the fixed circle on which B lies. On AD 

describe a triangle ADZ similar to ABC, and through D’ draw 

D'k’ parallel to D#, to meet AH produced in £’. 

Then AD: AF=AB: AC, ie. AD: AB=AE: AC, and DAB 
- EA C’, therefore the triangles DAB, HAC are similar. So also 

are the triangles ABD’, ACE’. Hence C lies on the circle on 
HE’ as diameter, and the intersections of this circle with the 
second given circle are the possible positions of C. 

2. Let the tangent at P meet the asymptote in Z, and draw 

SK parallel to the asymptote. Then since LP and the asymptote 
are the tangents from J, 

LSP = LSK = SLQ, 
SQ=QL and similarly S’R= RL, 

S’R-SQ= QR, 

PR+PQ+QRk=S'P-SP= AA’. 

3. The number of permutations of the J figures among 

themselves is 
Nu 

m!n!pl... 

In sl of these, the figure a will occupy the rth 
(m—1)!n! pl... S PY 

place . 

In ai EL of these, the figure 6 will occupy the rth 
m!(n—1)! pl... is 

place, and so on. 
Hence the sum represented by the figures in the rth place in 

all possible decimals is 

(V—-1)! (V-1)! ; ] 1 

Pe L)!m! pl... ny m!(n—1)! pl... oe 

(.V—1)! 

a min!!... 

l 
(ma +nb + ee A 107° 

r= 

Hence, since =. Ba i Ay the result follows. 
at: Ae 
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4. By Fermat’s Theorem a?~!— 1 = M(b), and b*1-1= 4 (a), 
whence the result follows immediately. 

5. With the usual notation 

cos 6 =(OP? + PI?— O1*)/20P. PI. 

Now denoting the radius of the in-circle by p, we have 

OP?= R*(1+8r), Pl*= 297+ 4h, OL%= R*—2 Rp. 

Also 

p=4R. Usin5 ; “.p'=2Rh*. I (1 -—cos A)=2h? (l+p+q+7), 

whence PP?=4Rh?(1+p+q+2r). 

Further, 
p=Rk(ScosA-1)=—R(p+l). 

Making these substitutions, we obtain the result given. 

6. If in the formula 

sin n@ = 2”-! sin 6 sin (6+ =) sin (0+ =) soo Mant (6+ att =") 
n 

we change 6 to 6 + x , and then write 27 for n, we obtain 

cos 2n6 = 2”"~" sin C + i) sin (0+ =) on aes C ~ = =) 
4n 4n 4n 

If now we put 6=0, this becomes 

oe ei . (4%-1)4 .-on+1 
sin —- sin —... = 2 

" Bn ao 

There are 2” factors on the left, and they are equal in pairs. 
Hence taking the square root we have the result stated, the 
positive sign being taken, since the angles involved in the final 
formula are all acute. 

7. (i) cot7!(2n?) = cot-! (2m — 1) — cot-! (2n + 1), 

aa Brees *=) 
. oe z~ cot (2n + 1) = cot es 
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(ii) Denoting the given series by S, and the series 

4 cos? a. cos 2a 
1 —2 cosa. cosat D1 

by C, we have 
2ia 

: i 4 cos? a.e 
C-—iS=1—2cosa.e° + isan 

ta i 
—2cosa.e it ah tar Lich ah 

ot soe [cos (sin 2a) —7 sin (sin 2a) | ; 

S=e °°", sin (sin 2a). 

8. The area of the triangle formed by the polars of the given 

points | 

%,: 2¥ BB 

1 
A'=5- 

Hy Yi me De ge Paes etaaae am 

Oe ee te PT: i 

ce ath? (2A)? 
oe : 

Ul Uy, Yy 

He, Ye 

where A is the area of the triangle formed by the three points 

themselves. But, if the triangle is self-conjugate, A’ = A, whence 

the result. 

9. The equation to the director circle is 

(ab — h?) (a? + y*) + ¢(a +6) =0, 

. bel —chm —chl+cam 
and the pole of /x + my +1=0 is es a cages es If this 
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lies on the director circle, we obtain, by substitution and reduction, 

(6? + h?) 2? — 2h (a +b) lm + (a? +h?) m? + A=0, 

where A = (a +b) (ab—h’)/c. 
This is the tangential equation to the envelope, and the 

corresponding Cartesian equation is that given. 

10. Let the line of the reaction at B meet AC in O. Then 
O is vertically above the centre of BC. Also A is vertically over 

the c. of G. of the two rods, which is the middle point of the line 

joining their centres. Hence if a be the length of either rod, 
6 and ¢ the inclinations of AB and SO to the vertical, 

tan 6 = fa/fa =}. 

sin(45°—6) _— sing 
sin45°  — cos (@— @)’ 

i.e. (cos 6 — sin @) (cot ¢ cos 6 + sin #) = 1, whence cot ¢ = : 

ee Rk » W 
sing sin(45°—6) sin (45°—6+¢)’ 

whence substituting the known values of the trigonometrical 

ratios, we find 

Also 

Now, for equilibrium, 

11. The surface-areas of the pot and the two parts of the lid 
are 

Qrrh+ar*, 2a, ar’. 

Hence their weights are in the ratio 2h+r: 2nr:r. 

Suppose that in any position the lid makes an angle a with 

the horizontal. The pot will stand upright in this position if the 
vertical through the c. of G. of the whole falls within the base. 
This will be the case if 

2ur (r cosat+drsina)+r.rcosa<(2h+r)7r, 

; 2h 
ie. (2 + 1) cosa+nsina<— +1. 

Now the maximum value of the expression on the left is 

J(2n +1)? + 0? = Sdn? + 4n + 1. 
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Hence the condition required is 

; 2 
ints ins 1<— + is 

As Jiniadn +1 —1.- 
—> i 

/ 2 
or 

12. Let P be the point of projection, # and F the points of 
impact. Let #/ make angles a and B with CA and AB, and 
FP an angle y with AB. Draw PLZ and EM perpendicular to AB. 
Then 

tana=etan 60°, tan y=e tan B, 

and B= 120° — a, whence 

ya voll +e). 
tan 3,4 

Also ry = tan 9, saya tan B; SA ge ee og 2 

“. PE=IM=(1 +e) FL =(1+e) PF cos y. 

ae See sin y ; 
PF sin 60 3 

Be Stem yy Be 

PE page -3e— 

and PE = PC, whence the result. 

Also 

XXV. 

1. The circles AQR, BRP, CPQ will intersect in a fixed 

point 0. For 

BOC - BAC = OBA + OCA = OPR + OPQ. 

Hence BOC = 4+FP and is « given. Similarly COA=B+ Q. 

Now let S be the circumcentre of PQR. Then OPR = OBR, and 

ORP = OBP, .. AOPR is of given species. Hence OP:PF is 

constant. Also, by hypothesis, SP: PR is constant. .. OP: PS 

is constant. Further OPS = SPR- OPR, andis .’. given. Hence 
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AOPS is of given species, and one vertex OQ is fixed, while a 
second vertex P moves along a given straight line, viz. BC. 
Hence the third vertex S also describes a straight line. 

2. Let the plane of the paper be that containing V, the 
vertex of the cone, and the axis of the section. Let the focal 

sphere touch the generators in this plane in Z, L’ and let SA meet 
LL’ produced in X, A being the vertex of the section. Then SX 
is half the latus-rectum, and is .. given. Also SZ’ is a diameter 

of the focal sphere, and is equal to the perpendicular from V 
on the section. If O is the centre of the focal sphere, OA 
is parallel to L’X, and the triangles XSL’, AOV are similar, 

“. SX: SL’=AO:OV. Now draw a parallel to the axis of the 
cone at a distance SX from it, cutting VA in H, and draw HK 
perpendicular to the axis. Then VK=SL’. Hence the con- 

struction :—With centre V and radius VX describe a sphere, and 
draw the tangent plane to this sphere parallel to any generator. 

This tangent plane will give a parabolic section with the given 
latus-rectum. 

3. The sum of the products required is the coefficient of x” 
in 

(L+a,0+...¢@" "(1 +age+...46,% '2”-’)..., 

pecs 1 — a" ot a a 
i.e. in ; BAe 

l-—a,x l—a, x 

1 
But =1+3H,,2*. 

(1— a,x) (l—a, 2)... 

Hence the above expression is 

(1 — Sa," 2™ + Sa,” a.” 2°" —...) (1+ SH, 2"), 

and the coefficient of «” in this is the expression given. 

4. If the denominators of the convergents are q,, qd, etc., 

then 

_ey 
Unt Tn 

: (oa i ed ee SS ea 
Hence wy, — Wn_1= (<5) é. (— 1) = 1)” (@n_1 Qn+i) 

Yn+1 In Qn Yn-1 Yn-1 In Yn+1 ; 

Wnti — Un 
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Thus the fraction in question is 

- Yn Yn-1 

(Yn-1 Y Qn+1) (Qn_3 — Yn) 

But Qn+1 — Yn—1 = Pasi Yn and .. this fraction is — 
Pn+i Pn 

5. Let the diagonals intersect in O, and let AC = 78, BD = 50. 

Then ribs oO, Nee Bat ace ABC = AOB, 
sin B 5 

 ACB= BBO@ZACD,: -. ABE AD. 
Further 

50 5 12 l 
Py 7 tected -sin@=73,- _¢08 C= 73, whence sin 5 =. 

But — = 130, .. AB=5./96. 
sin 9 

Cy 3.3 1 19 Again sin BAC =sin (2 + See 24 
¥ : a) 5° Joe 5 a6 54/36. 

BC : : =, 
But an BAG = 130 ©: BC =19//26. 

Similarly sin DAC = A a and CD = 11,/26. 

6. Supposing the angles in circular measure, let S denote the 
given series, and C’ the corresponding series in cosines. Then 

* b 1A 6° 2tA U+wW=-.¢€ +2- 36 2.2. 

Now 

c —be'A =c —b(cos A+isin A) =acos B—1. asin B= ae-'B ; 

iggy a. 
; C + iS =— (log iB), 

Sa = &, 
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7. Any tangent to one parabola is «— my +am?=0, and to 
the other y — mx + bm’? = 0, 

If these are perpendicular m’'=—m, so that the equations are 

am?—my+x2=0, bm?+mx+y=0. 

Eliminating m, we obtain the locus given for the intersection. 

8. Suppose the circle through a, 8, y cuts the ellipse again 

in 5, and that the normals ata, B,y meetinéd. Thena+B+y+d 

is an even multiple of 7, anda+8+y+6anodd multiple. Hence 
6 —6 isan odd multiple. 

The centre of the circle is 

2__ p 
Somat (cos a + cos B + cos y + cos 6’) 

a? — 6’ 

4a 

b? — q? 
and Y= 4b 

— (cos a + cos 8 + cos y — cos 8), 

(sin a + sin 8 + sin y — sin 6). 

2a? 
Also, for the four normals, = cos a= aa pp 8 5 (see XXII. 9), 

a — 

2 

‘, cosa + cos B + cos y— cos § = ———-cos 8. Y a 

2 2 2 

Hence ae ie cos 6. Le XL = wi 4 cos 6. 
2a 2 

2 2 

. 5 sin 6, so that the locus is that stated. Similarly 6° Y = 

9. Any one of the conics is of the form By = ka’, and the 

tangent at (a’, B’, y’) is 

2ha'a—y'B—B'y=0, or 2B’y’a—y'a'B—a'B’y=9. 

If this is parallel to Ja +mB+ny=0, we have 

2B'y', —ya', —a fp’! 
l, mM, ms [=9, 

a, b, c 

whence the locus of (a’, B’, y’) is the conic 

2 (me — nb) By + (le — na) ya + (ma — 1b) aB = 0. 
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10. Let & and &’ be the normal pressures at the lower and 
upper ends of the side in question, W the weight, a the side 
of the square, and @ the inclination required. Then resolving 
horizontally and vertically, we obtain the equations 

Rick an. Foe 
fae W 

whence EG = a = T+ pp eae eae Feild eas (1). 

Also taking moments about the lowest corner, 

R’.asn6+pR'.acosd=W. 5 cos (45° + 6), — 

i.e. A’ sin 6+ p’R’ cos 6 = 4} W (cos 6 — sin 6). 

Substituting from (i), we obtain the required value for tan 6. 

11. Let f# be the acceleration of m relative to M@ down the 

plane, / that of M horizontally. Then the horizontal acceleration 
of m is f cos a —F, and its vertical acceleration is f sina. Hence 
the equations are 

mg — fk cosa=m/ sin a, 

Lsina=m(fcosa—F), 

Rsina= MF. 

From these we find 

ye 

The time is given by h=4}fsina. #, whence 

(M+ m) cosec a yoo cot a 

M cose? a+m ~ Is ~ Meosec?a+m ’ 
g. 

Pn 2h M cosec?a+m 
ie ete 

g M+m 

and in this time the wedge moves a distance 

h 
4FP = + . cot a. 

12. At each impact the velocity perpendicular to the plane 

is altered in the ratio e: 1. Hence the times in the successive 

trajectories are ; 
2usinB 2ewsin B 

9omn... gcdee: 65 7 
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so that the time for the first » trajectories is 

ae oe = t, suppose. 

If in this time the particle has returned to the point of pro- 

jection, we have 
ucos B.t—43gsina.t?=0, 

_ 2u cos B 

— gsina * 

Equating the values of ¢, we obtain 

e" = 1 —(1 —e) cot a cot £, 

whence, taking logarithms, the result follows. 

XXVI. 

1. Let P, Q be any two points conjugate for a circle, centre 0. 
Then, if @Y be drawn perpendicular to OP, QY will be the polar 
of P, therefore OY .OP=7", where r is the radius. But Y lies on 

the circle on PQ as diameter, therefore the tangent to this circle 

from O = 7, i.e. the two circles cut orthogonally. Now the circles 
described on the diagonals of a complete quadrilateral are coaxal, 

and two of them cut a given circle orthogonally, therefore so also 
does the third. Hence, conversely, the two remaining vertices 
are conjugate for the circle. Further, since the given circle cuts 
a coaxal system (viz. the circles on the diagonals) orthogonally, it 
belongs to a coaxal system whose radical axis is the line of centres 

of the other system, viz. the Ine through the middle points of the 
diagonals, 

2. Draw PN, QM perpendicular to the major axis. Then 
since P is on the ellipse 

CPA al +e, CN* 

Now if 7 is the radius of the circle, we have from similar 

triangles 
CQ?; CP*=QM: CN*= CQ? —-r: 

*, CQ*—e. OM*: CP? —e .CNP= oi 7. 

i.e. pie OM? : B=CQ? — 7: r°. 
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Also QM? =CQ*?-CM?. Hence 

(1 bs CU2+e8.CM?: 8 =CQ?-r:r 

CQ+842.0M?:P=CQ:? 

6? 0? “¢ - a) CQ2=BR+e8. CM. 

Now if the tangents from A and A’ to the circle meet the 

minor axis in BJ, Re if CB’ = 6’, then 

C—7:7r=a?: 6”. 

Hence a 00) b?7+6. CM, 

or CQ? = 67% +e. CM? 

where e:¢=0':6. 

Hence the locus of Q is a concentric and coaxal ellipse, of 

minor axis b’ and eccentricity e’. It will coincide with the 

original ellipse if 6'= 6, i.e. if the given circle is that inscribed 

in the rhombus formed by the lines joining the extremities of 

the axes. 

3. Calling the given determinant A,,, it is evident on 

expanding that 

Ao = (1 + 27) 2 ae —x ra ee 

1 ig Bg ew (Ags HD =)- 

Similarly bin it sad Dini es x (Ay, isis Nini 

A, ages A, = ne (A, = A,). 

Hence, multiplying, 

2m—4 2m 
OA, j=2 (A= Ajee , 

2m 
os A A, =e +08 $50. 5 

and A,=1+2*. Hence the result follows. 
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4. We have 

] 
log (n + 1) - log n= log (1 +=) 

r—l 1 1 
=o (wk) ee i 

Similarly 

by nthgin eee, ; ‘s 
pic r (n—1) 

log 3 lop tak CL 
f=] r 

the series being all convergent. Adding we obtain 

log (ee Tim E(- 1 e 
r=1 r 

5. We have 

A’A,=ccos Bsin B, A’A,=6cosC sin C, 

*, A, =46cecos B sin B cos C'sin C. sin A 

=A.sin Bcos B sin C'cos C. 

A A 
B = "har - 2, =. . ut a= Boe Pee Pe cot B cot C 

Also Scot Bcot CC =1. Hence the result follows. 

6. We have 

Or do 
cos a + cos Da = 2 cos 3a cos 2a = 2 cos — cos — 

13 13’ 

5a T 
cos 2a + cos 3a = 2 cos — cos — 

22 i$? 

— ° eisai —— 2 . —, cos 4a + cos 6a = 2 cos 13 oe cos mor 13 

Hence the first expression is equal to 

r=6 YT 

+ p87 8 . Il Cos tne 

r=] 13 
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Now if in the identity 

ys _ ] r=6 9 

——+ e, G — 2x cos = 4: 1) 

r=6 

we put a=—I1, we get 1 =2". II cos? => 
T=1 ee 

On taking the square root, the positive sign must be taken, 

since all the angles involved are acute. Hence 

r—6 

cos 
3° 

and the first result ae 
, Pe as 

The second may be obtained similarly, by using - : : 

7. Since 

1 — 2aa + ax? sec? 6 = (1 — aa sec 6. e"”) (1 — aw sec 6. oe. 

we have 
i@ ee 

sin 6 1 | e 7 e 
age a) ern ona. taint eo Rig pale i6 - 

1 — 2ax + aa? sec? 6 pcre 1 — ax sec 0. ¢ 

a 7 ae a. ae ~—nid 
€ Sata"sec’6.e —e . sae" sec” 6 .e ) 

0 ~ 34 : 
1 2 n+1 16 —n+1 i6 

— 3 aa” sec” 6 G m6 ) 
2a 0 ? 

— 3 ax" sec” 6. sin (x + 1) 6. 
0 

8 The centre of the circle through a, 8, y is 

a? — 6? 
A= [Xcosat+cos(a+P+y)); 

— 
| ee Sciné_ninda oP. ph 

But since the © ahs is a the centre of the ellipse, 

> cosa=Ssina=), 

. aX =4(a? —8’) cos (a +B+y); 

bY =}(a?—b*)sin(a+ P+ y), 

_ and"the locus of (X, Y) is as stated. 
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9. Take the diameter through P and the tangent at P as 
axes. Then, if CP =a, and the conjugate semi-diameter = 6, the 

equation to the ellipse is 

(a+ a)? 
a 

Let O be (a’, y’). Then the tangents from O meet the axis of 

2 

+hel or 

y, where 

fer x =)\=(% =) 
B (aa+ 5 + — TA egy 

v (ey oe 
or & (5 +2) ag =e 0, 

If the difference of the values of y given by this equation is 

constant and equal to 24, we find 

PYM = Teo de (8 

Fite BNal G2 
shewing that the locus of (a’, y’) is a conic having four-point 

contact with the given conic, the common tangent being =? a= 0, 

i.e. the tangent at P’. 

10. Let AC, BD intersect in O. Then, if W is the whole 
weight, the weights of the rods are equivalent to a weight W at 

O, and for equilibrium AO must be vertical. Hence the 
equation of virtual work is 

W .8(A0)-T.3(AC) =0. 

But AC = 240, an ey. 

1]. Let OA, OB represent wu, U respectively. Then AB repre- 
sents p. Also, if C be a point in AB such that w. AC= W.CB, 
then OC represents V. 

re i) W — w pate W+w Oe ee ( . 

Also the angle between AB and OC (i.e. OCA) is 0. 

We have then 
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But OB? = 00? + CB? + 200. CB cos 6, 

and OA? = OC? + AC*-— 20C . CA cos 6, 

Substituting from (i), we obtain the results given. 

12. Suppose the particle leaves the sphere at a point P at an 

angular distance 6 from the highest point. Then, if v be the 
velocity of projection, : 

v — 2ga (1 + cos 6) 

a 

TG ee £2 40 O08 BY jo vicncsscn svete gncth) 

The equation to the path referred to horizontal and vertical 
axes through P is 

= g cos 6, 

on? 

y=«xtan 6-19. Veco Qrvrrrrtecereeeen (Hl), 

where JV is the velocity at P, ie. V?=gacos 6. 
The co-ordinates of the lowest point are asin 6, —a (1 + cos 6). 

Substituting in (ii) and reducing, we find 

(2 cos —1) (cos 6+ 1)?=0, | 

whence cos 6= 4, and (i) gives the required value of v. 

XXVII. 

1. Invert the system from P, and let 9, 9’, 0 be the inverses 

of Y, Q’,O. Then the circles become two perpendicular straight 
lines through qg and q’, the circle OQQ’ becomes a circle touching 
these lines at g and q’ and passing through 0, and the circles 

OPQ, OPQ become the lines og and og’. But if C is the centre 

of the circle ogq’, then qoq = LgCq, and is therefore half a right 
angle. Hence the theorem, 

2. Let AS=p, so that the latus-rectum is 4p. Let P and 
P’ be the points of contact on the same side of the axis, PG, 
P'G the normals, PN, P'N’ the ordinates. We then have 

NGENG=2p,  NN' 266 =d, 
PG=a, P'G'=b. 
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But PG? = PN? + NG? =44AS. AN + NG’, 

| ie. @=4p.AN+4p?=4p (AN + p). 

Similarly b?=4p (AN + P)s 

i &-a= 4p. NN = 4pd. 

3. Since a?=(z+y) (z—y), and & is prime, therefore z+ y =a? 

and z—y=1, therefore y=4(a?-1)=}(x-1)(@+1). Nowax-1, 
«+1 are consecutive even numbers, therefore their product is 
divisible by 8, therefore y is a multiple of 4. 

Also, x being a prime other than 3, either ~—1 or + lisa 
multiple of 3, therefore y is a a of 12. 

Further 2 (y+ «%+1)=a?-1+ 24+ 2=(x+1)% 

4. By the rules of partial fractions, we find 

Ey ees ea 1 
(i+a)(l-ap 2° T+a® 2°12” (lap 

=—4}(1-2) (140%)? + 4 (1-2)1+ (1-2), 

The coefficient of #? in (1 +*)~? is (—1)?”. 

Hence the coefficient of x” in the first expression is — } (— 1)?, 
and the coefficient of 2?-1 is $(—1)”'=-—4(—1)”. Hence the 

coefficient of «" is ~}(—1)”, where p is $n if m is even and 
1(n+1) ifn is odd. The coefficients of 2” in the second and third 
expressions are respectively } and (n+1). Hence the result. 

5. We have 

1 - cos 2a _ 2 sin?a os 
Poe = = 4 cos? -. 
1 —cosa ann a 2 

2 sin*— 
2 

Hence the given expression is 

- 2 

cos = 

cos = 
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ee 2 sin 46~—sin 36 Also mee = SOT SY = 4-008 8 cos 26 — (3 — 4 sin? 6) 6 sin 6 cos = 
2 

= 2 (cos 36 + cos @) — (2 cos 26 + 1). 

6. We have . 

sin 6. sec 6 = (6 — 163 + 739F —...) (1-320 + Ao 8 ae 

=(9-5P + shh —...) (14+ 30+ TH+...) 

=604+ 7,6 + 

Clearly the succeeding coefficients will all be numerically less 
than ~;. Hence the error is less than 

gO +9 +64... ad inf), 18.5 oe 15°16 
= 4 

l (73) | 18 
LG. Sap ee * 74 x = x 3600 seconds, 

1 (Te) 
and, on calculation, this quantity is less than unity 

7. Let & ; en) be a point of intersection, so that 

Ce. Cm 
came t Bel cretteeeeees fe SO ae (i). 

The tangents at this point are 
ce emt 

mx +y—2om=0 and —,+—%=] 
ie ee 

3772 ae 

and they coincide if oe —, 1e. if m?= as whence, from (i), 
c cm a 

2c = ab. 
If w is the angle between the axes, the tangents are at right 

angles if 
eee | mc C 

om (3+) - Cae =z) €08 0 = 0, 

or (at 5) & a3) cos w = 0, 

1 
a whence, from (i), 52 we w= 0. 
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8. The normal at a is 

esina l 
-~=esin#+ sin (@—a), 

l+ecosa r 

and for the intersections with the conic we have 

esina 
ae: (1 +e cos 6) =esin @ + sin (6 —a), 

leading to 

SS +ecosa +e) sin (@—a)=0. 

Dividing by sin , the equation for the other intersection is 
oe al 

wat O+a 25 
ecos —~— + (1+¢cosa+e’) cos 

2 2 

: — pie 
ie. (L+e] + cos a + €*) COS 5 COS 5 

¢. 6 
2 ad — +(1—¢1—cosa + ¢*)sin 5 sin 5 = 

whence the result follows. 

9, If the normals at the extremities of 

le my _ lac Ped 

are concurrent in (X, Y), then, for some value of A, 

= ¥—14r(2 4 74-1) (2."8 

must coincide with 

(a? — b*) ay. + ba Y — a’yX = 0. 

The identification at once gives A=1, //'+1=0, mm'+1=0, so 

come 1, that the second of the two lines may be written =, + —. 

If this passes through a, then = =e — = —1. 
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Eliminating /, the equation to the first line may be written 

me —m (= cos a—¥ sina +1)—sina=0, 

so that its envelope is 

(= cosa ¥ sin a+ 1) + 47 sina=0. 
a b b 

10. Let « be the length of the string. Then the equation 
of virtual work is 

OW. 3(5)+2 +2W.8 eae T in =0, 
whence 7=4W. 

Resolve the reaction at C into two components X, Y horizon- 
tally and vertically. Then, taking moments about A for AB, 

LC combined, we have 

W. bole 2W. 5X, 2n=0, coe 

Also taking moments about B for BC, we have 

X.e+Y-es(7- W)5=3W.=, 

pa aa, £ 

Hence the reaction at C= /X?+ Y?= = 

11. Let AB, AC be any two of the tubes on opposite sides of 
the vertical through A. Then the horizontal line through A 

is the common directrix of all the subsequent parabolic paths. 

Let BM be the perpendicular from & on this line. Make ABS 

-~ABM, and BS=BM. Then S is the focus of the path of the 

particle emerging at B. But AS=/cos BAS. Hence, if (7, 6) 
be the polar co-ordinates of S referred to A as pole, and AJM as 

initial line, we have 

7r=lcos 1 6, since BAS = 1 MAS. 

Similarly for AC the locus will be 

r =1cosi (x — 6), ie. r=lsini 6. 
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12. Let X and Y be the components of the pressure of. the 
earth on a particle of mass m at the point, perpendicular to and 
along the radius. Let a be the radius of the earth, » the angular 
velocity about its axis, Then 

AX cos a+ (mg— JY) sin a= mw’ . a sin a, 

X sin a—(mg— Y)cosa=0. 
From these 

X=mw*asinacosa, Y=m(g-—w'asin’a), 

: X  sinacosa 
. tand=—= 

y: g pee 
arr “9 han a 

wa 
! 

Now the quantity e is small (about ssi) and therefore 

neglecting squares of this quantity, we have 

2 

|X? + Yi= mg (1 — sin? a) ; 

2 

and the ratio of the values of this at the equator and pole is 1 - -% ; 

so that ¢ = ,and we get the value of tan @ as given. 
W 

XXVITI. 

1. Let LMN be the pedal line of P. Then PLN = PBN. 
Hence the inclinations of the pedal lines of P and @ to BC are 

90° PBA and 90° ~ OBA, so that the angle between them is 
PB, i.e. half the angle subtended by PQ at the centre. 

It follows from this that the pedal lines at the extremities of 
a diameter are at right angles. Let O be the orthocentre, and 
let OP, OQ meet the pedal lines in Y and Y’. Then Y and Y’ are 
on the nine-point circle, and since they bisect OP and OQ, 

.. YY'=4PQ, ie. YY’ is a diameter of the nine-point circle. 
Hence since the pedal lines pass through Y and Y’ and are at 

right angles, they must intersect on the nine-point circle. 
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2. Let the given tangent be BYP, touching the parabola 

at 5, and meeting the tangent at the vertex in @ and the axis 

in P, and let C be the fixed point on the axis. Then BQ = QP, 

and hence, if D be the middle point of BC, YD is parallel to the 

axis, and therefore perpendicular to QA, where A is the vertex. 
It therefore follows that the envelope of QA is a parabola of 

which D is the focus, and 4P the tangent at the vertex. 

3. The coefficient of «" is n? (n+1)?, which may be written 
in the form 

n(n+l)[2+(n—1je yee, CEE), ag Me Umi ae) 
41 

Now : > as is the coefficient of a”- in (1 -«)-, 

and Sides as we isan; is the coefficient of «”-? in (1 —)~°. 

Hence 7? (n+ 1) is the coefficient of «” in 

4a(1 — x)? + 24a? (1 — a), 

which is therefore the value of the given series. 

4. Adding the rows, we may remove the factor 2a + 2b +. 

Now subtracting the first column from the second, third and 

fourth, and the fourth from the fifth, and putting b —c =a, ete. 

(so that a+ 8B+y=0), the determinant becomes 

ee OM yg @ 

=-4)-B, -B,-7\+7|6 -B,-7 
| Y 0, = Y> ff ama 

-¥; B, a 0, ees a 

Cee oy yt yee oy 
Y 0, —a Be 0, () 

Oe Be ce | Oa hae. 3.8 

=—a(- af? — By’) + (aby +7) 
= (a8 + 7"), 

which, on substituting for a, B, y, is the second factor given. 



t 
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5. Let the angles of ABCD be 2a, 28, 2y, 28. Then we 

A=R?.Scota, A’=4R?. &sin 2a. 
Now 

> sin 2a = 2 sin (a + B) cos (a— f) + 2 sin (y + 8) cos (y — 8) 

= 2 sin (a + 8) [cos (a — 8) + cos (y—4)], since a = z, 

= 2 sin (a + B)[cos(a—f)—cos(a+f)+cus(y—8)—cos(y+8)] 

= 4 sin (a + £) siny sin 6 + 4 sin (y+ 4) sinasin £. 

Hence 
Xsim2a 4sin (a+ B) - 4 sin(y+8) 

IIsina sinasinf _ sinysind 

= 43 cota, 

ae t 
i. * = 411 cosec a. 
A: Sam 3a 

A OA.OB.OC.OD OA 
But coseca= pe ete. Hence ate +, i 

6. We have 
w+ ty 

—(a%+ iy)? 
€+ im = tan {sin (# + ty)}= Ai 

< x + ty 

J1—a8+ y?— Livy 

oy x—% 
Similarly E-m= By gers = Tiny 

Multiplying these together, we have 

ce eee Sy 
(C+)! = ata ga daty? (Lats yaa 

7. If the normals at m, m’ pass through p, then m, m’ are 

the roots of m*+mp+2= 0. 

The pair of lines through the origin parallel to the normals is 

(ma + y) (m'x +y) =0, ie. 2x°—pay + y* = 0, 
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and the equation to the bisectors of the angles between these is 

wy wy 
1 =dp’ 

Le. p(x —y’)+ 2ay=0, or (uxt y)?-(1 +p?) y? = 0. 

These form a harmonic pencil with pa + y=0 and y =0, which are 
respectively the line through the origin parallel to the normal at 
P, and the diameter through P. 

8. The intersection of the tangents to the circle at 

(7 cosa, 7 sin a) and (r cos B, 7 sin B) 

= a 
Tes ren 

is 5) 

cos sé 5 : cos — F 
ad 

If this and the corresponding point for a, y lie on the given 
hyperbola, we have 

,at+6 ‘ a+ a6 
cos’ -—--—- sin* —— Cos 

2 2 y 

pes oe es (0= 8, Y)s a? b? 

whence 6°7°(1+cosa+6)—a’r?(1—cosa+ 0)=a°b? (1 + cos a — 6) 

or (a°r° + b’r? — ab) cos a cos 6 — (a*r* + br? + a7b*) sin a sin 6 

= ar? — br? + ab?. 

Now, if ®, y satisfy A cos 6 + Bsin 6=C, then 

eee C 

cos FY sik Eee cos PY 

; ; | A B and .’. the intersection of tangents at 8, y is (r OT: a) : 

i.e. in this. case 

a*r? + br? — ah? ar? + br? + ah? Yr, (O08 e i. oH -., sina ay? — br? + ah? 4 a*r? — b*r? + ab? ; 

and the locus of this point is the ellipse in question. 
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9. Let the given conic be axz* + 2hay + by? = 1, and the fixed 
direction that of y=ma. Then any one of the conics in question 

is of the form 

ax? + Qhey + by? -1+A(y—max—c)=0, 

and the centre is given by 

ax + hy—XAm(y— mx—c) =9, 

ha + by+A(y-m«x—c)=9. 

Eliminating A, the locus of the centres is 

ax +hy + m (hx + by) = 0 

hm+a 
or y = mx, where m’ = — ,_—— 

Y h+bm’ 

ie. a+h(m +m’) + bmm' =0, 

which is the condition that the diameters y = ma, y = m’x should 

be conjugate. 

10. Let OABC be the rhombus, & being the lowest joint. 

By symmetry X, the reaction at B, is horizontal. Let & be the 
pressure between the sphere and either of the upper rods, W the 

weight of each rod. 

Then, resolving vertically for the system, 

oP be SRO re (i). 

Taking moments about O for 0A, AB combined, 

W.asind+X.2acosd=R.rcoté..... eveave (ii), 

and taking moments about A for AB, 

Web Oa 60008 |... cass. csoes (iii). 

From (ii) and (iii), 

2Wasin 6=h.r coté 

= 2Wr cot @cosec 6, from (i), 

‘ “ = cot 6 cosec? 6 = cot 6 + cot? 6. 
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11. At the impact the horizontal velocity of each ball is 

multiplied by e, the vertical velocity remaining unchanged. 
Let ¢ be the time to the impact, ¢ the time of return, so 

that , 
a : a 

~ » cosa’ ~ ev cosa’ 

Also the vertical distance described by either ball in time ¢+ ¢ is 

zero. ‘ 
". vsina (¢+¢t’)—49 (¢+#')? =0, 

_ 2vsina ; a 1 
=t+t= - (1+ 5), 

g v COS a e 

i.e. ev’ sin 2a = ga(1 +e). 

12. Suppose that the circular motion ceases at P, and let S 

be the focus of the subsequent parabolic path, the tangent at P 

making an angle @ both with the vertical and with SP. 

Since the tension vanishes at P, we have 

m. cist = mg sin 6, 1.e. sin 6 tal 
a 7 3a 

and the height of P above O is asin 6= = 

Again, since the velocity of P in the parabola is that due toa 
fall from the directrix, 

.. SP = height of directrix above P= h— asin 8, 

and PN = SP sin 26, if PN is perpendicular to the vertical 

through S, 

Hence the distance of O from the axis 

=a cos 6— (h — asin 6) sin 26 

=a cos 6 — da sin 6 sin 26 = a cos? 6 
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XXIX. 

1. Considering the hexagons YX'YY’ZZ’' and YZ'ZX'XY’, 
we see from Pascal’s Theorem that each of the triangles in 

question is in perspective with ABC. If the triangles are afy, 
a'B’y', then again, considering the hexagon Z7'ZX'YY’X, we see 
that A, a, a’ are collinear, and similarly for B, 8, B’ and C, y, y’. 
Hence the triangles have a common centre of perspective. 

2. Let PN, P’N’ be the ordinates of P and P’. Then 

— a = oe - ae (since 7’ is on the directrix) 

SH? :#6H* 8h *) 

SE Otro 

Now ¢e(SN+SWN')=e.NWN' =e(NX-WN'X)=SP—-SP’ 

and e(SN-—SWN')=e(NX+WN’X —2SX) 

= SP + SP’ — 21, 

where 2/ is the latus-rectum ; 

SX? SP+SP’ —2l + Sa 3 (SP:+ SP*)’ 
F 21 . fe Mae, 8 ae 

om S7* , SP + SP’ 

2 

=l- O : i) SP.S 

since / is the harmonic mean between SP and SP’. 

1 1 
¥ 2 Oo eee ke PO & — e? 

—e fred an) Jane. 
and (1 —¢?) B=2. 

3. When two large beads are together, the other large one 

may be in 3n+1 places (taking account of the cases which are 

the same on turning over). When two large beads are separated 
by one small one, to exclude the former case we must add two 
more small beads, one on each side, before filling the remaining 

R. K. 9 
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places. Thus in this case we get (38n—1) necklaces. The next 
case will give (3-2), the next (38n—4), the next (3n—5), the 
next (3n—7), and soon. Hence the total number of necklaces 
is 

(3n + 1) + (82 — 2) + (38m —5) +... a. +[3n —(3n—-1)] 

+ (8n —1) + (8n —4) + (82-7) + crceeesccens + [3n—(3n—1+1)], 
i.e. 3n*+3n+1, and this includes the original one. Hence the 
number of re-arrangements is 37 (n + 1). 

4. By the ordinary rule of partial fractions, 

ni fom i 
(y+) (yt+nt1)... (y+2n) e ladle Se 

otk ig ar 
S048) a4) 2) oe y y y 

a 
ee ro nC, (1 nay 

a ‘ Y 

ytner’ 

Equating coefficients ee on each side, we find that the given 

series is equal to 

n![n+(n+1)+(n+2)+... PO a esd cas 

5. Putting tan 6=¢, the given equation is 

II (cos «—¢ sin x) + II (sin x —¢ cosa’) = 0, 

The coefficient of ¢ is 

— (X sin # cos y cos z + & cosa’ sin y’ sin 2’) 

=-— sin (x+y+2)—sin wsiny sin z— cos x cos y’ cos 2’ 

+ cos (a +y' +2’) 
=—(sin xsin y sin z+ cos a’ cosy’ cos 2’), 

4 
since © +y+2=5-—(a +y'+2), 

fed 

Similarly the coefficient of # is cos x cos y cos x + sin #’ sin y’' sin z’. 
Hence the equation is 

(cos # cos y cos % + sin #’ sin y’ sin 2’) (1 + ¢) 

—(sin xsin y sin 2 + cos a’ cosy’ cos 2’) (¢+ #) = 0. 

Dividing by 1 + #, the result follows. 

a le etl ta ee _—e 
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2 ] ] : a pec at , ina 6. (i) tan (=) tan € _ i) tan (- 5 i) 

= 2 x 
. an! — i= -1 - rah =_— —* > tan (<3) tan-! co +tan-? 1 9+ G3 

ee A | Pe ae 1 1 ] pd ie ee a e 
(ii) ( n+ i) n* . (1 +1)? (; + i) 

ne eens : re 
But = gly Hence the sum in question is 

1 
3 7 3 
mod — — —~ 2= — — 3, 5 +(3 1) 3 a 

7. Let the parameters of the angular points be m,, m,, ms, 
these being the roots of the equation 

Oe = pm? + Gan m9 Oo. ieevonesssiene ves (i). 

The orthocentre is the intersection of the lines 

(m, +m) x + 2y =a (m, + m,) m,? + 4ame,, 

(m, + ms) x + 2y =a(m, + m;) m,? + 4am, 

whence, on solving, its co-ordinates are 

—a(g+4), 3 [a(pq—r) + dap]. 
If this is the focus, g = — 5 and r=— p. 

Hence the equation (i) becomes 

m*® — pm? — 5m + p=O0 - .....ccecceceeeees (ii). 

Now let the equation to the circumcircle be 

e+ y?+Av+ py+v=0. 

To find where this meets the parabola put # = am, y=2am. We 

then have 

a’m* + (4a + A) am? + Quam + v = 0. 

Since all the roots of (ii) are roots of this equation, it must be 
identical with 

(m + p) (m* — pm? —5m + p)=90, 

9—2 
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since it contains no term in m*. Comparing the two forms, we 
find 

v 
ae ao and p= oo 

Le. p= -2ap, v=a*p’. 

Hence, putting «=0 in the equation to the circle, we find 

that the resulting equation in y has equal roots, and the result 
follows. 

8. Let P be the point, and draw perpendiculars SY,S’Y’ on 

either of the tangents. Suppose SPS’ = 28. 

Then ia Siti SP —S'P = 2a,, 

. SP=a,+ a, SP = a, — ds. 

Also the normal at P to the confocal ellipse bisects both ‘he 

angle SPS’ and the angle between the tangents. Hence 

hy ails ie dda 
gp = sin (a — f); “gp =sin aS 

Multiplying these, we have 
2 

a eee oe SY a I” Bs cia ka wo ea(3), 

SP?+S8'P?-SS? 2 (a? + a,”) —4(a?— 6?) 28 - of 
net DE 5 e.. on eee Oe he Be) 

—6°—-a? 
whence 3 sin® B= }(1—c08 2)= a oF 

Hence from (i) we obtain sin? a= ee S which is equivalent to “ee 

the result given. 

9. The equation to the tangents from (a’, 6’, y’) is 

2+ 4By cos A) (a? + gurl cos A) =[aa’ +2 (By’ + B’y) cos AP. 

Now the lines | 

Uaet+... +... + QWByt... +. =0 

are at right angles if Sw —- 23u' cos A = 0. 
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Using this condition here, we get 

B’y' cos A — y'* cos® A — 8” cos* A — (a” + 2B’y' cos A) cos* A 

+ cos A cos Ba'B’ + cos A cos Cy'a’ = 0, 

which reduces to the required form. 

10. Let O be the circumcentre of ABC. Then G, the c. of 

G. of the tetrahedron, is in DO, such that OG=1D0. Let the 
vertical through G meet the plane ASC in S: then evidently S 

is on OA. Let AO produced meet SC in Z£, so that £ is the 
middle point of BC. Let 7’, 7” be the tensions of the strings at 
B and A respectively. 

Now DO= /2a, where: a is the length of an edge. 

l 2 l a 
ape Rene _-_> —y 

NS US * 6/2 
a a _ 26-1) 

Jo 6 Wa Oe 

and SE se ae a-AS= 

(Ae 

But 27 AS _ 26-1 
I” SE 6 +1 

Hence the result. 

11. Let / be the negative acceleration due to the resistance, w 
the velocity with which the shot enters the partition at height A. 
Then 

ad x 
h = . —_— = ry e rene —_ — °° — — 

2bf x 
1.e — = l ae a 

Similarly, in the second case, 

2(b-t)f _ (x + c)? 
=l1- u* ae ae 

the thickness being diminished by ¢. 
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b ad? — 2° 

¢ (e+cP—@ -. 2m 
As ee d?2 — x? 

2¢ (a — d) oe 1 = — (andy neglecting squares of small quantities. 

12. In the position of relative equilibrium, let the normal 

PG make an angle 6 with the vertical, and Jet PN be the 
ordinate, Then, if R is the pressure on the curve, _ 

Rsin 6=mw*. PN, Rcos 6 = mg, 

w". PN w,NG tan 6 
. tang= , 

g g 

ae ; 
NG 

But VG =/cos ¢, where ¢ is the eccentric angle of P; ie. VG <1, 
unless P is at the lowest point. 

se 

XXX. 

1. Let A and & be the points of intersection, ACD the line. 
Then, since A and # are fixed, the angles ACB and ADB are 

given, i.e. the triangle BCD is of constant shape. Let BN be 

the perpendicular on CD, and O the orthocentre. For a triangle 

of given shape, the ratio BO: BN is evidently constant. But 

the locus of WV is a circle, viz. the circle on AB as diameter. 

Hence, since # is fixed, the locus of O is also a circle. 

2. Let S be the orthocentre, S’ the other focus. Then 

S'AB = SAC =90° -C. 
Similarly S’BA = 90° -C. 

., SA=8' B=S'C, similarly. 

Hence S’ is the circumcentre. 

eee Genre 

. i les 
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3. Putting each of the equal quantities equal to k, and 

solving the equations for d*, A and 1, we have 

bs r 1 

RE Of er le ee Te U8, 

Ie, Deg Sa Pe ee a ees 

Be, Gy, Gu Ft a ee Pe ees. 

whence, eliminating A and dividing by &*, the result follows. 

4. We have’ 

and the convergents are 
® O° as 362 7 Bas 
1? 4) 17? 729 B05? oeeeeee 

The odd convergents are all < J5, and form an increasing series, 

and the intermediate convergents between #? and $2 are 

38+161 38+2x161 38+3-x 161 

17.4792 (lf? 2 417 43x 72.’ 

and of these, the one whose denominator most nearly equals 200 
without exceeding it is the second, viz. #9. There is also no 

intermediate in the series of even convergents with a denominator 

between 161 and 200. Hence the fraction required is 36°. 

5. Let AZJ, meet BC in D. Then if A’S’C’ be the triangle 
formed by the remaining common tangents, B’C” passes through 

D, and BC, B’C’ make equal angles with J7,. Hence A’B’ and A‘C’ 
make equal angles with BC, so that the triangle formed by these 
three lines is isosceles, and has the same inscribed circle as APC. 

.. IA’ is perpendicular to BC. Also 4’ =7- 2A, 

‘.(a=BC'=r ( cot a + cot =) 
9 2 

=r (tan B+tanC)=r - a =P ( "= @0@ Boos C 
Hence the area is 

sin B sin C ie A ae nee, Bano 20'c' sin A’ = 3° cosC cos A cos Acos B pene 

=r* tan A tan B tan C, 
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and the radius of the circumcircle is 

a’ \ sin A 1 
=~, = er. — _ > 
2 sin A’ cosBcosC sin2A 

=1rsec A sec B sec C. 

6. Supposez=a+e2. Then 

cos (w + 24y) =a, 

*, cos(x—ty)=a, since a is real, — 

*. cos (w —ty) — cos (x + ty) = 0 

and cos (x + ty) + cos (a — ry) = 2a. 

These give % 
sina sinh y=0 and cosa cosh y=a. 

From the first, sinaw=0, since sinh y cannot be zero unless 

y=0, which clearly cannot be the case. Hence cosx=+1. Also, 
from the second equation, since cosh y is essentially positive and 
a is positive by hypothesis, .*. cosa must be positive. Hence 

cosa=1, and #=2nr. Thesecond equation now gives cosh y =a, 
and the result follows. 

7. Let the ellipses be 
U 

l ° 

—~=l+ecos#, —=l+e'sinJ§, 
r a 

and let a be the vectorial angle corresponding to r= c. 

The tangents at a are 
U 

~ = ¢00s 6 + cos (6 — a), ~ = ¢' sin 6 +-c0s (6 a). 

Tf these coincide, 

et+cosa sina  / 

cosa é+sina l’’ 
ae 

e= (7-1) cose, ¢=(7-1)sina. 

| ] 

But €cO8 a = —— i ésina=~—1, 

Se 
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8. The tangent at (a’, y’) oe + = 2, and .°. the circle of 

curvature is of the form 

xy —axvy +X (= Ae - 2 ) (pa+qy—1)=9, 

where pa’ +qy’=1. The conditions for a circle are 

Hence ae - = 

Substituting and reducing, we obtain the equation given. 
Further, the normal is wz’ — yy'’=x2" —y”, which meets the 

2 12 

hyperbola again at ¢; a : Sai and the centre of curvature 

(30+ ek 3 dae ae ? 

the second result follows immediately. 

being 

9. The conditions that SAa = 0 should be a tangent to both 

conics are 

? 2 
=  & ae 0, > T 0, 

whence, solving, 
2 

‘ches SES ria 
mn mn 

? , 
Le. © (oan! — an) Ne aga Sas" 's Wace bs (1). 

; r r 
The points of contact are ( pon ) and @ fe ) and from the 

identities 

> P (mn? = mn?) = 0, > 1? (mn? — mn?) = 0, 

together with (i), it is evident that these points lie on 

= ll’ (mn' + m'n) a? = 0. 
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10. The reaction at A must be in the direction AB. Hence 
if the direction of the string meets 44, CD in H, K, then con- 

sidering the equilibrium of the rod AC, the reaction at C must 

be in the direction CH. Hence, drawing 4G parallel to CH, 
meeting DC produced in G, LCG is the triangle of forces for the 

joint C. Thus if # is the stress in BC, S the force along CH, we 

1 = BC 
nave co = BG . 

Also BCH is the force-triangle for the rod AC, .:. fi = —- ’ 

Now let BA, CD meet in O. Then 

RCH OA. HK, AD+BC 

0 Be 0B GC. RC 
since H, K are the middle points of AB, CD. 

11. Let 7,, 7, be the impulsive tensions, w and v the 

velocities of m after impact, parallel and perpendicular to its 

original direction. Then the initial velocity of m’ is 

P Uv 
u cos 45° —v sin 45° = eit 

Hence we have 
U+v 

J2- 
“ ) U-v U+V 

(7, ~ T,)cos 49°= me, 7, =m’; Tm. 

and that of m” is 

leading to 

12. Let a be the required angle, v the velocity of projection, 
a the side of the square. The velocity parallel to AB is evcosa 
after the first impact, e’v cosa after the third. Hence the time 

of flight is 
a a a ees i Sa ee es (i). 

© COS a év COS a ew COS a 
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The velocity perpendicular to AZ is v sina until the second 
impact, ev sina afterwards ; therefore the time of flight is 

a a KS 
: + Be a ist dhs (ii). 

osina evsina 

Equating the expressions (i) and (ii), the result follows. 

XXXI. 

1. Let O be the orthocentre, and let AO meet the circum- 
circle in D. Draw OZ parallel to the given line, meeting SC in 
£. Join DE and produce to meet the circumcircle in P. Then 

P is the point required. For, drawing perpendiculars PL, PN 

on BC, BA, we have ; 

PLN=PBN=PDA= EOD, 
and therefore OF is parallel to LY. 

2. Reciprocating with respect to #, we obtain a parabola, 

focus #, and four tangents, while the four conics become the 

circles circumscribing the triangles formed by these four ; and 
since these circles pass through the focus Z, the original conics 
must be parabolas. 

Further, if the circumcircles of the triangles formed by four 
lines all pass through a point Z#, then the four circumcentres lie 
on a circle through Z£. 

This may be proved thus: Let PQR be the triangle formed 
by three of the lines, and let the other line meet its sides in 

P’, Q', R’. Denote the centres of the circles PQR, PQ’R’, QR'P’, 

RP'' by a, B, y, 5 respectively. Then aP=ak, BP=BE. 

. abB =aPB =aPQ— BPQ 
= (90° — PRQ)— (90° - PUR) = UPR. 

Also since the common chord of two circles is perpendicular to 
the line joining their centres, 

. ayB = QER =QPR’. 
i ae B= ay, 

i.e. a, B, y, H are concyclic, and similarly 6 lies on the same circle. 

The theorem in question is the reciprocal of this. 
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3. We have to shew that 

m(L+a*+...+a)—(n4+1)(a+ae+... + a?) 

is positive. Calling this expression f (”), we have 

J (n) - af (n — 1) 

=n (1+ 2a? + 2a +... + 202-2 + a2) 

—In(at+ae+... +a"-1) 

=n (1—a)(l-a+@-a*+...-—a"-) 

=n(1—a)(1l+a?+a‘+... +a-*), 

an essentially positive quantity. Hence, if f(n—1) is positive, 

J (mn) must be positive. But #(1)=(1—a). Hence. the result 
follows by induction. — : | | 

4. The total number of possibilities is p>, and the number of 
cases in which the sum is 2p is the coefficient of ~ in 

(al + a+... + xP), 

i.e. the coefficient of a-* in (1— a?) (1 —x)~8, which is 

3 2-)@ <2) Gp 2) Op =1)_ @=iieed) 
2! 2! . 

Hence the required chance is | 

(pl) (p+ 4) 
2p° 

5. Let tana=t, cota=a, etc. 

Then since a+ B+y=7, and 

cos (a+ B+ y)=cos acos B cos y — &.cosa sin B sin y, 

we have 

1 

sin a sin 6 sin y 
=—abe + Sa. 

Hence, dividing the given equation by cos*x sin asin f sin y, it 

may be written in the form 

(a —t) (bt) (et) + Sa—abe=0. 
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But 3bc=1. Hence this equation takes the form 

—t+(3a)?-#+ Sa=0, 

or (1 +2) (¢-— 3a) =9, 

\; tea 

and since Xdc= 1, f= Sa? +2. 

~a& 

6. If y=tanhie= ee then ¢*” = — Now whatever 
e+e l-y 

real value « may have, e* is positive, and therefore y must always 
lie between 1 and —1, and clearly both y=1 and y=-1 are 
asymptotes to the curve. 

Hence both the curves y=sinz and y=tanh~@ lie entirely 
between the lines y =+ 1, and the second curve cuts each undula- 
tion of the first in the first and third quadrants in two points. 
Hence the given equation has an infinite number of real roots. 

Further, when « has a very large positive value, the intersections 
are very near the asymptote, and therefore occur in pairs in the 

neighbourhood of the points in which y = sin # touches the asymp- 

tote, i.e. points for which x= (2n + 4) z. 

7. Suppose the Cartesian equation of the line to be 

le+my+n=0, 
Then we must have 

L(at?+bt+c)+m(aP+b't+c')+n (Al + Bt+ C)=0 

for all values of ¢. Hence 

la+ma'+nA = 0, 

lb+mb'+nB=0, 

les ted 4a = 0. 

Eliminating /, m, » from these, we get the required condition. 
a 

In the case given the condition is satisfied, and : = = = 7 : 
~ a 

the Cartesian equation being #— 5y +7a= 0. 
We also have 

(2a —a) 2 — (6x + 2a)t+5(a%+a)=0, 
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and if ¢ is real, this implies that 

(3a +a)? —-5(2x-—a)(x+a) > 0, 

Le. x?—ax—6a? < 0, 

_ so that x lies between 3a and — 2a, the corresponding values of 
y being 2a anda. MHence-real values of ¢ correspond to a length 

J (3a + 2a)? + (2a—a)? = 26. a. 

8. If the chord a, B touches 4ay = c?, we have 

c? a+ - +B >a B 
% b) 

ap 8 sin = 5 = 008 

eae 
or 7f, Sin (a + B) = 1 + cos (a — B). 

ce B 
Putting Pe Mee =k, tan = 9 =4 this equation becomes 

@ (1-cosa+ksina) — 2¢(kcosa—sina) + 1+cosa—ksina=0. 

If the roots are ¢,, f,, the equation to the chord QR is 

= (1th) +2 (h +h) =1 He es 

or cosa (~ 24H) gsina (= —¥) =1, 
ee Oe 

and the envelope of this is 

9. Let the triangle of reference be that formed by the lines 

a, B, y. Then any other line is of the form /a+mB+ny=0. 

Hence, since in the equation a =0, the expression may represent 
any arbitrary multiple of the perpendicular, we may, without loss 
of generality, take the relation between a, 8, y, 8 to be 7 

a+B+y+8=0 mr Sep (1). 
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Now the equation to any conic touching a, f, y is 

Bia’ ~ 25 wn By @ 0... 6. 2. ccc. ese one (ii), 

and if, in addition, this touches 6=0, or a+B+y=0, we have 

the condition 3/ = 0. 
Now, from (i) we have a?=—(a8+ay+ad), etc. Hence, 

eliminating the square terms, (ii) becomes 

(m+n) By + (n+l? ya+ (1 + my)? aB + 1?ad + m? Bb + n*yd = 0, 

or, since 3/=0, 

1? (By + ad) +m? (ya + Bd) + n? (aB + yd) =0, 

and we may further write /=p—v, m=v—A, n=A—yp, giving the 

required form. 

10. The particle will be somewhere on the line of greatest 
slope, i.e. the line joining the centre of the disc to its lowest point. 

Let & be the pressure between the particle and the disc, p the 

perpendicular from the centre of the sphere on the disc, 6 the 
angle the disc makes with the horizontal, x the distance of the 
particle from the centre of the disc. 

Then, for the particle A=weceos6, pR=wsin 6, therefore 

tan =, and for the disc, taking moments about the centre of 

the sphere, 

R.x=pR.p+ W.psin8, 

ie. woos 6.x2=pwcos6.p+ W.psin 6, 

ie. a= Fatal tan 6 e. 0 = mp 7p P tan 

= np ( +=), 

and p= b?— a’, 

11. Let J, Z’ be the impulses between the striking sphere 
and the spheres at rest. Then since the direction of motion is 
unaltered, we must have 

M, (u-—v)=IcosB+TI' cosy ............. (i), 

DG eg te eee eee eer (ii). 
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Also the initial velocities of the spheres M, and MM, are v cos £, 

Uv COS y, 

’. L=M,vc0s B, L'=M,vcosy. 

Substituting these values in (i) and (ii), the results follow. 

12. Let « be the initial velocity of each ball. Then the 
velocity of B after the first impact with the wall is —eu. Hence, 

if w,, v, are the velocities of A, B after the first impact, m and m’ 

their masses, we have 

mu, + m'v, = mu +m (— eu), 

U,—%=—e(lt+e)u, 
whence : 

m — (2e+ 6) m' (l+e+e?)m—em' 
U, = -U Y= ; 

m+m 
~U. 

m+ mm 

There will be a second impact between the balls if ev, >—%,, 

1.€. : 
e(l+e+e)m—e'm >—m+ (2e+e)m, 

le. (l+e+e? +) m> (2e + 2e?) m’, 

m 2e 

m” 1+é | 

If the masses are equal, and if their velocities after the second 

impact be w, and 7, we have 

1.e. 

1] —~Je—e? —€2 
») 
and 

Ug + Ug = Uy — 6V) = ~ Uy 

e—e’—e +e! 

whence 

ee 4 9 22 ti A e—e bs 2¢ ~~. 2e* —. Be" + 

and there will be a third impact between the balls if ev, > — 2.2, 

Le. é(1 — 2e — 2e?— 2e? + et) >-— 14+ 4e4+ 4, 

de. 1 —3e—2e? — 26? — 3e4 4 e® > 0, 

Le. (l+e+ e+ e*) (1 — 4e + &)>0, 

ite. [e—(2 + V3)] [2 -— (2 -—/3)] > 0, 

ie. €<2- V3. 
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XXXII. 

1. Inscribe in the given circle a triangle D/F similar to the 
given triangle. Through D, #, / draw straight lines parallel to 
the opposite sides, forming a triangle ALC. This is the triangle 
required, since evidently D, #, / are the middle points of the 

sides. It is, moreover, easy to prove directly that the given 

circle passes through the feet of perpendiculars of ABC, for if 
the circle meet BC again in Z, it is evident from symmetry that 

FL=DE,i.e. FL = FB, and therefore ALB isa right angle. 

2. Let PQ, PQ’ be equally inclined to the normal at P; and 
let the normal and tangent at P meet QQ in U’, U respectively. 

Then since PU, PU’ are the bisectors of OPQ’, therefore 
P(UQU’’) is harmonic, therefore the polar of U passes through 

U', i.e. PU’ is the polar of U. But if 7’ is the pole of QQ’, then 
PT is the polar of U. Hence P7', PU' are the same line, i.e. 
7 lies on the normal at P. 

eee Fee J (a) =e —1—2a. 

Then f()=e-3, f(2)=2-5, 

and knowing that e=2°718..., it is clear from a mental approxi- 
mation that f(1) is negative and /(2) positive, and that /(2) is 
much greater numerically than / (1). 

We conclude that the equation has a root between | and 2, and 
that its value is considerably nearer the former than the latter. 
Further, for values of « greater than 2, e” increases much more 

rapidly than 1 + 2a, so that f(x) will always be positive. Hence 
the equation has no other positive root, as can also be shewn 
graphically. 

Now, either from Tables, or by direct calculation, we have 

e'? = 3004, ¢'?=3-320, e* = 3-669. 

Using these, we find that (1:1) and (1:2) are both negative, 
and / (1:3) is positive. Hence the root lies between 1°2 and 1:3. 

R. K. 10 
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Suppose we assume «= 1:2 + ¢,and retain only the first power 

of € Then the equation becomes 

e'7 (14+€)—-1=2-44 26 
ie, 3°32 +3°32€-1=2°4 + 26 

whence 1-32é= OR 

Le. €= 05). 

Hence a nearer approximation to the root is 1:25. dent 

4. Letdbea quantity such that aad, byd, ced are all integers. 
Then writing X for ad, etc., we have 3 ee: 

 aX+bV+cZaX+V+Z. i e 

Now take aX quantities each equal to 3 bX each equal to 

b > 

their G.M., we have - 

etc. Then since the a.m. of these quantities is greater than 

X+¥+Z or 7 
aX +bY + 0h ~ () 
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, sin A 
. cot6=cot A + a waa C 

sin (6 + C) 
x = 3 cot A. 
* sin # sin C hee 

Hence cosec? @ = 1 + cot? 6= Scot? A+3 (since cot A cot B=1) 

= & cosec? A. 

6. (i) We have 

tanh i = 2 coth 

since tanh 6 = 2 coth 26 — coth 6. 
Adding this series of equations, beginning with n = 1, we find 

that the sum of the given series is 

a ; a 

5a=3 — coth nat? 

2 coth 2a — 
l a 

5aai coth onal ° 

(ii) Multiplying by 2cos@, and turning each product into 
a& sum, we easily find that 

2 (1 -- cos 6) S=(n + 1) sin n6 — x sin (n + 1) 6. 

In the third case, the given series is the real part of 

i log (1 — ie”’ cos 6) =i log (1 + sin 6 cos 6 — i cos 6), 

and therefore its value is 

Be (. cos? 6 ) eo cos* 6 + sin? 6 + sin 6 cos 6 
on sy ( cos? 6 ) 

= cot (1 + tan 6 + tan* 6). 

: 7. The directrix being perpendicular to the axis, let its 

- equation be aVb ~yNa +k=0, the focus being (X, Y). 
Then the equation to the parabola is | 

| (a/b — ys/a + ky? 
b+a (@@-X)+(y— Y)= 

reducing to 

(ela + yb) 2x [(a +b) X + kV/b) — 2y [(a +b) Yk Val 
+(X*%+ Y*) (a+ 6) -—F=0. 

10—2 
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‘Identifying this with the given equation, we have 

(a+b) X+kv/b = -g, 

(a+b) Y¥-kJa=-/f, 

Pie. 9) (a +b) dt. 

Substituting for X, Y in the last equation, we find that k= 0, 

giving the required values for XY and Y. 

8. Writing down the equation to the tangents to the ellipse 
from (h, &), we find from the usual formula that the angle between 

them is given by 

2/ bh? + ah? — ab? 

Si hae oe 
Now 4 (bh? + ak? — ab?) + (2 + a? -— 6°)? 

= (A? +k? + a? — 6°)? — 4h? ( — 6’) 

= pp”, 
since p=(h—aey +h, p2a(h+aertk 

Hence 

ing ORTER os 
pp 

- 2 

Also the «x co-ordinates of the intersections of et Y _1 and 
a” 62 

= + - =] are the roots of 

(Oh? + a*k?) x? — 2a7b° ha + at (6? — k*) =0. 

Hence if the points of intersection are (a, Y;), (2, Y2), we find 

dath® (6°h? + a?k? — a*b) 
(x, — x2)? = (Bh? + ky 

Writing down the corresponding value of (y, — y.)* from symmetry, 
and adding, we find 

4 (bth? + atk?) (bh? + ak? — a°b?) i 
= oe (i1), 

/ being the length of the chord of contact. 

[? 
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de ae 
But the radius of the circumcircle is a, for which (i) and 

(ii) give the required value. 

9. Let the conics be SV/la=0 and 3Via=0. Then the 
equations to HF, L’F’ are 

—la+mB+ny=0, —Va+mB+n'y=0, 

and since AVP joins the intersection of these to the point of 
reference A, its equation is 

(lm’ —l'm) B —(nl' - n'l) y = 0. 

Writing down the corresponding equations to BQ, CR, we see 
that the three lines meet in the point 

, 
a 

r , = cee 

mn —-mn 

Further, if the fourth common tangent be Za + MB + Ny =0, 

then = : = 0, and = _ 0, whence 

1/Z 

mn’ —m'n eet? 

i.e. ae Boa — ae 
i eee hI Ae 

10. Suppose that, in the twisted position, each string makes 
an angle @ with the vertical. Let A, A’ be the upper and lower 
ends of one of the strings, O’ the centre of the ring, V and Z the 
middle points of AA’ and OO’. Draw AK vertical to meet the 
ring in KA, and let V be the middle point of A’K. Then 

lsin d= A’K = 2asin : pies iisenes, (i). 

Also VL = 0'N=a cos 4 

Resolving vertically 37’ cos $= W, and the moment of the 
required couple is 

37’ sing. VL = W tan ¢. a cos = 

Substituting for ¢ from (i), we obtain the result given. 
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1l. Let & be the reaction between a ring and a rod, 7’ the 
tension of the string. 

Then taking moments about the hinge for either of the lower 
rods, we obtain _ 

W. 
a 

2 

(since a is evidently the angle which either string makes with the 

vertical), 

Resolving vertically for the cross-rod, 

HS See, SE OIC Tee Or (i1), 

and for the whole system ) 

ae ema OI os etic, Scheie (iii). 

Eliminating & and 7’ from (i), (ii), and (iii), the result follows. 

sin 6+. 6 cosec 6 = Tasin (a + 6) ......44. (i) 

12. We suppose the end & to be above the vertex. The 
directrix of the free path is evidently the horizontal through 4, 

since the velocity at B is that due to the vertical distance between 
A and B. Let S’ be the focus of the free path, and let BS’ meet 
the path againin 2. Draw PW vertical to meet the directrix in 
NV, and produce it to WV’, so that NWV’=the distance between 
A and the directrix of the tube. Then the horizontal through 

NV’ is a fixed line. Also since the parabolas have a common 
tangent at 5, SBS’ is a straight line, S being the focus of the 

tube. 
Evidently SS’=the sum of the perpendiculars from S, 4 on 

the directrices= VN’. Also S’P=PN, theretoreSP=PN'. Again, 

the tangent at P is equally inclined to SP and PN’. Hence, it 
we draw a parabola, focus S and directrix the horizontal through 
iV’, it will touch the parabolic path at P. This fixed parabola is 
therefore the envelope of all the parabolic paths. 

XXXIII. 
1. Let ZF meet BC in O, and let #’O and AB produced 

meet in #””. Then the pencil O (CEAZ’) is harmonic, therefore 
the range (BFAF”) is harmonic. But (B/'A P’) is harmonic, by 
hypothesis; therefore #” coincides with /, i.e. H/F, H’L' meet 

on BC, 
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2. Let A, A’ be the vertices of the elliptic section, PNP’ the 

common double ordinate, so that PN is a radius of the circular 
section. Then 

PN?:AN.NA'=8': a. 

But if 4D, A’D’ are the perpendiculars on the axis of the 

cone, then dV: AD=A'N: A'D' =2:3. 

Also AD AD Py, AN. NA’ => 8% 

; +. 
“. PIN? sab = 3 ba’. 

; bon, BE Be TS 
But evidently Se! ee eer eee 

Hence PN?: ab =8/2:9,/3. 

3. We have, by the Binomial Theorem, as long as the series 
is convergent, 

(lay) *=1 , g (+e) (1 + 2a) siete (1 + r— 12) yp 
1 r! 

and the coefficient of x’ in the numerator of the fraction written 

is fe 

Hence the given series is the coefficient of «“y™ in the product 

of the series written above, and the series 

¥ Ty 1- it + Qi? 

1 1 
i.e. the coefficient of ay" in e~Y(1—ay) x= e 4 ~Z 8 O-™), 

Now, with the same condition of convergency, 

2 xy? l | x 
~ log (1-ay)= 9 + + gto 

ay? ary? 

° : ° a ve 
Hence we require the coefficient of a”y" ine? 3 , 

But in this expansion 2"y*™" occurs only once, viz. in the term 

(YoY se) fr 

‘ : : ] 
and its coefficient there is ———— . 

2° .n! 
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4. The total number of tickets is 

(n? + 1) (n? + 2) 
9 

Since there are m? tickets marked m?, and each of these confers a 

prize of m shillings, the value of the prizes from these tickets is 
m* shillings. Hence the total value of all the prizes is 

14+24+3+...4+(v?4+1)= 

—W(n+1) 
193334 St te nl shillings. 

Hence the expectation is 

n(n+1)? (n?+1)(n?+ 2) 

ee 2 
shillings. 

5. Let r be the radius. The angle between 4/4 (=a) and 

CD is 180°-(4+D), -. = 2rsin“ 2”, 
sin 4 + D 

9 

But d=r (cot +eot 5) =". ne , 
2 2 ee. Cae 

sin 5 sin > 

ar one 
«= 2dsin> sin>. 

Similarly a = 26 sin - sin E 

- a = Abd. Hsin 5, 

See Ree | 
and similarly y’ = 4ac. Il sin =, 

io = Oa > Ge: 

6. Let the vertices, counting from A, be 4,, Ag, ... An-i. 

Then 

PAZ =a + (5) an ee (5) cos tal 
2 2 Z n 
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93: & Ss 2rr «®t 2rr 6 hil maples _pntice Hence 3PA,‘=a i6 3 + = C08 - ae teas =). 

Now 3 cost 27 = 4.3 (cos = + 1) =4n, 
1 1 n 

. n 9 

since 3 cos ay =(0. Also cos nails (0. 
n n 

25 33n pe Sede - 4 Hence > OT & n + n) ig 

7. Leta be the eccentric angle of P (x, y), and 6 the angle 
the tangent at P makes with the major axis. Then since M/ and 

N are on the directrices, 
2 

°' PM.PN= (5-#') sec? 6. 

1 — e cos? 
Now ey yee a, .. sec?é= = si 

od sin? a 

te 2 
‘ PM.PN=a@ ({,—¢0s*a) | : sis a 

é sin” a 

a /1 — e cos? a\? 

e sin a " 

l-—ecos?a 1l—ée& 
Now : = —— +e’ sina, and the minimum value 

sin a sin a 

i eee 
of this is 2e/1—e, occurring when =e*.sina, ie. when 

sin a 
te oe 
= =sin?a. This only gives a possible value of a when 

r; . l + . . 7 

l-é@ p> ei ieet ct and the required minimum is 
i 

2 

=. 4e?(1 — 6%) = 40%. 

In other cases, the ia ed decreases as a increases, and has 
a 

its least value when a= 5 , that value being “ Sa: 
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8. An extremity of the latus-rectum for any conic is the 
; | 

point (c, a— =) and the normal at this point is 

arn (« “| — 0% = (a? — 6?) ( =) mos ~ je ¢ eee ’ 

; 2 oe 

and the envelope of this line for different values of a is y? + 4ex = 0. 
Similarly the envelope of the normals at the other extremities is 
y? — 4cu = 0. 

9. If we change to the principal axes, the equation takes the 
form 

aX?+ BY?+c’'=0, where c= Z 

We now find (asin xxxu. 8) that the square of the length of 

the chord of contact of tangents from (X, Y) is 

4¢' (o2.X?+ B?Y?) (aX? + BY? +c’) 

- af (aX?+ BY)? 
aX? + BY?+¢' 
Va®X? + BY? : 

while the perpendicular from (X, Y) on the chord is 

Hence the area of the triangle is 

(aX? + BY*?+¢e')3 re c 
aX*+ BY? a8 

Now af8=C, and hence, transferring to the original axes, the 
area 1S 

St JA 83. J-A 
Se oe OSA 

10. Let G be the c. of a. of the man and ladder, and let the 
directions of limiting friction at A and J, the lower and upper 
ends of the ladder, meet in 0. Then 

AG __—sime BG cosy 

GO cos(6+6)’ GO sin(@+y)’ 

. AG _ sinesin (6 +») 

' BG cos ncos (6 +e)’ 

. AG _ sinesin (6+) 

'' AB cos@cos(e—7) 
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Now if the man is at height ’, we have 

(n +1) AG=1AB. +h cosec 6. 

Substituting for AG and putting AB=hcosecé, we get the 
required expression for h’. 

If kh <h’, the man will reach the top of the ladder. 

11. Let R be the reaction between the rod and the table, 

Kk’ that between the ring and the cylinder, P the point of 
attachment of the rod to the ring. Then resolving vertically for 

the ring and rod, 

W+w= Reos8, 

and horizontally, &’= Asin #6 =( W + w) tan 6. 

Taking moments about P for the rod, 

W .lcos@=R.csecd =(W +w) ¢ sec? 8, 

Wt+w ie ° 3 eet ae bad 
. cos? 6 = WT 

Again, let x be the vertical distance between the two points 
of contact of the ring. Then, taking moments about P for the 
ring, &’«=wr. The condition that the cylinder should not upset 
is 

fh’ (ce tan 6 — x) < W’r, 

i.e. (W + w) c tan? 6—- wr < W’r. 

12. Let m be the mass of each particle, J the impulse between 
( and 4, 7 the impulsive tension of the string, U the initial 
velocity of A, V, that of C' after impact, wu and v those of B along 
and perpendicular to the groove after impact. 

Then for the motion of C we have 

De ue wd af) OAT ee eee (i), 

for that of 4 along and perpendicular to CB, 

FE EY ov osc ssc cdencsecstees (ii), 

ee 8 eS ee eerrererrr rye (ili), 

and for that of A along the groove 

2 OURS: EEE 8606s A de (iv). 
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Also, since the string is inextensible 

(e145) 008 40° = 008 40" ae ei ne (v), 

and since B and C are inelastic, 

CB Bee ERs oS Seek SSeS: (vi) 

From (iii) and (iv), w=U, and thence from (v), v= 2u. 

Hence by (ii) and (iii), =m(v+u)=3mu, 

and by (i) and (vi), Il=m(V — 2u), 

“. U=V—2Zu, ie. w=iV. 

XXXIV. 

1. Invert so that the given line and the given circle become 

two concentric circles. Then the inverse of the variable circle is 
a circle touching one of these concentric circles and cutting the 
other at a constant angle. It is therefore evident that it always 

touches a third concentric circle, the inverse of which is a circle 

coaxal with the inverses of the other two, i.e. such that the given 

line is the radical axis of it and the other fixed circle. 

2. Project the ellipse orthogonally into a circle. The tri- 

angles then project into triangles having the same property for the 

circle, and therefore all equilateral. But all equilateral triangles 
inscribed in a circle are equal in area, and since the area of any 

triangle bears a constant ratio to the area of its projection, it 
follows that all the triangles in the ellipse have the same area, 

viz, ©. 3N 30? _ 3v3 
5 ee zw. 

3. Let S= uy + moe + ua? t+... + Une" +.... Then evidently, 

from the data, : 

8? = Ug? + Ul + Ugh? +... + Ung BO +...; 

1.€. o= S—1. (since u, = 1, wu, =1), 

provided the series S is convergent. 
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Hence, solving, S= 

and since S only contains positive powers of «, 

1 
- S-=—i]—(] ~ 48 ee a (1 — 4a)4}, | 

Hence uu, = coefficient of 2"*1 in — } (1 — 4a) 

el 3) oe —n) es ote n+1 

ee A (n+1)! 4) 

1.8.8... Gel) <@ 
94.65.00 Sel 

4, The nth term is : 

fe 1 
(Q,+ 1)... (@prt+1) (a,4+1)... (a,4+1)° 

Hence the sum of n terms is 

1 ‘ quella my oer (i). 

Now since the a’s are all positive, 

(+1) ED)... 4-1) > be 
1 

. . . . n 

But since the series a,+a@,+a,+... is divergent, 1 + 3a, 
1 

can be made as great as we please by sutticiently increasing x, 
Hence, since 

1 1 
< b] 

(a, + 1) (a. +1)... (a, +1) ee Pe 

1 

it follows that the sum (i) can be made to differ from unity by as 
small a quantity as we please, provided n is taken sufficiently 
great. Hence the series is convergent and equal to unity. 

5. We have, with the usual notation, 

AOIP = AOAI+ ATAP— AOAP 

B-C =}41 (AO + AP) sin > ~140. AP sin (B-C). 
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: ee eet: 
Now Al=4#sin 5 sin >? AP=2R cos A. 

eras OLP=28sin=5 | sin sin ati + 2 cos A)— cos ne COS A |. 

The quantity in the square brackets is 

3] Be DOG Get psdtd 
eo Pa 

=i cog ee ee 40 Ete + si A = 5 5 s( aS sin 5 | 

tn Soe souee 9 A eee 

Hence the area has the value stated. 

6. From the ordinary expression for cos 76 in terms of cos 6 
and sin 6, we find 

2 cos 70= a" —72° + 14a*°-— 7x, where x=2cos 0. 

Now if cos76=0, 6= fa “, and excluding the value r = 3, 

for which a = 0, it follows that the roots of the equation 

a FO A? erick Seeivecees (1) 

are TE es eis (= 0,1, 2; 4, 5, 6), 

om Dir Png or or RS 
ie. +2 cos 14? +2 cos ve +2cos 77 ae (ii). 

But the equation (i) may be written 

xv’ — 7 (x? — 1)?=0, 

or (ac? — /7 (a? —1)] [a* + /7 (x®-1)]=0. 

Considering the equation x — \/7 (a2 — 1) =0, we see that the sum of 

its roots is positive and their product negative, The latter fact 

shews that from (ii) we have to choose two positive signs and 
one negative. (We cannot choose three negative signs, for then 
the sum would be negative.) 
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m T T wT. er 
Also the expression cos 7 tian V Sates ¥ See clearly positive, 

since the cosine decreases as the angle increases in the first 
quadrant. Hence the three roots of the equation are 

T on T 
2 cos 12’ 2 cos cect 2 cos ia? 

and these are the same as 

9 
Sain 2sin— and Pubic: 

Se 7 7 

Hence the sum of these quantities is /7, and the result follows. 

7. If P(x, y) is a point on a common tangent whose points 
of contact are 7’ and 7”, then 

Wr +72 22. 

ie. Ja? + y? —Qax + Ja? + y? — Qby = Ja? + b?- (a—bP = J 2ad, 

*, 2ab + 2a —2by =+ 2n/2ab Ja? + y? — Dy. 

i.e. (ax —by + ab)? = 2ab (a? + y* — dy). 

2 ; 

8. Let P be (X, Y) and the confocal — =¥=1, so that 

a? +6? =a? —-6?. 

Solving 

Page POND 4. 
2° SU en 

and using this condition, we find 

Pi 1 b2X®2 + a2Y? 
Ga? Be? @oe ae Cee a eae (i). 

The lines through (X, Y’) parallel to the asymptotes are 

x -* NO dae 

a sien 

Hence ¥ is (x -3Y, 0) and #’ is (0, Y + : x), The equation 

| to QL is therefore 
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eS —t— oy 

aoe yy Fe 
b a 

; b'x dh Scat 

as ye oa wks 

and remembering that b”.Y?—a?Y?=a%b?, this may be written 
in the form 

bia (UX + a'Y)+a'y (WX —a' VY) =a”. 

This will pass through (AX, —AY) provided 

k (b? X? + a Y*) = ab, 

a? — 
“a 

Thus Qi’ passes through the point 
(sax ea). 

C+ eth 

i.e. from (i), if k 

and similarly Q’R passes through the same point. 

Further these co-ordinates satisfy a’aY —b’yX =(a?—06*) XY, 
2 

and the point is .*..on the normal at P. Also since = + - = ©, 
a 

its locus is evidently ! 
: 42 yp az — b2\2 

ote (ere): 
9. If the conic and circle touch at the point whose vectorial 

angle is a, the common tangent at that point is 
l 
— =ecos 6 + cos (0 — a), r 

or, in Cartesians, 
(¢+¢osa)a%+sina.y—1=0. 

Hence the equation to the circle must be of the form 

(1 -) a? + y° + 2ela—P 

+A[(e+cosa)a+sina. y—/][(e+cosa)x—sina.y—k]=0, 
with the condition 

1—¢+A(e+cosa)?=1—Asin2a, 

e2 

1] + 2ecosa'+ 
ie. A= 
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Also, since the circle passes through the pole, AA=/. Hence 
the polar equation to the chord of intersection is 

a ae be =e cos 6 +cos (6 +a). 

But the envelope of L cosa + Msina=WN is L?’+ M*=N*. Hence 

in this case the envelope is 
9]. 2 

(cos6—=) + sin? @ = | ecos 8 — (1 +3) 
er r e 

See ive 2h 7! SPS 
i.e, (1-5) + = (G- 2) c08 O46 cos? 6 = 1. 

10. The distance of the c. of Gc. of the three rods from the 

joint is 
2 Wa cos 6 + wh cot 6 

2W+w 

and therefore its height above the level of the pegs is 

2 Wa cos 6 + wh cot 6 

2W+w 

For equilibrium this must be a minimum, 

c cot 6 — 

2 Wa sin @ + wh cosec? 6 
*, —e cosec? 6 + SW xa = 0, 

g_(2V+w)e—wb 
= 2Wa 

i.e. sin? 

11. If the original velocity of the bottom pulley is v, those 
of the other pulleys are 2v, 4v, and that of P is 8v. If the 
velocity of the bottom pulley after the jerk is v’, that of the 

other pulley is 2v’, and that of P is 4v’. Hence, if 7',, 7, are 

the impulsive tensions, we have 

W+w 

g 

Multiplying these by 1, 2, 4 and adding, we get 

(W + w) (vo — v) + w (40' — 8v) + P (160' — 32v) = 0, 

ie. (W+ 5w+16P) v' =(W + 9w + 32P) v. 

z: x. 1] 

oT. = (v'—v), 27,-T7,= z (2v’—4v), — T= - (4v’ — 8v). 
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12. Leta, 8, y be the angles between the strings in equili- 
brium, so that 

sina sin sin 
= p = =k, suppose. 

m, Mz Mg 

Now sina, sin f, sin y are connected by the identical relation 

23 sin? B sin’? y— 3 sin*‘a = 410 sin’ a 

(as is easily obtained from 1 — 3 cos’ a+ 2II cosa = 0). 

Hence 
: : A 

ktA?2=4k'm,2m2m.2: .°. k= i.e. Sina= 
1 2 3 9 b) 

a rn ae e t C. 

2m,M.Mz 2mm 

Now let the accelerations of M/ parallel and perpendicular to CP 

be fand /’, and let 7, 7” be the tensions of the strings. Then 

apg EEE aff 1S ESD. | 5 Rr peemeae ee (i). 

Also the accelerations of m, and m, are the same as those of 

M along the respective strings. Hence 

mg — T =m, (—f cos B — f’ sin B)............ (ii), 

mg — T" =m,(— fcosa +f’ sina)...... Se pvas (IE). 

From (i), (ii) and (iii), we have 

m, sin B (— fcos B —/’ sin B) — m, sin a (— fcosa+/" sin a) = Mf". 

Hence J’ _ ™, sin a cos a — m, sin B cos B 

Ff M+m,sin? B+ m, sin? a 

2 2 2 me + m2 —m 
Now cosa=—— +, cosB= 

2mm, 

me" + Mm? ace etl Me 

2m,m, 

Substituting these, and the values of sina, sin 8 and reducing, we 

obtain the required expression. 

ee ee ae a ee 
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XXXV. 

1. Suppose both circles touch AD at £. Then, from equality 
of tangents, 

2AHF=AB+AD—BD=AC+AD-CD, 

'. AB-AC=BD—-CD. 

Hence the construction :—On AB take a= AC, and on BC take 

BF=BG. Bisect FC in D. 

2. P and Q must lie on opposite branches. Let V be the 
middle point of PY, —d*? the square of the imaginary semi- 

diameter in direction CV. Draw the diameter CP’ parallel to 
PQ. Then since CP’, CV are the directions of conjugate 
diameters, .*. CP’=d. Also CFP’ is perpendicular to the diameter 

conjugate to CP, .-. CP=d. 

Now PV*= CV? +d? =CV? + CPX. 

But CP?+CQ?=2CV2+2PV? =2PV?-2CP?+2PV? 

— PQ? —20P2 

*. SCP? + CY? = PQ. 

3. Let 4A, 4A’ be the discriminants, so that 

=(b+upP—(a+u) (e+u)=b? —ac —(a+e—2b)u 

=(a+0-25)[ — =“ -u|, 

and similarly for A’. 
The necessary condition is that A and A’ shall be both positive. 

Now if a+e¢— 26, a’ +c’— 20’ have the same sign, it is evident that 

uw can be chosen so that the quantities in the square brackets have 
both the same sign, positive or negative, as may be required to 
make A, A’ both positive. 

11—2 
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A 6? — ae b?2—a'c’ 

ieee ate 8b ake ee We ee 
Again 

Now if a+c—2b>0>a'+c'— 20, and A, A’ are both positive, 

then the left side is positive and therefore the right side must be 
positive. The other set of conditions is clearly an alternative to 

this. 

4. We have 

(2m—1)! _ 1.3.5... (2m-1) oy, 
m!(m—1)! — —m! 

We have thus to shew that the index of the highest power of 2 

contained in m! is less than m-— 1. 

Suppose that m is not a power of 2, and that the highest 
power of 2 which is less than m is 2”. Then the index in 
question is . 

where J (a) denotes the greatest integer in a. 

Now if m contains 2” as a factor, then J Ge) — — but if this 

m m 

or) < oF 
Hence there must be some values of r between 1 and p 

(although not necessarily a//) for which this last inequality is 
true. Hence we must have 

m m m m 70 mM 

1(F)+1(5)+ e958 :0'0"4 +1(5)<5 pt ibd ieee + 5p? 

is not the case, then J ( 

; 

3 

4 

4 
a 

E 
“ 

: 
3 
F 
q 
4 

and therefore < m-—1, since _ lies between 1 and 2. 

If m= 2?, all the above inequalities become equalities, so that 

in this case the number in question is odd. 
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5. Let A, B, C, D be the points of contact, and YRST7' the 

quadrilateral, @ and O lying in the angle APS. 

Let OAP=)\, OBP=p. Then 

rsinA=@sing, £8 p= ¢ OOS «.....;..... 000 (i). 

Also AOB=F+d+p, BOC=F+d-p, 

COD=5-d-p, DOA=F-d+p; 

QT =QA + AT =r (tan $408 + tan $AOD) 

_ rsin } (AOB+ AOD) 
~ cos $ AOS cos $ AOD 

27 COs ph 

~ cosA—sin p- 

aie 27 COS p 
Similarly ee BE Oe 

r? cos X But A=r(Q%aRRiet 
cos? A — sin? pu ~ 

Hence, from (i), 

A? (2? — d*)* = 16r4 (r? — d? sin’ a) (7? — d® cos? a) 

= 167° (7? — d*) + 47*d* sin? 2a. 

tan n6 

tan 6 
6. When x is odd, the equation = 0 is equivalent to 

n-1 

xg 3 --"C, tan? 6 Fe Sse tinny + (— 1) 2 tan®*—' é= 0, 

rr 
and its roots are tan - (Fe Ee, ans n—1). 

Hence putting cot? 6 = a, the equation becomes 

n—-l n-l n—-1 

"Cc 2 —"Cye 2 ee +(—1) ? =0, 
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its roots being cot? — (7 ot Oe ener: “—), and their sum is 
Vv 4 

"C wos b(n) (n-2) 

7. Take P as the origin, and the tangent at Pas the axis of 

x. The equations to the parabolas can then be put in the forms 

(aa + ByP=2fy, (aut ByP=2f'y, 

and the equation to YP, PR is /' (ax+ByyP= f(a «+ Py), 

i.e. rea . X”, where X= ax+ By, X' =a'x+ B’y. 

Hence these lines, being of the form X + kX'=0, are harmonic 

conjugates to X=0 and X’ =0, i.e. to the diameters at P. 

8. The chord of curvature at the point whose eccentric angle 

is a is | 

4 by . 

— cos a—¥ sin a—cos 2a = 0, 
a 

and the equation to the circle of curvature is 

sea Ae ) + & sana Ves 1) 
, —+i- —~cos a+ sin a — 

a? —b . a b 

(= cos 5S aa sin a — cos 2a) = 0, 
a b 

Writing down the corresponding equation for the point 7 + a, and 

subtracting, the radical axis must be 

(cosa +4 sin a— 1) (7 cos a— sin a—cos 2a) 
a b a b 

— (Fos a+4 sin a+ 1) (= cos a—¥ sin a + 00s 2a) = Q; 
a b a b | 
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reducing to 
x 
“ cos?a — “ sin?a=0, 
a b 

b i ; 
and since tan 6 = s tan a, this is = cos® 6 — i, sin® 6 = 0. 

9. Any conic through the four points is of the form 
la? + mB? +ny?=0, with the condition 3/°=0. If the conic 
is a rectangular hyperbola, there is the additional condition 

>/=0, so that 

Y — _ 

sae, : 
la mB ny 

and the centre is given by — = wm 

OES A, Aina 9 
a 

10. If ais the length of each rod, the distance between the 
point of suspension and the opposite corner is 3a cos 6, .*. the 

depth of the centre of the sphere is 3a cos 6 — r cosec 0. 

Also three of the rods have their centres of gravity at depth 

5 008 6, six of them at depth = cos 6, and the other three at 

depth = cos 6. Hence the equation of virtual work is 

Da 
1W. (5 cos @) + 4W. 8 (F cos 6) + EI”. 3( cos 8) 

+ w.8 (3a cos 6—r cosec 6) = 0, 

whence — (2W + 3w) sin 6 + nw cosec 6 cot 6 = 0, 

- : W ; 

i.e. G + 1) sin® 6 = 4x cos 6. 

11. The parameters of the feet of the normals from the point 

to the parabola y’ = 4az are given by the equation m?+ pm + 2=0. 
They are .*. real or imaginary according as p® 2 8. Now taking 
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p as the point of projection, we have » = tan a, and this condition 

becomes | 
cos?a =i, ie. a= cos’ $, 

and if the normals are imaginary, the distance from the point of 
projection is always increasing: if they are real, then while 
moving between their feet the particle is approaching the point 

of projection. 
If 7’ be the period of approach, then 

u cosa. 7'= horizontal distance described = 2a (m,- m,), 

Da one 
Ey le ar a aR er 

% COS a Uw COS" 4 

wu? cos? a U 
But Le Ig? oe B= N1—9 cos? a. 

12. Suppose the particle leaves the curve at P, at an angle 

6 to the horizontal. Then, if v is the velocity at P, and p the 
2 

. UV . « 

radius of curvature, —=gcos@. Hence, since p = 2a cosec’ 6, and 
ae 

the velocity of projection is /8ga, we have 

cos 6 

sin? 6 
8ga— 2g (2a cot 6) = 2ga. 

leading to 
cot? 6+ 3 cot d— 4=0, 

i.e. (cot 6 — 1) (cot? 6+ cot 6+ 4) =0. 

Hence cot 6 = 1, so that P is the extremity of the latus-rectum. 

The equation to the subsequent path, with P as origin, is 

2 

y=atanéd-—tg 
’ # cos® 6’ 

or, in this case 

ia dea ha? 

and referred to the vertex of the original parabola, this is 

(x — a)" y=xux+t+a— 
4a, 

Le ee eee 

ai i ae ee ei 
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The remaining intersection of this parabola with y? = 4am is 
the point (9a,—6a). Call this point Q. 

The vertex of the trajectory is the point (3a, 3a). Hence, 
from a figure, the tangent at Q@ makes with the vertical an 

angle tan( =) = tan! (4), and this is also the angle which the 

tangent at Q to y? = 4ax makes with the horizontal. Calling 

each of these angles a, we have cot 2a = $, 

ifn BOON Dei TAR iii cigs os 0s. (i). 

But 2a is the inclination of the direction of motion before 
impact to the normal at Q, and if @ is the inclination after impact, 
we have 

cot 6 = e cot 2a. 

Comparing this with (i), we see that if e= 4, then cot 6 = tan a, 

i.e. 6 =5- a, Hence after impact the direction of motion will be 

horizontal. 

XXXVI. 

1. Denote the four circles (in the order mentioned) by 
S,, S., S;, S,;. Then if we invert with respect to S,, S, inverts 

into S; Hence S,, S,, S; are coaxal. Also if we invert with 

respect to S,, S, inverts irito S,. Hence S,, S;, S, are coaxal. 

Thus all four circles are coaxal. 

2. If Pascal’s Theorem be applied to a hexagon in which 
successive pairs of vertices coincide, we obtain the theorem that 
‘The tangents at the vertices of a triangle inscribed in a conic 
meet the opposite sides in three collinear points.’ 

Hence the following construction :—Let 4, b, C be the three 

given points, the tangents at A and B being given. Let AC and 
BC meet the tangents at 4 and A in £ and F respectively, and 
let AB, HF meet in G. Then CG is the tangent at C. 
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3. Suppose that c°/, per annum payable r times a year is 

equivalent to °/, per annum payable yearly. Then 

. x (1+ roux) ee ee ee (i); 

and if r is indefinitely great, this becomes 

100 _ Laie 
oe Fans 

pe 

, 2 = 100 (el — 1), 

In general the first three terms in the expansion on the left 
of (i) are 

, ret) C ean cee 1 "aa 

+90 +7 21: (GO0re >. 100 a eae aU ke 

and this agrees with 

oo 1 ae) 00 
( z !" a4 

as far as c2, 

Now if + = 12, ¢ will be small compared with 1007. Hence, 

approximately, (1) becomes 

ne ¢ 3) we 
( Ot 1607-19 100’ 

Cc? a 100 
whence v= (100 ue xia) i: = 30G, 

4, By Wilson’s Theorem 

(n—1)!4+1=M(n), (n—3)!4+1=M (n— 2). 

Let (n—1)!=nr-1, (n—3)!=(n—2)8—1. 

Then if P= 4 (n—3)!+n +2, we have 

P=4{(n—2)8—l}4+n+2=(n—2) (48+1) = (n—2). 

ee eee ee See eee 

Oe a ee a ee 

ES ae ee nS ae Le 
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Also (n—1)(n— 2) P=4(n—1)!+(m—1) (W’? -4) 

= 4(nr—1) + (n—1) (n? - 4) 

=n? (n—1)+4n(r—1)=M (n). 

Hence, since n is prime, P = M (n). 

5. The first equation may be written 

cos @ (a cos a) — sin 6 (asin a) = 0, 

oe oe Cee 
Lasina Zacosa 

Each of these ratios is equal to 

sin cos a+ cos 6 sina a sin (0+ a) 

cos a(acosa)+sina(asina) a+bcos(a—f)+ecos (a —y)’ 

and also to the two similar expressions having sin (@+ 8) and 
sin (6+ y) for numerators. Substituting the proportional values 

thus found in the second equation, we obtain the result given. 

6. If tan15@=0, and tan 5640, then 

3 — tan? 56 =0, 

and putting tan =a, this equation becomes 

(5a — 102° + a)? — 3 (1 — 10a? + 5a*)? = 0, 

Le. 2° — 9505 + 4102°— 43024 + 85a? -3=0......... (i), 

and its roots are 

tan ( ys 7) ; 

r having all values from 1 to 14, excluding multiples of 3. 

The roots thus include tan 5 and tan 4 

and r=10), and these are the roots of 2-3=0. Hence, re- 
moving the factor (x*-3) from (i), we obtain the equation 
required, 

, (for the values r=5 
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7. Taking the chords in the form 

L(a—h)+m(y—k)=0, IU (x—h)+m' (y—k) =0, 

the conic 

2 

< + B-1+[U(w—h) +m(y-&)] [U (wh) +m (y-B)]=0 

must coincide with 

14 oD Ge. & 

(p-a) Vt a FAO 
where (X, Y) is the point of concurrence of the normals. 

Comparing these equations, we have 

I! + == mm! + s =0, (th+ mk) (Vh+ mk) = 1. 

These give 
h k 1 

| ] + iin + PS POE ee Se (i). 

Combining this with 
l m . 

Se a we e's we cee c CO Ode 6 ote e (i1), 

y—-k —(«—-h) 

we get the form given, which clearly includes both lines, since 
the equations (i) and (ii) are both true when l’, m’ are substituted 

for 1, m. 

8. Any one of the conics is of the form 

S 2 ax’? + by?—1 + 2d (hay —1)=0. 

The equation to the tangents from («’, y’) is 

SiS’ = {or (aa! + hy’) + y (Aha! + by’) — 1 — 2A/?. 

If (a’, y’) is a focus, this equation satisfies the conditions for a 

circle. Hence 

aS! — (aa! + hy’)? = OS’ — (Ahe’ + by’')’, 

AAS' = (aw’ + Ahy’) (Aha + by’), 

whence (ab — Nh?) (y’? — x?) = (a — b) (1 + 2d) ! 

(ab — Hh?) a’y' + AA (1 + 2A) =0 

a al a a i de 
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From these 

Lex ay’ (a—b) hy? 2)’ 
whence ab — ae (ax? — by’) (ba — ay’) 

h? (y? = ary (y” wets a*/ < 

Substituting these values in either of the equations (i), we obtain 
the locus required for (a’, y’). | 

9, The equation to the parabola is = J/Aa = 0...(i), with the 

conditions & : = 0...(i1) and & : = (...(iii). The co-ordinates of the 

ee i r , 
focus at infinity are (5 is *) since these satisfy both (i) and 

Yaa = 0, by virtue of (iii), Hence the co-ordinates of the finite 
eo -e ; 

focus are @ i -) and its polar is 
leas phan 

Sra (a?—6?-—c?)=0 or 3A.bccosA.a=0. 

Eliminating A, », v by means of (ii) and (iii), the equation to the 
directrix is thus 

becosA.a, cacosB.B, abcosC.y 

: 1 l 1 

fk, m.”’ n \=0, 

1 1 1 

a’ b’ c 

10. If the radius to the weight w makes an angle 6 with the 
vertical, we have, taking moments about the point of contact, 

w (asin @—asina)= W.asina, 

LG. SER eh £00) MIN G/00.... 0.5... sseee- (i). 

Hence equilibrium is possible provided 

W sina 
w>(W+w)sina, ie. w> —. 

1—sina 
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The height of the c. of G. of the sphere and weight above the 
point of contact is 

cos 6. a cosa — = — 
Wiw 

Calling this h, the condition for stability is 

e0e'a deed 

ee 
ab 

ie. Ah<——~ cosa, 
a +6 

whence (W+w)cosa-—wceos6<(W+w) dhs COS a, 
a+b 

a 

a+b 
ie. weos6>(W+w) COS a, 

i.e. from (i), 

W+w\* . a” 
2 a 2 2 2 w| 1 ( ) sin a|> (W+u)F. cos a, 

az 

ie. we>(W+ wy | sin’ a+ (a+ by cos” a | : 

ie. w>(W+w)r 

Wr 

11. When the rings are at a distance w« from the inter- 

section of the rods, let the tension of the string be Z' Then 

ot, A, and if this is the lowest limiting position, we 
a 

have 
ieee - 

sin(a—B) cos(a—f)’ 

i.e. oe -\ = Weot (a— B) 

or 2=a+ Wd-acosec a cot (a— £). 

For the other limiting position, changing the sign of 8, we get 

a’ =a+ Wr- a4 cosec a cot (a + B), 

and the rings may be anywhere in the distance w — a’. 

ee ee ee ee Te ee eg ee ae ee eg ee 

ee tw, eee 
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12. The steam-pressure produces an acceleration 

rd*p rt ine 
w 

Hence the velocity immediately before the blow is given by 

u® = 2 (9 + are? 9): 

If V, is the velocity just after the blow, then 

wu =(W+w) V,. 

Also, if / be the resistance, the upward force is / — (W+w), and 
; a 

the velocity V, is destroyed by this force in a distance ms 

W+w : 

F=W+w+ 1 (w+ 4d*p) - 

AXXVII. 

1. Let the letters denote the centres of the various circles, 
and let a, 6, ¢ be the radii of the three given circles, p the 

perpendicular from A on the radical axis of B, C and P. Then 
the difference of the squares of the tangents from A to B and P 
is 2p. BP, i.e. 

(AB? — 6") — a? = 2p. BP, 

and similarly for C and P. Hence 

BP: CP = AB*—a*—b*: AC? —¢* - a’, 
and writing down the corresponding ratios for CQ:AQ and 

AR: BR, we see that P, Q, R are collinear. Also the three 
circles are cut orthogonally by the same circle, viz. the orthogonal 
circle of A, B, C. Hence the three circles are coaxal. 
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2. Let p, g, r be the corresponding points on the auxiliary 

circle. Let the tangents at P, p meet in 7’, and let QR, gr meet 

in KX. Then 7 and X are both on the major axis. Then, 

since pqr is equilateral, the tangent at p is parallel to gr. Hence, 
if PL, QM are the ordinates of P and Q, we have 

pL: LT=qM: MK, ie. pL: qM=LT: MK. 

But OLiqH=PL: OM, .: PL: OM = LT: ME. 

Hence P7' is parallel to YA, and similarly for the other tangents. 

Thus the normals at P, Q, & are the perpendiculars of the 
triangle PQ# and are therefore concurrent. 

3. We have 

l-w-y _ 1 l : 

(1-2) (1-y) “ T=a" I=y~ (1-#) (1-9) 
=(1-2)?+(1-y)-(1-2)(1-y) 

The term wy” will not occur in either of the first two 

expansions. 
The third expansion is 

—(ltgte+...¢a°se jl tye ys... ty" + oe 

in which the coefficient of «”y” is —1, since the term only occurs 

once. 

4. (i) In the identity 

1 — a, +a (1 — ag) + Aa, (1 — ag) +... + Ay Ay... Gn—y (1 — Mp) 

= 1-—aa, ... Ay 

n+ 2 n+A4 3n — 2 3 
Ah, = eeey 7 4 eae put a, = 

bo + 

(ii) In the identity 

1 + a, — a, (1 + de) + Ga, (1 +4) —... 

+ (—1)""} ay dy ... Gn—y (1 + Gy) + (— 1)" ay ag... yp = 1 

my = ] nm x 2 1 n 
ut a — et As = -—— = a ae ppupereenannntes eee ah 9 cn a EL 

P hg ae ice Be OO an ol 
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5. Denote the perpendiculars from P on the sides by a, 8, y, 
those from O by a’, B’, y’. Then 

(a—a’)?+(B— Py +2 (a- a’) (B— f’) cos C = OP’ sin? C. 

Now Saa=Saa'=2A, .. Sa(a—a)=9, 

i.e. 2ab(a—a’)(B—-B’) =e (y-y'P-¢ (a-—a PP - 8 (B-B'). 

Substituting and reducing, we find 

Sa cos A (a — a’)? =—. OP? = 

Now 

Sa cos A.aa’ = XacosA.2Rcos BcosC.a 

=4RA cos A cos B cos C, 

and 

Sacos A.a?=4R? cos A cos Bcos C. Sa cos B cos C 

= 4R? cos A cos BcosC. 2Asin A sin B sin C 

=4RA cos A cos B cos C. 

Hence 

A 
Sacos A.a?=4RA cos A cos Bcos U' +5. OP?. 

6. We have d, = 2a sin a 
2n 

n-1 

ee See Cr ae Hd ; 
1 an 

2n—1 Tr 
Now sin 2n0 = 2"-*. IL sin C ~ a 

0 2n 

Also 
wee oo 

t evn a =2n, and sin ape Bans 25 
@-9 sind 2n 2n 

Hence, putting 6 = 0, 
n-1 

n=2"-2, TT sin? ‘ 
1 2n °° 

the remaining factor being sin 5a eed, 

Hence lid, = Jn. a", 

2 Se 12 
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2. 2 

7. If one focus is (a, y), the other is (=, ) and the centre 

2 2 2 2 

is therefore (- See oe). 9 2y 
2a 

But the square of the distance of the centre from the origin 
= square of the radius of the director circle = a? + 6, 

0? + x2 6? + ¥? gar ee 

; ee) +( oe, ected 
ie. yp? (2 ‘s. ac?) +o (6? 1. y?)? in (a? ve b?) any, 

le. (a? + y) (ay? + bt) = 4a2x?2/?. y) (ay ) y 

8. Let dx+my=1 be the directrix. Then the line joining 

the origin to its intersection with the tangent at a is 

COB’ sin a | 
(2 - 7 )a+ (m— j )y=0 ey See (1), 

and the line joining the origin to a is 

a ee ees (ii). acosa bsina~ 

If the origin is a focus, (i) and (ii) are perpendicular ; 

l ] m 1 
ee HH 0 

acosa @ Obsina 6? : 

. l m | 1 ) 
1.e. = . Sa eer cee a ee lili). 

acosa Obsina @ 6 

Tf the conics osculate at a, this relation must also be true for the 

consecutive tangent ; 

l sina m™ cosa 
. PSS Oe + sag he CB tae: posure 

a cos?a 6 sin’a 

From (iii) and (iv), 

l m ] 1 

acosta —bsin?a a? 62° 

LS ae, ae 
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9. Let X, Y be the horizontal and vertical components of the 
pressure at the joint, # the pressure on the fulcrum. 

Then, resolving horizontally and vertically, and taking moments 
about the joint, we have 

A=Haine IF+kcoa=f, 

= P cos a. Rg. : 
n 

From these 

X=/Pnsinacosa, Y=P(l1-—%ncos*a), 

'. X?+ Y?= P?[n’sin® a cos’ a + (1 — n cos? a)?] 

= P? (1 —2n cos? a + n? cos? a) 

= P? \(n — 1)? cos*a + sin? a}. 

10. Let A, A’ be the upper and lower ends of the rod, and 

let the directions of limiting friction meet in 0. Then O must 
be vertically above G, the centre of the rod. 

Hence 

L OAG= 57 (e-6-A), AOG=a-A, 

OA'G G=5—(a'+0+X), A'0G=a' +N. 
But 

OG OG — . cos(a’'+9+X’)_ cos(a—6—d) 
GA GA le eh) Biikfa—A) 

i.e. cot (a’ + A’) cos @— sin 6 = cot (a — A) cos 6 + sin 8, 

whence 2 tan 6 = cot (a’ + ’) — cot (a — A). 

Also the limiting frictions, being the resultants of R, wR and 
Rf’, wR, are Rsecdr and F#’secr’. These are in equilibrium 
with W. Hence 

Rsecr _ RK secn' | W 

sin A’‘OG sin AOG sin AOA’ 

11. Let V,, V, be the velocities of one of the impinging balls 

parallel to the sides of the square at the end of the period of 

12—2 
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compression, / and J’ the impulses, w the striking velocity. 
Then 

mince > Vy) a2 emi ps Sa (1), 

since the velocities of the spheres along the line of centres are the 
same. 

Let V,’, V.' be the final velocities. Then 

m(V,—V,) =e, 

+, m(wcosa— V,')=(1 +e) l=(1 +e).}mu cosa, by (i), 

*. Vy =4(1—e) ucosa, 

Also, by Newton’s Law, V,' = ew sina, 

oe tees 
ee er. Vo Ge 

12. Suppose the bead in limiting equilibrium at an angular 
distance 6 from the highest point, Then 

mg cos6—-R=maw*, mg sin 6=ph, 

.. mg (cos # —sin 6 cot A) = maw’, 
2 

ie. sin (A —6) — sin A, 

wa. | 
or X\—6=sin- Ge sin r) : 

g 
. 

Le. @= A—sin™ & sin r) : 

If the bead slip at all, it will be at this point. 

AXXVITTI. 

1. Denote the two circles by S, 7’ and their inverses with 
respect to a circle, centre O, by S’, 7”. Let a, B, y, 6 be the | 

inverse points of A, b, C, D. Then, since A, B, f, a are concyclic, ! 

the triangles OAL, OBa are similar. Hence 

AB" O04 OB a Re 

‘ap (OR Gal OO" or toe" 
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From this and similar results it is clear that 

_AB.CD af. y6 i 
A sn On ae 5 euceawee dese es (i). 

Now a, f, y, 5 lie on a circle passing through O and cutting 

S’, 7” orthogonally. Call this circle 7. Let the radical axis. 

of S’, 7’ meet U in O'. Then if we invert with respect to a 

circle, centre O', and cutting S’, 7” orthogonally, the inverse of 
A'B'C'D' will be the circle VU. Hence A’a, B’B, etc. meet in 0’, 

and we have, as in (i), 

‘D's Ty ab. 7 saaiaieateaael” $07: 

Hence (ABCD) =(A'BC'D’. 

2. Let S’ be the second focus of the fixed ellipse, S” that of 

the revolving ellipse, and let P and Q@ be the common points. 
Then, since the curves have equal major axes, 

*. Mee eer +e Fie SPs Pf, 

and similarly S’‘Q=S8’Q. Hence PY must bisect S’S” at right 
angles. Let Y’ be the point of bisection and draw SY perpen- 

dicular to PQ, and SZ parallel to PY, meeting S’S” in Z Then 

SS” — S832 eo ~ 8 21-498, 3Z2=48Y .8 ¥ , 

ie. SY.S’Y’ is constant, and therefore the envelope of PQ is a 

conic with foci S, S’. 

3. If » be an imaginary cube root of unity, we have at once 

A+B+C=(1+a)", A+o08+w°C =(1+o0n)", 

A+°B + ol =(1 + wx)". 

Multiplying these together, the result follows. 

4. If w, denote either p, or qg,, then 

Un = (4n — 1) Uy_, — (20 — 2) (22 = 1) Uy-2, 

1.€. Uy — 2m. Up_, = (2n—1) [ty_) — 2 (n— 1) Up_s], 

*, Uy — Qn. Ug_, = (2m —1) (2n— 3)... 5 (u.— 4). 
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This gives Pum 20. Py = 3.5.7... (Qn =1), 

G+ 28. a4, = 0: 

The second equation gives 

a0 £0. on. 

and the first is satisfied by | 

$.6.79.:,(84n41) 4+h.2.4,.§6.,,. 28, 

where & is any constant. But here 

9=1, EF ShST7, ie kes I, 

7. py al. 345... ROD = 24.5 ... On, 

5. If tan 6 =t, the equation becomes 

3t— 2t 
ds Ge Wal o: oe laces 

or, on reduction, ; 

(a + 3c) # — 3dt* — (4a + 66 + 4c) H+ 4dé? + (3a+2b+c¢)t-d=0, 

an equation of the fifth degree in ¢. 
If the roots are tana, etc., then 

8] — 83 + 8; 
l—s, +8,’ 

tan ( =a) = 

where s, is the sum of the products of the roots, 7 together. 
Hence 

tan (Xa) = 3d +4d+d > — (a+ 3c) + (4a + 66 + 4c) + (34 26 +c) 

: d 

< kbc: 

6. If116= nz, then tan 86 + tan 36 =0, and, putting tan?é=a, 
we have 

tan een as 
l-—«& 

; _4(1-2@) tan 6 
whence tan 44 = cere" Car ee 

8 (1 —«a) (1 - 6x + a) tan 0 

ton Sl (Gn + = 16 (1)? 

a es a CE eee ee ee bp 

‘i ” 

i Re gi : r : a eg, a ge SIR: LAS ape eee ar ee ee, 
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and the equation becomes 

8 (1 — x) (1 — 6a + a”) . $-@ 6 

1 — Shes 10n' = O8e eo P30”! 

whence 11 — 1652+... —a° =0. 

The roots of this are tan? = (r= 1, 2, ..., 5), and the sum of 

1 Pie & i ao their reciprocals is 45° = 15. 

7. Let m and m’ be the extremities of the chord. Then @ is 

the angle between the lines 

a—my+am?=0 and 2a—-(m+m’) y+ 2amm' = 0, 

m —m’ 
. tend = ~. 

2+m(m+m’') 

m—-m 
So also tan @ = 

% 2+m’'(m+m’)’ 

4+(m+m’)? 
cot 6+ cot d= 4 Se ? 

cot 9—cot@d=m+m'. 

Now, if / be the length of the chord, 

? = a? (m® — m'*)? + 4a? (m— m')?P =a? (m — mm’)? [(m +m’) + 4}, 

“e fi [4+ (cot 6 —cot )? |? / (cot 6 + cot )’. 

8. The equation to PQ is < COS a + sin a= cos PB, and there- 

fore the co-ordinates of 7’ are 

(“ cosa Obsin 4 

cosB’ cos)’ 

and these are in the ratio acosa:bsina. But the co-ordinates 

of # are clearly in the same ratio as those of 7. Hence, since 2 

is on the ellipse, its co-ordinates must be (a cos a, 6 sin a). 
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We also have 

Fe cos? B 

P cos" a ; sin? a 

a 6? 

cos*8 cos*a = sin*a | 
P = a + b? 

1 (— a cos? *) 
-- b? a bh? 

and d*=a*cos?a + 06’sin’a, 

9. The tangential equation of the conic is 

— 61? — am? + (ab — h?)n? + 2hilm =0, 

and therefore that of any confocal is 4 

(A + b)1? + (A+ a) m? — (ab —h?) n? — 2him = 0, 

and the Cartesian equation corresponding to this is 

(a +A) (ab — h?)a? + (b+ A) (ab —h?)y? + 2h (ab — h?) xy 

=(a+X)(b+A)—h’, 

Le. A (ab —h?) (a + y*) + (ab —h*) (ax? + 2hay + by”) 

—=(a+d)(b+A)-—B. q 

ab — h? 

ye 
To obtain the form given, put A= 

10. On a vertical line take equal lengths A,A,, A, As, etc., 

each representing the weight W. Then if lines be drawn from 

A,, A,, As, ... parallel to the successive strings, it follows from the 

equilibrium of the successive weights that they will all meet in a 

point O. Let OK be the perpendicular from O on the vertical 

line. Then X will be the middle point of A,,,;A,,,, so that 

A,K =(n+1—r)W+4W, 

and OX represents the horizontal tension. 

i 
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But if the strings make angles 6,, 6,, ... with the horizontal, 

then projecting horizontally 

= cos 6, + cos 6, +... + cos 6,4. 

OK _ r 
OA, {724 (n+1—r+4)W2 

Now _ cos ,.= 

— wat 
= {1 +(n+1 -7 +4) a} ; 

whence the given result follows, since 7 ranges from 1 to + l. 

11. Let P be the impulse of the blow, 7’, 7” the impulsive 

tensions of the strings, V, the final velocity of the impinging 

sphere, and therefore also the velocity of the sphere struck along 

the line of centres, since the system is inelastic. We have then 

P-—Tcos6—T'sind=mV,, P=M(V-—VJ,), 

6 being the inclination of the direction of M to one of the 

strings. 

Also the velocities of the other two spheres along the respec- 

tive strings are V,cos@ and JV, sin 6. 

7. L=mV,cos6,- 7” = mV, sin 6. 

Hence 

M(V — V,) — mV, (cos? 6 + sin? 6) =mV,, 

MV 
whence 1==> 

M+ 2m 

12. Let the ball strike with velocity u, and let v, v’ be the 
velocities after the first impact. Then 

m 
v—-v=—-—.u, mv+Mv' =mu, 

M 

m whence v=0, v=—.4. 
M 
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They will impinge the second time with these velocities, v’ 
being in the opposite direction. Let V, V’ be the velocities 
in this direction after the second impact. Then 

; m ee 
V-V =e ale 0) = ae 

mV +MV'=mv+ Mo’ = mu, 

m , m(M-m) 
a ~ U, V’= = VE 3 ‘ Uy, 

and the heights to which the balls rise are in the radio V2: "2. 

whence V= 

XXXIX. 

1. Let A and B be the centres of the circles, a and 6 their 

radii, and let AX (=p) and BY (=q) be the perpendiculars from 

A and # on the line. 

Then since (PP’, QQ’) is harmonic, 

BG ah ey, 4S aa, © 

ie. @- p= BX? -BP= XY*+q°-B. 

uae the a aie ae © deere sete Cope OEE Or ene (i). 

Also clearly AbL?=(p—q)+XY?. 

a’ +b?- Ab? = 2pg. 

Hence, from (i), 

2 (a? + 0?) -AB®=(p+gy+ XY? ...........4. (ii). 

But if O, Z be the middle points of Ab, XY, then 

40X*?=40L°+4XL?=(p+qyr+XY?. 

Hence, from (ii), 

40X? = 2 (a? + 6?) —- AB?, 

i.e. OX is constant, and clearly OX =OY, so that X and x both 

lie on a circle with centre O. 
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2. Let BE, CF be medians of the triangle ABC, and let BC 
touch the parabola at H. Draw BO parallel to 4Q to cut PQ 
in 0. Then since two tangents are cut proportionally by any 

other tangent, 

PO:0Q=PB:BA=AC:CQ, 

.. CO is parallel to AP. 

Now considering the two triads of points POQ and BHC, the 
three intersections of cross-joins are collinear, i.e. the intersections 
of BO, PH and CO, QH are collinear with R. Hence the polars 

of these three points are concurrent. But the polar of the 
intersection of BO, PH is the line through B conjugate to BO, 
and since the range (AZC @) is harmonic, this line is BZ. 
Similarly the polar of the intersection of CO, VH is CF. Hence 

the polar of #& passes through the intersection of BH and CF, 

i.e. the centroid of ABC. 

3. Let a, y®, 2* be the roots of 

Then if we eliminate ¢ between this equation and ¢t°=w, we 

shall obtain an equation in w whose roots are 2, ¥, 2%. 

Now, from (i), uw = —(qt — ry’. 

Also 

(g¢—r) =qu — r° — dart [(gt - r)> + gtr (qt - r)] 

= gu —r —5dgrt (—t° — grt’) by (i) 

=Qu—Pr + dqrv? + 5¢q?r?u. 

Hence w+ Sgru® + (5¢q?r? + gu — 7° = 0. 

Thus a=-5gr, B=5g*r+q', y=", 

whence 58 —a?=5q°, and the result easily follows. 

4. The given series is 3! times the coefficient of x in 

n 
=(- |S mee : tPF y eles Be 2"—(2- )*. 

1 
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Ae oe? n 

Now Q-eyt=f1-(w+ 5454 ah 

and the coefficient of 2* in this is 

sh n(n—1) n(n—1)(n—2)  -—n(n?-6n +6) 

6 2 6 ae 6 

Hence the value of the given series is ” (nm? — 67 + 6). 

5. Draw the perpendiculars OL, OM, ON on the sides of 

ABC, and let these be a, B, y. Then 

ies 
J2R 

Vo(o—2) (o —y) (o—2) 

2h 

‘ xv —— a 
MN = OAsindA=—. J2R. 55> 

Hence ALUN= 

ie. R.SBysin A= AVJo (c —2) (oy) (0 —2) .....-.-(i). 

Again 

Za? (y? + 2? — x”) = Sa? (6? + c? — a?) = 23a*be cos A | 

=4Rh.3(B*+ > + 2By cos A) be cos A . 

= 4K (3a?0? + 2bcBy cos’ A) 

= 4K | (aa)? — 23bcBy sin? A} 

=4fh (4A*- 4A, By sin A). 

Hence 

Rh. 3a? (y? + 2 —27)- Beek =—-16R?A. SBysin A 

=— 4abc. Jo (o —%) (6 —y) (o—2z) by (i). 

6. If O is the centre, and POA, =a, we have 

2Qrar 
PA, = a? + c? — 2ac cos (a+ =). 

n 

Now 3 cos (a - ==) = 0, 
a 
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. 7 . . T 

since the expression for the sum contains the factor sin (n =) : 

SPA; = n (a? + c*). 

Again, PA,?. PA? 

= (a? + e) — 2ac (a + c’) cos (a + 2) + cos (« + =) | 

+ 4a c* cos (a + =) cos (a + =) ; 
n n 

In the sum, the middle term will vanish, since each cosine 

evidently enters the same number of times. 

Also in 

7 

2 2 
=> cos («a ~ ==) cos (« - =) : 

the coefficient of 

298 OS 2rar 2rar 
cos(a+—) is 3S cos(a+— )-—cos(a+—}, 

1 v7 1 

? 2rn 
Hence the corresponding term is — cos* (a+ =) , and each 

term is now counted twice. 

Thus the sum is 

2rr 4ra n 

— 43% cos? (a+-"*) = - } c + % cos ( 2a + =) =— dn. 
re n 1 nr 

Also the number of terms in 

n(n — 1) —; SSPA2. PA? is *C, = 

and hence its value is 

n(n —1) 

2 
(a? +’) — na*c’. 
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7. The centre of curvature at ¢ is 

2 2 2 a — : Vv—-b .. 
Ce cos’ ¢, — b sin® 6), 

7 Ps ae ei ab 
and at (5 +) 1S = 7 Sin’ >, = ee cos* # ). 

Hence if (a, y) is the middle point of the line joining them, 

we have 
2ax = (a? — b?) (cos® d — sin’ ¢), 

2by = — (a? — b?) (cos® d + sin’ A), 

ie. axv+by=—(a?—6?)sin’¢, ax—-by=(a?—6*) cos’ o. 

“(ax + by)® + (aa = by)? = (a? — by’. 

8. The line 
e-ew yy 

— ~ won ye 

cos 6 sin 6 

meets the conic «~=1 where 

a(rcos6 +2’)? + 2h(r cos 6 + a’) (rsiné+y')+b(rsiné+y')=1, 

i.e. 7° (a cos’ 6+ 2h sin 6 cos 6 + b sin? 6) 

+ 2r [ (aa’ + hy’) cos 6 + (ha' + by’) sin 6] + uw’ -1=0. 

If the values of r are equal, we have, suppressing the accents, 

[ (ax + hy) cos 6 + (hx + by) sin 6 |? 

= (uw —1) (acos? 6 + 2h sin 6 cos 6 + b sin? 6), 

ie. (Cy? — a) cos? 6 — 2 (Cay +h) sin 6 cos 6 

+ (Car 6) sin? D = 0 ie cies. (i). 

If ¢ be the value of 7 corresponding to either value of 6, then 

Pye u-l- e u—t1 

aco? 6+...+... C(ycosé—«xsin 6)? 

eo (w — 1) (1 + cot? 6) (ii) 
eootiee 

Now let 6,, 6, be the roots of (i). Then 

(Ox? — b) — (Cy? — a)? + 4(Cay + hy? 
(1 + cot? 6,) (1 + cot? 6) = (Cy —a) ; 

Oe Pe ee 
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U 
and 9 ON ag 

Substituting these in the product ¢,¢, given by (ii), we obtain 

the required expression. 

9. Let (a’, B’, y’) be any point on the axis. Then the line 

joining this to the infinitely distant centre whose co-ordinates are 

I ; 
(=. a 5) must be perpendicular to the polar. 

But these lines are respectively 

, RS ae Sa (4 oH. 5) =0, 

and dla (la’ — mB’ — ny’) = 0. 

Writing down the condition of perpendicularity, the co- 

efficient of a’? is 

ee ln? Imi? l?m l*n 
lmn (5-») — (= #08 A ere cos B + - cos C, 

and, using 3° = 0, this reduces to 

eid ’) l (Fs mi ——{.n), 

and similarly for B’*, y’?. 
Now the equation satisfied by (a’, 8’, y’) gives two straight 

lines, one of which is the line at infinity, viz. Saa=0. Hence 

the other must be 

l/c b 
3o (Fem 5. )a=0, 

aa/b*  ¢ 

= 3 TF (G7 5). 

10. Suppose the two upper sides make an angle @ with the 

vertical. Let a be the length of a rod, and let BH =~, so that 

ee gk al re PEE RE ERTGTY: (i). 
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For a small symmetrical vertical displacement, the equation 

of virtual work is - 

27. da+2W.8(dacos @)+2W.5($a+a cos 6) 

+2W.8(a+2acos 6) =0, 

ie. 27.d0=6W.asin @. 36. 

But, from (i), xox = 4a? sin 6 cos 6. 88, 

CS ae 
# garongs 

But, if the hexagon is regular, 

x=2a and cosé=}. ge Sg 

7 

11. Since m, is at rest, the tension of the lower string is 

m,g, and therefore the acceleration of m, downwards is 

(m.—™,) g/m. 

If / is the acceleration of JZ upwards, 7’’ the tension of the upper 

string, then — 
T' — Mg= Mf, 

T''=2m,g, since the pulley is weightless. 

Hence = AOE Y Sc -@g. 

But evidently the acceleration of m, is twice that of the pulley, 

since m, is at rest. 

M,—™m, 2(2m, —- MM) 

Ree ie M : 

4m,m, 
whence AF 88 ee, 

JM. — My 

The velocity of M after 7’ seconds is f7' upwards, and there- 

fore in the next ¢ seconds it will rise a distance 

STt — $9?, 

since its acceleration is g downwards. Hence the pulley falls this 

distance, and in the same time m, falls a distance $gt7, But 
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when the string is again tight, m, will have fallen twice as far as 

the pulley. 

.. 2(fTe — $gt’) = $gt’, 

———..T. 

12. Suppose the plane of projection makes an angle a with 

AB. Then the initial velocities are V cos @cosa parallel to AB, 

V cos sina perpendicular to A, and V sin 6 vertically, where 

7 = Soh, 

The first of these becomes eV cos 6 cos a after the first impact, 
and e?V cos @cosa after the third. 

Therefore the whole time of flight is 

c - a . <2 

Veos@cosa eVcosOcosa eVecos@cosa 

Similarly, considering the motion perpendicular to AB, 

a a 
: + : = ¢. 

Vcos@sina eVcos@sina 

Eliminating a from these, we get 

Pu: cS o*) + wy: : = oe (c s+ (« =) | cent (i). 

But since the vertical velocity is unaltered by any impact, ¢ is 
also given by 

WO OE BS cos censveeticer ce, (ii). 

Equating the values of ¢ given by (i) and (ii), the result follows. 

XL. 

1. The triangle #FG is self-conjugate for the circle, and 

therefore its orthocentre O must be the centre. Hence, OF V 

being the perpendicular on HG, we have VF.ON= EN. NG, 
i.e. if R is the radius, HV.NG=ON?- R2. 

EN. EG = EN*+ ON? —- R?= OF? — R*= EFA. ED. 

Hence J is on the circle ADG, and similarly it is on the circle 
ABE. 

R. K. 13... 
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2. Let the straight line cut AB, CD in P and P’ and — 

AC, BD in Q, Q’. Then all conics through the four points cut 

the straight line in pairs of points belonging to the involution 

determined by the pairs PP’, QQ’. Hence if a conic through 

ABCD touches the line, the point of contact must be one of the 

double points of the involution. Hence two such conics (real or 

imaginary) can be drawn. 

If the line cuts all the sides of ABC externally and DPD is 

inside ABC, then the segments PP’, YQ' must overlap, and 

therefore the centre O of the involution must be between P and 

P’. Hence OP, OP’ have opposite signs, and therefore the 

double points are imaginary, ie. the conics are not real in this 

case. In the other case, they may be either real or imaginary. 

3. (i) The equation is 

(l+a)?(14+ a’)? +3(14+2*) (1 + a+) =0, 

so that either | 

1+a=0 or (l+a)?(1+2*)+3(1+a*)=0. 

Putting «+ : =y in the latter equation, we obtain 

(y¥+2)y+3(y'—2)=0, 
Le. 2y?+y—-—3=0, 

whence y=1 or -3. 

Hence either 2#°—x+1=0 or 2a°+3xe+2=0. 

The six roots of the equation are thus 

ae 2140/3 0 4 3 4 VF. *. | 

(ii) We have 

(Sx)? = 21 -— 20 =1. << Ree ts | 

Also © (Xyz)? — 2xyz (Sx) = 84, whence ayz=+8. a 

Hence «, y, 2 are the roots of 

: ?+¢7-—10¢48=0, 

and these are 4, -1, —2 and —4, l, 2. 
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4. The equations giving the numerators of the convergents 

are 

— Pat pn-1 + Pn-2 se 0, 

~ Pen. * (n as 1) Pas + Pn-3 = 0, 
eeeoeeeorvreoen eee eee eteeeeeeoeereaeseeeereeeeee eee eer 

— p,+ dp. + p, = 0, 

— Pp, + 2p, = 0, 

~i = 1. 

Solving these as simultaneous equations, the value of p, is 

 Faaaeae, - Sag Se See LEE ‘ 

0.7 = 1, eT 
0, 0, —1, (n —2), 

sav aWelv 0 454 Der aeea benees jeweuenas +A, 

O ciiardeek vie eee ea iy eS 

Oy cs: cogs vere aetee ces ore etwaenena —-l1, 2 

| eerper yee temas, See ct ete ye ee 

where A is the determinant formed by the coefficients. 

Similarly, since —g, + 2¢,=— 1, the value of ¢, is 

Oe een Cae apn 

0, -1, (r-1), # 

OO: Oc ai on +8), 

cave ns suewens nCaNMMees y= Senn Sersn's +A. 

Q), sper ces os oe Bes ay 

ee ee ee —-l, 2 

«+ Sasndures gies Cheba unGaon see vie Ae ge | 

The two determinants written above are easily identified 

with those in the question by placing the first column last (in the 

second case changing its sign) and then reading rows for columns. 

The first determinant is equal to that obtained by omitting its 

first row and column, and so is of order (x — 1); the second is of 

order 7. 

13—2 
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5. Calling the product on the left P, we have 

P sina = sin 2a, 
since 

2sinacosa=sin 2a, 2sin 2acos 2a =sin 27a, etc. 
Hence 

P sin a= sin 2a + (sin 4a —sin 2a) + (sin 6a — sin 4a) 

| +... + [sin 2%a — sin (2" - 2)a] 
= sin a[2 cosa + 2cos 3a + 2.cos 5a +... +2cos (2"—1)a], 

so that P is equal to the sum on the right in question. 

6. Calling the given series S,, S,, S;, and putting «=1, 

w, wo” in succession in the expansion of (1— x)”, we find 

S,-— S,+ 8; = 0, S, — oS, + w? Ss = (1 -—)”, 

S, — oS, + oS; = (1 — w?)”. 

From these, if 1—w=a, 1—w?=f, we get 

aS,—BS;=a", PBS,—aS3= 2", 
gl pie pt a3 nite wee Saami 

whence Me sc ge as 2B ) 

a 

a=/3.e°, B=J3.€ ot s 

whence a® = 3/31 = — B?=a2—B? and aB=3. 
m—2 

Hence Sa +e oe eS 4 . 2cos (m—2)%, 

| m-2 
Sy=3(a"++ B"-4)=3 ? .2cos(m—4)z, 

and S, — So Es Ss. 

Now the values of a, f are , SO we may take 

7. Denote the angular points by (ad,, by,), ete. Then | 
(ad,, by.) is the pole of : 

ea a. 

Gd,, bpy, 1 | =9, 

@X3, bps, 1 | 

which must therefore coincide with 

bar, + ay p,—ab=0. 
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ee Par Ps, fares 1 
A, Py 

whence — ps (1 — AyAg) = Ho (1 —Ag Ar) = pa (1 — AzAg) similarly, 

and also A, (1 — py py) =Ag (1 — pg py) = Ar (1 — pops) Similarly. 

These equations are satisfied by 

2fh3 — A; P)s 

A, = cos 8 cos y seca, ete., p,=sin f sin y cosec a, etc., 

each member of the first set being then equal to sin asin f sin y, 
and each member of the second to cos a cos f cos y. 

8. The lines , 
CUE A UOT + OTB 8 stb ect ne enncecye (1) 

and pe (ete)+y= (a+b) pF +2 (a+b) p 

are normals to the respective parabolas, If these coincide, we 
must have »=m, and equating the absolute terms, we then get 

am + 2am = (a + 6) m* + [2 (a+ 6) —e]m, 

whence m=Q0 or taf 

Substituting the latter values in (i), we obtain the equations 

given, 

9. The tangent at (#,, y,) is vy,+ yx, = 2c. Let the chord 

of curvature be lx+my+n=0. Then the circle of curvature is 

wy —c? + (xy, + yu, — 2c?) (la+ my +n) =0. 

The conditions for a circle give 

ly,=ma,, 1+lx, + my,=0. 

Hence n=1 and 

tm 1 

my ay 
so that the chord of curvature is 

WG HT FOP iis 0 de. (i). 

Hence if the four chords pass through (X, )’), we have 
on adding 

dh a Fo BG eo on on ec cens -tp (ii). 
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But from (i), since x,y, =¢*, we have 

Abe + lwo = 28 4+ 

1.€. 2, Va, %, % are the roots of 

z-_ XB Verz+ct=0, 

Hence Ya, = X, and similarly Sy, = Y. 

Therefore, from (ii), we have 

aCQf Ate 7? SCPe 

10. Let AB, BC be the two rods (A being the point of 
suspension) and let bC make an angle 6 with the vertical. The 
c. of G. of the system must be vertically below A. Now the 
weights of the rods are equivalent to }W at A, W at B, and 
+W at C. Hence taking moments about A, we obtain 

W. 2asin (6—a)= 3W [2a sin 6 — 2asin (6-a)]; 

3 sin (6 — a) =sin 6, 

sinf sin(#—a) cos @sina 

3 x 3 cosa — | 

a sin a 

~ ,/(3 sin a)? + (3 cos a — 1)? 

is sin a 

~ J10—6 cosa 

Now, considering the equilibrium of BC, the action at B 

balances the weight. Hence the latter consists of a force W 

vertically, and a couple whose moment is the moment of the 
weight of BC about B, which moment is W.asin 6. Substituting 

for sin 6, we obtain the expression given. 

whence 

11. Let P,, P, be the impulses between the upper sphere 
and the two lower ones; V,, V, the horizontal and vertical 

velocities of the upper sphere after impact; v,, v, the velocities 

of the two lower spheres. Then we have 

(P, + P,) cos 30°=m(V—V,), (P,—P,) cos 60° = mJ,j......(i), 

P, cos 60° = m),», P,, cos 60° = md_Q%,...(i1), 
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and for the motion of the points of contact, 

V, cos 60° + V, cos 30° = v, cos 60°, 

VY, cos 30° — V, cos 60° = v, cos 60°. 

v 
From these Vi= ee Wee Vn= Suse: : 

_ Also, from (i) and (ii), 

A, Y + Ag’ = — za (V — V2), A,v,— AH = V;; 
75 

whence substituting V,, V,, we find 

(1 + 6A,) v, + (1 + 6Aq) v% =2,/3V, (1 + 2A,) v, =(1 + 2A.) v, 

and these give the required value of »,. 

12. The velocity of an angular distance 6 is given by 

v’ = 2gr (cosa — cos 8), 

and the pressure by 

mv 
mg cos 6— R= es 

Hence the pressure vanishes when 

mg cos 6 = 2g (cos a — cos 6), 

i.e. cos@=Fcosa and v= fgrcosa. 

The latus-rectum of the subsequent path is 

20? cos?6 2 
restr r COs a COs a ifr cosa g = 4 (39 VG ~=Ha7 

XLI. 

l. AD bisects BC at right angles in 0. Hence 

PB + PC? =2 PO" + 208", 

PA* + PD? =2P0?+20D". 

Now OB=-24A8: ¢. OF = 7AB* 

Hence PA?+PD?— PB?— PC? =2AB?-fAB* = AB? 

But PD=BD2AS:. 4. FA=PB* + PC*. 
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2. Project the conic orthogonally into a circle. Then the 

equi-conjugate diameters become diameters of the circle inclined 
at 45° to the diameter which is the projection of the major axis, 
and are therefore at right angles, while the other diameters in — 

question project into diameters making complementary angles 
with the projection of the major axis, and on the same side of it, 
and therefore the equi-conjugates bisect the angles between them. 

Hence the four projections form a harmonic pencil, and therefore 
so also do the four original diameters. 

3. Consider a selection of 7 things containing p of the pairs. 
These can be permuted among themselves in 

yr! 

(2 !)? 

To obtain such a selection we have to take p pairs out of the 

n, and since the remaining things must be all different, there are 
really only »—p from which to select them, i.e. we have to select 

ry — 2p things frofn  —>p. 

ways. 
v7 

The combined operation can be performed in 

©. Oe gg WOR: 

Hence the number of permutations containing p pairs is 

r} eo 
Op* wt, es *C é45; 2 

and therefore the total number of permutations is 

! 1 n¢(/ n—p() lo op: p: r—-2p) 

the series being continued as long as possible. But this sum is 

the coefficient of «” in 

3 "C, (ba2)? (1 + x)"-?, 
0 

ie. in (1 +a + $27)". 

| 

Shee een a " , EP or ee ae a eee ee eee oe oe 
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4. By Fermat’s Theorem, a?" —1 is divisible by 2"+1. Also 

a®” —~1=(a""-1 

= (a? — 1) (a"" +1) 

=(a—1)(a + 1)(a*+1)(a” +1)... (a®”* +1), 

and since @ is odd, these factors are all even, and therefore the 

expression is divisible by 2”. 

Again, c*— ] = (ce — 1) (ce + 1) (ce + 1), 

and since ¢ is odd, the first two factors are consecutive even 

numbers and therefore the product is divisible by 8. Further, 

¢ is of one of the forms 5p + 1, 5p + 2. 

In the first case, 

co = M(25) +1, by the Binomial Theorem, 

end in the second, 

= M(25)+7; 3s. a? = BE C26) + oO, 

Le. cl” = M(25)—-1. 

Hence in either case, one of the three factors of c—1 is a 

multiple of 25. 

5. Since r= (cos A —1) 

and p?=— 4? cos A cos B cos C, 

we have 

(7 +2R)? —p? = R*[(3 cos A + 1)? + 4 cos A cos B cos C}. 

But since cos?A + 2cos A cos Bcos C= 1, 

the expression in the square bracket easily reduces to 

2 (1 + cos A) (1 + cos B) (1+ cos C), 

? . 
— 

so that (r + 2R)? — p?= 16 R* cos® $ cos* : cos* 

=< Jp (2 Gin AY = 3°; 

’. A=rs=r,/(r+2R)? — p* 
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6. Denote the two expressions by p and g. The value of 
the sum 

cos 6+ cos 46 + cos 76+... + cos 286 + cos 316 

(the angles being in 4.P.) is zero, since it contains a factor 

sin (11.57) =sine=0. 
aed 

But this sum is p+qtcos 226, 

since cos 196 = cos 146, etc.; 

p+q=—cos 226 =— cos = = 3. 

If we form the product 2pgq, replacing each product of cosines 

by a sum, and remembering that 336= 27, its value is found 

to be 

2 (cos 6 + cos 26+ cos 36 +... + cos 166) 

+ 3 (cos 30 + cos 60+ ... + cos 156) + 3.cos 116. 

The value of the first sum 1s 

1762 > 368 160... 166 sin On! 
COS ie sin ae COS au sin 9 7 ‘ 9 : 

© ae B= 4 

sin 5 sin 5 2 sin 5 

and the value of the second is 

96 sj 156 408 2 1500 = 306 
COS sin 9" : COS cB sin ee . sin 5) . ; 

i Rrra, pia 
s1n > sin Dy s 5) 

Hence 2Qnqg=-1-—3-3=-4; 

pa =— 2. 

Thus p and q are the roots of 

g—1z—-2=0, 

and therefore have the given values, p being positive, since the 
angles involved in it evidently make its numerical value greater 

than that of gq. 

pi iS NN NN ea a el, 
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7. The centre of curvature of the point on 

Pe 
wea tan? 

whose eccentric angle is a, is 

a? — : ae : 

. COS’ a, y= SS . BE a, 

es” re /b +X 

and if the point a lies on y= max, we have 

/+X.sina =m,/a? +A. cosa, 

w+xr b?+X a? — 6? 
whence ——- = — = 

sin?a  m?cos?a ke’ 

where k? = sin? a — m? cos’ a. 

ec Ee cos” a 
Hence —— —6?, ——, 

sin a 

ane sin’ a 

"mcosa 

Now k? (cos? a + sin’ a)3 — sin?a + m? cos*a = 0, 

: ; cos" a 
ie. sin?a | k -+ 3 sin? a cos? a )— 1 

sin? a 

2 x 2 24 2 + cos?a]| k? > +3sin a COs +m |=0; 
cos 

so that 

; eo — veal my? — 3mar 
sin’ oa, ee 1) + eos? a a (” y J + m®) = Q, 

a® — 6? 

son 4 sinta 
Also Renee = 

« m cos‘ a 

so that finally 

ps (= — dmay ¥ my? — day ) = fo a sal 
8. Reciprocating from the common focus, we get two equal 

circles with four real common tangents. Hence the reciprocal 

circles do not intersect in real points and therefore the origin of 
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reciprocation cannot be inside both of them, i.e. one of the conics 

must be a hyperbola. 

Now let S be the origin, C and C’ the centres of the reciprocal 

circles, S being inside the circle C. Draw SJ perpendicular to 

CC’. Then if r be the radius of either circle, 

SC eer, SO = er; 

CC” = (e? + e —- 2ee’ cos y) 7°. 

Now if & is the constant of reciprocation, the sum required is 

2 * Sum of the perpendiculars from S on the common tangents. 

Now the sum of two of these perpendiculars is 27, and the sum 

of the other two is 2V/Z sina, where Z is the point of inter- 

section of the transverse common tangents, and 2a the angle 
between these tangents. But 

SC?-—SC?=2C0C’. NL; 

SC? -—SC* 2r 
2NLZ sin a= CG" 0G 

, F 
e* — 

= Qr 
"e+ & — Qee’ cosy’ 

Hence the sum of the four perpendiculars is 

e’* — ee cosy 
Ar, 

e+ 6 — 2ee’ cosy’ 

whence the given result since 

= Ir. 

9. If ¢ be the angle between the tangents from (a’, y’) to 

een ts 

she 
and p, p’ the focal distances of (w’, y’), then 

one / x” y” cine o 8 

pp sin $ = 2ab 4 / “io (See xxx11. 8.) 

a ih ie a 

ee 
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Now suppose the triangle AC formed by the tangents at 
a, B, y. Then if A is (a, y’), we have 

oe cos® ee sin® ao Y B 

«ft 21 Stan BY, 
a b BON) hak agree | cise - 

2 9 

AS. AS’ sin A = 2ab tan Eo @ 
~! 

so that the identity to be proved is 

Sl? Se 
p 2 

Now if the tangent at @ is the variable tangent, then p, qg, r 
are proportional to 

and the expression last written is 

cos (9-F FY ea ane 

B mas cos — 

Hence the identity to be proved is 

B-y.. @—a 5 sin —- =, 

COs 

> sin 

which is obviously true. 

10. Let h be the depth of the rings below O, and suppose 
each string makes an angle 6 with the vertical. Then evidently 

asin@é=h tana, 

and the equation of virtual work is 

3w. dh+W.d(acosé+h)=0, 

a cos 6 

tana ~ 

_ (w+ W) cota 

‘ ‘ W 

and the required depth is a cos 6. 

ie. (3w+ W) 66—W .asin@. 86=0, 

whence tan 6 
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11. Let A be the vertex, PN the radius of the string in the 
initial position, P’N’ (= x) the radius in the final position. Then 
the work done in stretching the string is 

(extension) x (mean tension) = (27x — 2mr) x 3X. Sia 

clad 

The work done by gravity is 
12 

YON ee 

Equating these, we get 

. a 
4a r 

es 4r\7a + Wr 

% 4rA7ra— Wr = 

y) 

whence 

12, Leta be the angle of the plane. Then the velocity on 
reaching the top is given by 

V? = 3gl — 2g] sina=1(5—4 sin a) gl, 

and the range on the platform is 

V? sin 2 ns 
mee a = $1(5—4sina)sin 2a 

= 41(5 sin 2a — 2 cosa + 2 cos 3a). 

If we write a + 6 for a, where 6 is small, the expression in the 

bracket is increased by 

26 (5 cus 2a + sin a — 3 sin 3a), 

and therefore the range will be continually increasing between 
0 and a, provided 

5 cos 2a + sina — 3 sin 3a 

remains positive in this interval. But putting sina=«, this 
expression iS 

5 (1 — 2a?) +x—3 (3x — 4a), 

le. (2% —1) (62? — 2” — 5), 

This is positive if «<1, since both factors are negative, it 
vanishes when #=3, ie. when a= 30°, and becomes negative 
when 4 <«#<1, whence the results stated follow. 
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XLII. 

1. Let O be the given point. Then inverting from O the 
circles become two straight lines cutting at a given angle and 

touching a given circle. Hence the locus of the intersection of 

the two lines is a concentric circle, and therefore the locus 

required is the inverse of this concentric circle, ie. a circle 
coaxal with O and the given circle. 

2. Let PF be the perpendicular from P on CD, the diameter 

conjugate to CP. Then the radius of curvature is CD?*/PF. 

But, in the present case, since the circle touches the tangents 

at the extremities of the diameter through P, its radius must be 

PF, and therefore PF=CD. But PF.CD=ab. 

CD? =ab. 

3. Denoting the expression on the right by /(), we have 

f(n-1)=— + (4 +=5) 

] 1 Le 
#4 (5 beg 941): 

Hence. 

Fin ~1)-F(0) = (4-2) +4 (5-5) +8(sg-3) 

tee tong (1-2)-2 (+4 +. +1), 

Le. J (n=1)= f(n)= 1)* wat Ht a 

"§ f(n)-f(n-1)= 5, whence f(n)=3+ ai at. 
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4, Let A, B, C, D be the four men cutting in this order. 

At his first cut A’s chance is ;4,, at his second (43)* x j4, since 

each player must. have failed once before A can have a second 

cut. <At his third cut his chance is (+3)* x ;4,, and so on. Hence 

A’s chance is the infinite series 

vs {1+ (43)* + (G3) +... }- 

Denoting the series in the bracket by S, the respective chances of 

A, B, C, D are 

1 ¢ 12 b AY 12\2 1 12\3 -. 
wsS; 73-135 (G3)-as5, (G3). tes 

and these are in the ratio 

~-12./12\2./12\3 
1:35: (¢3)": G5) 

Hence A’s expectation (in pounds) is 

1 

1+) + Gay + Gay 
5. Denoting the areas of the triangles ABC, A’B'C’ by 

A, A’, we have 

62’? + ¢?b'? — 2bb' cc’ cos (A + A’) 

= 6?¢'?2 + ¢?b'2 — 2bb'cc' cos A cos A’ + 8AA’ 

=? + 2b? —3 (B+ —a?)(b%+0¢?—-a’?) + BAN’ 

= 4 (3a?) (Sa) — Bara? + BAM... ee eeeeeee eee e eee (i), 

and, by symmetry, this is equal to the other two similar ex- 

pressions. 

Further Sa? = 8k? (1 + cos A cos B cos C) (xi. 8). 

“. (3a?) (3a’?) = 32.4? BR’? (4 — & cos? A — & cos? A’ 

+2cos A cos Bcos C cos A’ cos B’ cos C"’). 
Also 

Sea’? = 16R? R'?. & (1 —cos? A) (1 —cos? A’) 

= 16k? R'? (3 — 3 cos? A — 3 cos? A’ + 3 cos? A cos? A’), 

and “A=2R? sin A sin Bsin C. 

Substituting these values in (i), the result follows. 
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6. Replacing the first element cos 6 by 2 cos 6, and denoting 
the resulting determinant by A,, we evidently have 

A, os 2 cos 6 . A. rite Ri ee ec en 0 9° -@eereeveee (i). 

sin 2 
Now A, =2c08@=—- a 

sin 6 
in 36 

Me = 40S — b= 8 coe 20 + be ; 
sin 6 

: sin (n+ 1)6 ; 
This suggests A, = ae and assuming this true for all 

suffixes up to (n-1), we have, by (i), 
2 cos @sinné — sin(n—1)@ sin (n+1)6 

bao . — . ; 

sin 6 sin 6 

and hence the result is true generally. 

Now, denoting the given determinant by D, we have 

A, =D +0086 Ay. 

psn (n+ 1)@-cos @sin sae - 
sin 6 

i. Suppose the equation has a root Y+7Y. Then 

cot (X +71¥)=a(X +7"). 

cot (X—71Y)=a(X—-1zY), 

whence 

we sin 2X tae sinh 2Y 

~ cosh 2Y —cos 2X’ gosh 2¥ —cos 2X’ 

sin Ay. . sinh ae cosh 2 Y — cos 2X oy aa) 5 “- 

Now ae a is always positive, so that the second of these 

three quantities is always negative. But since 

cosh 2Y> 1 > cos 2X, 

the third quantity is always positive. Hence the impossibility. 

Aw — A'y+ A” 
Af? 

(where A is the given determinant), as we see by multiplying the 

8. Each of the given fractions is equal to 

R. K. 14 
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numerators and denominators of successive fractions by A, — A’, A” 

and adding. Similarly, each fraction is equal to 
me 9 et ds ” me / ” c+ By--B Be Ca —C'y+C : 

At A 

Hence the equation to the conic is 

(Az — A’'y + A”) (Cau —C'y+ C0") — (Bess B'y + B’ P= 

in which the coefficients of a, y° and xy are 

AC—B*, A’C’—B", -(AC'+A'C-2BB’). 

But for the general conic 

i1l-@ ab — lh? 

Hence the result, 

9. The equation to the parabola must be of the form 

a — y®— a? + Xd (xa! — yy’ — a)? = 

with the condition 

(1 +Aa'?) (—1+4 Ay”) = Va?y”, 

whence AN=- s ) 
: a 

and the equation becomes : 

(ay’ — ay)? — 2a? (aear' — yy’) + 2a*# = 0............ (i). 

The equation to the directrix is therefore of the form 

ae’ + yy’ =k, | 

and if (X, Y) is the focus, the equation to the parabola is 

(x on x) < (y- Y= (war! yy = ky? 
erty" b] 

Le. (my —x'y) — 2ar[X (a'? + y'*) — ak] - ag tare ee yk] 
+(X° + FO (Ws yo Ma Osi. Gi = 

Comparing (i) and (ii), we have 

X (a? + y'*) = (a +k) x, 
2 2 12 pe ae 4 

Y (a? +y'*) =(-a?+k)y’, (X24 Y?) (x? + y)=h + 20%. 
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Hence, squaring and adding, 

(a’? + y'?) (k? + 2a*) = (a? + kh)? wo’? + (a? —k)P yy”, 

ie. af (a’? + x?) = Qha? (x’? — y’*) = 2hat. 

e?+y® 
eer 9 

10. Since the rods are smooth, the strings must be per- 

pendicular to them in the position of equilibrium, and 0, the 
intersection of the directions of the strings, must be vertically 

below the centre of the rod. Let G be the centre of the rod AB, 
and suppose the rod makes an angle 6 with the vertical. Then 

GO _sin(r—@—a) GO_ sin(6—f) 

AG sin a ' fe aap 

sin C +a) sin 8 = sin (6 —£) sina, 

2 sin asin 2 

sin (a—f) © 

Also, projecting on the vertical, 

i cosa—AB cos 6-1’ cos B= 0. 

AB = (I cosa—I' cos f) sec 6. 

whence tan 6= 

11. The infinitely rapid series of impacts is equivalent to a 
continuous finite force (cf. the fall of a chain on a table, etc.). 
Let this force, equivalent to the action of the man’s feet against 
the plank, be Y downwards on the man in the direction of the 

plank, and upwards on the plank in the direction of its length. 

Then, for the plank, 
Q = Mg cos a. 

For the man, if / is his acceleration downwards in the direction 

of the plank (which will also be his acceleration in space, since 
the plank does not move), 

mf =mg cos a + Q. 

: M+m 
ee a. = + 9 C08 a 

The velocity at the end of the plank is given by 

M +n 
vs2fa= 2ga cosa. 

m 

14—2 
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13. The acceleration of the train towards the centre is 
2 

f= —_ and the pendulum oscillates as though the acceleration 

due to gravity were g,, where g,= Jf? + g 

Hence, if 7’ be the length of the ordinary equivalent ee 

lum, we have 

mp: = Ir 

ee ht: yey a 5 
Yat. 2=1(14%) © =1(1 a =1(1 2° ag? 

approximately, since a is large. 

™~ 

XLITI. 

1. Invert the system from O, denoting the inverse points by 

the corresponding small letters. Then the triangles OPO’, Opo’ 

are similar. 
OP on= OF: Oo. 

Similarly for Y. Hence 

OP. OQ: OP - O90 =0'p:. 0¢ + Bo", 
and similarly, 

OH. OS: Oh. Os = OF, G8) Uo-. 

But the points p, g, 7, s are on a circle, 

op.0g=0r. o's, 

whence the result follows. 

2. Let V be the middle point of PR, and PF the per- 

pendicular on CD, the diameter conjugate to CP. 

Then CR? + CP? = 2CV*+ 2) P?. 

Also 

COR? =CF +h? + 2Fn Pr 

= CP? +p?+2CD?, where p is the radius of curvature, 

=@+b?+p?+CD?. 

20°V?+2VP? = 2 (a? +b?) + p®. 
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But « p= 2/7 FP. Ol = FP4*+ as 3, 

Hence the circle on P& as diameter cuts the director circle 

orthogonally and therefore P and & are conjugate points. 

3. We have 

a (z- x) (w@-—y) = — a — a yz + xt (y + 2) 

=-—2a°-—a*yz, since y+2=-@. 

Sa (2 — x) (wx —y) = — 23a? — xyz, Sar’. 

Also aye (y — 2) =— (y — 2) (2—@) (w—y). (2y*2’). 
Hence the first product is 

(23a + xyz. Bar) (By?2?) / a yr 2’, 

Now let a, y, z be the roots of #+qt—r=0, Then 

8;+ 983—18,=0, where 3s, = 3a". 

But 8, = Or, - & = — 2a: .. 8, = — Oor. 

Hence the above expression is 

(—10gr — 297) q° _ x 1\° San ss ae t= — 12eyz(3=). 

4. In the 7 trials, suppose that each success is represented 

by a white counter, and each failure by a black one. Arrange 
the counters in a row, and suppose that there are p black ones. 

Now before the p black counters, between each successive pair, 

and at the end of them, there are (p+ 1) spaces, each of which 
may be occupied by 0, 1 or 2 white counters. Hence the number 

of admissible arrangements, with p black counters, is the co- 

efficient of «”-? in the expansion of (1+a+42*)?*, ie. the 
coefficient of «"*! in the expansion of (a#+a?+a*)?*", Also the 
probability of any one arrangement with p black counters is 

a)" "GP: 
Hence the chance required when there are p black counters is 

qn * coefficient of a"*! in 3"? (a + a +a°)P+). 
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Hence the total chance is 

m : p=n 

qn” coefficient of a*!in 3 3"-? (x + a? 4+ a°)Pt, 

p=0 
Now putting «+2°+a>=t, we have 

p=n 3etl _ gnti 

RE: ggg ae 5 tend 
p=0 3 —t 

Omitting ¢"*", which gives powers of a all higher than «"*!, the 

required chance is thus 

3241 

— x coefficient of #”*! in 
4n a 

Also 

ee 3 We 3 a 
$-t 3-t 8-27-28 =e —  (L—a)(342e4a%) ’ 

and since 3 + 2a + «?=3 (1 —-az) : — Bx), we find 

3 a9 ] 

(l-x)(3+2xa+a?) 71 =3+#(75" a 

Thus the required chance is 

32t1 

4n * 

{4 ya 1 (q%*1 + B8*?)} = (3)"7) (2 + qh@tly = Seiad 

5. Subtracting the third row from the first, and the fourth 

from the second, then adding the first column to the second, and 

the third to the fourth, we get 

sin a—sin Bf, 0 , siny—sind, ~ 0 

cos a — cos f, 0 , Cosy—cos 4, 0 oF 

snP , sina+sin £, sind  , sin y+sind| 

cosB , cosa+cosf, cosé6 = ,_-— cosy + cos 

and the determinant is the product of the factors 

. (sin a — sin f) (cos y — cos 8) — (cos a — cos f) (sin y ~sin 6) 

and 

(sin a + sin £) (cos y + cos 6) — (cos a + cos #) (sin y + sin 8). 
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The first factor is 

2 cos **F sin oe — sin "57 

—2 sin ~ " fe ,2c084** sin Y>* 

a Gh hae jee sk | = 4sin —— 5 sin 7° 

In the same way, the second factor is 

dsin = ote” cos oe. 

Hence sin? * +P —¥—° ain (a B) sin (y — 8) = 0, 

leading to the conclusions stated. 

6. We have — 

T2=2(ethar+gwt...) (e<l). 

Now let O=e', d=e *, sothat 64= 5.4, 6p = 1. 

Then 

1 + 6a 
log | =p, = 2 (Oe — 5 ba? — 160° +i ga'+t6a°-...), 

log jE =2 (oo 4 Ba? — fa? + 480" +...) 

Subtracting, 

pee! pa) _ a F aoe 

whence, putting «= 1, we have 

i +$—-t7¢ 802 = 595 8(- 1) 

a 
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Also the denominator is 7° therefore the value of the fraction 

is /2. 

7. <Any line parallel és the tangent at a is 

* = ¢cos 6+cos (~a), 

as 1S evident from the Cartesian form. 

If this coincides with = e cos 6 + cos (6— 8), we have 

e+cosB sinB 7 

e+cosa sina k 
( =A, suppose). 

{\ (e+ cosa) —el? + sin? a=1, 

ie. A®(1 + 2e cos a +e?) — 2de (e+ cos a) +e?—1 =0, 

or {A(1 + 2e cos a +e?) — (e?— 1)$(A— 1) =0, 

rae | 
my ey ae 

1 + 2e cos a + & 
whence v 

The latter value gives the original tangent. 

8. The line dx+my+n=0 will be a normal if 

2 2 2 72\2 @ He b?) 

Cie ge 

as we easily find by comparing with the eccentric angle form. 

Hence to find the condition that fe 5" AI Fs 

7 p. 
we must write p, —A, — px, + AY, for , m, nm in the above, and we | 

then get 

is a normal, 

(a?d2 + B22) (— pity + Ayo)? = (a? — B?)? p22’, 

and writing «—-%, y—¥Y, for A, p, this gives the equation to the 

four normals. 

9. The line = 7—4 + meets the general conic where 
cos@ sin @ 

a (a +rcos 0)? + 2h (a + rcos 0) (y' +rsiné) +... +... =9, 
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i.e. 7° (acos? 6 + 2h cos 6 sin 6 + b sin? 6) ‘ 

+ 2r[(aa’ + hy’ +g) cos 6 + (ha' + by'+ f) sin | +S’ =0, 

and the line will be a tangent provided this equation in 7 has 

equal roots. This will be the case if 

[ (aa’ + hy' +g) cos 6+ (ha' + by’ + f) sin 6}? 

= S’ (a cos? 6 + 2h sin 6 cos 6 + b sin? 6), 
reducing to 

(Cy? — 2Fy' + B) cos? 6 - 2 (Ca'y' — Fa' — Gy’ + H) cos 6 sin 6 

+ (Ca? — 2G’ + A) sin? 6=0 ...(i). 

The values of @ given by this equation are the directions of 

the two tangents which can be drawn from («’, y’) to the curve. 

Calling these 6, and 6,, the angle between the tangents is 6, —6,. 

Now writing (i) as an equation in tan 6, we have 

_ 2 (Ca'y' — Fa' — Gy’ + H) 
tan 6, + tan 6, =— On? 90x a A , 

Cy’? -—2Fy' +B 

Ca’? -—2Ga' + A’ 

and from, these (tan 6, — tan 6,)° 

_ 44(Ca'y'— Fa’ — Gy’ + HYP —(Ca’? — 2Ga' + A) (Cy'*— 2Fy' + B)} 

if (Cx'* — 2Gu' + AP 

tan 6, tan 6, = 

Now the quantity in the bracket in the numerator reduces to 

(PF? — BC) aw’? +...4+...+2(BG— FH)x+...+..., 

and remembering that BC—¥? =aA, etc., this is simply — AS’, 

so that 

2/-AS’ 
tan 0, (any aoe ag, 4 

Hence 

ton(é— 6) < tan 6, — tan 6, 

1 + tan 6, tan 6, 

: 2/- AS’ 
~ O(a’? + y'*) — 2Ga’ —2Fy + A+ B 
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Again the equation to the asymptotes is S— 5 =0, and if 

this is equivalent to (le+my+) («+ m'y+n’)=0, we have 

ll’=a, mm' =b, lm'+l'm=2h, whence 

(2? +m?) (2 + m’*) = (ll — mm’)? + (lm’ + I'm) 

= (a—b)? + 4h?, 

and the product of the perpendiculars is 

lna+my+n Va+my+n' =( a) 
8 S-— = — BY 5 a) ger Wee ony G) | SV (a- by + 4. 

10. In the position of limiting equilibrium, let AB be the 
upper rod, A’B’ the lower, MZ, NV the projections of A and B on 

the plane, 6 the angle between AB, A'S’, and ¢ the angle either 
string makes with the horizontal. Then 

2a cos $= A'M = 2asin S. ae ey Be 

Now evidently the ends of the rod will begin to move in a 

direction perpendicular to its length, and we may suppose the 

weight of the rod replaced by two weights, each 4W, at its 

extremities. Hence if 2 be the pressure at either end of the 

rod, 7’ the tension of either string, we have, resolving horizontally, 

perpendicular to the rod, 

pk =T cos d cos : = T' cos ¢sin q, 

and vertically &+7'sing=iVW. 

+W 

sin (V3 cos¢+1) 
From these we get FP 

Now, sin ¢ (V3 cos¢ + 1) = mt sin 26+ sin d, and this increases — 

as long as /3 cos 26+ cos @ remains positive (as in xLI. 12). 

But putting cos¢=4, this is 

J3 (2a — 1) +0 = (2a + /3) (3a — 1). 

OES pee are ea ee ee ae ane 
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This is positive as long as # > “5 , and changes sign when 

passes through that value. Hence sin¢ (/3cosf+1) is a 

1 . 2 , 
maximum when cos ¢ = B , sing ee , and in this case 

11. Let 7, 7” be the tensions of the upper and lower parts 

of the string. Since there is no initial velocity, m has no initial 

acceleration along BA. Let its acceleration perpendicular to 4B 

be f. Then that of m’ along CB will be fsinf, since BC is 

inextensible. 

Hence we have the equations 

2 xo mng 008 6 + 7" 006 DF vine vevanccne die (i), 

mf = mgsina— TZ" sin B..........0068. (il), 
m'fsin B = T” — mg cos (a + B) ..........68. (ili). 

Eliminating / from (ii) and (iii), we find 

“a mm'g cos a cos B 

~ m+’ sin? B ’ 

whence from (1) | T == ‘adh ed 9g arse 
m+m sin’ B- 

12. Let v be the velocity with which the stone strikes the 

train, so that v?=2gh. Then 

impulse due to friction = » x normal impulse 

=pxmv(1+e)=Fmv (1 +4) =m. 

Hence the horizontal velocity communicated to the particle is v. 

Let V be the velocity of the train, so that V?= 29k. Then the 

relative velocity of the train and particle is V—v. The time of 
se ee 

flight of the particle is os + _ and in this time the train will 

describe relatively to the particle a distance 

(V —v) = 2h} (kt — h3), 
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Hence if the length of the train is less than this distance, the 

particle will not hit the train again. 

XLIV. 

1. Itis known that if 4P+ PB isa minimum, AP and PBL 

must make equal angles with CP, ie. CP is the external bisector 

of the angle APB. Now let D divide AZ internally in the same 
ratio as C divides it externally, so that D is a fixed point, and 
PD the internal bisector of APB, ie. CPD is a right angle. 
Hence drawing a sphere on CD as diameter the locus of P is the 

section of this sphere by the given plane, 1.e. a circle. 

2. Let the normals at Q, Q’, Q” all pass through P and meet 

the parabola again in q, q’,q”. Then since the centre of the circle 

qq'q’ ison the axis, one of the sides of qgq‘q" must be perpendicular 
to the axis. Let this be gq’ meeting the axis in n, and draw QJ, 

Q'N', PL perpendicular to the axis. Let the normals at Y, Q’ meet 

the axis in G, G’. Then 

AN.An=AG?, AWN’. An=AG@” (as in 111. 2). 

AG AG? AG?— AG’ 
Hence 7 WN? =AG+AG, 

since AG=2a+AN, AG’ =2a+ AN’. 

Hence AG@?=AN (AG + AG), 

ie, AG.2a=AN.AG, 

ie. (AV + 2a) 2a=AN (AN + 2a); 

cag 6: er tbs, © eer ens peer en eee (i). 

Now, from similar triangles, 

PL: LG=QN : 2a; 

., PL?:(AG—ALY=AN:a=4a: AM, 

and PL’; (AL —AG')Y=4a: AN. 

Hence PL?:(AL—AG’)—(AG-—AL)=4a: NN’, 

', PLI?=4a(2AL-AG—AG)...........065. (ii). 

RE ee ee Oy eT ie Tee 

FOR TRE SOS | TR ET 

Tee eee eT 
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(AG- AL) (AL-AGY _(AG-AL)(AL-—AG) 
mY AN Ao 2a Aus 

AQ dL AERA AG AC. 
We Se ee 
AL. AG’ = AG" + 2a (AG~ AG’) 

= AG?+ AN. AG'~2a.AG'; 
 AL= AG’ + AN—2a=AG@' + AG— 4a. 

Hence by (ii) PL* = 4a(AL — 4a), 
i.e. the locus of P is an equal coaxal parabola. 

3. The first part easily follows from the Binomial Expansions of 

€ +)" and (1 3) 
m n 

To prove the second part, we observe that the a.m. of the 
quantities 

1\8. 722 =); “y 

()» GG) G 
is greater than their G.m. ; 

i.e. Sad ly - ey ’ 
4n? n” 

4. Let WV be the number, and suppose that 

N=WM(91)+r. 

By hypothesis N®=M (91)+5; 

*, N&= M(91) + 5r. 
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But by Fermat’s theorem, since V must be prime to 13, V® has 

one of the forms J/(13) +1, and also has the form J/ (7) + 1, since - 

N is prime to 7. Hence JV° is of one of the forms 

M(91)+1 or M(91) + 64. 

We therefore have | : 

5r=M(91)+1 or M(91)+ 64, 

and remembering that 7 < 91, we find numerically that the only 

possible values are 7*=73 in the first case, and 7=31 in the second. 
But we must also have 7° = (91)+5, and this is satisfied by 

r=31 and not by r=73. Hence r=31. 

5. Since sin(@+y)sin(8-y) = sin?B -sin’y; 

therefore if we put sin? a= a, etc., the first expression becomes 

: AG 2) sek fe a A (i), 

and the second 

Sa? (y — 2) =— (y —2) (2— a) (wy). 
But the first expression vanishes when y=z and is therefore 

divisible by y—z. Similarly for z—a# and w-y. 
If n=3, (i) becomes 

2a? (y — 2) = —(y —2) (2— mere y) (a+ y + 2); 
so that the quotient in this case is § sin? a. 

If m= 4, (i) becomes 

at (y— 2) = —(y—%) (%— a) (w—y) (2a? + Byz), 
and the quotient is 

> sin*a + & sin? B sin? y. 

6. We have 

6b sin (6+ C)+csin (6— B) = asin 6. 
Hence if : 

kasin@=a, «bsin(@+C)=y, «csin(6—-B) =z, 

we have y+ 2=@2, and the squares of the sides are a? — x”, etc. ; 

", 16A? = 23 (0? — y’) (c?— 27) — & (a? — 2)? 

= 16A? — 23 (6? + c?- a’) 2’, 

since 23 y¥°2* — Sa*=0, one factor being y+z-«; 
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’. 164% =16A?— 43 bc cos A. 2?” 

= 16A?— 4x abe 

[asin®? 6 cos A + b sin? (6 + C) cos B + ¢ sin? (6 — B) cos C'}. 

The expression in the bracket is 

sin? 0 (a cos A + 6 cos® C cos B + ¢ cos? B cos C) 

+ cos 6(b sin® C cos B + ¢ sin® B cos C) 

= sin? 6 (a cos A + acos B cos C) + cos? 6. b sin C sin A 

= asin Bsin C (sin® 6 + cos? 6) ; 

*. 164” = 16A? — 4«?a*bc sin B sin C 

= 16A? — 16x?A?, 

Le. A’=(1—- 2 A. 

7. The equation to the conic having double contact with 

ax*+by?=1 along le+my=1 

and passing through the origin is 

ast” + by” — 1 + (la +my—1)?=0, 

and its centre is given by 

ax +1 (la + my —1)=0) 
bey oul acu TheOs Sh a RRR Ala (i), 

‘om 
whence ee be =k, suppose, 

and from (i) we then have 

1+k{k(ax’ + by*)— 1} =9, 

i.e. tee le de’ errr errr (il). 

Now the condition that /a#+my=1 should be a normal is 
easily found to be 

ab? ab : 
eS oe (a — 6)’, 

Fe me 
whence a te by? oe id, feoet) SA SOE re ee (iii). 
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Eliminating #? from (ii) and (ili), we find 

{ab (a — by? aty? + (ata? + bey?) (aac? + by*)}? 
= ab (a — b)? ay? (a®a? + b®y”), 

8. Let the point ¢ be one of the extremities of the conjugate 

semi-diameters, so that 

_ (a sin’ $ + 6? cos? )2 

. ab 

The equation to the normal at ¢ is 

x—-acosp y—bsing _ 

p.bcosd p.asingd — 

where p? (a? sin? p + 6? cos’ d) = 1. 

This meets the ellipse where 

’ 

(a+pbry cosh (b+ par)’ sin’ d 

a? sf 6? Ks 

giving r=0, or 
2 b a, b ieee 

2 (= cost $ +5 sin® 6) + pr (= 008 +55 sin® $ )=0; 

2ab (a? sin? b + 6? cos? o)2 
so that = ee oe : 

a‘ sin? d + b* cos’ 

pe: a‘ sin? b + 64 cos? 

on 2a?b? 

sige ae 
and writing 5+ ¢, for ¢, we have also 

p aco d+ bi sin’ ¢ | 

n’ 2a? b? ‘ 

p. p at+0b 

in) a eh 
| 

9. The tangent at A is nB+my=0. If the normal is 

pB+qy=9, the condition of perpendicularity is 

np +mq—(ng + mp) cos A = 0, 

or p (n—mecos A)+q (m—ncos A) = 9, 
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whence the normal is 

(m—ncos A) B —(n—mcos A) y =90, 

and similarly the normals at B and C are 

(n—1 cos B) y- (l—n cos B) a= 0, 

and (l—m cos C)a—(m—l cos C) B=9. 

If these meet in a point, we must have 

(m—ncos A) (n—Ilcos B) (l—m cos C) 

=(n —mcos A) (l— ncos B) (m—Il cos C), 

whence x1 (m? — n*) (cos A + cos & cos CV) = 0, 

i.e. 31 (m?— nv?) sin B sin C = 0. 

10. Let @ be the length of the plank, / the distance of the 
c. of a. from the top end, r the radius of the cylinder, ¢ the 

inclination of the plank when unloaded, « the distance between 

w’ and the point of contact when the plank is horizontal. 

Then taking moments about the point of contact in each case, 
we have 

W (a—x-—ra)=w(x+ra—h)+ W'(x+ra), 

W’ (a—x—rfB) + w(h-ax-rB)=W («+r), 

whence Wa=(W+ W'+w) (@ + ra) - wh 
W'a=(W+ W'+w) oa iad 

Now h—w=r¢, and combining this with (i) we get 

_ row ,-te(w+w) 

ae w : 
whence from (il) 

W _ (W+ W' + w) (gw + aw’) — wo (w+ w') 

W' (W+ W'+w) (pw + Bw’) — wo (w + w’) 

_ gw (W+ W' =) +a! (W + W! +w) 
gw (W+ W'—w’)+ Bo’ (W+ W'+ w)’ 

giving the required value of ¢. 

R. K. 15 
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11. Let ¢ be the time from the instant of projection of the 
second ball to the first impact: the first ball will, at the beginning 
of this interval, be at a height 

v7 — v7 

2g 

yt — gf): v, + 
*. (v, -—%) t= — ~ 1h tee 

The height of the balls will then be 

ia and = Ms) _ Pe mh 09 v,t—4gt 2g v, 4 — 89 , 

and the velocities will be v,—gé and v,—gt, both upwards, 

° Vv; sau Vo vy — Vo 

1.e. 5 antl se 

At the first impact the balls, being perfectly elastic, inter- 
change velocities, ie. the velocity of the second ball is merely 
reversed, and it must therefore reach the ground again after 

time ¢ with velocity v,. But the velocity of the first ball 
upwards at this instant is 

i C8 ic ey esi 
ee 2. 

Hence from this instant the previous motion is repeated, the 

only change being the substitution of — v, for v,, thus completing 
the results (ii) and (iii). 

Again, the time between successive impacts of the balls 

= time between first impact and second ball reaching the ground 

+ time between second ball reaching ground and second impact 

2g oe 

12. If the particle is describing a conical pendulum of semi-_ 

vertical angle a + 6, we have 

T=mw'l, mg=T'cos (a+6); 

w= d : 
/ cos (a + @) 
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If in this case the cone is about to turn about a point O in 
the base, the moments of 7’ and the weight of the cone about O 
must be equal, i.e. 7’sin 6= Mg sina; 

cos(a+6)  sin@ cos a cos 6 

m Msina m+Msin?a 

1 
b 4 nnn 

2 . 2 l . 

M®* sin’ a + —.— (m+ M sin* a)? 
cos? a 

] 

2 J (i+ m)? tan? a + m2” 

sf »/(M + my tan? a +m? 

a ie m 

=¢ E +(1 My canal! 

giving the required maximum value of o. 

mes 77) 

XLV. 

1. Let J be the in-centre and let AP, AY cut the inner circle 

in # and F. Let PQ touch the inner circle at D. Then if 

HAK is the common tangent at 4, 

ADE = AQP = HAP. 

Also EDP=EAD; .. ADP =ADE+ EAD. 

But ADP =AQD+DAQ; «. EFAD=DAQ; 

*, I lies on AD, 

Further, 44 : AP =the ratio of the diameters of the circles; 

’, PE: PA is a constant ratio, 

But PE. PAaliP, me. PA*> FD=aAl : 1D: 

’. Al: ID is constant. 

Hence A7 : AD is constant, and therefore since D describes 

the circle ADF, evidently Z describes another circle touching this 
circle at A, 

15—2 
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2. Let PQ be the chord of curvature at P, V its middle 

point. Let the tangents at P and Y meet in 7. Then 7'V is 
parallel to the axis, and PV, P7' are equally inclined to the axis ; 

Fie € F< 

Also if 7'V meets the parabola in ?’, then 7’P’=P’'V. Hence 
PP’ is perpendicular to 7'V. Suppose PP’ and PQ meet the axis 
in WV and L respectively, and draw VM perpendicular to the axis. 

Then ¥M=P'N=PN eS. LEM =NL. 

But AL=AN+NL; 

AM=AN+2NL=AN + 2M, 

if the tangent at P meets the axis in ¢, 

But - AN = At; x 

1 Nae eaAns .*, AM =zdAL, 

and VMP=P'N*?=4A8S.AN= $48. AM, 

i.e. the locus of V is a parabola of latus-rectum 4 AS. 

3. ‘Taking a particular value of z, say p, the equation 

“a+ y=n — 2p 

has (including zero) n — 2p + 1 solutions. 

Hence the number of solutions of the original equation is 

p=m 

x (n—2p+1), 
p=0 

5 if ~ is odd. 
n , : n 

where m= 5 if m is even, and = 

This sum is 

(n+ 1)(m+1)—m(m+1)=(m+1)(n+1—-~m), 

2n—1+(-1)" 

4 
and if m= (which includes both cases above) this 

is equal to 

2n+3+(—1)" 2n+5-(-1)" 

4 4 

_ (2n + 3) (2n + 5)—142 (-1)" 

16 

= 4 {2n?+8n+74+(-1)"}. 
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4. If uw, denote either the numerator or denominator of the 

nth convergent, we have 

Unt = Uy — 2" (1 —20"-1) Uy 5 

‘Ung — (1 — 2") Ug = 20" [Uy — (1 — 2") u,-,]. 

Similarly 

eeeoeeeoeeeee eves ee Oeeeeeeeseeveeseeeseeeeeeeeeeeeeseeneseeseeeee ee? 

uz — (1 — a2) w= x? [w.— (1 — ax) uy]. 

Multiplying these equations we get 

n(n+1) _ 

Unai—(l—-2")u,=a [w, — (1 — ax) w,]. 

Now for the numerators w,—(1—%)u,=a, so that this 

equation becomes 

tea leew? , 

Uns Un 

°F (=a) (1-22)... 1—2") (1-2) (1 — 24)... (1-2) 

n (n+) 
x 

~ (l—a) (1—2)... (1—2")’ 

Writing down the succession of similar equations and adding, 
we obtain 

n(n+1) 

Uni . n x 2 

(1 —a)(1-2a*)... (1 — a”) © A+ aa wea ( haf) 

For the denominators w,—(1—#)u,=0, which evidently 
leads to : 

Uns 

(1-a)(1—a%)...(1—2") é 

Thus the infinite continued fraction is equal to the infinite 
series 

n (n+1) 

‘Tes ee (i). 
1 (lL—a)(1-2?)... 1-2") 
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Now consider the infinite product 7 

(1 +a) (1+ ax) (1+a?a) ..., 

which is convergent if a<1. Suppose it equal to 

14+ A,x%+ A,xv?+.... 

Then, changing x into ax, we have the identity 

(l+a) (1+ A,ax+...+A,a"x"+ ...) 

=1+A\o+.,.. + Aga" +.... 

Equating coefficients of «”, we have 

q’-1 

As PR ag ae EY we 2 ‘aoe An=7—a- Pao 

ql qn-2 a 1 

Hence A, = ; ae ; 
cA eg peg l—a@ l-a 

n (n—-1) 

as 

~ (1=a) (1—a@?) ...(1—a")’ 

Now putting a = x (as we may do, since a <1), it follows that the 
infinite product (1 + x) (1 + 2) (1 +2°) ... is equal to the series (i), 
which proves the result. 

5. We have 

cos (6 + a) [cos (Wy + 8) cos (Wy + a) — cos (6 + d) cos (p + a)] 

3 = a (cos 2W — cos 2¢), 

ie. $.co0s(@+ a) [cos (2 +6 +a) —cos(2$+6+ a)] 

= a (cos 2 — cos 2¢), 

whence, since sin (6 —y) #0, we get 

cos (9+ a)sin(0+¢+wW+a)=2asin(P+yp) ...... (i), 

and two similar equations, which are all satisfied if 

6+¢+W+a=n7r, a= 0, 

If not, cos (0+ a)sin (y+ 0) =cos(P?+a)sin(p+ y), 

ie. sin (26+Y+a)-sin (26+ ~ +a)=0, 
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whence, since sin (6 — ¢) #0, we get 

cos (6+o¢+W+a)=0; 

. O+b+t+a=nr+—. 
2 

In this case sin(6@+o¢+yY+a)=(— 1 y, 

and sin (¢ + w)=(— 1)" cos (6 + a), 

whence, from (i), a=. 

6. From the equation 

n-1 

cos nd — cos nO = 2"-'. I {cos o — cos ¢ + =} 
0 

we get 
n-1 orr 

log (cos np — cos n6) = log 2"~* + - log {cos  — cos (8 + =) . 

whence, changing ¢ into ¢+/ a equating coefficients of A 
(or differentiating with regard to ¢), we get 

n sin nb 1 n-1 1 

sing ° cosnp—cosnd 4 Qrr\ - 
cos ¢ -- cos (0 ~ ~~) 

Hence, if a <6, putting cos¢ =—-=, the required sum is = 
b b 

n sin np 1 

[2 — a2 cos nd — cos nO © 

If a>6, the sum is 

nm sinh nu 1 

Ja —e * cosh nu—cos nO’ 

a 
where cosh u = 3: 

7. Suppose the radius of the circle is p. Its centre is 
(a, 0), the parabola being y?= 4az. 

If the chords m,, m, and m,, m, touch the circle, we must 
have 

4a?(1+m,m,)? 4a?(1+m,m,)?_ , 

4+(m, +m)?  44+(m,+m) — ? 
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le. m, and m, are the roots of 

(1 +m,t) 
4+ (m, + t)? =i aE. A, suppose), 

or (A — m,”) f+ 2m, (A-1)¢+A(4 + m?)—1=0. 

Hence the equation to the chord m,, ms will be 

a (A — m,”) + ym, (A- 1) + a{rA(4 +m?) — 1} =0, 

and its envelope for different values of m, is 

y? (A— 1)? = 4 (aX—«x) (aA + 4ard— a), 

or 4da? + (A- 1)? y? — 4a (A? — 4A + 1) - 402A (44-1) =0 

which is a circle coinciding with the original circle if 

(A—1f=44, 10° A=3 +4 2.,/2, 

, 

whence x= J2 +1. 

The greater value corresponds to one of the escribed circles. 

8. Any conic of closest contact at (x’, y’) is of the form 

= tee wy +f “144 (2 4 #1) 20, 

and this will be a Gees if 

i ees "Sa ah eS gy 

(at ar) (met Ie) ae 
whence A =— 1, and the equation is 

(xy' — x'y)? + 2b? axa’ + 2a*yy' — 2a7b? = 0, 

and the usual formulae gives the axis and latus-rectum. 

[For (ax + By)? + 2gu+2fy+c=0 they are 

9. Pis the pole of a=0, and its co-ordinates are therefore | 
given by 

ha! +DB'+fy'=0, ga! + fB’ + cy =0, 
U / 

Ras 
i” 

‘ a. 
a; ara 

A 
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and therefore the equation to AP is 

Rie fo Psy 
Se HF FG 

Similarly for BQ, CR, and the lines meet in the point 

ee os 
GH HF FG 

10. In the extended position, let the strings make angles 
a — 6 with the vertical, 9 being small. Let AB=a. Then if 7 

be the tension of either wire 

st Me 
ee Y sin (a — 6) - E( 1 -1) 

a 1-—9§cota 

= £.@cota, 

neglecting 6° and higher powers. 

Also 27’ cos (a — 6) = W, 

ie. 2H. 6 cota (cosa+@sina)= W; 

‘. W sina 

~ 2E cos? a’ 

at B is lowered a distance 

a sin 6 ae Wa 

sin(a—@) sina 2 cos*a’ 

11. Let w,, v, be the velocities of the particle along and 
perpendicular to the face. of the wedge, V, that of the wedge 
horizontally just after the rth impact, and suppose the next 

impact occurs after time ¢ In this time the wedge will have 
moved a distance V,¢sina perpendicular to its face ; 

*, upt—tgceosa. =— V,tsina; 

v, + V,sina 

g cosa 
*- ten. 

Hence the velocity of the particle perpendicular to the face just 
before the next impact is 

v,-g cosa.t=—v,—2V,sina. 
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Hence, by Newton’s Law, 

— U1 — V,,,sina=— e(V,sina+,), 

Le. (V,,,—eV,) sin a =ev, — U4). 

Taking this equation for all values of r from n—1 to 0, multiply- 

ing successive equations by 1, e, e’,...e"”-1 and adding, we have 

ee ag Nes. eee ee print (i), 

since V,= 0 (the suffix zero referring to the velocities just before 
the first impact). 

Again, the equation of momentum is 

(Up4, + 0, + 2V,sin a) sina= 4 (V,4,—- V,), 

or, by (i), (Up41 — Vp + 2e"%) sina =4(V,4,— V,), 

and adding this succession of equations, we get 

{v,—%+2(lt+et+...+e"")v,}sina=3P,, 
i.e., by (1), 

{(e"=1) » - V,sina+2. 
| Bee 

1 +O . 
whence (1 -- e”) Tog % Sin a= (24+ sin? a) Vy, 

and since v, =~ cos a, this gives the required value of V,. 

12. We may suppose the two particles projected from the 
same point with the same velocity V, the interval between 

the instants of projection being tr. The equations to the tangents 
to their paths after times ¢ and ¢’ are 

V sin a —gt 

V cosa 
y —(Vsina.t —1gt*) = . (2 —V cosa. ¢) 

and a similar equation in ¢’. Solving these, we find 

x=i(t+t') Vcosa, 

y=i(t+t’) Vsina—igtt’ 

=i(t+t)Vsina—}g {(¢+¢)P—7't, 

where t—¢@ =r. 

Ee ie ee go a kee ee ee a, en 
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Putting lise)=7, | 

_ these are w= V cosa. 7, 

y—t9r = Vsina. T—fgT", 

shewing that the intersection moves in the manner specified. 

XLVI. 

1. Let OP = 7, and let p be the perpendicular from O on the 
tangent at P, the corresponding accented letters referring to the 
reciprocal curve, and the suffix 1 to the consecutive point on 
the curve. Then if C isthe centre of curvature at P, we have, 
by Euclid, 

OC? = r* + p* — 2pp, 

and OC and p are the same for the consecutive point ; 

_ tea 
ae (~i- Pp) 

y'2 7/2 
So = _ een . 

ae (pi — P’) 

Now if & is the constant of reciprocation, 

pr =arr=Pk, 

Using these to eliminate the quantities p, we find 

PR ies (P47) rr (rite 

es : k? : 

or, ultimately when the points coincide, 

ae 

ie 2 
2 

os 2 . P = tess oh" Now PV =Zp : 2p ne 

. PV. PV’ =4op’. on =4rr’. 
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2. Let the section cut the base in the line PP’ and let AB 
be the diameter of the base perpendicular to this line, these lines 
intersecting in V. Let V be the vertex of the section, V’ its 
projection on the base. Now the section is greatest when its 
projection on the base is greatest, since the angle between the 
two is always the same. But this projection is a portion of 
a parabola, vertex V’, bounded by the double ordinate PNP’. 
The area of this is 2. A PAP’, since V’ bisects BN and therefore 

the tangents at P and P’ meet in B. Now the triangle PAP’ is 

3 v 3 9 

V3 

greatest when it is equilateral, and its area is then 

Hence the greatest area of the parabolic projection is 

NE 
and therefore that of the original section is “g 7 sec a, where 

a is the angle the section makes with the base. But since the 
r+ hP 

section is parallel to a generator, ae — . Hence the 

required maximum area 1s 

whe r fr? + he. 

3. Consider the equation 

Oe ae (9 —a,) (8— a)... (8 — ay) 

a0 at+@.-. - a-+8 (a, + 6) (a, + @) ... (Gy + 8) 

By virtue of the given equations it is satisfied by 

Ge, gs i ays 

But, clearing of fractions, we see that the equation is only of 

degree n—1 in 6. Hence the equation must be an identity, 

and therefore true for all values of 6. Putting 6=0, the result 

in question follows immediately. 

4. We have 

(3p)!—6 (p !)° 
= 6p®. (p—1)! [(p +1)... Qp—1) (2p + 1)... 

(3p —1)—{(p-1) 17] 
= 6p*. (p— 1) 1[(4p? — 1°) (4p? — 2?) ... 

(4p? — p — 1°) - \(p—1)!'} 
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Now, if p is prime and 

(a +1)(#+2)...(a@+p-1) 

=aP-14 A,eP-274+... + Ay .e%+(p—l1)!, 

then, by Lagrange’s Theorem, the coefficients A are all multiples 

of p. 
Also, since ( p—1) is even, we have 

(c—1)(a#—2)...(a—p-—1) 

=aP-1— A,eP-®— ...—-A,_.v+(p-—1)!. 

Hence multiplying 

(a — 12) (a®— 2%) ... (a —p — 18) — {(p-1) !° 
= ge 4... + {2A,_,.(p —1)!—Ap_.} 2%, 

and the coefficient of a on the right is a multiple of p. Hence, 
- putting w = 2p, we see that the expression in the square bracket 
above is a multiple of p*. Hence the original expression is a 
multiple of p®. 

5. We have 

1 _ sin (%—wy) 

sin (a+ iy) sin?a + sinh?y’ 
sin (¢ + in) = 

Calling the denominator D, this equation gives 

sin € cosh yn = wciacied bn y 

; \ 88.9 063.32 268 BS 6:40.98 i . 

5 cos x sinh y | @) 
cos € sinh 7 = -— — | 

Eliminating y, and putting tan = ¢, we obtain 

sin? « cosh? y /1 1 cos? a sinh? 

D = " ) . 
or cos*x sinh’ y. ¢t* + (D? + cos? # sinh? y — sin’ x cosh® y) @ 

7 (@+1)=1, 

— sin’ z cosh? y = 0 ...(ii). 
The coefficient of @ is 

(sin? # + sinh? y)? + (1 —sin® x) sinh? y — sin? # (1 + sinh® y) 

= sin‘ a + sinh*y + sinh? y — sin’? x 

= cosh? y sinh? y — cos? x sin® x. 
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Hence the equation (ii) becomes 

(sinh? y . ¢? — sin’ a) (cos* a. # + cosh? y) = 0, 

and therefore, since € is real, 

sin 2 
tan €=+ 

sinh y~ 
Also from (i) 

tanhy = cosasinhy 

tang —s sin cosh y’ 

from which, using the values for tan €, the second result follows. 

6. The distances in question are 

Qar 
a seca — a cos 8, aseca—acos {6+ —}, ete. 

1 

r=n-1 9 

Now 2”-2cosnO6+a"= II {e-2 008 (0+) +a} 
r=0 

Putting «=seca—tana, we have «!=seca+tana, and this 
becomes 7 

(sec a — tana)” + (sec a + tan a)" — 2 cos n6 

specs. rar 
te ee {2 sec a— 2 cos (4 + =") wapets (i). 

r=0 n 

Now, neglecting h?, h®, etc., we have 

sec (a+h)=seca+hsecatana, tan(a+h)=tana+hsec*a. 

Substituting these in (i) and equating coefficients of h 
(or differentiating with regard to a), we get 

n (sec a — tan a)""* (sec a tan a — sec? a) 

+n (seca + tana)"1 (sec a tan a + sec? a) 

n—1 
me gee a tan Se is ivnnins (ii), 

0 

where P,.is the product obtained by omitting the rth factor in the 
product (1). 
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Now, dividing (ii) by (i), we obtain 

msec a{(sec a + tan a)"— (sec a— tan a)"} 

(seca— tan a)" +(sec a + tan a)"—2 cos n6 

r=n—1 ] 

=secatana. P 
r=0 2rr 

sec a—cos (9 +=") 
7 

whence the result follows. 

7. If P be any point on a circle whose centre is O, then 

24P*. ASOC=GCF*,; A ABC + 320A". ABOC...... (i). 

Now if O be the centre of the circle in question, S the circum- 
centre, and J the incentre, then O, S, J are collinear and 

OS=SI. If x be the perpendicular from O on BC, then 

x+r=2RcosA; 

2 A BOC =}aa=}aR (2 oosA - 7) 

and 7 =3cos A -1; 

A BOC = $aR (1 + cos A —cos B— cos C), 

and so for the others. 

Further, : 

OA? + AI? = 2AS? + 2872 =2R? + 2 (k?—2Rr) ; 

:. OAA?= 4 R —4Rr —+r? cosec? “ 

= 4h? — be. 

Also OP =2R, since the circumcircle of the original triangle 

is the nine-point circle of the triangle formed by the e-centres. 
Hence the right-hand side of (i) is 

8FA— be. ABOC 

=}abeR [4 —% (1 + cos A —cos B—cos C)] 

=tabeR (1 +S cos A). 
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8. If the axes be inclined at an angle w, the latus-rectum 
of the parabola 

(ax + By)? + 2gu@ + 2fy+c¢=0 

is 2 (fa— gf) sin? w/(a? + B? — 2a8 cos w)2, 

Now, taking AB, AC as axes, the parabola in question is 

re 
Jat tat 

the axes being inclined at an angle A. The rational form of 

this is 

and therefore the latus-rectum is 

ot ee er ee 
2 (=) sin letatigo ) } 

e 46°c* sin? A 46 sin B sin? sin? A 

Be (a? + 4be cos A)2 (sin? 4 + 4 cos 4 sin #sin Cys 

and p=bsin C. 

9. If P be the point (a, y, z), and # the centre of mean 
position for multiples 7, m, at A, B, C, we have 

& la? = (31) PH? + 31. BA?, 

so that, in general, the equation =/xz?=k represents a circle, 

centre #. If however 3/=0, then # is at infinity and the 

equation represents a straight line. 
Now let O be the circumcentre, D, #, / the middle points of 

the sides, and suppose that the line makes an angle 6 with BC, 
and let OD, O/ meet the line in LZ, M@. Then the co-ordinates 

of Z are given by y=2, x2 -y’ Pak Hence if we draw LV per- 
} 

pendicular to AS, and MU perpendicular to BC, we have 

k k 
‘ . : IL, AV?—VB oo at. Fel’ 

d similar] OU = . and similarly — =3, 
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DU es 

ss cos 6 ~ cos (B+ 6)’ 
i.e. an cos 6 + cl cos (B + 6) =0, 

i.e. (an+cl cos B) cos 6= clsin B sin 6, 

oe _ COs iz ee sin 6 ie 2 1 

csinB an+elcosB | /a?n?+2Qaenl cos B+ 2? 

l 

~ [= Smna? 
Hence the perpendicular from O on the line 

-Obawt k 

snB 9 Jj- Smna2 

But the line is a tangent to the circumcircle if this perpen- 

dicular = R, i.e. if 

k= 2R,/—  mna*. 

10. Let the angles BOC, DOE, FOA be 2a, 28, 2y, so that 
a+B+y=90°. Let a be the length of a rod. 

Then OP =2acosa, OQ=2acosB; 

. PY = 4a {co-* a + cos® B — 2 cos a cos 8 cos (60° + a + B)} 

= 4a? (cos* a + cos* 8 — cos a cos B sin y 

+ ,/3 cosacos 8 cos y). 
Similarly 

(K* = 4a? (cos* B + cos® y — cos B cos y sin a 

+ ,/3 cos a cos B cos y) ; 

PQ? — QR? = 4a? (cos’ a — cos? y + cos B sin a — y) 

= 4a’ {— sin (a + y) sin (a— y) + cos B sin (a— y)} 

*e PQ = VR. 

Also if 7’ is the tension in PQ, and 7” the thrust in QA, the 

equation of virtual work for a displacement in which the directions 
of PQ, YR remain unchanged is 

—-7T.8(PQ)+ 7". 8(QR)=0; 

ee eS af 
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11. The horizontal velocities after the various impacts are 

eV cosa, eV cosa, ... eV cosa. 

Hence the time that elapses before the particle returns to the 
point of projection is 

a C c 

S V cosa” eVcosa” @V cosa ~ 

3 c c—a 

r e"-1V7 cosa & e?"V cosa 

1 

Cec. ] c en 

2 aoe! - =) "OF wena: ae 

e 

] c—a(l—e) 

~ Veosa Sa ae \ em ott } 

During this time, the vertical velocity remains constant, and 

the vertical distance described is zero ; 

Vsina. Z’'—ig7°=0, 

2V sina 

ies 
Equating these values of 7’, the result follows. 

Le. T= 

12. Let p, p’ be the initial radii of curvature, and 7’ the 

tension of the string. Then 
2 2 

Pos a og Ga ae a: (i). 
pe 

If the lengths of the two parts of the string remained 
ay 

_ 

Hence the increase in the normal acceleration due to the 

lengthening of one string is 7 

2 U 
constant, the normal accelerations would be — and 

at 

uw Ut 

eet 

Similarly that due to the lengthening of the other string is 

uv Vv 
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But since the string is inextensible, one part lengthens as much 
as the other shortens. Hence the sum of the two expressions 

above must be zero, 1.e. 

ee a ues 
Peer Sil sh ob aap shehe chnaeie an (ii). 

Solving (i) and (ii), we obtain the values given, 

XLVII. 

1. Calling the five given rays a, a’; b, b’; c, we have to con- 
struct a sixth ray ec’, such that (aa‘be)=(a'ab'c’). Through a 
point A’ on a@ draw A’ABC cutting a, b, c in A, B, C, and also 
A’B'K cutting a, b’ in K, BY. Join CB’ cutting a in V, and join 

VB cutting A’K in C’. Then OC’ is the ray required, for we 
have (if O is the vertex of the pencil) 

(aa‘be) = 0 (AA'BC) = AA'BC = V (AA’BC) 

= (KA'C'B’) = (aa'e'b’) = (a’'ab’e’ 

2. Let the parallels through C and D meet the parabola 

again in points Q, ©’ on the line at infinity. Then considering 
the Pascal hexagon BA DQO’QC, we have that the intersections of 

BA, YQ; AD, AC; DO’, CB are collinear. But the two latter 

points are P and Y. Hence PQ is parallel to AB. 

3. Let S=l+au+a?+...4+2™. If in the given identity 
we write «+A for h, the coefficient of 47 on the right-hand 
side is , 

A, + 3a,x0 + 6a,2? + 10a,a°7 + .... 

Suppose that by this change S becomes S+AS’ + AS" + 
We then have 

(S + hS' + R28” + ...)" = S"® + nS"? (AS + WS” + «..) 

oi DS eau (AS +...) 
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and the coefficient of A? in this is 

and we want the value of this when «= 1], in which case 

S=2m+1. 

Now S’=1+ 2a + 327+ ...+2mx""!, and when x«=1, this is 

equal to m (2m + 1). 

Also S”=1+3x2+4+62?+...4+ nis i oe *, aid when 
2. 

2m (2m — 1) (2m + 1) 
F : x=1, this is 

Hence the given series is 

2m (2m — 1) (2m +1) 
6 

n (n— 1) 

eS 

n(2m+1)""'. 

.(2m + 1)"*. m? (2m + 1)? 

. (2m +1)". mn 

ES 6 
[2 (2m —1) + 3m (n—1)]. 

4. We have 

“at+y y =) 
(Sa”) (Sa”) — (sa ah aS (a 2 52 a? yt) 

, x+y 
Hence ae. a> hse * ) unless x = y, 

so that in the continued product 

Se «ae eae cbs 

as long as any two indices remain unequal, the product can be | 
diminished by replacing these two indices by their arithmetic 
mean. Hence 

(Sal ttt-1) x (Sa*)” 

"3 ss ll Il 
A = 

1 
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is least when each index is replaced by 

p=n 

= Shite wae Abel n(r+s)+n? +78 

n+r ae n+Pr 

ll n + 8, 

and the product then becomes 

(fare, 

since (7 +7) is the number of factors. 

5. Let ABCD be the quadrilateral, AC and BD making 
angles @ and ¢ respectively with the sides of the square through 

their extremities. Then if a is the angle between the diagonals, 
6+ p=90° +a. 

Also a=axsinO=ysind, cos (6+¢)=—sina, 

2 a ; 
. cos @cos d = — —sina; 

(8) (-$)-(G-amey 
ae | 

cd me cos” a 

whence a= Y 

But zy sin a= 2A, 

6. If mn is odd, we have 

r=}(n-1) sin? 6 
cosnO=cosé@. IU (1- me " 

eae sin’ a 

2r—-1 é in? : , 
where a= ( In .. , and since | — es = cos? € - ma 4) , this 

a a 

may be written 

}(n-1) tan? 6 
—_- n —_ cos n@ = cos” 6. ms (i fan -) : 
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Taking logarithms, this becomes 

log (cos n@) = log (cos” 6) + & log (tan? a — tan? 6) — & log (tan? a), 

Writing 6+ for 6, expanding, and equating coefficients of 
h (or differentiating with regard to 6), we find 

m sin n6 tan 6 sec? 6 
me aero Sek em i “ 

cos n6 a ten 0 3 tan? a — tan? 6’ 

n tan n6 sec? 6 
—————_ =n+2 : 
tan 6 e - tan? a — tan? 6 

sec? 6 sec? a 
N = i OY oe eg) ee tank? and adding 1 to each 

term in = means adding (n— 1) to 23. 

m tan nO Rn i sec? a 
—————————“—- = Z ° 

tan 6 r=]  tan?a— tan?d 

7. We have 

i 1 1 1 u,? Ue ”) Eg 
wh oe oe * : — 
Uj, Us Un Uy, sis Uy + Ug — Us, + Us SO eee ee Un-1 + Un 

: oe a Oe 
Applying this to the series pt pt gt. its equivalent is 

the continued fraction in question, and the value of the series 

is oe oe 

8. Suppose that two of the normals from (a, y) are at 
distance 7 from the centre. Then these are tangents to 

“’+y?=r’, so that their equation is 

(a? + y? — 7?) (a? + Yo? — 7°) = (xt) + YY — 17°)’, 

or, when the origin is moved to (2%, Y), 

a? (Yo? — 97) + Y? (Hy? — 77) — ZeypyYoeY =O... . 00 (1). 

In the same case the equation to the four normals is (XLII. 8) 

(ax? + b?y*) (xy) — xy)? — (a? — 67)? a2?y? =0 ...... (ii). 
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Hence (i) must be a factor of (ii); and so the remaining factor 

must be 

Comparing the remaining coefficients, we get 

2a* y." 
Fe ix » LYo — r (yo _ r*) = 2a? Hy Yo 

: 

- 

Qbx,2 
seeeeeees (iv), 

De— 7’ Ho Yo — A (Ho? — 7°) = 26a Yo 
0 

: 

Bn tle 8 oN hadlianSi a 

and eS - ies eres 

= aa? Ae by? — (a? — by? Pera (v ).
 

From (iv) we get 

— 7p _ (or — 1)? _ 2atoyor” 
a = a 

whence % f-* sn a = 0" ms ay" , r= any F by,” , 
+6 ayb axb 

22) Yo (@ F ») (ax, + bye’) 

(Yo — Xe)? 

whence, substituting in (v), and dividing by a+, we find 

A= 

(ax,? + by,?). “ : =u (a +b) (a+b), 

which, changing to a is =. required locus. 

9. Let %’=0 be the tangential equation to the circular 
points at infinity. Then in trilinears 

>! = dN? + p? + v? — Quy cos A — 2vA cos B — 2Ap cos C. 

Hence the discriminant of = + 43’ (where = =0 is the tangential 
equation to the general conic) is 

A +k, H—-—keosC, G-—kecosB 

H—kcosC, B+k, F-—kcosA |=0, 

G—kcosB, F-kcos A, C+k 

where A =be —/*, ete. 
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On expansion, remembering that BC — F?=aA, etc. this 

reduces to 

A?+kA (a +b +¢e—2fcos A — 2g cos B— 2h cos C) 

+k? (A sin? A+B sin? b+ C sin? C 

+2F sin BsinC +24 sin Csin A + 2H sin A sin B),.: 

and the coefficient of 4? is the determinant given in the question 
(say D). 

In Cartesians 3’ = \? + p? and the discriminant of 3 + £3’ takes 
the form 

A? +kA (a+b) +h (ab —h’). 

Hence, since the two forms are equivalent, we must have 

a+b+ce—2fcos A —2q cos B— 2h cos C as the equivalent of a+b 

in Cartesians, and D as the equivalent of ab—h?. But, in 
Cartesians, 

2 Jh? — ab 
tan 6 = rare 

Hence, in trilinears, 

2/D 
a+b+c—2fcos A— 2g cos B—- 2h cos C’ 

tan 6 = 

10. Let O be the centre of the hemisphere, A the point of 

contact, G the centre of gravity of the remainder. 

If a be the side of the cube, then 
: e 

w= at— (75) , whence ae 

The volumes of the hemisphere and cube are 27a’? and —— 

and the distances of their centres of gravity from O are 2a, 

ie 16 a? v6 a 
9 oe Ir —8 

77 = =. a. 
: 26 8 (3x — »/6) y 3 Ta” — —— 
a 9 

6 

faa. 2a— 

.. OG = 

Now AG is vertical and Od perpendicular to the plane. 
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Hence if the base makes an angle @ with the horizontal, OG 
makes an angle 6 with the vertical and 2 OAG=a. Hence 

OG sin 6=asina, i.e. 6=sin™! (“aa 

11. The acceleration of the system is 

MM 

Jay; Mom” 

and the velocity after time ¢ is V = /t. 
After a further time +, the particle will have moved 

horizontally a distance 

e= Vr+ 3 fr’, 

and vertically downwards a distance y = }gr’. 
Hence the equation to the path is 

\2 

(ow = V?, 2y ’ 
g 

or (ga — fy)? — 29 Vey = 9, 
ee 29°? 

and this is a parabola of latus-rectum — ,- Nowsubstitute 

+r) 
for V and f/f. 

12. Let O be the fixed end of the tube. Then any drop 

issuing at P describes a parabola in the vertical plane through 
P perpendicular to OP. Suppose that at time ¢ after leaving P, 
this'drop is at Q Draw QN perpendicular to the vertical 

through P, VM perpendicular to the vertical through O (and 

therefore parallel to OP). We have then 

PN=}h9@, QN=ut, NM =a, the length of the tube ; 

. 2 *. QM? = QN? + NM? = w+ =u. — +a 

Hence © lies on a paraboloid of revolution about the vertical 
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ates axis, whose latus-rectum is —- and whose vertex is at a distance 
g 

2 

on above OQ. 

XLVIII. 

1. Let A, 4, C be the centres of the circles, Oa, OB, Oy the 
radical axes of the pairs B, C, etc. Let P be the moving point, 
PL, PM the perpendiculars on Oa, Oy. Then if 7, is the 
tangent from P to the circle A, we have 

PP-Tf=2PM.AB, 7T,-Tf=2PL. BC. 

Hence, by hypothesis 

PM AB=PEL. BC i¢:. Fb: PM= AB: BC. 

Hence the locus of P is a straight line through 0. 

PL _sinPOa AB sinC sin BOa 

PM sinPOy’ BC sinA sin BOy’ 

Hence the pencil O (ay, PB) is harmonic. 

Further 

2. The director circles of all conics touching four straight 
lines are coaxal. There is one parabola touching the four lines 

and therefore its directrix, being the limiting form of a director 

circle, must be the radical axis of the coaxal system. Also 

since the double lines joining the extremities of diagonals are 
limiting forms of conics touching the four lines, it follows that 

the circles on the diagonals as diameters must be members of the 
coaxal system, and must therefore cut the radical axis (i.e. the 
directrix of the parabola) in the same two points. 

o(t+)¢ 
3. (i) Since "#1C,= ae the given series is evidently 

ig ie 
the coefficient of = in the expansion of 

(0-0-9 
i.e. (— 1)"*1 (1 — &)"~*/ax", and this coefficient is zero. 
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(ii) If the expression 

(w+ 2) (w+ 4)... (@ + 2p) 

(a +1)(2+3)... (a+ 2p+1) 

be put into partial fractions, the coefficient corresponding to the 

denominator «+ 2p — 2r +1 is 

(— 2p + 2r + 1) (— 2p + Ir + 3)...(—1).1.... (2r — 3) (2r —1) 

(— 2p + Ir) (— 2p + 2r + 2)... (—2).2.... (2r— 2). 2r 

_ (2p — Ir — 1) (Qp— r+ 3)...3.1.1.3...(2r—1) 

st 2?,.(p—r)!r! 

_ 1 (ap-9r)! (2r)! 

a” Up aay ie ep 

and the formula given follows immediately by putting «=0. 

4. If p, is the numerator of the mth convergent, we have 

Pu=(L— a2") py +0" Dyas 

‘+ Pat le Pn-1 = Pn-1 + 07-5 Dyas 

Pst Po=Py+X* py, 

". Dnt D") py_1= Pot 2 py. 

Now p,+x*p,=1, and g,+2°¢,=1. Hence 

Pat 2p, = 1, 
and since 2n —1 =n?—(n —1)’, this may be written 

(—1)""2a-™, py — (—1)"-2. ep = (— 1)" a 

Writing down the succession of equations, the last is 

whence adding, 

(—1)""?. gm 9, = pa Se ens dk PP _ Sacha a 

and the same equation is true for ¢,. 
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But p,=1, andg,=l-—a. Hence 

(— a ‘ al Pn = On, 

(Fy ee ee 

i.e. the nth convergent is on 

T,—1- 

5. ‘Take the case A> B>C, and the angles all acute, and 
denote the areas in question by A, A,, A,, A,;. Then we have 

A= API + AOE ~APO, 4,= APO +:A01,— API, 
A,=API,+AOL,— APO, A,=AOI,-—API,- APO, 

whence 

A+A,—A,+A,=(API+ AO1)+(API, + AOL) + (API, — AOI) 
— (API, — AOI,) -4A PO 

=4(AP+ AO) (AT+ AQ) nie’. 

4(AP— AO) (ATI, — AZ,) cos st a 4A PO, 

since each of the angles PAZ and OAL i is ren 

B-C 
But AI+ Al, =4Reos—> , ded ~All, = 428 sin 5 } 

*, A+A,-A,+A;=R (AP + AO) sin (B- C) 

+R(AP—AO)sin (B-C)—4APO 

=2Rh.APsin(B-—C)-4APO 

=f), 
and similarly for other cases. 

6. We have 

a a? 1 (~% we wx h = 7 that w? = 1 lta tat Hl + eet + 6%) where w=e 3 (so that w*= 1). 

‘Hence the given sum is the real part of 

70 710 ae | 
1] 4+ eve + ewe 
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atx 
and since w=e% , this is 

lf. 1( 2 (= 

ie + re : ” ~ és ? +9] 

and the real part of this is 

= 2n 
. te cos (sin 6) + ge $ +#) cos {sin (= + 0) 

4r 

ee (F+8) cos {sin (= + 0) | : 

which is equal to the given expression, since 

2a T 4a 7 
3 +O=0-(5-9), Ft =7+(5 48). 

‘ e—h y—k_ ee 
7. The line an oe =r meets y? = 4ax where 

7” sin? 6 + 2r (k sin 6— 2a cos 6)+k?—4ah =0 ...... (i). 

If the line is a tangent, this equation has equal roots, 

i.e. (k sin 6 — 2a cos 6)? = sin® 6 (k* — 4ah), 

whence k sin 6 cos 6 —a cos? 6 =Asin?6............... (ii), 

and then from (i), if 7?=¢, we have 

K—d4ah . .,, k—4ah 
7, ae oe §= i ° 

Hence, putting k?- 4ah=A, and substituting in (ii), we get 

r r r)? 
> (1-7) = {a+ (h—a) I 

whence a? — tA[k®— 2a(h—a)|+ A*[(h-—apP + #]=0. 

8. The equation to the pair of tangents from 2’, y’ is 

SS!’ = {(aa’ + hy’ + g) x + (ha! + by’ +f) y + (gu' +fy' + )}, 

and if the point (x’, y’) moves off to infinity along the line 7= o ? 

we may put a =o, y¥ => and afterwards make & zero. The 

equation then takes the given form. 
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Further, the imaginary tangents through the foci pass through 

the circular points, so that if the equation is satisfied by a focus, 
the result of substituting its co-ordinates must be to give the tan- 
gential equation of the circular points, which for oblique axes is 

[? + m? + 21m cos w = 0, 

and the second set of equations follows by comparing coefficients. 

9. The equation of a conic through B and C cannot contain 
terms in # or y*, and if it also passes through J and J, it must 

be satisfied by the co-ordinates (1, 1, 1) and (—1, 1, 1). Hence 
its equation must be of the form 

te Fy FE AO ce sa caved wanna (i). 

Similarly the equation to the other conic is of the form 

a2 + By +kia (B + y) Se epee oe aaa ee (ii). 

But if the equations (i) and (ii) are satisfied by any co- 
ordinates (a’, B’, y’), they will also, from their form, be satisfied 

1 ; ae. : 
by the reciprocals (= : # =) . But since U is a conic inscribed 

* Y 
in ABC, if one focus is (a’, B’, y’), the other will be 

(5 é -) 
Pe ae y : 

Hence if one focus is at an intersection of (i) and (ii), so also is 

the other. 

10. Let G be the centre of gravity of the sphere and 

weight, Z the point of contact, and let /@=a. Then 

oe ee : 

nen oe eet 

Now let the sphere be turned through a small angle ¢, Let J/ be 

the new point of contact and let 7 subtend an angle 6 at the 

centre of the shell, so that 

fat EOE, OMED OE LS PCLT R TE (i). 

The height of G above / is now 

b—(b —a) cos 6 + (a — a) cos (6— ®). 
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Retaining squares and fourth powers of the small angles, and 
using (i), this becomes on reduction 

2 +|(b- CE Bakes fe -a)|5+ +[- b+a+ 0 

For stability the coefficient of 6? must be positive, provided it 

does not vanish, i.e. 

b-—a 
(e-a).—, <1], 

whence x<=—, 

W+2w b . W b-2a 
l —__-_-——— a — acinesienannat 

'W+w b-a Ww a 

If this is an equality, the coefficient of @ vanishes, and the 

equilibrium is stable, provided the coefficient of — is positive. 
24 

2 

But if «-a= ia , this coefficient is 

— -—(b- ee ~- —* [b-ay— a] = (6 — a) (b— 2a), 

which is positive, since b— 2a > 0, by virtue of the value of W/w. 

11. The equation to the path is 

E 
y=atana—3g. a 

and since / is greater than the value of y when «=a and a=45’, 
the maximum range is impossible. 

If the shot just grazes the wall, we have 

a 

h=a tan aed 4 g. ee; 

or ga" tan® a — 2av* tana + ga*+ 2hv?=0..... beens (i). 

This gives two possible directions of projection, say a, and ay. 
If a satisfies (i), the range is 

eo  2tan ae) 2ga@* tan a a tan a 
=_ = 

g l+tan?a g/ 2av*tana—2he? atana—h' 
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Hence the distance commanded is 

( tan ay ae tan a, ) a tan a. — tan a, 

atana,—-h atana,—h "(a tan a, — h) (a tan a, —h) 

_ ah. 2Nv- ag —2he'g/g ha 

ga+2he 5 20° 1, g (hi + a?) 
g g 

Aa aig? = Shey. 

12. Let the horizontal and vertical distances from the 
assigned point of the point from which the particle falls be 
a, y. Then the striking velocity is given by 

uu = 29 (y —« tana). 

After the first rebound, the velocity perpendicular to the plane 
is weosa. Hence the time to the next impact is given by _ 

ucosa.t—sgcosa.t?=0, 

2u 
1.2, t=-—. 

The distance described parallel to the plane in this time is 

2u? sin a A 2u2? sina 4u?sina 
usina.t+tdgsina.?= 

, g g g 
? 

and by hypothesis this is a sec a ; 

’. 8sina(y—2 tana) = x seca, 

: = (‘ z sec a ) 
aR oF a an a . 

Y 8 sina/’ 

or y = x (tan a + 4 cosec 2a). 

XLIX. 

1. Let AA, be the given straight line. With centre 4, and 
radius AA, describe a circle. By marking off the radius three 
times round the circumference from A we obtain a point A,, which 

is clearly on AA, produced, and such that 4A, = 244. 
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Now with centre 4, and radius A, 4, describe a circle cutting 
the previous circle in B. With centres A and A,, and radii AA, 

and AB, describe circles intersecting in C, and with centre C and 

radius C'A, describe a circle cutting AA, in #. Then F# is the 
middle point of AA,. 

For, taking AA, as the unit length, we have 

AMP =ALS — AP’ =F. 

Hence if CV be perpendicular to 4 A,, we have 

AN*— A,N? = AC? — AC? =4-3=1, 

ie. AA,(AV—A,V)=1. 

But AN-A,N=AN-EN=AE, and AA,=2; .. AK=}. 

2. Let Z, M be the middle points of G7’, G’7” and let LM 

meet the normal at Pin V. Draw PN, Pn perpendicular to the 
axes. Then 

SaaS SURG ae ey, Wee Ore Gear 

ee me CIP 

SON) Gm 
i he ag A CD? ’ Similarly 6’7” = vo But PL=}G67, and PM=}36'T'; 

<fthire=Cai: Ci =PR : Pa, 

and evidently PL, PM are at right angles; therefore the triangles 
PLM, PNn are similar. 

Now let the line through C parallel to the tangent meet the 
normal in /. Then P, F, C, n are cyclic, 

-- PFln=PCn=PNn= PLM. 

Also FPn=PGN=LPV. Hence the triangles Pn, PLV are 
similar ; therefore Fe ian Fo? FY, 

Le. ££ {CON =4OT* FP; 

. PR.PY =§G7 UN ~4CD. 

But the radius of curvature is CD*/PF; therefore PV = half the 
radius of curvature. 

R. K. 17 
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3. If possible, let w, be of the form 4\"+ Br+C. Then we 
have to satisfy the equation 

Ad’? (342 + 10A + 3) + 3 (Br+C) +10(Br—14+0)+3(Br—2+C) 

=16(r-1), 
which will be possible provided 

3\7+.101+3=0, B=1- and C=0. 

Hence A must be — 3 or — 4, and the general form of w,. is 

m= Ay (3) + Ay (— 4) Foo dnc isececeess (i), 

and A,, A, must be chosen to satisfy the two remaining equations. 

From (i) we have 

u,=—3A,—-44,+1, u,=9A, +44, 4+ 2; 

*, 9u, + 3u,=—-$4A,+15; .. A,=-38. 

Also Un = (— 3)” A, + (— 4)" 4, + 2, 

Un_1 = (—3)"-1 A, + (—4)" 7 A, 4+ n-1; 

", 3ty_1 + Du, = 4 (— 3)" A, —4 (—4)" 4, +8 -3; 

A a) aS at. Are g(a 

Substituting these values in (i), we obtain the result. 

4. The coefficient of 2” in the product on the left-hand 

side is 

: : J n—1 1 

(o= 3h {ie 2)11 219 as) 318s ey eS ag ee 

a8 

ah 
=|": eh th ly 0, 

Now by the ordinary rule of partial fractions 

n! r=n 
eet LY eG, ; 

y(yt+1)...(y+n) aA ) yYt+r 

n! ran y 
yee —l= > dt any OF 9 

(yt+1)...(y+n) = | ’ y+r 

‘il a" 
ie. (1+y)*(1+3) (14%) By 
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Equating coefficients of y, we obtain 

1s r=n 3 1 os 

-(1+$+ tales a =p, 

i.e. "O-F°O.44 e —."C,=1+44+4+.. a 

Hence the coefficient of «” in the “ata is 
/ 

(1 oes oS. +5) / a! 

5. The roots of the equation x — 21la?+35e—7=0 are tan? -, 

2 3 : 
tan? —, tan? 7 (see xul. 6). These are equivalent to tan? on : 

i 
7 p] 

2a Oar or 2 2: Pa  Preskel tan 7 tan 7 , and also to tan 7 tan? 7 tan 7 

2a 4r 67 
Hence tan? 7 tan? 7 tan? z= product of roots =7, 

and in taking the square root we take the positive sign, since 
2a . a 

tan = is positive, and the other two are negative. 

Again, making the substitution y= 21 -—., we obtain 

y® — 42y? + 476y — 728 = 0, 

3 ae 
and the roots of this equation are tan? — + tan? — and two similar 

7 : 
expressions. The sum of the reciprocals of these quantities is 
therefore 756 = 3}. 

6. Multiplying the convergent series 

2 94 96 ; 7 
sec © = — 8 + “3 Way + a5 85 + oe (~<5), 

<e a 
and cos x= 1 —- ait ui 

we obtain, by equating the coefficient of 2" in the product to 

Zero, 
Je2n+2 1 * 1 22-2 

enti * 32n41 — eo" « San _ aie af —; + 8my_g— --. = 0, + 
17—2 
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7 i ee 
whence Son 41 = ry a Son _1 oe ae Son_3 + eee . 

2! 41° 92 

2 3 T i T ‘ T 

vw /1 1 2-7 
§5 4 2! Ss me 41 . DE 8) 

7. ‘Take the diagonals as axes of co-ordinates. The parabola 

(ax + By)? + 2gx+ 2fy+c=0 

cuts the axis of « where a’z?+2gx+c¢=0, and the product of 

the intercepts is =a Similarly the product of the intercepts on 
Qa 

the axis of y is Be Heuce if the quadrilateral is cyclic, we must 

have a=+f, and the parabolas may be taken in the form 

(e+ y)? + 2gu+ 2fy+c=0. 

Their latera-recta are 

2 (f+) sin? o 

(2 + 2.cos w)? 

so that their product is $ (/?—g?) sin o. 
But d, is the algebraical difference of the intercepts on the 

axis of a, ie. d,?=4f%—- 4c, and similarly d,?= 4g? — 4c; 
¥ td et g” = 3 (d? oe d,), 

so that the product is + (d,?—d,?) sin a. 

8. Since the equation contains one variable parameter 4, and 
may be written in the forms 

4kC =(C —C'+ ky’, 

4kC’ = (C —C"’ —k)*, 

and C—C" is of the first degree, it represents the most general 
form of conic satisfying the given conditions. 

oot S t eae ~ / 3 

Me Le gt LEME Me Pg ee ee RCL Te ae OT ES ae Se On ec, ae Tee eee 

el 

1 erie RRR MR TY ak Ne Rea Ree OEM cree 5 aE Lae 
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Again, if y= (2—/) is an asymptote, and we solve for the 
intersections of this line with the curve, the resulting quadratic 
in « has both roots infinite and therefore the coefficients of x? 
and # must both vanish. Equating the coefficient of x to zero, 
we find 

—2wh+a+b=90, 

so that the equation to the line may be written in the form 

a ath 
¥Y = pe — sy , 

or 2y2x — Quy —(a + 56) =0, 

and its envelope is y? + 2x (a +b) =0. 

9. Transferring the origin to (a’, y’) the equation becomes 

ax + Qhuy + by? + 2 (ax’ + hy’ +g) a+ 2 (ha' + by’ +f)y+S8' =0. 

If (a’, y’) is one of the points at which the tangent is parallel to 

the axis of a, we have av’ +hy'+g=0, S’=0. 

Supposing then ha’ + by’ + f= A, we have 

ha! + by’ +f—-=0, Me ge Fae | 
ax’ +hy'+g=9, sto | f, gg: 1=%, 

WF AES NRE rs “la fs Tee 

3 
whence —-A—Na=0, ie. A= raSs., =e 

a 

The conic is now an + 2hay + by? + 2dAy =0, and, by Newton’s 

formula, the radius of curvature at the origin is 

AN (fats 
10. Let AW be the perpendicular from A on BC. Then 

since A can only move perpendicular to AJ, the triangle must 

begin to turn about some point in AW, Let this point be J. 
Then the limiting frictions at A, B, C are perpendicular to JA, 
IB, IC. Let the pressures at A, B, C be £&,, &,, R, and the 
weights ka, kb, ke. 
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Let BLN =: a, CIN = 8. Then resolving parallel to BC for the 
forces in the plane of the triangle, we have _ 

pl, = ph, cosa + ph, cos B, 

LO, @= 0 OONG + 6008 Bo insiisscseesys chee (1), 

since Tt, 3 deg t eR OS. 

Also bwin i One ee oe (il) 
tani: NC oot tan Boer ees: 

Now both the equations (i) and (ii) are satisfied if a=C, B= B, 

i.e. if J is the orthocentre. Hence, since the wire can only begin 

to turn about one point, that point must be the orthocentre. 
Now taking moments about J, we have 

Bb (AL. ka+ BI.kb+ CL. ke) cosa 

| =kb sina.ccos b—kesina.bcosC; 

: eo 2k. X sin 24 | 
on be (cos B — cos C)’ 

and : Ssin 24=4sin Asin BsinC; 

: e 2sin A 

7 A OS eB cece Oe 

11. Suppose the gun elevated at an angle a, and that the 

shot leaves the gun at an angle 6 to the horizon, Let w be the 
velocity of the shot relative to the gun, in the direction of the 

bore of the gun, and let V be the backward velocity of the gun 

and shot. Then the actual horizontal velocity of the shot is 
ucosa—V. Now the horizontal components of the impulses of 
the explosion on the gun and shot are equal ; 

. nV=ucosa—J/; 

_ucosa 
doe 

Hence the horizontal velocity of the shot 

is one isis on 
n+l 

Also the vertical velocity of the shot is w sin a; 

uw Sin a n+l 
= t ; 

nu cos a/(n + 1) ake 
.. tand= 
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The equation to the subsequent trajectory is 

y=atand—} $m (v being the initial velocity) 

= «tan 6 (1-*), 
a 

20? si 
since a is the range and therefore equal to a al & 

According to the data, this trajectory passes through the 
point (c, h), and we therefore have 

h=ctand(1-°), 
a « 

; ah 
1.e. eager eer, 

‘Wie aos, Gea an 
oa eae ors ~n+1'e(a—c)’ 

12. Let O be the centre of the basin, A and B those of the 
balls MZ and m. Then at the instant of contact Od = 4a, 

AB=3a, OB=5a; therefore OAB is a right angle; and therefore 

the direction of motion of M at the impact is along AJB. 

If AOB =a, the striking velocity is given by 

w=2.4acosa.g= 77 ga. 

Let v, v’ be the velocities of M, m after impact. Then, by 
Newton’s law, 

v—v cosa=—4U, 

and the equation of momentum is 

M (u-—v) cosa = mv’, 

From the data, these equations are 

o-fv=—-u, 5(u—v) = 4v’, 

whence v=0,. v= fu. 

vy? wu 

Hence i rises to a height ng 33. " 5a, i.e. to the level of 

the centre of the basin. 
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_5 5 pices Also since va tu, .*. v= Zw, 

so that the spheres exchange kinetic energies, and this exchange 
continues indefinitely, since after the second impact MY will 
evidently rise to its original position, and the whole motion will 

be repeated. 

L. 

1. Let ABCD be the quadrilateral, H/ the third diagonal. 

Then for the circle which is self-polar for the triangle HBC, BC 

is the polar of #, and therefore / and F are conjugate points. 

Hence the circle on #F as diameter cuts the self-polar circle 

orthogonally (see xxvi. 1). Similarly for all the other cases. 

2. We can construct any number of other points on the 

curve by Pascal’s Theorem, as follows: Let A, B, C, D, # be the 
five given points and AG any line through 4. Let AG and CD 

meet in L,and ABand DH in M. Let LM cut BC in VN. Then 

the intersection of V# and AG is a point on the conic. If now 
we take AG first parallel to CD and then to D#, we shall obtain 

two pairs of parallel chords, and hence the centre, which is the 
intersection of the lines joining their middle points. 

We now have also the directions of two pairs of conjugate 
diameters and we can therefore construct the involution of con- 
jugate diameters, and the pair of perpendicular lines belonging 

to this involution are the axes of the conic. 

3. Suppose 

[says Ae t+ ALY + 0. FALY® occ eves ens (1), 

i\? 1 
(1+2+=) = By + B,.-+...+B,.— 

y y y 
nN 

The term independent of y in the product is = A,#,. 
0 
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oe 
Now 4,="C,(1+2)". and B,=*"C,(1+2)*-* ; 

1 

 afiesll 

and the term independent of « in this is "C,’. 
Hence the term independent of both # and y in the product 

, A,B.="C2(1 + x)". 

r=n 
of (i) and (ii) is = "C,3, and this latter sum is therefore equal 

r=0 

to the coefficient of 2"y” in 

[w(l+a)y+1]"[y(L+a)+1]}"=[l+y(1l+a)?(L+ay)|”. 

4. The number of ways in which 2” things can be divided 

into pairs is bees sh gn ai = PAM). 

Now, take one mene ee as fixed, and consider the number 

of possible re-arrangements. If we keep the first pair fixed, we 
can re-divide the other pairs in ¢(~—1) ways. Hence the 
number of re-arrangements in which the first pair is not the 

same is ¢(n)—(n— 1). 

Among these there are ¢(~—1)—¢(n—2) in which the 
second pair is the same. Hence the number in which neither 

the first nor the second pair is the same is 

$ (n) 2g (n—1) + $(n—2). 
Among these there are 

o(n—1)—2¢6 (n— 2) +o (n—3), 

in which the third pair is the same. Hence the number in which 
neither the first, second, nor third pairs are the same is 

$ (n) — 3g (n — 1) + 36 (n— 2) - $ (n— 3), 
and so on, the coefficients evidently following the law of the 
Binomial Theorem. The given expression is thus the number of 

cases in which none of the ~ pairs is the same as before. 

5. We have 

s=84./2, 8s-a=3272, 8-b=28V2, s—c= 24/2, 

whence A=A8(s—a)(s—b) (s—c) =8 x 12 x 28, 
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abe 65,/2 

wae pine Yeas PS, 

sin A= >= $5 

*, coseA= 3, sin B=388, cos B = 33, and sin = 42 | cos C =. 

Now if @ is the perpendicular from J, the nine-point centre, 
on BC, we have 

2xa= Rceos A + 2Reos Beos C 

65/5 Bessie Se Se eS) 

whence 837 V2 52° 
A BNC = kaa = 837, 

and so for the others. 

6. Let °= 3 = B= Ima? %© that a— B= 2af. 

Then 160464 = (a— B)*= at + ie 408 (a? + B?) + 6028? 

=a‘ + B4— 2 (a—) (a? + B?) + 6026? 

=a‘ + B*— 2 (a? — B®) + 100°? 

= at + A 2 (af) + § («+ B)—$(a— A. 
Hence if S is the given sum, we have 

16S = (28,—1)-—24+ 3 (28,- 1)-3 2? 
n= ] 

where S,= te (Qn 1) ; 

Now by comparing the infinite series and infinite product — 

forms for cosa, we easily find 

7 art 
So pi 8 ’ S, = 96 > 

165 Dar? at + 307? — 384 

Ae, a a 48 
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7. Let P be (X, Y). Then the parameters of the feet of 
the normals through P are given by 

am? + (2a—X) m — VY =O ...ccccedececeeeee (i), 

and the radius of curvature at m is p = 2a(m? + 1)%. 
Now if in (i) we make the substitution m?+ 1 =¢, the equation 

becomes 

(¢—1) [a (t-1)+ 2a-XP= Y?, 

ie. ((—1)(at-X+a)?= Y?, 

(X—a)?+Y? SP? ee 4 
a 

and the product of the roots is 

Hence the product of the values of p is 
’p2 3 

8a (=) = 8S P%, 
a? 

8. Ifa, B, y are the angular points, we have to shew that | 

>» cos a > sina 

$ eg 

i.e. S sin (8B + y) = 2% sin a cosa,.............. (i). 

3. = } cosasina, 

Now since the triangle is equilateral, the centroid coincides with 
the circumcentre. Hence 

5° > cos a = a ' {¥eou'a + cog (a+ 8 +4)}, 

- sin a= 7a (Sein a —sin (a+ B+ y)}., 

From these fe = # { er ps ete v ’ 

gape 
whence, subtracting, 

1=3 {2 > sin (B + y) \, 

~ Scosa. Ssina 
1.e. Ssin (8 + y) = 3 (3 cosa) (3X sina), 

which is equivalent to (i), 
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9. Taking the two parabolas in the form 

y” = 4ax, 

(xsina+ycosa+k)?=4a' (wcosa—ysina+h), 

any other conic through the four points is of the form 

(wsinat+...+...)?—4a'(xcosa—...+...)+A(y?— 4ax) = 0, 

Le. 2 sin? a+ 2xy sin a cos a+ (cos?a +A) y? +... =0, 

and the eccentricity is given by 

e* 1+A)y 

ja" nt ‘ sin? * 

i.e. for a given value of e there are in general two values of A. 

If the equation (1 + A)?=d has equal roots, then & =0 or 4. 

Hence if there is only one conic, 

e4 4 
aes 0 or a, 

In the former case (e?—2)?=0, i.e. the conic is a rectangular 

hyperbola. In the latter case 

e* tan?a + 4e7-— 4 = 0, 

10. Suppose the string makes an angle ¢ with the horizontal. 

Then taking moments about the fixed end of the rod, 

7 .csind=W.Ilcos8, 

where 2/ is the length of the rod. 

b sin 6 - ; 
Also 17 are .. 27. csin$ = W. bcos. 

But T= hack a . et et 
a a Cc 

Pik ES be ie. X(1 >) 2 W.—cot 6. 

11. We find (as in xxv. 11) that the accelerations of the 
particle along and perpendicular to the face of the wedge are 

mg cosa sin? a 

M +m sin? a 
f,egsina, J,= 
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-Hence the resultant acceleration (i.e. the resultant of f, and /,) 

is constant in magnitude and direction. Hence the particle 
describes a parabola with its axis in this direction. 

If 6 is the angle the resultant acceleration makes with the 

plane, then 
ie m tan a 

nts? is wee 
tanfO+tana  (dM/+m) (tana+ tan’a) 

., tan (6+ a) = 
l—tanétana M (1 + tan? a) 

=(1 aa un tan a. 

The vertical acceleration is 

wee 

J, sina +f, cos a= ree: Bo 9 gq; 

and the initial vertical velocity is VsinBsina. Hence the 
vertical velocity will be zero at a height 

roma, (i) 
ivi, : A= 

Again the acceleration in the direction of the axis is 

—(f, cos 6 +f, sin 6), 

and the initial velocity in this direction is V sin 8B cos6. Hence 
the velocity in the direction of the axis vanishes after a time 

V sin B Vsinfp HH? 
educti 

fitfrtan6O~ gsina  K? Hi ie oe 

In this time, the particle describes vertically a distance 

V*sin® B as (M +m) sin? a V*sin? B H* 

g ee H 2a: g’sin?a © K4 

Piaf (5 (ats). i 29 * K2 oad K? ee ( ). 

We require the difference of the heights (i) and (ii), and this is 

V? sin? B H 

29 (M+m)K* 
{K*— 2HK* (M +m) + H?(M +m), 
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and the expression in the bracket is the square of 

(M +m) H —K? 

= (M+m) (M+msin’ a) —(M?* + 2Mm sin?a + m? sin? a) 

= Mm cos’ a, | 

leading to the required expression. 

12. In the corresponding simple harmonic motion let the 

A 
4a’ 

since the velocity at a distance 4a from the centre of acceleration 

amplitude be 6. Then the constant of the motion is i= and 

is V, we have 

ert (6a (i). 
The time to reach the point distant 4a from the centre is 

Tv 

ale 
Hence the time required here is 

dee aS! cos7} (¥) 
EN NT b 

and the time to reach the centre is 



PART Il 





LI. 

1. Let ABCD be the square, O the centre, and let AB touch 
the circle in Z. Then evidently 

; POL=}APS, QOL =4PQB. 
.. POQ=half a right angle. Similarly for each of the angles 
POS, SOR. Hence OP, OR are the bisectors of the angle SOQ. 

. OP: PS=QR: RS. 

(The figure is taken in which the line cuts 4.4, AD internally in 

P and 8.) 

2. Let ZUV be the triangle formed by the tangents, 7U 

touching the parabola at P. Draw the circle 7UV and also 
a circle touching UV at U and passing through P. Let these 

circles intersect in S: then S is the focus, for SUV =SPU. 
To find the vertex draw perpendiculars from S on two of the 

tangents. The join of their feet is the tangent at the vertex. 

3. (i) Putting y—z=a, ete., the expression is 

3 (B- )’=5 (B—y) (y—a) (a— B) (3a? — By) 
=15(y +2 2a) (z+a@—2y) (x+y — 22) (Sa? — Syz). 

(ii) The expression vanishes when 

Say, s=o~y, . o=0,> y=), 

and also when a=c or 6=d. 

Hence we have as factors 

ay (a — y*) (a —¢) (b—d), 
and the remaining factor will not contain 2 or y,. 

Putting «=, y=—a, the expression becomes 

— ab (a? — b*) (a —c) (b— d) (bd — ac). 

Hence the remaining factor must be ae — bd, 

R. K. 18 
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4. The sum of the cubes of a// positive proper fractions with 
denominator 5 is 

= [1+ 2+ 38+, .. + (5n —1)5] = sil a 7. 

The sum of the cubes of those not in their lowest terms is 

P+ Pat ct(n— ype [POOP 
Hence the sum required is 

2 ate 2 2 rid D) 

22 oe ie” Sd ) = 5 n* (5n? - 1). 

5. Since Sa = 0, 

*, B+y-—a= — 2By ==. 

Hence the required equation is immediately obtained by the 

26 2b 
substitution y= Panton 

6. Let p be the perpendicular from A on BC, r the in-radius. 
Then 

ge ? ie ek since fae ere 

SE AEE ie Eile Comat | 
a 2s 

~I The equation cosec 36 = 2 is satisfied by 

36 = 30°, 150° or — 210’, 

and these give distinct values for cosec #6. Hence, putting 
cosec =, the roots of the equation 

—-—-—== or 2#-62°+8=0 

are cosec 10°, cosec 50° and —cosec 70°, and the sum of these 
roots is 6. 
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8. The tangents at m, m' meet at amm’, a(m+m’) and the 
normals at 

a(m?+mm' +m") + 2a, —amm' (m+m’), 

Hence, putting m+m'=6, mm’ =¢, we may take 

P as ad, a0 and @ as a(#-—¢+ 2), —ad, 

so that the equation to PQ is 

wf) (1+)+y (P — 26+ 2) — a8 (¢? + P— + 2) =0, 

whence k= 

i.e. a(p? + &)—(a+k) b+ 2a-k=0, 

shewing that /P lies on the given circle. 

9. If the rectangular hyperbola wy =c* cuts the ellipse at 6, 
we have : 

GD 008 © BIE Oe CP oy sé sid doe ayes tiie vi (i). 
The tangents at this point are 

bxcos @+aysin@=ab, basin 6 + ay cos 6 = 2c*. 

If these cut at an angle a, we have 

ab (cos? 6 — sin? 6) 
wan 6* ie aii ain Goma 6° 

whence from (i) 

a*b? (a*b? — 4c*) 
2 at, 

tan” a = (a? +B%)?ct ’ 

6. c= mcd 
(a? + 6°)? tan? a + 40°)?” 

10. Let ABCDEF be the hexagon, the force P acting along 
AB, 2P along BC, ete. Then the sum of the resolved parts 
perpendicular to AD is zero; therefore the resultant is parallel 
to DA, and its magnitude is 

6P cos 60° + 3P = 6P. 

Suppose its line of action is at distance a from AD, then taking 
moments about the centre 

6P.2=21P. ae a poe ee 

18—2 
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1l. If f be the acceleration of the sphere vertically down- 
wards, /, that of the wedge horizontally, then 

M'g —-R cos 60° = M'f, Ksin 60° = MA, 

where & is the pressure between the sphere and the wedge. 

Also the accelerations perpendicular to the common face are 
the same, 

*. -fcos 60° =f, sin 60°, ie. A= tI : y Si A 7 

1 = Mt 

5 gs 
; : 3M 

Lo SS eae 

Hence M'g—M., 

12. The only asymptotes are the axes and the curve is 
symmetrical in the first and third quadrants, in which it lies. 
The subtangent at any point is 

dy dx 3a*\ | 3 

4] da * dy” eal pet ™ 

LIT. 

1, Let O be the centre of the circle BGC, FR, its radius, V 
the middle point of BC. Then 

AO? + 20N? = 30G? + AG? + 2GN? = 3B? + 2AN* 

Also ON? = Rh? —- ta’; 

AO?— R= ha? + AN? = 4a? +4 (6? + 0? — a’) 

= ¥ (a? + 6 +c’). 

Hence, by symmetry, the theorem follows. 

2. Let P and @ be the extremities of the arc, V the middle 
point of PY. The direction of the axis can be found by drawing 

any two parallel chords, and joining their middle points. Draw 

VRT in this direction, meeting the are in #&, and such that 
VR = KT, 
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Then 7'P, 7Q are tangents to the arc. We can now find the 
focus by making the angles QPS, PQS equal to PTV, Q7V 
respectively, and the axis can then be drawn. Let 7’Q meet the 
axis in ¢, and draw QJ perpendicular to the axis. Then the 
vertex is the middle point of t/7. 

3. Let s, denote the sum 1” + 2"+...+%”", and a, b any two 

of the numbers 1, 2, 3,... ~. Then, if S is the required sum, 

8° = 8, + 33a*b + 68. 

Also ab = 8,8, — 833 e 6.5 = 8,3 — 33,8, + 285, 

i.e. 

: 2 65 — (ie _3 mint) n(n+1)( n+l) 4 oy 

2 2 
* os {n (n+ 1)—2(2n+1) +4} 

? 2 5 ps ee _n a (i--S\eedee es 1) Gdw 2) 

4. If w, is the total number of plants in the nth year, then 
evidently 

the = Us, +. Othy 2: 

Assuming w, = Aa", this gives a?=a+6, whence a=3 or —2. 
Hence wu, is of the form A.3"+B(- 2)". But in each of the 

first two years he has only one plant ; 

wt A 1. 94448 = 1. 

whence A=%, B=-4%, ie u,=F {3"—(- 2)". 

5. (i) (3a—4) (a? + 27+5)=0, 

(ii) (a+ 2a-—1) (a+ a—3)=0, 

(iii) (w—1)* (a? +3x2+6)=0. 

6. Let r be the radius of either of the two circles first 

drawn. Then 

r (1+cosec 60°) =a, whence r=(2,/3—3)a. 
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If 7 be the radius of the required circle, then 

r+NrerP 7 

= perpendicular distance between AD and HY 

a /3 
=4.—-. 

From this 2rr’ = 4a? -—a, 3. ae 

peas a’ 3 a 5 48+6 

Se ae Bea be 

7. The roots of the equation tan 3¢ = tan 36, considered as 
an equation in tan @, are 

T 2a 
tan 6, tan (4 +5) , tan (4+ 3) ‘ 

But the equation is 

tan® ¢ — 3 tan 36. tan? d — 3 tan ¢d + tan 30 = 0, 

and the sum of the squares of its roots is 

(3 tan 30)? — 2 (— 3) = 9 tan? 36+ 6. 

8. Let the eccentric angles of the angular points be 6, 4, w. 

Then, from the auxiliary circle, | 

| p—-O=2y, p-p=2a, 27+ O-W=2Z. 
If (X, Y) is the c. of e., then 

ed pea | 4 31 0089, F=5-Rsind; 

PL AeN hee | “a + pe = 9/8 + 2% cos (6 — $)] 

l s 
= 9 (3 + 22 cos 2a), 

and since }a=7, 

', 1+ 3 cos 2a =— 4 cosacos B cosy; 

‘. the locus of (X, Y) is 

a y” 1 

ae (1 —8 cosa cos f cos y). 
9 
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9. To find where the line 

oe ee 

cos@ sin 8 

meets the general conic, we substitute 

reos6+a,, rsin6+Y 

for «and y. The result is 

r? (a cos? 6 + 2h cos 6 sin 6 +b sin? 8) 

+ 2r[ (aay + hy, +g) cos 6 + (ha, + by, +f) sin 6] + S,=0. 

This quadratic gives the lengths of the radii vectores drawn from 
(a, Y%) in the direction 06. sigh the required locus will 

evidently be obtained by writing g7 for 7, and then replacing 

rcos@, rsin@ by «—«x, and y-y. 

10. Let O be the centre of the board, G that of the square 
removed, G', the c. of G. of the remainder, and C the point of 
suspension. Draw GJ perpendicular to CO. Let the side of 
the board be 2a. 

Then since the weights of the two parts are in the ratio 
15:1, we have 

0G, = 7,06 = Jy. 2. /2a. 

a OO. 3 
GN=O0ON = ie = 59% 

Hence 

GN 1 a l -} we —] gO ing -—1 i G, CN = tan ( Ci iy) = tan (28 rz) tan {9° 

11. The velocity of M just before m begins to move is /2ga, 

./2ga, and the and the common velocity just after is : ee 

leration = acceleration +7-— . g. 

The velocity of m just before m’ begins to move is given by 

M? M 2M ( M 
peat fasts t _ ‘ i 

eg ~ (M+m)y wR Bsmt Mai \ Mim a+e)g 
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M+m 

M+m 
The common velocity after the jerk is Ht and the 

acceleration is eS 
M+m+m J 

With this acceleration the masses describe a distance 6 — c, 

and the velocity of m when it passes over the edge is given by 

(M+ my? M pe 2 ie 
~(M+ememy Mes NIE des °) 9: 

After m has passed over the edge, the acceleration of the 

M+m 

M+m+m 
its velocity is given by 

system is ;.g, and therefore when m’ reaches the edge, 

(M+my M M+m e ¢ .. oe 
f piece OPI te J Rach gerne, — (M+m4+m')?’ 

therefore 

Vv? M{Ma+(M+m)ch+M(M+m+m')(b—c)+(M+m)(M+m+m)e 
— 

2g (M+ m +m’? 

oes 

12. We have 

+ e* tan! x =-——_, + y, 
ATT ae 14x 

Hence (1 + 2”) yo + Qary, = e* + (1 + a2) y, + 2xy ....ceeee (ii). 

Subtracting (i) from (ii), the result easily follows. 

LIII. 

1. Let the perpendiculars AL, BM, CN on BC’ ete. intersect 
in O, and the perpendiculars B’M', C’N’ on AC, AB in O.. 
Then 

AC”? — BC? = AN” — BN” = 0'A* —O'B*, 

and AB? — CB"? = 0'A?-— 0'C?. 
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Subtracting 

0'C?-— O'B = (AC? — AB”) — BC? + CB” 

=(0C0"— OB”) —- (OC? — OA” + A’ B’) 

+ (OB? - OA”? + A'C?) 

= A’C?— A’ B*. 

Hence O'A’ is perpendicular to BC. 

2. Let SR be the semi-latus rectum of one of the ellipses, 

FN the perpendicular on the minor axis. Then 

SR=e.SX, ie. CN.CA=CS.SX; 

'.. CA?-CN.CA=CS.CX-CS.SX=CS?= RN?. 

Hence, if we take a point V on the minor axis, such that CV = CA, 
we have RV?=Cd. VN, shewing that # lies on a parabola, with 
vertex V, axis the minor axis, and latus rectum of length C4, 

and from the relation just written it is evident that A is on the 
parabola. 

3. We have 

n(1-a)(1—2a)...(1-n—12) =2((1 —x)(1—2z2)...(1—n—1z) 

—(1l-—2) (1 — 22)...(1—nz)}. 

Adding these equations, the result follows. 

4. The first determinant 

ee ees | | @+1, bn 2 | Oi. 4004 | 

a= x+3, 2, S | =| “, A l - “) li 0 |=—2. 

e+d, .3 Gf bea ee ‘ j eae 
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The second determinant 

a’, 6, ¢ 

=| 2a+1,: 2641, 264) 

2, 2, 2 

(the last row being obtained by adding-the second row to the 

third, and subtracting twice the first) 

a, b'; c 

=2| 2a+1, 26+1, 2c+1 

1. i, i 

Te «Stas og 

=41+ a, 6, o }=—- 4.1 (6 —e). 

es ee he 

ae 3 3 SJ (a) = 2 + x? — ax — 6, 

then I (a) = 0-5, 0 ogee J (-l)=a-6. 

This shews that there is a root between a and Q, and another 

between 0 and —1; therefore the remaining root must be real. 

6. We have 

4 cos 2x sin (y — 2) sin (2 — #) sin (@ — y) 

= 2 cos 2a [cos (y + z — 2a) — cos (y — 2)] sin (y — 2) 

= [cos (y +z — 4x) + cos (y+ %)] sin (y — 2) 

— cos 2x sin 2 (y — 2). 

Hence 

4 (3 cos 2x) sin (y — 2) sin (z — x) sin (# — y) | 

= cos (y + 2— 4x) sin (y — z) + & cos (y + 2) sin (y — 2) 

— > cos 2x sin 2 (y — 2). 

The-two latter sums vanish identically. Hence if the first also 

vanishes, and none of the differences y—z, etc. is zero, or a 

multiple of 7, we must have 

> cos 2a = 0. 
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7. Let AN be the perpendicular on BC, O and O’ the 
orthocentres. Then each of the angles OBN, O’BN is 90° —C, 
where ABC is the acute-angled triangle. Hence OV=O'N and 

the distance required is 20N. 

Now OB=BNcosec C=c cos B cosec C 

bcos B cosec B =: b cot B, 

and BN=ccosB; 

° ON? =08?— BN?=6' cot? B— c* cos? B. 

8. Let (x’, y’) be the point on the parabola, and 

x— 2’ y= y oc 

cosO sin@ | 

the chord. This line meets the parabola where 

(r sin 6+ y’')? = 4a(r cos 6 +2’), 

4a cos 6 — 27’ sin 6 
giving r= 0 or 

sin’ 6 

But y' = 2a cot (6 — 4), 

and therefore the length of the chord is 

4a (cos 6 — cot 6 — @ sin 6) = 4a sin d 

sin? 6 ~ sin (6— ¢) sin? @" 

9. The centre is the point (1, $), and the equation referred 
to the centre is 

5a*+ day + 8y? = 9. 
The axes are now 

the equation becomes 
£X*+9Y?* = 9, 

so that the semi-axes are 3 and 1, and 

i 2 . 

or = = a 1.e.ée= -— 
9 9 

a 9 
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Hence the foci are given by 

XA = - 79° } Y= 0, 

5 
1.e on - Y= £5, x+2y=0 

These equations give the points (1, — 4) and (-1, Hence 
referring back to the original origin, the foci are ‘4 0) and 
(0, 1). 

10, Let V be the vertex, G the centre of gravity, V the point 
of contact with the rail. Draw VO horizontal, and VO perpen- 
dicular to VV. Then GO must be vertical. 

Now VO= VG cos 6 = 3h cos 8, 

VN =csec (6 —a), 

VO= VN sec (0—a) =e sec* (6 —a), 

.. heos0=c sec’ (9 — a). 

11. Suppose P moves downwards, and let 7’ be the tension 
of the string. Then the acceleration of P is 

P-27T 

and that of Q upwards is 

But /’ = 2f, whence 

3PQ Ce Sag 
— P+4Q’ ee P+4Q°7 

I —— 

The acceleration of the c. of M. downwards is 

afc hos, re Meets. 6 Bast by 
P+Q ~ (P+Q (P+4Q)'7 

The same result is obtained when the motion is in the opposite 
direction. 
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dx 1 
2. 

: la- -—2x =|(-3 a0? 4 ~ 5) ae 

Se 
~ oe i. 

: [seotwdte = |(tanta +1) d (tana) = 5 tana + tan, 

a gate | 
[eP lognde = loge — [5 5 da 

ee 
= log a — 

ye 9’ 

Je (a+) de= 5 [ytdy where y = a?+ 2 

| ee 5 oa 5 
7 one =5 (a + 27)?, 

LIV. 

1. Let ABCD be the quadrilateral, and let the successive 
circles through AB ete. intersect in F#, F, G, H. 

Then 

AHE =180°- ABE, AHG=180°-— ADG; 

. EHG = ABE + ADE. 

Similarly EPG =CBE+CDe; 

 BAG+ EPG=AbC+ADCG=2 right angles. 

2. Let V be the middle point of PQ, and let 7V meet the 

curve in p, and the directrix in Z. Draw TN, pN’ perpendicular 

to the axis, Then 

SP +SQ=2VL=2(1V+ NX). 
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Now take a point J/ on the axis (away from S) such that 

AM=%4 (SP + SQ) —SA, 

so that WY is fixed. We have 

TN? =pN"=4AS.AN'=2AS (24AN + 2NN’) 

=2AS(2AN+T77). 

Also AM=TV+AN, 

. TN? =2AS(AN+ AM) = 24S. MN. 

Hence the locus of 7’ is a parabola, vertex M, and latus-rectum 

2AS. 

3. (i) Multiplying by r—2, the (p+ 1)th term becomes 

eee | (p+1)! ¥ (p+ 2)! 

(r+p)! ril(r+l)..(rtp—-l) (r+ l)...(rtp)y 

1 (n+1)! 
ee CC Ga hee 

(i1) The nth term is 

n ae 1 1 

ee 

si | ae 
ai lraresice arte erp 

: gy.) 1 1 cl anta+d 

1=5( eres errr 

4. Let the quantities be a,, a,...a,. Then 

l 

“a, /T1 1 
Multiplying these inequalities together, the result follows. 
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5. If the equations have a common root, it will also be a 
root of 

x (aa? + 3ba* + d) + (ba* + 3dx +e) =0, 

1.0. aat+ 460° +4da+0=0 ......... 100.004. (i). 

Hence the equations (i) and ~ 

ax’ + 3bu+d=0 

have a common root and therefore since the latter equation is 
the first derived of (i), the equation (i) has equal roots, the 
condition for which is 

J? — 2777 =0. 

But for (i), [=ae—4bd, J=— (ad +b'e), 

6. We have 

_AP.AQsina , BP. B@ sin B 

ve ee eee Pye? 
AP sinf, AQ _ sin, 

BP @na,;): BY = ana,’ 

a sina sing, sin, 

6 sinB’ sina,“ sina,’ 
whence 

7. Putting each expression equal to k, the angles a, ~, y 
satisfy the equation 

tan 36 — tan 6 =k. 
If tan 6 = x, this is 

3x — x ay 

roe * 
or 2a? + 3ku? + 2a —k=0. 

The roots of this are tana, tan £, tan y, 

ee tana tan 8 tany =~. 

_ 3k ok 

i 
Also tan (a+B+y)= re = 2, 

.. a+£+y is an odd multiple of 5 
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8. Let the angular points of the triangle be (x,, m,x,) etc. 
Then since the line joining the last two is perpendicular to 
y=m,x, we have 

Mz%,—Msz%, = 

Xe netsh Hs Mm, . 

Ws Ly 
whence similarly. 

m,m, + | % mm, + 1 es MMs + 1 

The co-ordinates of the centre of gravity are 13a, and 
_43m,a, and they are therefore proportional to 

im,m,+3 and 3m,m,m, + \m,. 

9. The equation to the circumcircle must be of the form 

aa? + Qhay + by? + (le + my +1) (l’x + m'y) =0...... (i), 

and the conditions for a circle are 

a+U'=b+mm’, %h-+lm'+l'm=0, 
(6—a)l—2hm mi! = Or a) me 2h 

ee eee [? + m? 

am? — Dhl + bl? 
(2 +m? 

whence l’= ’ 

ae ee, pie b) 

and from (i) the square of the diameter is 
, 

Ll’? +m”? 

(a + Ul’)? 

which is equal to the given expression. 

10. Let DN, EN be perpendicular to AB, AC respectively, 

and let G be the c. of a. of the lamina. Then VG must be 

vertical. 

The distance of G from the vertical through A is 

310 mi € + ’) cS (5 -¢)} 

= : oe {sin cos ¢ (sin B — sin C) + cos . cos ¢ (sin £ + sin oy 

Me B-C , 
(sin? $ sin -s tnd + cos? S cos —,— sin ¢) ’ 
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and the distance of V from the same line 

DN eos (5 é ¢) = 4D tin G A ) 

sin € + ) A cos (5 + 2) - 

= DE. pe eB (5 -$)-DE. aoe sin (5-4) 

_ pF. %n 2d 

ea 

Equating these expressions, the result follows. 

ll. The accelerations of m, m’ downwards are 

T 
oon and AROS, 

while that of WZ towards the edge is a ; 

From the geometry the sum of the first two must be twice 
the third, 

; 1 1 47 
1.e, 2g-T(— +.) = FF, 

2mm’ M 
whence 9; 

~ M (m+m')+ 4mm’ 

giving the required value for cid 
M 

12. The tangent at (a, y) is 

X (a*—ay)+ Y (y? —- ax) —axy = 0, 

a= OY R= acy 
a — ay’ y — ax’ 

a _ (x —ay) (y’ — az) _ ey? —a (e+ y*) + ary 

aes aay” a ara y” 

_ey—2Zaay awy— 2a? 

a eer ee 

2a°aB 
Ly = ab —a 
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LV. 

1. Given the triangle, the construction for the inscribed 

square is as follows:—Draw CNV perpendicular and equal to CB. 

Join AN cutting CB in L, and draw LA perpendicular to BC. 
Then Z// is a side of the square. 

Now let AD be the perpendicular from A on BC, and let 

HK, parallel to BC, cut AD in #. Then 

ON: HL= CA: HAs DARA: 

Hence the construction for this problem :—At DP erect DH 

perpendicular to CB and equal to a side of the square. In CNV 
take a point V such that VV is equal to a side of the square. 
Join V# cutting CB in LZ. Produce VZ to meet DH in A. Then 
A is the vertex of the triangle. 

2. Let the tangent at A meet an asymptote in JZ, and let 

AP, A’P cut the same asymptote in Q and Q. 
Since Ad’ is perpendicular to PP’, A must be the orthocentre 

of the triangle A’PP’ ; 

PRA AA P. 
Now since AP, A’P are supplemental chords, they are parallel 

to a pair of conjugate diameters, and are therefore equally — 
inclined to the asymptote ; 

PQQ’ = PQY'Q=CQ'A’ 
Also CA, AL are equally inclined to the asymptote ; 

 ALC= AGL. 
Hence subtracting, PAL=PA'A=PP'A : 

... AL touches the circle PP’A at A. 

3. We may exhaust the cases as follows :— 

n unlike things, no. of combinations *"C, 
2 

(n yi 1) ” 2? 9 +B) "Cy-1 

eereeeeeeeee sree eee eee eeoe see tee eeeesee eee et tenne 

all like things, a a i. 
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Hence the total number of combinations is 

OO + OU eo 

= coefficient of a” in (l+a)"(1l+a+a°+...+a"+...) 

‘8 ” ” (1 + ay (1 at ae 

-4 
4. (i) The series is the Binomial expansion of (1 - ia) ; 

and is therefore equal to $ ./2. 

(ii) Putting ae = x, the series is 

3 4 
1 + 20 + ++, B+... 

and the general term is 

n+1 a a 
—— . uy" = —___ + —. 
n! (n—1)!* n! 

Hence the sum of the series is (1 +.) e”, so that the sum of the 

series given is 101 grb0, 

5. Multiplying the columns by 1, 6, 6, 6, where 64= 1, and 
adding, we see that 

x+6a+ bh + Ge 

is a factor of the determinant, 

i.e. — (0a + @b + Gc) 

is a root of the equation. Hence the four roots are 

—(a+b+c), a—b+e, b+(a-c)i. 

6. (i) We have 

cos (a + B — 2y) — cos (a — 8) = 2 sin (B —y) sin (y —a), 

sin (2a + y)— sin (28 + y) = 2 cos (a+ B+ y) sin (a—). 

The product of the expressions on the left is 

} [sin (3a + B—-y)+sin(a—B + 3y)—sin (3a—8 +y)—sin (a+B+y) 

—sin (a + 38 —y)—sin (B—a+ 3y)+sin (a +B + y)+sin (38 +y—a)]. 

192 
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Also sin (3a+ 6 —y)—sin (3a—68+ y) =2 cos 3a sin (B—y), 

and so for the other pairs. Hence the expression above is 

> cos 3a sin (B —y). 

(ii) sin 96 =sin 36 (3 — 4 sin? 36) 

= sin 36 (4 cos? 36 — 1) 

= sin 6 (4 cos? 6— 1) [4 (4 cos* @ — 3 cos )?— 1] 

= sin 6 (4 cos? 6 — 1) (64 cos® 6 — 96 cos* 6 + 36 cos? 6 — 1). 

7. Dividing each expression by 

cos* a cos? B cos’ y, 

and putting tana=a, etc. we have 

EE ea eae 

a(b+c)? b(c+a) c(a+b) 

But a+6+c=0, 

te eye +23=0,. 

and the rational form of this is 

(e+ y+ 2)? = 2Taxyz. 

8. Let the circles be 

— Ss at+y—he+ &=0, 

Sse+y—Wa+P=0. 

Then the locus is 

Also S—S'’ =-—2(k-k’)a, 

therefore for the locus 

From (i) and (ii), 

9 /S=-2e+k-k, 
and rationalising and reducing this becomes 

heya 4 (b+ Bh) x + (k—-#)P— 48%, 
a parabola, of latus-rectum & + f’. 
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9. Let the chords of intersection be 

xcosat+ysina—p=0 and wxcosa’+ysina’ —p'=0, 

so that the equation to the circle must be of the form 
2 

Ae ee +X(xcosa+ysina—p)(#cosa’ +ysina’—p’)=0. 

The conditions for a circle give 

l l . . . 

—+Acosacosa’=>7,+Asinasina, a+a =nr...(i). 
a b 

Also, since the circle goes through the origin, 

—1+App’=0. 

From (i) +AHR- a? 

re a*h? 
a ie eon numerically, 

10. Let P, Q, & be the forces. Then taking moments about 
the incentre and the circumcentre, we have 

P+Q+k=0, 

P cos A + Q cos B+ R cos C = 0, 

’.. P:Q:R=cos B—cos C: cos C — cos A : cos A —cos B. 

CeC+a—h a+h-¢ 
Now cos B— cos C = 

2ca 2ab 

_ (b6-c) {a? — (b+ ¢)?} 

Be 2abe 

a+b+e 
ae OO + e- 6) a ee 

and similarly for the others. 

11. Let w be the original velocity of m,, and v, vw’ the 
velocities of m,, m, after the first impact. Then 

mvtmy=mu, v—v =—eUu, 

(m, — em.) u wml +e)u 

m+m, ’ m+m, — 
’.., = 
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Now let V, V’ be the velocities of m,, m; after m, strikes ms. 

Then 
mV + mV’ = mv, 

V—V'=-ev, 

Ft a Ve (mz — emMs;) Vv’ _m™m (m, — ems) (1 + e) u, 

My + Ms (m, + Mg) (My + Ms) 

so that if V=v, we have 

mM, (Mz — ems) (1 + €) = (mM, — emMe) (ma, + Ms), 

which is equivalent to the given result. 

12. Here A, —p» are the roots of 

2 
y 1, 

Abe 

cae 

.A-p=e?ty—c, Ap=cy’. 

a OA 
Hence if ae r,,,5 etc. we have 

Ng — Pe = 20, Ayf + pA = 0 } 

Ay — py = 2Y; Ayp + py A = 2ey 

rv _ Me 2a 

ith NoMy — Pady 
ae 

4cxu 
Ne Py is ftinty =, 

LVI. 

1. Let OD, OF be perpendicular to BC, AB and let LA 

meet the pedal line in K. We have OLA= OBA, and also since 

OBDF is cyclic, OBA=ODF, ie. ODF=OLA, i.e. the points 
O, D, L, K are cyclic, 

DAL = DOL=s right angle. 

2. Let the latus-rectum meet the circle in U and U’, and let 

PP’ cut the axisin Y. Then 

SU? = UN? — SN? = QN? — SN. 
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Now ON: NX=SR:SX, «|. QN=e.NX=SP, 

.. SU?=SP*—-SN*=PN*, i.e. SU= PN. 

3. The rth term is the reciprocal of 

and is therefore equal to 

oy +d) i =(n=2)2] 

pace 2 

=(a+b)| 1+(n—2) : +(n— 2)? a approximately 
a 

=a+ (n—1)b+(n—2)(n—1)=. 

4. Suppose the given fraction equal to 1 + > a Then 

_ (r+1)(r+2)... (r+) 

ten 1). te 

i ae (n+7r)! oe (n+r)! 

Ris. elm oiis 1) ni(r—1)! is 
regi | 

Now S =-= (1-2) : 
c- 7 r r 

Hence the required coefficient is 

Yee | A, 
ios 

5. Let s, denote the sum of the nth powers. Then 

8, = &, = U, 8, = — 3a, 

8,+46,+40=0, .. 4=— 4, 

8, + G%+6e,=0, ., 6,=9. 

Also xo” = — (ax + b)’, 

s 899 = — (as, + 5atbs, + 10a%b?s, + 10a*b 8s, + 5abss, + 40°) 

= — 5ath (— 4b) + (— 10a%b?) (— 3a) — 40° 

= 50a‘b® — 40°. 
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6. The identity to be proved is, clearing of fractions, 

> sin A cos A tan (B—(C’)(1 + tan B tan C) = 0, 

Le. sin A cos A (tan B—tan C)=0, 

Le. sin A cos? A sin (B— C)=0, 

Le. & cos? A (cos 2B — cos 20) = 0, 

ie. & (1+ cos 24) (cos 2B — cos 2C) = 0, 

which is evidently true. 

7. We have 

2" sin’ 6 cos? 6 = 28 sin? 6 sin® 26 

2° (1 — cos 26) sin® 26 

2° (2 sin 20 — sin 46) (1 — cos 46)? 

2 (2 sin 26 — sin 40) (3 — 4 cos 46 + cos 86) 

= 12 sin 26— 6 sin 46 — 8 (sin 66 — sin 26) 

+ 4 sin 86+ 2 (sin 106 — sin 66) 

— (sin 126 —sin 46) 

= 20 sin 26 —5 sin 46— 10 sin 66 + 4 sin 86 

+ 2 sin 106— sin 126. 

8. If S+AS’ is a point circle, we have 

(g+Ag P+ (S++ 2(f9 +9’) (1 +d) = 9, 
Le. A(g' +f’ + 2A (9 +f’) (g' +f) + (9+f)P=9. 

Replacing » by — . , we obtain the equation given. 

9. Since the axis of the parabola is parallel to the axis of x, — 
its equation must be of the form 

y? = pu + gy. 

This curve meets y= x where x=0 or p+q. Hence in this case 
we must have g=-—~yp, so that the equation is y°=p(x—y), and 

since the curve passes through (4, — 3) we obtain p=?. 
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Also the directrix must be of the form «—k=0, so that if 

(a, 8) is the focus, the equation to the parabola must be 

(a — a)" + (y — BY = (a — ky. 
Comparing this with the above form, we find 

a—k=,, B=-7) k? — a? — B* = 0, 

whence easily a = 0, so that the focus is (0, — ;°,). 

10. If r is the radius of the quadrant, that of the base of 

the cone is 7 Hence if A be the point of suspension, V the 

vertex, G the c. of a., and WV the centre of the base, we have 

VA=r, AN= 
’ 

i 
4’ 

J15 Wit. 6 
a hia wai. “ GN=,. r meee ¢ 3h 

and the angle required is | 

AN V3 
; ogg POE ea = er —— ‘ tan ( G 7) tan ( oe) 

11. Let &, R’ be the pressures between the ends of the rod 
and the planes, fand *’ the accelerations of the rod horizontally 
and vertically (these will be the same for every point, since the 
rod remains horizontal). Then the accelerations of the planes 

must be 
sina+/' cosa ‘cos a’ — f sina’ I. 2 abe tg 

sina sin a’ 

~ horizontally, since they are always in contact with the ends of 
the rod. 

Hence their equations of motion are 

--- * = fsina +f’ cosa | 
\ : 
(” coseceseccesees 1). a aa (i) 

ao cos a! —f sin a | 
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Also for the rod, resolving horizontally 

f' sin a’ — Rk sin a = mf, 

and since there is no rotation, 

R cos a= R' cos a’, 

R ie mf 

" cosa’ cosa sin (a’—a)’ 

Hence from (i) 

Rsin?acosa’ R’sin2a’ cosa i = i =f sin (a + a’), 

sin?a cos?a’ sin? a’ cos?a = eae ; 7 ~ V = sin (a’—a) sin (a +a’) 

= sin’? a’ — sin’ a, 

tan?a tan’?a’ 
= tan’ a’ sec? a — tan? a sec? a’ 

M M' 

= tan? a’ — tan’ a, 

1.€, e o 1) tan? a = (Fr + 1) tan” a’, 

12, Since the curve is of the form w,+w,=0, (uw, denoting 
a homogeneous function of x, y of degree 7), the asymptotes are 

u; = 0 and therefore all pass through the origin. 

Again, from the equation, 

(Sax? — 2klay + h) i —k (la? + 3my? — 1) =0. 

Hence, if = =0, we have /x?+ 3my?—1=0, shewing that the 
y 

points at which the tangents are parallel to the axis of y are the 
intersections of the cubic with this conic, and are therefore six in 
number. 
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LVII. 

1. Let AB be a side of the pentagon, 0 the centre, L the 
middle point of the are AB, and WV the point of intersection of 

OLand AB. Then the triangle OAZ is similar to that described 
in Euclid rv. 10, and 

LAN =4LUB=}LOA. 
Hence if on VO we take VK = VL, we have 

BAK = LOA: Ol mw BA 2 QL. 

Now OK? + OL? = 20N? + 2NK? 

= 2(OA? + AK?—2AN*), 

ie. AL? + OA? = 20A? + 2AL? — AB, 

', OCP TAVaae. 

2. Let S be the given focus, 6 the given extremity of the 
minor axis, SY the perpendicular on the given tangent. Now if 

Cis the centre, SB=semi-major axis=CY and therefore C lies 
on a circle, centre Y and radius S&. Also C lies on the circle 

on SB as diameter and is therefore determined. Now join SC, 
which is the direction of the major axis, and take CA, CA’ each 

equal to SS. Then A, A’ are the vertices. 

3. This result appears from multiplying the determinants 

CG; Me 8 | &, ~—2ae, a 

a “ae, 2 | aie, ~2a¢, a7 i; 
| 

a >. ac", 2 eo. = 2a"'c ” a’? 

the second of which is twice the first. 

4. The nth term is 

(0th) i oh ee be 
n(n+2)° is n(n + 2) 

=(n+1)a*7+= (5 +5 3)" ‘" 
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Hence the sum of the infinite series is. 

(l—ax)-?-1 1 log (1 — #) el aes] 
+=} — A — 

x 5 x x 

5. By hypothesis we have 

(a, — A) (@y—A) ... (in — A) + & = € (w, —A) (Wy —A) ... (Hp — A), 

where ¢ is a quantity independent of A, and equating coefficients 

of A”, we see that «=1. 

Hence 

(a — r) (a. — A) ... (an, —A) —& = (a, —A) (€,—A) ... (Gn —A), 

from which the required result evidently follows. 

6. We have 

} ae - BAe & B C 
AI= 4 sin 5 sin 5, Al, = 44 cos 5 cos 5, 

‘ IF 48 cos aR as 
2 2 

1 , : » 4 . 2 Also r,—-7r=48# sin a> IT? =48 (r,—7). 

Thus, if JO/,=0, we have | 

—2Rr) + (h? + 2Rr,) -4R (7, - 1) 

2 J R?—2Rr JR? + 2Rr, 

R-7r,+7 

~ VR—2r VR + Or,’ 
— R+ 2 4R(r,—r)—(7%, +7) ren PCRS lea 

2 

cos 6 = a 

Now R—r, +7=R=4Ksin*S = R (2008 A—1), 

r+r=4RsinS cos =>, 
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. 4h (r,-1)- (r+ 1) = 16R'sin® 5 — 162" sin’ 5 cos* > © 

ae B-C 
Hae 2 ein? = 162? sin 5 Sin? —5— » 

JP ck heat 
ren Z 2 2(sin B-sinC) 

ma rs PS Bee ee Poe ee ee 

7. The area of a regular polygon of m sides inscribed in 

a circle of radius £ is 

ar 
— nF? sin — 

n 2 

Also if 6 is acute, sin @ lies between 6 and 6—136°. Hence 

50 sin — lies between az and 
Bs 

a \*) | 

50} 5 (30) 17°" = tor 

Hence the ratio of the areas lies between 1 and 1 — 

a 10 1 
* 6°50? ~ 6 x 2500 1500° 

Poe 

6° 502" 

Now 7? <10; 

8. If the normals at ? (m) and @(m’) meet at a point » on 
the curve, then m, m’ are the roots of 

m? + mp + 2=0, 

and the co-ordinates of T are (2a, —ap), while the equation to 

PQ is 

2u+ py + 4a=0. 

The equation to the circle 7’7P@Q must be of the form 

y® —4ax + Xd (2x + py + 4a) (2a - py +k) =0...... (i), 

and the condition for a circle gives 
1 

1—Ap?=4A, ie. cour were t 
pe 

Further the circle passes through 7’ and substituting the 
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co-ordinates of 7’ and the value of A in (i), we find k=0, so that 
the equation to the circle becomes 

(u? +4) (y®— dan) + 4a? — py? + 4a (20 — py) =0, 
or a +%4?—a (p+ 2)x—apy=0. 

The centre is therefore 

w= ha (u2+2), y= hay, 
so that its locus is 

2y? =a («x — a). 

9. The tangents at the points B+ aon = 1+ecos 6 intersect 
r 

where @= f, and the equation to the tangent at (8 — a) being 

“=e cos 6 + cos (6-2 a), 

we have gar © 008 B + cos a. 

But 3 =1l+ecos(6— ay os (8 gpaite a), 30 = + ecos (8 +a), 

i 1... 2 cosa 40} Cintas Gani apie tO Sk. ee oe whence easily Es. + 39 i ) sin’? a 

10. Let « be the distance of the c. of Gg. of the machine 

from the fulcrum O, A the position of the moveable weight for 
a given weight W. Then 

W.0+0.22=FP.04. 

When the fulcrum is moved to 0’, let the true weight of the 
body appearing to weigh W be W- W’. Then 

(W-— W’')(a+a)+Q(x+a)=P. 0A. 

Subtracting 

Wa- W'(a+a)+ Qa=P(O'A — OA) =- Pa, 

(W+P+Q)a 

a+a 

Ww’ 
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11. Let V be the velocity of the nail and hammer-head just 

after impact, V’ the final velocity when all are in motion. 
Then 

mv=(m+p)V=(M+m+p) V". 

Also the change in Kinetic Energy is equal to the work done 
by penetration against the resistance. Hence if # be the distance 
penetrated, we have 

5 (m + p) yi 2 (M4 m+p)V"°=R.2, 

eae Se ae 
 2m+p 2M+m+p 

He | Mir? 

— 2° (m+ p)(M+m+p)’ 

Le. #R.z 

12. Calling the given integral w,, we have, integrating by 
parts, ; 

1 

Us = Ea — 3u, =e — 3Up, 
0 

and similarly Up=e—2U,, UW=e—U. 

But u,=e-1, and hence we find 

us = 6 —2e=6 — 2 (2-7183...) = "56... 

LVIII. 

1, Denote the given straight lines by 1, 2, 3. Through any 
point O on 1, draw OH parallel to 2. Then through 2 we can 
draw a plane parallel to the plane containing 1 and OH. Let 3 
meet this pair of parallel planes in A and B. Through A draw 

AE parallel to 2 meeting 1 in #, and complete the parallelogram 

EABF. Draw FG, BK parallel to 1 meeting 2 in @ and &. 
Draw GWM parallel to 3 meeting 1 in J/, and complete the 
parallelogram AG MZ. 
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2. Let AA’ be the major axis of one section, X its inter- 

section with the directrix, X ZL’ perpendicular to the axis of the 
cone, C' the centre of the section, AV, A’V', CM perpendiculars 
on the axis of the cone. Let O be the vertex of the cone, and 

suppose OA <OA’. Then CM =3(A'N’-AN). But AW, A’N’ 

are in a fixed ratio to OA, OA’, therefore CV is proportional to 

4(OA’'— OA) =3 (L'A’— LA) =3 (SA' — SA) = 48S'=CS. 

But CS. XS=6?, and XS*=XL. XL’, so that XS is the same 
for both sections. Hence C'/ is proportional to 6. 

3. (i) Take m quantities each equal to a and (7 +1) each 

Then since their A.M. is > the G.m. we have 
1 

equal to pe 

1 
2 1 1 2n+1 

In+1~ (n’ (1 + a 

ie. n™ (2+ 1)"12> (n+ d)t1 

? 

(ii) Take (n—1) quantities equal to (n —1), and (n+ 1) equal 
to(n+1). Then : 

n—-1)4+(n e 
( ret +3) > {(m—1)"") (nv +1)", 

2n 

an 
Le. (» + ~) > (n—1)*1(n + 1)"*4, 

4. Since x+1 and 2~+1 are prime, 2 must be even. If” 
were of the form 3m + 1, then 27 +1 would be 17 (3). If were 

of the form 3m —1, then n+ 1 would be (3). Hence m must 

be a multiple of 3 and therefore of 6. 
Again, if n were of the form 5m—1, then (n+ 1) would be 

M (5), and if n were of the form 5m + 2, then 2x+1 would be 

M (5). Hence must be of one of the forms 

5m, Om+1, Sm—2, 

i.e. either n, n—1 or n—3 is a multiple of 5. 

5. Multiply the equation in succession by 

x, a eee a”. 
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Then assuming that «"=1, we get 

a0") + age”? +... kag= 9, 

age) + age + ... +a, =0, 

ag) + ag *+ ...+a, =, 

a,p0"-) + aa" 9+... + a,_, =9, 

whence eliminating w"-', w"-*, ..., «, 1, the determinant in 
question is zero. 

Conversely, multiplying the columns of the determinant by 
a", a? ... a, 1, and adding, it appears that the determinant 

contains the factor 

Ge + antl + ic +B es 

and hence, if the determinant is zero, the equation in question 
must be satisfied. 

6. Let D be the middle point of A’. Then since the angle 
B is common to the triangles ABC, DBC, the ratio of the radii 
of the circles is clearly CD: AC, and therefore the ratio of their 
areas is CD?: AC’. 

But CD? = ha? + $b? — 4c*, 

so that the ratio required is 

2a? + 26? — c? : 46, 

or 2 sin? A + 2 sin? B—sin?C : 4 sin? B, 

and putting 2 sin? A = 1 — cos 24, etc., 

this ratio takes the form given. 

7. The roots of sin 36= oe , considered as an equation in 

sin #, are sin 20°, sin 40° and —sin 80°. But the equation is 

8 sin? @— 6 sind + /3 =0, 

2 de 
and the product of the roots is — oe 

an: 20 
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J/3 NE 
* gin 20° sin 40° sin 80° = 2 and sin 60° = =: 

The second result is obtained from cos 36= 4 in the same way. 

8. The equation to the normal at (2’, y’) may be written 

x — a ee Bee y 6 

Za py” a P y/ 
where p° (= + + =1. To find where this meets the ellipse 

"9 "9 

whence 7 =0, or — 2/p° (= + | ; 

Also the equation to the perpendicular semi-diameter is 

. v 

and where this meets the ellipse, we have 

b] 

Dee ee ee ee 
ae b4 b2° at sg?  G2h2 2? 

.. pad=ab. 
a’? y? op’? y 

Further (a? +0?) (= ‘s y.) eo (5 2 = 

; d? 9 @ 

1.€. (a? + 6?) * ab? — 1 + ab? . ‘“ > ab?” 

ie. (a? + 6?) d? — a°b? = : . Bab. 

9. The line y= max +c meets the first circle where 

(1 +m?) a+ 2(me—k)x+e+ &=0. 

Hence if (x, y;), (%2) Y2) are the points of intersection, 

2 (k — me) ape 
0,2) = ——— 

law oo FT Rela’ 
XH, + X= 
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(k — me)? — (c? + &) (1+ m?) 
", (@,— a)? = 4 (1 +m) 

and the square of the intercept is 

(x, — a2)" + (y, — Yo)? = (1 + m*) (a — 2)? 

k? — c? — 2kme — 8 (1 + m?) 

ai: 1 +m? 

Hence, if the intercepts are equal, 

k? — 2kme = k’? — 2k'me, 

gee k+k’ 
OS 

Hence the line is 

Y= MEX + Sg 

and its envelope is y= 2(k+ k’) x. 

10. Let A be the point of contact with the ground, V with 
the rail, G the centre of gravity of the man and the ladder. 
Draw AO making an angle with the vertical towards J, and 

NO perpendicular to the ladder. Then, in limiting equilibrium, 

O must be vertically above G. 
If the man has ascended a distance x, then 

a+nx=(n+1) AG, 

Also 4£ — sin A ab ee at AS « sin A 

GO sin(a—aA)’ GO’ ~°° GN cosasin(a—A)’ 

Be | ue mash. 

‘ AN sinacos(a—\)’ 

° a+ Nx 
lL e. 3 

; : h 
— sina cos(a—A)=sind. —_, 

i.e. a+ nx =2(n+1) Asind sec (a — X) cosec 2a, 

1l. Let a@ be the amplitude, A the extreme position of the 

particle. Draw a circle, centre O and radius OA, and draw PQ 
perpendicular to OA to meet the circle in Y. Then if P moves 
with simple harmonic motion, Q describes the circle with uniform 

angular velocity, and the periodic times are the same, so that, if 

20—2 
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w is the angular velocity of Q, 7’= sil Also the velocity of P 
W 

is equal to the resolved velocity of @ in the direction O04, 
A 

ie. v=aw sin 6, where AOQ=86. Hence, since OP =acos 6, we 
v 

sks —] have 6=tan ¢ OP 

Qn 
= ors the result follows. 

and the time required is = . Putting 
W 

@ 

12. Since log (sec # + tan x) + log (sec x — tan x) 

= log (sec? x — tan? x) = log 1 = 0, 

it follows that the function changes sign with a, i.e. it is an odd 

function of « Suppose then 
« 3 5 Aigt® At 

log (sec x + tan w) = ae + pe aw 

Then, differentiating, 

Gc Ga 
ee Ae Os ay MS eae 

t= ga oo 
But cos@=1— Spt ayo 

Multiplying these together, and equating all the coefficients after 
the first to zero, we get 

A, + As As A, — Ay A; — Ag 

a ey et atar 

whence mei a5 a Oi. 

LIX. 

l. If vis the radius, and O the centre, 

AQ. AQY=r-— 0A?=O04A. OB-— OA?=O0A.AB; 

the triangles OAQ’, BAQ are similar, and ABQ $s AQ’0. 

Similarly ABP=4P'0; ». PBQ= APO-AQO= APO- AQO, 
which is similarly equal to BQ’. 
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2. Let ABC be any triangle, J, /,, /,, 7; the centres of the 

inscribed and escribed circles, JD, 1,L, 1,M, [,N perpendiculars 

on BC, O the middle point of BC, Then 

ON =CN—OC=s—ha=3(6 +c) =O similarly. 

Again, from similar triangles, 

ID _ BN D_ 1M. 
BD FA. DGS Ga 

2 A ee eee 
7 ee DO GE = Be 

ides 
BL.LC s—a’ 

Applying these results to the triangle SPS’, the side SS’ 

corresponding to BC, it appears that the loci of J,, 7; are the 
tangents at the vertices of the ellipse, and the loci of J, J, 

ellipses on SS’ as major and minor axes respectively. 

Similarly 

3. If a, y, z be the roots of the equation 

BS me AF De OAD sin cng ce vedas secednns (i), 

then by the question, if the given equations are consistent, they 

must also be roots of 

a. +b (p?—2g—X) + (e+ >) (p—2) =0, 

i.e. BA? + ch? — {5 (p?— 2g) + pe—7}A—1 (a + p) =0...(ii). 

The equations (i) and (ii) must therefore be identical, so that 

p=-5, and rote?) ie. a+p=b. 

Hence a < cm be ie. ab=b? +c. 
b 

If this condition is satisfied, the equations have an infinity 

of solutions. Otherwise they are inconsistent, unless two of the 

quantities are equal, in which case the three equations reduce to 
two, and yield a finite number of solutions. 
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4, The series is the absolute term in the expansion of 

POT ah Oa” 
AEG PG+DT + 

202) i} Sar 
(2n)! It is therefore the coefficient of x” in : — (@ + 2)", which is } 
(m1)? 

5. Here a=2(6—y), 2+6+y=0, whence 

eee age gee a a eas = k, suppose. 

then 2By=—1IdP=a...{i), - aBy =—12h=—6...(ii) ; 

" pluie and the roots are ala 8 po 
Za: 3a 

Further, eliminating 4 from (i) and (ii), we have 

a\3 BAT (- 3) zs (5) qe. 144g? +.21978"=0. 

6. Let ABC... be the polygon of m sides, and P any vertex 

of the other polygon, and let POA =6, O being the common 

centre. Then 

PA? = 0+ 6*?—2abcos6, Pb? =a?+ b?— 2ab cos (4 “ -*) , ete. 

Hence 

>PA? =m (a? + 6?) — 2ab fs cos (0+). 
r—0 

The value of the latter sum is zero, since 

sin (m x 4 difference) = sin (m ‘ =) ss); 

Hence }PA? = m (a? + 6*), and this will be true for every vertex 
of the second polygon, so that the sum required is mn (a* +6’). 
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7. We have 

(2 cos 5 +1) (20 0s 5-1) = 4eos* 5-1 = 2cosx+ I, 

ee ee ee ee) 

x x x“ 
(2 cos w+ l) (2 cos p71) = 2008 s+ :. 

~ 

Multiplying these together, we get 

(2 cos 5~t) (2 cos 5-1). .(2.¢08 5,~1) = a coe. @ + 1 9 - om 
9 won +1 

gn 

Now, if mn be increased without limit, Lt cos mal, and 

therefore the limiting value of the product is 4(2 cos x + 1). 

8. If the angular points are m, m’, m” we have 

ah a SE sm = 0. 
m 

Also the side (m’, m’) is 
.. =, + ew 

kth ORY BT =0, mim 

1.6. oS ac) at -Y- Pe 

or m? (a — 3ak) — m (3ky — a) + y= 0, 

and its envelope is 

(3ky —a)?=4y(a—3ak), i.e. (3hky +a)’ = 4ay. 

9. The centre is (+, —}), and the equation referred to the 
centre is 

Ta + Yay + Tyt= 5, 

and writing X = SP ae , this becomes 
JB: = /2 
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whence the squares of the semi-axes are 2 and } and 

ee 2 =. 2 . ie 
C= 2 wage He ee e=4. 

9 

or transferring back to the original origin 

a-g-—(yt s)Hts, 

Le. e-y=—1 and «- y=. 

The figure can be traced from the equation (i). 

10. Draw DWN perpendicular to the plane ABC. Then the 
rods being all equal, WV is the circumcentre of ABC. Considering 

the forces on BD, two of them, viz., the weight and the pressure 
at 5, are vertical, and intersect BN. Hence the horizontal force 

must act along that line for equilibrium to be possible. Let & 

be the pressure at either B or C and let AV produced meet BC 
in M. Let 7 be the tension of either string. 

Then for the equilibrium of 5D, taking moments about D, 

-~W.4dsina+F&.sina=T7. cosa .........00. (i), 

and for the whole system, taking moments about 4, 

2R.AM=2W(AN+3MN)+ W.AAN......... (ii). 

Now, if AN=r, MN =r cos 26=r (2 cos? 6 — 1); 

*, AM = 2r cos? 6. 

Thus the equation (i1) becomes 

4F cos? 6 = (3 + 2 cos* 6) W, 

and therefore from (i) 

T=(R-4W)tana=3W. 

11. If the velocity be due to a height hf, then h is least 

when the focus of the path is in PQ, and we then have 

PQ =sum of the perpendiculars from P and Q on the directrix 

=h+h—PQ sina. 
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Hence, if PQ =c, we have 
Pia e(1 ie a) 

Similarly for the path from Q to P, we get 

pO eee h'= 5 : 

; h _i+sina ois = +5) 

ee ees Beene OPN G 

12. Clearly the curve is contained within a rectangle, sides 

2a, 2b, with centre at the origin. It passes through the origin. 
Also, if + —6 be written for 6, y remains unchanged, and x changes 

sign: while if + + 6 be written for 6, x remains unchanged, and y 
changes sign. It thus appears that the shape of the curve is that 

of a figure of 8, the two loops being oie 

The whole area is the value of [us dy dé, taken round the 

curve, i.e. 

nol a 2r 

| asin 26.6 cos6d6=4 | ab sin 26 cos 6d6 
Jo Jo 

T 

2 

~ 2ab | (sin 36 + sin 6) d0 
0 

2 
= 2ab |- 3 cos 36 — cos 6 | 

0 

LX. 

1. Let AN be the perpendicular from A on BC, and R the 
radius of the circumcircle. Then A4B.AC=2R.AN, therefore 
fis given. Let O be the cireumcentre, J the incentre, and let 
AO, AI meet the cireumcircle in LZ, D respectively. Produce LD 
to meet AV produced in X. Then since 

B-C ) 
2 

oAsr=T4 iw (== 
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and ADL is a right angle, AX =AL=2R, therefore X is a 
fixed point. Produce 4D to #, making DE=DI. Then since 

DI=DC, ICE is a right angle, therefore AEC = - therefore 

triangles ALC, AJB are similar ; 

.. AI. AEF=AB. AC. 

But Al. AK=AD—ID?= AX?~IX?, 

Le. 1X?=4R?—AB. AC, therefore the locus of J is a circle with 
centre YX. 

2. Let AA’, aa’ be the major axes, AN, A’N’, an, a’n’ per- 
pendiculars on the axis of the cone. Then 

S=AV. AN, b%=an.an: 

OF . AM AR OL OL 5: OA? 

eee an Oa Oe. Oa?’ 

where OQ is the vertex of the cone, since OA. O0a= OA’. Oa’. 
But the triangles 04 A’, Oaa’ are similar, 

OA AA a 

On aa a 
p> #e. ered 
= Ty he. the sections are similar. 

3. The series is 

ab (1 —1)"*1+(r +1) (a+ 6) (1-1) 

[eon CEN DEED 97 
oe 3! 

The last series is 2! times the coefficient of 2 in (1 —e*)""}, 

and is therefore zero, since the expansion begins with a+}. 

Hence the value of the original series is zero. 

4, With the given conditions, the series 

SH=Uy t+ UjL+ Ue? +... (Uy =4) 

will be a recurring series, with scale of relation 

Qty — Un—1 — Un-2 = 9, 
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and the generating function is 

S= = 

1 
ay ae —_——— 1 ae a! =5(b+}a).5 5 +30 ed ee 

. Un= 2 (b+ia)+h(b-a)(- lyn 

=$%[{1—(— 2)"} @ + {2 + (—4)*} O). 

5, We have 

[a — (a? + a*)] [a — (a +a°)| =a? + 4+ (a? +07+2)...... (i), 

since at+a?+a*?+at=—1, and a=]. 

So also 

[a — (a + a?) [x — (a? + a*)) =a? + a@ + (at+a + 2) ...(ii). 

Multiplying (i) and (ii), the product is 

(a? + x)? + 3 (a? + wv) + 1 =at+ 2a? + 4a? + 3x41. 

Hence the roots of the given equation are 

a®+at, a+a’®, a+a’, a®+ a‘, 

6. Putting tand=1¢, tana=4,, etc., then by hypothesis ¢,, ¢, 
are the roots of 

t(1—t,t,)? + t, (1 - tt,)? + (1 — tt,)?=0, 

i.e. tt, (t, + t) f+ (1 — 64,4, + 4,70,7) + 4,4+4,=0; 

1 — Gé, 6 + ¢,743 
ee a a 

tty tty (t, + ty) 

i.e. tytatytg=1, (ty + ty) (tg + &) + tty +tgt,— 6 =0. 
The symmetry of these results shews that ¢,, ¢, are interchangeable 
with ¢,, ¢. 

_ (2r+ l) x 

As 4n 

Hence putting cot? = in the equation 

2n (2n —1) 2n (2n— 1) (2n — 2) (2n — 3) 
mat tan? 6 + i tan‘ 6 — 

7. If tan 2n0=0, then (r=0, 1, ... 2n—1). 

+ tan™ @ = 0, 
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the roots of the equation 

oes 3 
are the n quantities cot? ~ , nee rm , ete., and their sum is 

2n (2n — 1) 

21 © 
2n? — n ; 

9 

.. & cosec? or we ms + > cot? pe = 2n?, 

8. Let (X, Y) be the point from which the tangents are 

drawn, /x+my=1 the chord required. Then, for some value of 

k, the conic 

(aa — by? — 1) (aX?—bY*—1)—(avX - byY —1)? 

| +k (la + my —1)(axX + byY—1)=0 

must coincide with az? + by? =1. 
Equating therefore the coefficients of «wy, « and y to zero, 

we get 

2ab XY +k (aXm + OV 1) =0 ....cccveeesseeee (i), 

2aX+k(—l-aX)=0, ie. khl=(2—-hk)aX...... (ii), 

—2bY+k(-m—bY)=0, ie. km=—(2+4) 6Y ...(iii). 

Substituting from (ii) and (iii) in (i), we find 

Red, faa, m= = S07, 

_ so that the chord is axX — 3b Vy = 1, 

which touches ax + 9by?= 1 at the point (X,- $Y). 

9. The equation to the tangent at the point (1, —1) is 

38a—a+y—3y—4(e¢+1)—-4(y—-1)—4=0 

or x+3y+2=0. 

Hence since the chord of curvature also passes through the point 

(1,-—1), the equation to the circle of curvature must be of the 

form 

3a? + Qay + By? — 8a —8y—44A(H+ 3y + 2) (a+ ky—1+k)=0. 
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The conditions for a circle are 

3+A=3+ 3A, 

2+A(3+k)=0, 

whence k= }, A=— 4, and the equation is 

5 (3a? + 2ay + 3y° — 8a —8y— 4)— (a + 3y + 2) (8a + y— 2) =0, 

reducing to the form given. 

10. Let A be the end of the rod on the ground, G its centre, 
D its point of contact with the hemisphere (centre 0). At A 

draw AC making an angle A with the vertical on the side of the 
hemisphere, and let OD, AC meet at C. Then C must be vertically 

above G. Hence we have 

A 

AC 

where @ is the required angle ; 

AD _ sin (A + 8) cos 6 
ee sin X 

But AD _reotG_2cosd 
AG nr -nsin@’ 

. nsin 6 sin (A+ 6) = 2 sin A, 

Le. 7 (cot 6 + cot A) = 2 cosec? 6 = 2 + 2 cot? 6; 

*. 2co?@—ncot6+2-—ncotrA=0; 

*. cot 0=1(n+ Jn? + 8n cot A— 16). 

n 
9 
— 

mem sin (A+ 6), 

But we must have 2AG > AD> AG, i.e. n> cot 6> 

Hence the upper sign must be taken, and there is the further 
condition 

n/n? + 8n cotA — 16 < 3n. 

1l. Ifa particle be projected from height x, then just before 
the first impact with the ground its horizontal velocity is 

u= 2g (h— 2), 

and its vertical velocity v= / 2g. 
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Hence the distance described before it ceases to rebound is 

uv Yu.ev Bu.e'v 
— + +... ad inf. 
g g g 

wv 2u.ev 1 uv ite l+e ere ee rage ds bay =2 /(h—a) x a) &. 5 

But (h-«) «= 4h?—($h—«)’, and therefore the greatest value of 

J(h—ax)a is 4h. Hence the greatest value of the above dis- 
tance is 

l+e 
Aa, 

12. Let wae, v=log a, so that 

(—1)".n! ny red NED amie 
gt ? opt 

Uy = 

the suffixes denoting differentiations with regard to x. 
By Leibnitz’ Theorem 

(Uv), = Uy? + O26, 10, + “Gti g Va + sss 

the general term being | 

n! (—1)""".(n—-r)! ob: Gay (r-3) 
n ‘nies 

r!(n—r)) a 8 

(ted 1 

= Yr 2 a 

(—1)".n! "1 
(Uv) _ = ae (log x — 2 =] 

LXI. 

1. Let A, B be the centres of the given circles, a and b 

their radii, SVU a direct common tangent, S being the centre of 
similitude. Suppose the circle to be described touches the given 

circles in P and Q and the line of centres in 7. Then PQ passes 
through S: let it meet the circle 6 again in Q’. Then 

OF eo SP.SQ_@ .. ST? 4a ab 

SOS’. (= Ae Be 8 . are op. 
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Hence we get the following construction :—Let the first circle cut 

the line of centres in D, D’. On AD’ take AR= 5, and describe 

a semi-circle on D& as diameter. Draw AZ perpendicular to 
the line of centres to meet this semi-circle in LZ. Draw LM 

parallel to the line of centres, meeting the common tangent UV 
in M, and draw M7’ perpendicular to AB. Then 7’ is the point 

of contact. To find the other points of contact, draw radii AZ, 

BF perpendicular to A, and join 7'#, 7'F. These lines will cut 
the circles in the required points. 

2. Draw the tangent pq parallel to PY and draw pK, qK 

perpendicular to 7'’P, 7Q respectively. Then, evidently, since 
p, q are the middle points of 7'P, 7'Q, therefore X is the middle 

point of 7'U. Let O be the middle point of 77K. Then 7, p, KX, 
S, q all lie on a circle, centre 0, 

-. TRQ=T70q = 2Tpq = 2TPQ, 
and similarly TRP=TQP. Hence, if Q7 be produced to Q’, 

PRQ=2PTO = PSQ: 
therefore X lies on the circle SPQ. 

3. In the identity 

1 +a, — a, (1 + a) + aa, (1 +43) -... 

— AA, eee Hon} (1 + An) = l — & A, ee An; 

3 3 4 2n+1 

Ree 7 SU ee he tee 
We then have | 

2n+2 2 2n+2 2.3 2n +2 

“In In'%m—-1 In(Qn—1) In-2~ 
27.8 ic Te 2n + 2 sa Oa Pate 

an-(2Za-1)°..2 1 ; Wrete 

and the series to be summed is 

2 a. Gatoe: r 2.5 Po 

an 2n(2n— i) 2n (2n — 1) (2n —2) ae 

. (2n+ 2)(1-8)=-—2n, 

pcb eee 

i Pe oe 
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4, Let 

mn? (n+1)P=A+Bn+Cn(n—-1) 

+ Dn (n—1) (n — 2)+2(n—1) (n — 2) (n— 3). 

Putting n= 0, 1, 2, 3 in succession, we find 

AaQ: Beh. Cake Rs 

i n?(n+1) _ 4 fi 14 : 8 rt 1 

n! (n—1)! (n—2)!) (n-—3)! (n—-4)!’ 

and therefore the sum of the series is 

4e+14e+ 8e+e= 27e. 

5. Multiplying the equation by x—1, it becomes 

etl —_ Qo” +1 =0. 

Let S; denote the sum of the rth powers of the roots of this 
equation. Then since the terms in a, a, ... x"~* are all wanting, 

+. S= S_.=0uy =... = Sy = 9; 

Also dividing by «""’, substituting the roots and adding we get 

Sra ue 285, + S_(n=r) =0; 

gi. Oe A we 3). 

But S,= 2, therefore in general S,,= 2” (m>}> n). 

Hence for the original equation, the sum of the mth powers 
is 2”—]. 

6. Applying the formula abc = 4RA to the triangles BGC, etc., 
we have 

a,BG.GC =$l,. A, etc. ; 

Li. be oe eb eed + 
7 ZA. i 77 oA 5) 

als 
BA a’. a OB = SR. G A?. 

1 

4 AD*, where AD is the median 

Prag fe ee ae, ee ae, ee Bee ee Pee, Yin 
= 57 (50° +30C—fa") = 50+ Ge —ga’; 

* BGA?=4. ya’, 

°, x(a. 33) = R. 3a" 
dy 
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7. We have in general 

1,.t—,.F+7C,.6-f¢ 

1-70,.8@+7C,. &—U,.€’ 

Hence in this case 

(* $—35.54+21.g5—135 

1-21.3+35.),-7.4 

tan 76 = where ¢ = tan6. 

Pe 29 ; tan 76 = +. on reduction. 

8. Let da +my=1 be any such straight line. The equations 
to the pairs of lines joining the origin to the points of inter- 
section of this line with the conics are 

aa + by? = (le+ my)? and aa? + b'y? = (le + my)”, 

Le. (a—?) a? — Zlmay + (6 — m?) = 0, 

and (a’ — P*) a? — 2lmay + (b' — m?) = 0. 

The condition that these form a harmonic pencil is 

(a — [*) (b' — m*) + (av — P) (6- m*) — 2P?'m? = 0, 

ie. 2 (b+ 6’) +m? (a+a’) =ab’ +a’b, 

which is also the condition that the line should touch the conic 
in question. 

9. Taking the given point as origin, let the conic be given 
by the general equation, and let the two lines be y= ma, y= mz. 
Then any conic through P, P’, Q, Q’ is of the form 

S+2X(y —- max) (y — mx) = 0, 

and this is a rectangular hyperbola if 
: b 

a+Amm’'+b+rA=90, ie. ER Sibi 
l+mm 

and the equation then takes the form 

(1 + mm’) S— (a+b) (y-— mz) (y—m'ax) =0......... (i). 

But since the lines are conjugate for the conic S, 

. at+(m+m )h+bmm' =0, 

so that (1) takes the form 

h(1+mm') S—(a + b) (hy? + (a + bmm’) xy + hmm'a*) = 0, 

shewing that it passes through the intersections of the conics 

hS— (a+b) (hy + ax) y = 9, 

and hS—(a+b) (ha + by) x = 0. 
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10. If the pulley is at D, we have 

BD? = AB? + AD?—-2AB. AD cos BAD 

= a? + a’ cos’ a — 2a? cosasin(a—¢), where AB= a, | 

Taking moments about A, we have 

W.2acosacos¢=P.asin ABD. 

sn ALD  acosa 
f he triang } Also, from the triangle A LD, ea ney. BD” 

@ COS a COs (a — d) 

BD 

ie. 2W cos 6 = 3P.acos (a— $)/BD. 

*. W.2cosacosg=P. 

11. Let 7’ be the tension of the string after the blow on the 

mass m, / the acceleration of m’. Then 

2 

m (f- ) =mg—T, where v?=2gnl. 
l 

m f=T —m'g. 

Eliminating f, we find 

Pitt n+l 
— m+m' (a + 1) 9 

~ 

i.e. the tension is increased in the ratio n+ 1:1. 

12. (i) Putting «=sec 0, the integral becomes 

es 6 tan 6dé “pe res 

Pony FCW Uae eateries 

(ii) The integral is 

sec? xda dt 

(a +6 tan x) (a (a+ bt? where ¢ = tan 6, 

1 

~ b(a +t)’ 

(iii) Putting cosx=y, the integral is 

-| (l-y) ydy=ty'-ty. 
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LXII. 

1. Let AB, CD be the two given finite straight lines. Draw 
planes through A and B perpendicular to 4B, and planes through 

C and D perpendicular to CD. These four planes will form a 
parallelopiped of unlimited length. Take a point P in the edge 
common to the faces containing A and C. Let PA, PC cut the 

next edges in QY and R#, and let YD, RB cut the fourth edge in 

S and 8’, 

Then as P moves along the edge, P and ( cut two parallel 
straight lines proportionally, since PQ always passes through the 

fixed point A, and similarly for @ and #&. Hence P and S cut 
two parallel] straight lines proportionally, and therefore PS always 
passes through a fixed point, say K. Similarly PS’ passes through 
another fixed point A’. Hence if we join AX’ this will be the 
required position of PS. 

2. Let 7'Q, 7R be two of the perpendicular tangents, 7'Y’, 

7h’ the other tangents from 7’, which are also perpendicular. 
Let the normal at Q@ meet RR’ in P’. Then (Q being on the 

outer conic) the pole of 7'Q for the inner conic lies on YP’. But 
it also lies on RA’, therefore the pole is /”. 

Hence if 7Q meets RR in P, it follows that PP’ divides 
RR’ harmonically, and since PQ?’ is a right angle, QA, QL’ 
are equally inclined to QP’, i. 7'Q bisects the angle RYLR 

externally. 
Similarly 7'R bisects the angle QQ’ internally, and since 

QTR is a right angle it follows that QA’ and YR must be 

parallel, and both of them must therefore be parallel to C7, if C 
is the centre. Hence C7’ must bisect QA, say in V. 

Hence V7'= VR, and since CV is half the next side of the 
parallelogram, it follows that the perimeter is 4C7.. But 7’ lies 
on a fixed circle, centre C, and therefore C7' is constant for all 

positions of the rectangle. 

21—2 
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3. Since II (y +2) = da?y + 2xyz 

= Za + 2°, 

and «?y?z*. II (y + z) = a*b'c*, we have at once 

d® (Sa? + 2d*) = abe, 

4. We have 

ee ge an a4 
and the coetiicient of «” in the expansion is 

1 
ee [b” (6 sore a) —¢" (c sais a). 

Hence, if the coefficients of «” and x"-! are both zero, we must 
have 

b" (b—a) =c"(c—a) 

and b"-1 (b—a)=c""1(c—a), 

leading, on division, to b=c (since neither 6 -— @ nor c — a is zero), 

which is contrary to the hypothesis that 6 and ¢ are unequal. 

5. By the ordinary multiplication rule 

Aa oe, G 

MIGMaL Ho Bows Fl, 
G, Ff, C-™ 

where A=@+h?+g9, F=gh+f(b +e), ete. 

Expanding we have 

Ri tity + AK OD ices car eian = (i), 

where L=30?+23f/%, M=3(be—/?)? + 23 (gh— af), 

aA ey? 

Ny OS CF 

Bi dues | 

so that L, M, WV are essentially positive, so that by Descartes’ 

rule all the real roots of (i) in »? are positive. 

IO TSE Oe aE Tn ; 
St en SLE ESE AME ata Oe tte aE aro oe a ee 
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Also there is obviously no root of the form fi, and if there 
were a root of the form a+ fi, by writing A—a, B—a, C —a for 
A, B, C, we should get an equation of similar form with a root 7. 
Hence the roots of (i) in A? are all real and positive and therefore 
the roots of ¢(A)=0 are all real. 

6. The radii of the circles are #, }/, and the square of the 
distance between their centres is }#?(1 —8 cos A cos Bcos (). 

The required condition is then 

hk? +i Rh? =1K*(1—8cos A cos B cos C), 

whence 2 cos A cos B cos C =— 1. 

But 1 — S cos? A —2 cos A cos B cos C = 0, 

*, &cos* A= 2. Le. Ssin*? 4 =1. 

7. (i) Here 

4,5 = 3 cos 6 + cos 36 ~ } (3 cos 36 + cos 376) 

+ at cos 3°64 + cos 3°6) —... ad inf. 

= 3 cos 6, since the series is convergent. 

(ii) Here 

2S = (cos 6— cos 36) + a (cos 6 — cos 56) + a? (cos 6—cos 76) +... 

= cos 6(1 + a@+a?+...)— (cos 36 + a cos 56+ a® cos 76+...) 

_ Cos _ cos 36 — a cos 6 2 2 sin 6 sin 26 

~l-a 1-—2acos26+a? (1 —a) (1—2acos 20 +a?) * 

8. Let P be the point 6, and let QR be dx +my=1. Then, 
for some value of A, 

x? + y? — 6? + 2x (la + my—1)=0 .........0.. (i) 

must coincide with 

[ba (sin 6 — 1) — ay cos 6 + ab cos 6] 

[ba (sin 6 + 1) — ay cos 6 - ab cos 6] =0 ...(ii), 

these latter being the lines joining P to the extremities of the 
minor axis. 
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The equation (ii) is 

b°x? cos? 6 — a? y” cos? 6 + 2abay sin 6 cos 6 

— 2ab’x cos 6 + a?b? cos’ 6 = 0. 

Comparing with (i) we get 

1+2A0 | Lo ee oe: 

b2cos6 = a cos 0s ab sin 6 ad” 

2 sin 6 a? + 6? 
whence carers eee ont t= —F aa 008 G, 

so that the equation to YA is 

a? + 6? sin 6 
“Faje C089. e+ j yee. 

the envelope of which is the given ellipse. 

9. Ifthe lines da?+2Hxy+ By? =0 are common conjugate 
diameters of the conics az? + 2hay + by? =1, aa? + 2h’ay + by? =1, 

we have the conditions | 7 

bA+aB-2hH=0, WA+ab-2VH=), 

“. (6-0) A+(a-a@)B-2(h-h'/) H=0. 

But this is the condition that the same lines should form a 

harmonic pencil with 

(a—a’) a? +2 (h—-h’) ay+ (b-b')y’ =9, 

and these are the common central chords of the two conics. 

10. The surfaces of the bowl and lid are in the ratio 2:1 
and the centre of gravity of the bowl is at the middle point of the 

central radius OA. Hence if G be the centre of gravity of the 
whole, OG = 1a, where a is the radius. 

Taking the floor and wall as axes let Z, MW be the points of 

contact, LK, MK the directions of limiting friction. Then the 
equation to LK is 

1 
=—-—(x%—@), y ma ) 

and to WK, Y — a= pe. 

Se eee eeyere " 
SE eT elt ye an eee pa ee ee, ee Tr A er. ei 
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At their intersection A, we have w= ih ,-a, and XK is 

_ vertically above G, so that we must have ic < 0G, 

Le. a— 4. a<ta, 

ie. 2p? + 3u-—1<0, 

or (ut+zrP<ti, Le. ap atlas 

11. Let w be the angular velocity of each mass m, / the 

acceleration of mm after release. This mass will begin to move 
along the bisector of the angle a. Hence if 7” be the tension of 
either part of the thread, we have for either mass m, 

ya =m (au? -fc08 5) ; 

a 

5 
— 

and for nm, 27” cos = = nm/f; 

— 

1 nee ‘ 
ge iG ( 1+ me 2 cos? 5) = maw* = T, the original tension, 

Y id n n 

a n+1+cosa’ 
n + 2 cos’ 5 

- 

12. The coefficients of the highest powers of # and y are 
y*’—a@and«. This gives the real asymptotes 

y=a and x=0, 

and shews that the other two are imaginary. 

At the point (—a, 0), i; vanishes, and the tangent is parallel to 

3 

the axis of y. Also since te, therefore, as x passes 

through the value — a, the value of y changes from negative to 
positive. Hence at the point (—a, 0) the curve must cross the 

tangent, i.e. (—a, 0) is a point of inflexion. There is also another 
point of inflexion at 
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LXIII. 

1. Let AD, BC meet in P, and AC, BD in Q. Then the 

triangle OPQ is self-polar for the circle; therefore PQ is the 

polar of O and is therefore fixed. Further the pencil P (CA, OQ) 
is harmonic, therefore since AO = OB, PQ is parallel to AB. 

2. Let S be the given focus, P the point of contact, S’ the 

second focus of the ellipse, and let PS’ meet the ellipse in Q. 

Then since SP, S’P are equally inclined to the tangent, therefore 

PS’ is parallel to the axis of the parabola. Let it meet the 
directrix in LZ. Then ZS’=SP+PS'=2a. Now draw a line 

YZ parallel to the directrix and at a distance 4a from it, and 

let LS’ meet this line in Z’. Then S’L’ = 2a; 

*. SQ =2a-S'V=QL’. 

Further the tangent to the ellipse at Y is equally inclined to 

SQ, QL’. Hence if a parabola be drawn with S as focus, and 
YZ as directrix, it will touch the ellipse at Q. 

3. The nth term of s,is na+ des ae 

*. the nth term of s, is oe .at fac preys 1) b, 

and soon. Generally the mth term of s, is 

n(n+1)...(n+p-1) (n-1)n(n+1).:.(n+p-1) 
.at+ .b 

p! (p+1)! 

ote ep hy (n+p-1)! 

~ p!(w—-1)! ECES CPS ee 

ay enna {(p + l)a+(n—1) 5}. 

4. The total number of possible arrangements is 8! If no 

two odd integers are together, the arrangement must be either 

(i) odd and even integers alternately, 

or (ii) either one even integer or two between each successive 
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pairs of odd integers, with odd integers occupying the first and 

last places. 
In case (i) the number of arrangements is 2. (4 !)’, 

ben cdvads (ii) ccs ovapeccscavnees cues cieesn rien et OE (4x 9G). 

Hence the required chance is 

2.(4!%+(4!x3!x12) 48+72 | 

8 “Sere 
5. If the equation has three roots equal to a, it must be 

equivalent to 

(a® - 3aax? + 30° — a*) (x? + 3ax +a”) = 0, 

since the terms in a and w are missing. This reduces to 

x — 50°? + 5a*x?-a® = 0; 

Ve 
a a a 

whence cae a Sbd _ 
S Gee 

The given equation satisfies these conditions, a being $, and 

is equivalent to 
(2x — 3)* (4a? + 1824+ 9)=0. 

6. Suppose the result true for any nm angles, so that we have 

> cos (+a, +a,+...+a,_, +6) = 2" cosa, ... coSa,_, cos 6. 

In this result put 6=a,+a,,,, and then 6=a,+a,,,, and add 

the results. The left-hand side is clearly 

= cos (+ a, ta, +... +a, + 4,3), 

and the right-hand side is 

2” cos a, ... COS a,_, (COS (a, + @,,,) + COS (a, — a, ,1)] 

= 2" COs a, ... COS ay_, (2 COS a, COS a, ,;) 

= 2°*! oom mi, ... COB dy... 

Hence, if the result is true for » angles, it is true for n+1 

angles. But 
> cos (+ a, + ay) = 4 cOs a, COS ay. 

Hence the result is true for two angles, and therefore by induction 
is true generally. 
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7. If (1+) tana =(1-—~2) tan £, we have 

eta — e-ta (1 — a) (eB — e- 8) 

et +e (1 + a) (CB + eB)’ 

d — 1B —2iB E 3a _ 28 1 + we 

veib + e-B "1 + er * 

Hence 2ta=2nmi + 2iB + log (1 + we-28) — log (1 + axe?#B) ; 

, Ini + 2B — ia =log (1 + we®®) — log (1 + we-28) 

| jin 
ipgor? 
3 pA ; (e2ntB way 2n7B) | 

| fio 
~S 

Pj 
| 

— | 

MMs “Ms 
. (27 sin 2n8). 

S/& 3/& 

8. If 6 be the angle between the axes, the conics may be 

taken in the form 

y l (wcos@—ysin 6) (x sin 6 + y cos 6) 

* Be Be a? 62 
fs oe 

and the central common chords are 

a - a* G? 

2 wee 2 2 é cos? @ sin °) as G- sin? cos oY as 
h2 a’? b’2 jd 

ee 
+ 2xy sin 6 cos 6 (a> za) =0 

and these coincide if 

é cos?@ sin? é gin? cos? ") 

(he a ie SESE eae 
1 2 

= sin’ 6 cos? 6 (= ree vi) > 

. 1 1 /sin?@ ~~ cos? °) 1 /cos? 6 . sin? 4 res 1 

oo ae =; ( a”? elas aa a ( a? Be Pp a?’ 

1 1 ae 1 1 
or (sp - ~aqn) (cos* @ + sin? 6) = a + =a) cos? 6 

1 
+ (a3 ; + aa) sin? 0, 
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01 ag 
Fe z) (B 52) (a’?—a®) (b?— 6%) 

r  F\sl 8h fee ie— 0)” Oa) a) 
9. The normal at a is 

whence tan? 6 =— 

2a sin a 

r 1+cosa 
=sin 6+ sin (@-a)=2sin (6-5) C08 5. 

Hence the vectorial angles of the points, the normals at which 

pass through (7, @), are given by the equation 

a6 faye 
“tan $= sin (6—$) cos $. 

Putting tan © = t, this is 

~.t(1+¢)=sin 6 — ¢ cos 6, 

an equation in which there is no term in @. Hence the sum of 

its roots is zero. 

10. Let A and B be the points of contact. Draw AV 
making an angle A with the normal to the surface away from the 
vertex, and BV making an angle 90°—A with AB towards A. 

Then J is vertically below @ the centre of the rod. Then from 
the figure . 

AB_ cosa AN _ cos X AG cos(A+a) 

c  cos(a—p)’ AB cos(B—a-—2d)’ AN cosB ~ 

Multiplying these ratios the result follows. 

11. Let «, «’ be the velocities before impact, v and v’ after- 

wards. Then 

VU+V=HUtTW ...... (1), e-—v=—-e(u-w) ...... (ii), 

and by the question v?—w?=e(W?2—V) oo. ..e ee eeeeeeeees (iii). 

From (i) and (iii), we get 

a. dun cd \ Bead Se eee (iv). 
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Solving (i) and (ii) for v, v' and substituting in (iv), we get 

(l—e)w+(l+e)u'+ 2u=2ew’+e[(l+e)u+(1—e) wv’, 

le, u(3— 2e — e)=u' (—1+ 2e —e*), 

le. u(3 + e)=—w' (1—e). 

12. The mean value for equidistant ordinates is 

| ae 6. r 
EBS is Sone Be nghtg Fa 1 yd = 5 fs Jes 5 dx = = 5 5 [ sin? 6 dé 

b . 

ee | 1 | = — | 6 } sin aa | . 

LXIV. 

BP CQ 
i Since the ratio compounded of PO’ Q4’ RB is unity, 

therefore that compounded of 

br CG AK 

PG* GOAL. 2B 

is negative unity; therefore the points P, Q, F’ are collinear. 

Hence the middle points in question are those of the diagonals of 

the complete quadrilateral A BPQ and they are therefore collinear. 

2. Let the tangents at P and Q meet in Z, those at P’ and 

@ in Z’. Then since the angles at Z, 7’ are right angles, and 
the parabolas, being confocal, intersect at right angles at Q; 

therefore QZ, P’Z' are parallel, as also are QZ’, PZ. Hence 

nr i Be 252.82, 

[ae aHoZ : OP eae ee. 

3. Since a,=a,+rd, the sum required is 

Sc, (a + rd)? =a,?. Bc, + 2ad. Bre,+d?. Sr°e,. 

Now 3¢,=2", Sre,=n,2%"', Sr(r—1)ce,=n(n—1). 2°, 
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Hence the sum is 

a?. 2" + 2ad.n.2"-1+@[n(n—1) 2"-24+ 7. 2-1] 

= 2"-* (4a,.2 + dad .n + (n? +n) d*} 

= 2"-? [(2a, + nd)? + nd?} 

= 2"-* | (a, + a,)? + nd”). 

4. Suppose «+ ax+b=(x—a) (a— B). Then 

ee 
Frwsh nar 

~All) 40-9} 
Hence if the expansion be in ascending powers of @, 

sees aR gh 7 
Pra=z— > ( a” Ri): 

In the other case putting a = : , we have 

Meee Be. «iB ‘ 
by? + ay+1 ray 5 oe" 1— By)’ 

7 a= “pe ce ON tk, 

5. Calling the given expressions p and qg, we have 

p+q = a* (B? + y’) = 3a*(— 2a —a?) =— 2as, — 85, 

where s,= 2a". But from the equation we easily get 

8,+3b=0, 8+ a8, + bs,=0, 

whence = heey o) p+ ¢ = ab. 

Further p-q=—(B-y)(y- 4) (a—B). =By; 
“. (p—qP=— (270? + 40%). a’; 

“. 4pq=(p + 9)P—(p— 9) 
= a*h? + a® (276? + 4a®) = 4 (a° + 7a°6*). 
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6. The quantities /, m, are proportional to the areas of the 
triangles OLA, etc. 

Now A OLA=40A.Alsin OAL 

Y Bien: ee ps 
=i. rcosec 7 Sin ae a 

fan 2 ab 

—-lR.r d . ea ='¢ P ‘ B ds 9° 

tan > + tan > 

Hence since 7, = s tan = etc., the result follows. 

7. We have 

[1-—(a+ B)#][1—(a-f)a?}" 
=[1—(a+ 8) "| [1+(a— B)2?+(a— B)Pot+...] 

=-1-—28.2? -2B (a—f)at-2B(a-ByPae—...  ...(i). 

Also ea) —da°+ Jat yet ys 

=1-=(fa?— aya s See (30° — ...)? 

ke oie Ope eas pane nays (ii). 

We want to make these expansions coincide as far as «a+. 

We must therefore have 

1 | es eee Bi PN 
ae PA Pl 5g ee: 

; 1 1 
leading to pers a= =. 

_ Qy2 
ade Si and in (il) Th ficient of x* in (i) is — ~~. e coefficient of «* in (i) is 58808” 

(n—1)(2n—1) —16n?+30n-15 1 n—-1l 

720n? —720n* 483 480° 
Hence the error is 

a 9 (2n—3)? + 32n? — 60n + 30 oe 4n?—5 

1440n? — ~~ 480n? * 
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8, Let the common tangent be da +my=1. Then 

G2 +6m=1, a9? + b"%m*=1, 

p'2 — §2 a ue 
whence e-= —...-—- m = : 

a®h’? — ah?’ a*bh’? — a/b? 

The points of contact are (a*/, b°m) and (a*/, b°m) and the square 

of the distance between them is 

_ (a? — a) (b? — b*) (a? — a? + b? — 8) 
ay (a*b® ae ab?) ? 

(a? - a)? 2+ (Bb?) m? 

while the square of the intercept on the axes is 

1 1 _ (a*b— ab?) (a? — a? + b? — 5?) 

2° m2 (a? — a’) (b — Bb?) , 

and these are in the required ratio. 

9. The normal at (ay’) is xa’ —yy’=a?—y"?. Hence the 

feet of normals through (X, Y) lie on the curve 

If, then, the normals at the ends of pr+qy=1, px+q'y=1 
intersect at (X, Y), the conic (i) must, for some value of A, 

coincide with 3 

xy —c+A(pe+qy—1)(p'w+q'y—1)=0. 

Identifying the equations, we get 
: : 4 / + , 

pp'=-qq =" --T Ft,” 

1+A(pq'+p'q)=90, A=e, 

whence as ee 

: 7 or 
ee 

‘ yur tee 8 sy 

PrP 8 q 
a 

¥o3 2 ue ee 
2 p 
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10. The friction at 4 acts at right angles to AZ. Hence 
taking moments about 4 for AS, we have 

pR.a=Wsina.asin6+7'. asin 26, 

where 7’ is the tension in 4C, and @ the angle either rod makes 
with the line of greatest slope. 

Also for C, resolving along C4, 

27’ cos6+ pk = Wsina, 

and resolving perpendicular to the plane & = W cosa. 
From these 

p. COS a = Sina sin 6 + sin @ (sin a — p Cos a), 

1. COS a be 
Le, sin@= — ie 

2sina—pcosa 2tana—p 

11. Let w be the velocity at the vertex, v that at any sub- 
sequent point P. Let PJ be the ordinate at P, and let PG, the 

normal at P, make an angle 6 with the axis. Then 

NG=2a, PN=2atané, AN=atan’9, 

9 3 9 8 
= —.. SP’? =—=(a+ AN)’ = 2a sec? 6. P gf Ta ) 

: | 

Now aE and v—wv?=29. AN; 
p m 

u* + 2ga tan? 6 
'.. R=mgcos6—m. 

p 

tan? 6 mu? 
= mg (cos 6 —-—_— )- ae 

sec? 6 p 
2 ‘ ae 

= mg cos* 9 — = m (aga —u ‘ 
p p 

1 
i.e. & is proportional to -. 

p 

12. Let PQ make an angle 26 with either CP or CQ. Then 

7 =acos 26. tan 6, and this is a maximum or minimum if 

—2sin 26. tan 6 + cos 26. sec? 6 =0, 

i.e. cos 26 = sin? 20 = 1 — cos? 20, 
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—~1+ /5 
2 

whence cos 26 = - , and the negative value is impossible. 

l1-—cos26 3- /5 a: 

1+cos 20 a te 

. F=G. — NN5-2=5. /10 J/5 — 22. 

Further tan? 6 = 

LXV. 

1. Let O be the circumcentre, and draw O/H perpendicular 
to OA. With centre A, and radius equal to a side of the given 

square, draw a circle cutting OH in H. Bisect 4H in Z and 
draw LN perpendicular to AH to meet AO produced in J. 
Draw ND perpendicular to AV cutting BC in D. Then D is 
the point required. For BD. DC=F?—OD*; 

“. BD. DC + AD = 0A?— OD? + AD? = 0A? +AN?- ON? 

= 0A? + HN*- ON*=O04A4? + OH? = AH". 

2. Let the tangents intersect in 7’, and let P be one of the 
points of contact. Then, if S’ be the second focus, 7'S’ is a 
fixed straight line. Draw SY perpendicular to P7' and let S’P, 
TS’ meet SY in H and L respectively. Let PG be the normal at 
P, meeting 7'Z in M, and let 7'G meet SY in KX. Then we have 

YK:PG=YT:PT=YL: Py, 

HS : PG=HS': PS'=HL: PM; .«. YK: HS=YL: HL. 

But Y, H, Z are fixed points, since SY = YH; therefore X is a 

fixed point, and the locus of @ is a fixed line through 7’. 

3. Considering the left side, the total number of possibilities 

is 3", for each 2 may be 0,1 or —1. The number of cases in 
which no « is zero is 2"; therefore the number of cases in 

which the left side vanishes is 3*- 2". Similarly for the right 

side. Hence the number of solutions in which each side of the 
equation is zero is 

(3 m= 2")? = 374 3". grt in 920 

R. K. 22 
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The number of cases in which the left side is unity is 

2,2"=2"-1, Hence the number of solutions in which each side 

is unity is 2®"-*, and this is also the number in which each side 

is —1l. Hence the total number of solutions is 

Ban _ Bn ontl a g2n-2 _ 3 © ele = oe ee aie ae * rates» 

4. The numerators form a recurring series with scale 
1 — 3a?— 2a° and generating function 

1 +22 e 1 + 2x 

1 — 3a?— 22° (1 +x)? (1 — 2a) 

| ne eee 1 l Pane. 
9 9 ‘Tote **(Teap Fee" 

Hence the (x +1)th numerator is 

B.-F(- 1M ne es (- 1) 
therefore the (7+ 1)th term of the series is 

o* ee on 
s| 00 

and therefore the sum is 

ge + te t+ te l= 4 (Qe? + 7), . 

5. We have 

(m —n) (x4 + 6ax? + 4bx +c) = m(ax—n)s—n(a—m)s, 

whence equating coefficients, we have 

a=—mn, b=mn(m+n), ¢=—mn(m?+mn+ n°); 

. m+n b Ca G ae ; =—— Ste a 
a,’ geese a 

le, ac=a’+ 6% 

and m, 7 are the roots of 4 

b : : 
Bee Jared. Le. at? + bt-a?=0. 

BR re ae a oe ee ee eae Rig ieee ae BOE < 
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In the example given the condition is satisfied, and m, n are 
the roots of #+¢—-2=0, ie. m=1,n=— 2, so that the equation is 

(w+ 2)*+2(a—1)*=0, 

ie. +2=a, 24 (x—1), 
where a is one of the fourth roots of —1. 

6. Let U be the nine-point centre, P the orthocentre, and J 
the incentre. Then the triangle is obtuse-angled if 

IU < UP, 

i.e. }R-—r<1}RJ/1—8 cos A cos B cos C, 

io 1 Bee 5 sin § < V1—8 cos A cos B cos C ...(i). 
2 2 

Now 2 cos A cos B = cos (A — B) + cos (A + B) 

<l-—cos? 

<2sin®S, 

and two similar inequalities. Multiplying these, we get 

* A . B * 

cos A cos B cos C < sin = sin — sin = ; 
2 2 2 

ce 1-8sin4 sin = sin < 1—8cos A cos Bcos C ...(ii). 

: nar a 
But since sin 2? etc. are all positive, 

. er rere: nF 
. 1-8sin g Sin 5 sin 5 <1; 

fee Sa eg Se 
.s (1 —8 sin 5 sin 5 sin 3) <1! —8sing sin > sin > oo o( ih), 

and the inequality (i) follows from (ii) and (iii). 

7. We have 

sin 6 cos? 6 =}. 2 sin 20 cos 6 = } (sin 36 + sin 6). 

Hence the general term in the expansion in powers of @ is 

h(- 1)" , de ea or 
"(2n4+ 1)!" ° 

and for n = 0, 1, 2 this gives the first three terms as stated. 

22—2 
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8. If BC makes an angle @ with the axis of a, the co- 
ordinates of C’ are 

x= 2asinasin(a+6), y=asin 6, 

~ 7 cos a, i.e. sina cos 6 = ; 
Yasina a 

sin a sin 6 = Din a. ; 
a 

therefore the locus is 

a? xy y” 

4a?sin2a a2 mgs a 
= Sin’ a, 

ie. a —2Qay sin 2a + 4y* sin’?a = 4a? sin‘ a, 

and the area of the locus is 

4a? sin‘ a 
— =7. 2a? sin? a. 
/4 sin? a — sin? 2a 

T 

9. The conic must be of the form 

(« — my + am?)? + d (y? — 4ax) = 0, 

and, calculating the tangential coefficients, the equation to the 

director circle is 

x+y? — 2 (2ar + am?) x — 4amy + a’m* + 4a*m? — 407d = 0. 

The centre of this circle is the centre of the conic, its co- 
ordinates being 

x=2ai+am, y= 2am, 

and, by the data, 

e+y—c’ =a'ms + 4a’*m?— 407d, 

leading to Sa" (A+ Aa? A) 6 cccais sessile di és. Ait 

Now y’ + 4ax = 8a'm? + 8a*rA, y?—4ax=— 8a ...... (ii). 

From (i) and (ii) we get the locus as given. 

10. Let X and ¥ be the horizontal and vertical components 
of the reaction at C, and 2a the length of either rod. For AC, 
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the components are those towards B. Hence taking moments 
about A for AC, we have 

X ,2asina+ Y.2acosa=W.acosa, 

Le. A + cota=3 W cota | ...........000- (i). 

Similarly, taking moments about 4 for BC, and using the equal 
and opposite components, we get 

X,2asina=Y.2acosa+ W’.acosa, 

ie, &— Y cota fw C0tG: viscsi.csceeke. (ii). 

The equations (i) and (ii) give the required values for X and Y. 

11. Let the velocities of the shell parallel to any rectangular 

axes be uw, v: those of the pieces parallel to the same axes w,, v,; 

Uy, V2; Uz, Vz. Then, since there is no change of momentum, 

Ym uw, = (2m) uu, WN,v, = (Am) v, 

and twice the change in kinetic energy is 

Sm,u,2 + Sm,v,2 — (3m) (u? + v) 

(Sm,u,)? + (3m,v,) 

=m, 
Simplifying, the square terms disappear, and the coefficient of 
mm, 1S 

= 3mu,? + Im,v? — 

1 
S— (Ue? + Us? + ¥,? + V3 — Zugus — 20,05) 
sm, 

l 
= =m, 1( - Us)” + (V. _- v;)° = Im, > t. 

and so for the others. 

12. The point of contact, being the point of intersection 
with the consecutive tangent, is given by 

n-y(a)+y.¢(a)=1, #.¥(a)+y.¢'(a)=0, 
ae Oe 1 

g(a) -y'(a) ¥(a)¢'(a)-¥' (a) $(a)’ 
and the normal is the line through this point perpendicular to 
the tangent, so that its equation is 

_ $(4) d (a) +¥ (a) (@) 
7 POY VO~ a) 6 (a)=V (a) $(@) 

whence 
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LXVI. 

l. We have 

AD? — BD? = AP? — BP? = AC?— BC?, 

since FP is the orthocentre of ABC ; 

'. AD?+ BC?=AC?+ BD? = AB? + CD? similarly ...(i). 

Now let AP meet LC in LZ and join DL. Then from (i) 

_ CD? = AB? — AC*= BL?-CL?; 

therefore DZ is perpendicular to BC. Now draw AW per- 

pendicular to DZ. Then since BC is perpendicular both to AL 
and DZ, it is perpendicular to the plane AZD and therefore 

to AM, i.e. AM is perpendicular to both BC and DL and there- 
fore to the plane LCD. 

Hence bM?— DM? = AB? — AD? = BC? — CD* by (i) ; therefore 
CM is perpendicular to BD, i.e. UM is the orthocentre of BCD, 
and similarly for the other faces. Hence each of the four 

perpendiculars must intersect every other one, and therefore all 

four must meet in a point. , 

2. Let AB, CD intersect in #, and BC, AD in F, and PR, 

QS in 0. Then O is on the polar of #; therefore # is on the 
polar of O, and similarly so also is /’; therefore #/ is the polar 
of O. But the triangle formed by the three diagonals is self- 

polar for the conic, therefore the pole of #/ is the intersection 
of AC, BD, i.e. O is the intersection of AC and BD. 

3. If Amaia ican 7 te eas (i), 
on : ne 

iar) (Bee )nt(kns) (p—1)(p—2)...(p—m) 

(-1)""?. p’ p" n-1 

~ (p-1)!(n=p)! 
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But the sum required is the coefficient of «” in the expansion 
of (i), and this is 

= p=n p- Ip. hess 

3s A, . ew = ; 
pal” 5‘ p=1 (p-1)!(n—p)! 

4. Since 

1 =p—(p=T), 3=p-(p-—3), ete, 

pt 

+39 .. (p—2)=M(p)+(- (1) *- Diced oe 

1.39.5"... (p—3)8= M(p)+(-1) F (p—D) 
o=% 

= M(p)+(-1) ? {M(p)-1} 
by Wilson’s Theorem ; 

pti 

12, 3°. 5?... (p—2)?= M(p)+(-1) 2 . 

5. The sum of the roots is zero, Again 

aB (B—y) (y—4) = a8 (By — y*— a8 + ya) 
=a (—2y?—af), since Ja=0. 

Saf (8—y)(y—a) =— Saf? =— (Sap)? =— 9p" 
Further, 

(B—y)? (y—«)? (a—B)?=— 27 (q? + 4p") 5 
therefore the product of. the roots is (—q) {+ /— 27 (q? + 4p’)}. 
Hence the equation is as given, the eet of the square root 

being undetermined. 

6. Let a, y be the lengths of the tangents from A and @, 
ry the radius of the inscribed circle. Then 

x=r cot y=rcot—. 
2° 2 

4+€ 
2 
— 

But = 90° ; 5 eat 

Similarly 

(a—a)(c—y)=%7; 1%. ce+ay=ae. 
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Also a—x=b—y, and from these 

(a+c)x=act+a?—ab=a(a+e—b)=ad; 

_ ad be ab 
x =“ a-—-x=— C—Y=--, ce ’ me Y . 

8 8 

ex. By the usual formula, 
S cos (Qn ee cos 8a sin 8a 

sin a 

_ sin 160 | = 

~ Qsina ole 

since 16a = 27 — a. 

Also 23 cos? (2n+ 1)a=3[1+ cos (4n+ 2) a] 

=8+ 3 cos(4n+2)a 

a8 cos 16a sin 16a 

sin 2a 

sin 32a 
= BE oe Oe? 

since 32a = 4 —2a. 

8. The tangent at £ to the first conic is 
i 
~ =e cos (6 — a) + cos (6 — B), 

or (e cosa +cos 8) «+ (esina+sin B) y=/, 

and the tangent at 5 8 to the second is 

(e’ cos a’ — sin B) « + (e’ sina’ + cos B) y=T. 

If these coincide, we have 

ecosa+cosB esina+sinB 1 

e’'cosa’—sinB e'sina’+cosB lL’ 
whence 

l’ cos 8 + U sin B = le’ cos a’ — le cos a, 

l' sin B —1 cos B=/e' sina’ —1’e sina. 

Squaring and adding, we get 

L'? 4. [? = ]%@'? + ['%¢? — Qil’ee’ cos (a — a’). 
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9, The line ~ oo 6 + ; sin 6 = cos 8 will touch the ellipse in 

question. Let this be the equation to PY. Then if the eccentric 
angles of P and Q are a, a’, we must have 

ge acs! p=; ng 6+ B=a. 

If 7’ is the pole of PQ, its co-ordinates are 

acos@  bsiné 

cosB’ cosBp’ 

and @, is the angle between SP and S7’, 
The equations to these lines are 

bx sin a — ay (cos a—e) — aebsina=0, 

bx sin 6 — ay (cos 6 —e cos B) — aeb sin 6 =0; 
therefore 

6’ sin a sin @ + a? (cos a —e) (cos 6 —e cos 8) 
cot 6, = ab [sin a(cos @—e¢ cos 8) — sin 6(cos a —e)| 

(=e) (cos B— cos a cos #) + (cosa —e)(cos@-—ecosfB) . 

sin B —ecosasin B 

(cos 8 —e cos 8) (1 —e cos a) 
sin B (1 —ecosa) 

cos B —e cos 6 

sin B 

II 

~~! A mi ing 

Similarly 
a cosB+ecosé 

cot 6, = 3: ana 

cot 6, + cot 6, = 2. 5 cot B. 

10. Suppose each rod makes an angle a with the horizontal, 

so that cos a = ; . Let & be the pressure between either rod and 

the cylinder, 7’ the tension of the string. Then resolving 

vertically for either rod, we have 

Reosa= W. 
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Also, taking moments for either rod about the joint, 

W.Scosa+T.asina=R.btana; 

: sin a a 
T.asna= W.b—.——-—W.-cosa; 

COS” a 2 

veel ae x : —4W cota, 
@ cosa 

Cc : ab 
1.€. ns ge a 

11. The impacts of 4 take place after times 

ys Seana) dete 3 Stee = gate’. Make gf 
—, —-+—, —+H+ +——, etc., 
See Sane Boer Gc 

i.e. after times 

2V 27 3 =e 2V l1-é 
eg me ee etc., $ pees dee 

J 2 rae ee or 

and the corresponding impacts of B at times : later. 

Hence the nth impact of B takes place before the (7 +1)th 

impact of A provided 

¥ 2% 1-4 27° Tar 
ans + eonwnns ) 

l-e 

: ee . log2 
LO. 1a Fee ae ee riety 

See 

Go Fei Lee g 

The rth impact of B takes place at time - after the rth 

impact of A, when the velocity of A is e’V upwards. 
Hence the velocity of A at the rth impact of B is 

e"V— = g=(e"—1) V upwards. 

Also the (7 + 1)th impact of A takes place at time 

2¥ 1il—e* (- 2V =) 
—, a AOR —-+— .,.. 

g g l+e g l-e 

after the rth impact of B, and this time is (2e” — 1) 2 
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Hence the velocity of B upwards is then 

eV — (2e"- 1) - g=(1—ep7. 

12. If NQ=y’, the required area on either side of the 

major axis is 

fe (y' — y) da, 

(x, y) being the co-ordinates of P. 

Now aes casein ho 

where @ is the eccentric angle of P. The above integral is 

therefore . 

. asin 6dé 
ToS 

0 b sin 6 

= |” (ce —W sin® 6) db 
b Jo 

Be OE ae ek atom 
=5(e.7 y=) = a . 7, 

and the whole area is twice this expression. 

LXVII. 

1, If DEF is the given triangle inscribed in ABC, then 

since HY and the angle A are both given, the circle AZF is 
given in magnitude, and so also are the circles B/D, CDEL. 
Now let D'Z'F’ be a triangle having its sides equal to those 
of DEF. Describe a circle through #’F” equal to the circle 
AEF and so on. Let the centres of the circles through F’D’ 
and D’E’ be O and O’. On OO’ as diameter describe a circle, 
and place in it a chord OP=}BC. Draw a line through D’ 
parallel to OP cutting the circles in B,C’. Join BF’ cutting 
the remaining circle in A’. Join A’H#’, H’C’. Then since 
A’+ B’+C’=A+B+C=180°, A’H’C’ is a straight line, and 
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the triangle A’B’C ‘is obviously equal in all respects to ABC. 

Now make BD= 5'D’, etc., and we construct the triangle DEF 
with the required sides, 

2. If two tangents be drawn from P to‘a parabola, focus S, 
then one makes the same angle with SP as the other does with 

the axis of the parabola. Now let PQR be the triangle formed 
by the common tangents, S and S’ the foci. Then 

S ‘OP =angle between QF and the axis of one parabola, 

SYP =angle between QF and the axis of other parabola ; 

.. SQS'=angle between the axes of the parabolas 

=a right angle. 

Therefore @ lies on the circle on SS’ as diameter. Similarly 
for P and R. 

3. We have 
C. aed xg OF x yumi SE 

so that the given series is the coefficient of 2” in 
m=n 

Rivas ele te +e, 
m=0 

and in this sum we may replace the upper limit by 2x, since the 

remaining terms only contain powers of w higher than 2, 
But the sum then becomes the expansion of 

[(1 + 7)? —a?)", 

1.e. (1 + 2x)” and the coefficient of x" is 2”. 

4, Suppose a, 6, c, d positive integers. Take a quantities 
1 

each equal to i 6 each equal to =, etc, Then since their a.m, @ = 
is + their G.M., we have 

aoe ae 
Sb esd 71, 1 Ase 
ns + (a je) , 

> 
1.€. es : +t (abed)*4 (a-*4b-™ c-* q-*4) 

t qete+d—a fpcotd+a-b Woon 
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If the quantities are not integers, we may choose & so that 
ka, kb, kc, kd are integers, and & then disappears from the fore- 
going inequality. 

5. The roots being connected by the equations 

U, + Xe t+ = 0, 

x, + 2x, + 3x, =k, 

if we take w,=— 2A, we find 

%=A—-ik, w=2A+ 2K. 

Hence the product of the roots is 

— 2 (A — PR); 
BR GRAS DMO iccrccsccesececuers (i). 

Also, since — 2A satisfies the given equation, 

— BAP = AGA + 0:00 O cic ccvsneces cerses (il). 

From (i) and (ii) 
—2(a+k)X\- 3b =0, 

36 
1.€. mule Yee y at 

6. If we eliminate z between 

Acosz+Bsinz=1, A’ cosz+ JB’ sinz=1, 

the result is 

(A — A’)? + (B-B’)?=(AB - A'BY. 

Hence in this case 

(cos y — cos w)? ‘ (siny—sina)* sin? (a—y) 

cos! a sin‘ a ~ costasinta’ 

a — hae - oo @— 
If 5 Y + nm, we may divide by 2 sin? “4 , and we then get 

1—cos(a+y) | 1 +cos(a+y) 1+ cos (#—y) 
cos‘ a sinta ~ eosfasin‘a ’ 

whence 

1 — 2 sin? a cos’ a + (cos* a — sin? a) cos (w + y) = 1+ cos (a—y), 

ie. 2sin?a. cos xcos y+ 2 cos’ a, sin «sin y + 2 sin®a cos? a=0, 

COS x COS sin x sin 
Y rere i.e. . 

cos’? a sin?a 
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7. Suppose that OB, passes through the centre, and that 
A,, the corresponding angular point of the polygon, is between 
Oand B,. Then 

ce — a ea 
se 
2 

G + a? — 2ac cos =m) 
n 

Now 

n—1 

ce" — 2a"c" cos nO + a” = Il {e + a? — 2ac cos (4 + ==) ..-(i). 
0 

Putting 6=0, we get 

(c*—a")? = T Tt (#+a—2ac eos “"), 

Hence OB,. OB, ... OB, =(e —a?)"/(c” — a”). 

If B, is between O and A,, then | 

2rr 
CA, = G + a + 2ac cos 7) , ete., 

n 

so that in the identity (i) we must put 6=7, and, since 7 is odd, 
the left-hand side is then (c" + a”). 

8. Let the parabola be y*?=4ax and the sides of the self- 

conjugate triangle /,a+m,y—1=0, ete. | 
Then for some values of A, p, v, the conic 

A (L,e+ my —1)? +p (l,2+ my —1)?+v (02+ my -1)?=0 

must coincide with y’ = 4az. 

Hence me 

aati =, BALm,=0,. Srym, =0: 

eeereeeereeeeeeeeeer 

But the line perpendicular to /,~+m,y—1=0 where it meets the 

axis of x is 

—hy= “ or Um ax—l?y=m, 

and (i) is also the condition that this and the two corresponding 

lines should be concurrent. 
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9. Any conic through the four points is 

ax? + by + 2gu + 2fy+e+r (ax? + By? -1)=0. 

If this is a circle 

a+da=b+XB, ie. cok 
a— B’ 

and the square of the radius is 

If the conic is a rectangular hyperbola, then 

; a+b 
at+ra+b+AB=0, ie. A=— a 

and the conic is now 

(a + Aa) (a? — y*) + 2gu + 2fy+e—-rA=0, 

which may be written 

+h eae aes a+Xa ~ (a+Aa)? atAa’ 

and the expression on the right is the square of the real 
semi-axis, 

10. Let O be the centre of the central vertical section, A 
and B be the points of contact of this section with the planes, 

F and F’ the limiting frictions at A and 5, G the moment of 

the couple. Then supposing the cylinder about to turn in the 

direction AB, we have, resolving horizontally, 

F sin (a—e) = F’ sin (B + €), 
and vertically, : 

F cos (a—) + fF’ cos (B+ €)= W, 

Po ee W 

sin(B+e) sin(a—e) sin(a+)’ 
whence 

and taking moments about 0, 

G=(F + F’)asing, 

giving the required value of the couple. 
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If the motion were in the direction BA, we should obtain 

the same expression with the sign of « changed in the bracket, 
and this is greater than the given expression, since 

sin (8 — e) + sin (a + €) — sin (8 + €) —sin (a — e) 

= 2 (cos a — cos f) sin ¢, 

which is positive under the given conditions. 
If e>a<f, the motion must be in the direction BA, other- 

wise the horizontal forces cannot balance. Hence in this case 

we must change the sign of « in the result. 

11. The velocity after the jerk is 

P+Q 

fon Fees 
i 

and the acceleration is 

Q+R-P _ f 

0+R+P Aka 

Hence & is back on the plane again after time 

a Ee. 
Ze a g : Q + R nae ys : te 

Pp. 7 : 

The acceleration is now oa 0: g upwards, so that Q is back 

in its original position after time 

AV tM OO 2Y, (P+ Q/) 

“9 (P-Q 9 ‘(P-Q(P+ OR) 
Another jerk then occurs, and & reaches the ground again after 

time 

ay" P+Q 
g Q+k-P’ 

and so on. Hence the time that elapses before the system comes | 

to rest 1s 7 3 

2V. FQ P+Q P+Q \? ; 

7 OTR P+Q+R *(prger) tad ing] 

av} (P+ @) 
g (P—Q)(P+Q+h) 

[same series ]. 
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_2V P+Q/P+Q+R P+Q 

ge (GrEBt Bo 

4V (P+) 
— 9g | (P-Q)(Q+R-P)’ 

12. We have 

oe Se es x 

a(e+l1) ¢ +1 

( gee | 1 l 
==-5/ 2+ ), 

oS BW\e-t Bes 

and the nth differential coefficient is 

l l 1 1 
ns Pt sear ke 
8 of Shed, E 2 te ates . (a + aan} | i 

Now, if x= cot 6, then 

(a + 4)" — Sine 7g 1098 (n+ 1) 6+isin (n+ 1) 6}. 

Hence the above is 

(—1)*. n! {om — sin"*? @ cos (n + 1) o| ' 

and since sin 6 = (a?+1)~*, the result follows. 

LXVIII. 

1. Let AP meet BC in D. Then 

BD CE AF _ 
DC: Hah: FR 

Be oth PEN i onitat: (i). 

Now APFE: BEF= PE: EB, 

BEF: BEA =1-—q:1, 

BEA: ABC =p:1. 

23 
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Ce RP. BR 
raat Pe Bo 

EP (1—p)q 
i ym Teer ee: (1) ; 

EP Ue p)¢ 
EB l-—pq ’ 

APHE | PH _ pq(i—p) (1-9) 
ee. RL AD 4 gia a 

2. Let 7Q7" be the tangent at @, meeting the parallel 

tangents at R, R’ in 7, 7", and let C7, CT’ cut the curve in 
P, Dand QR, QF’ in V, V’. Then we. have 

CY CT =0P ‘sad CY .CT = Cir: 

OF ee tls Or. Ci CF CY, 

i.e. the areas of the triangles C7'7", CPD, CVV’ are in proportion. 
But CP, CD are conjugate semi-diameters. Hence ACPD =} ab. 

Also ACTT’=j4A. Hence 

+n. Lab 

Lab ALTE. 
: art 

AGT = ie 

whence the result follows. 

3. Since the equation is satisfied by x«=y, if it has equal 

roots, they must both be equal to y. Hence, denoting 

ye 8) *) e? 
by P, we have the identity 

(x — a) (x —B) (w—y)(u —8)—(% — y)(w— 8) (u— a) (wu - B= P(u—x), 
and a similar identity in ». 

In_ this, put w=, w=y in succession, and divide. We 
then get 

ie. ae B)_ (w—a/ 
~ (y—@) (y—B) (u—y)(u-8) (wy)? 
ee ya 

= B)(u—y) ~~ B=y’ 
1,€. 

oe re Sigs anh nae ike eee, PEO He ee 
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and the same result must be true with v substituted for w: 

hence the second result. To get the first put =a, #=6 and 

proceed similarly. 

4. Suppose he obtains a, 8, y marks respectively in the 

three papers. 

i. If he obtains over 50 in each paper, we have 

a+ B+ y= 200, 

where a may have any value from 50 to 100. Taking a fixed 
value p for a, we have B+y=200—p, and B may have any 

value from 50 to 150—p, ie. there are in this case 101 —p 
solutions. 

Hence the total number of solutions is 

ae + diel ole 
p=530 

= 1326. 

ii. If he obtains less than 50 in the first paper, we have 
B+y=200, and 6 may have any value from 50 to 150, giving 

rise to 101 solutions. Dealing similarly with the other two 
papers, the total number of possibilities of this kind is 303. 

iii. If he obtains less than 50 in two papers, he must obtain 
200 in the third, and there are three possibilities of this kind. 

Hence the total number of possibilities is 

1326 + 303 + 3 = 1632. 

5. Writing the equation in the form 

(a? — a t+ pw) (x? -—d'a +p’) =0, 

we want the equation satisfied by 6= - 
as 

Identifying the equations, and putting A= 6)’, we get 

N(1+6)=—p, OX? +p+p'=0, Op’ +p=0, pp’ =q, 

ae Ph NNR Sa ican 6 1° Onl BOs" 
Hence the required equation is 

q (9+ 1)*(@—1)?+ p'#®=0 

23—2 
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6. From the intersections of the graph y=seca with the 

line y=, it is evident that the equation has a root in the 
neighbourhood (2n+3)z, when v is large. To obtain a closer 

approximation put x=a+6. 
The equation «cos x=1 then becomes 

ae dk ge ea mepery a eny (i). 

If we retain only the first power of @, this gives 

—af=1, i.e. ee. 
Q 

If we retain 9°, the equation (i) becomes 

(e490) 6 =(1 —20)2 21 + 16 
ie. ab=—1-—7@, 

and putting 6= at in the term involving @, this gives 
a 

i ere 
i rr oe 1.€. OS = Bt 

Thus the root is more nearly equal to 

ee 

mS 

7. The series 

oe = ES 
1+ L! w+ 91 a+ oa xa 4 

may be written 
ao 7 oa nv 

eres bie 3 aera (1 + x) e”, 

Hence the given series is the real part of 

(1 rs ae**) et (cosa+7tsin a). 

i.e. of 

eacosa {] + @(cosa+7sin a)} {cos (asin a) + 7 sin (asin a)}, 

and the real part is 

eacose {(] + a cos a) cos (a sin a) — asin a sin (a4 sin @)} 

= e# C084 {eos (a sina) + a cos (a+asina)}. 
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8. Any conic having four-point contact with y* =4aa at the 

point m is of the form 

y* — 4ax + X (a — my + am’)? = 0. 

This is a rectangular hyperbola if 

1 
1+A+Am?=0, i.e. oie war 

and the conic is 

(1 + m?) (y? — 4ax) — (a — my + am’)? = 0, 

Le, 2° — 2may —y? + 2a (3m? + 2) x — 2am*y + a?mé = 0. 

The centre is given by 

x—-my+a(3m?+2)=0, max+y+am=0, 

whence x=—am?—2a, y=2am, 

and the locus is y? =— 4a (x + 2a). 

9. The area of the general conic is a 

(ab — hy? 
, where A is 

the discriminant, and this is 

where A, B, C, ... are the tangential coefficients. 
Now the conic in question meets the line lx+my+n=0 

where 

L (at? + 2bt+c)+m(a + 2b't+c')+n (AP + 2Bt+C)=0, 

and if this equation in ¢ has equal roots, we have 

(al + a'm + An) (el + c’m+ Cn) = (b1 + b’'m + Bn)’, 

or, Say, 

AP + ...4...+42F mnt... +...=90, 

which is therefore the tangential equation to the conic, so that 
its area is the expression (i) with the letters accented. 
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Now if we multiply together the determinants 

USE genes 6 ee 8 

yO, Cl mae Te Se en tS 

A BG C, —-2B, A 

we obtain the determinant 

| 24, 2F' 80" | 
Hence 

AC eS cee 
Be Ro Pil athe ce se, 
Oa? GB tg ho CO 

Also C’= AC — B?. Hence the given result. 

10. If each rod makes an angle @ with the vertical, and 7’ 

is the thrust in BD, the equation of virtual work is 

~1'.8(2asin 6) + W. 3 (2a 00s 6 ~ 5 cot 0) =0, 

ie. —7'. 2acos6é. 66+ W (-2asin 9, 30 + 5 cosec? 8. 86) = 0, 

; 2 . 

whence : T= Ww (e : wa $8 tan 0), 
4a cos 8 

and ay ae 
2a 

s Cc ae 2a b 

sai WG Jae 

ie W 2a*c ») 

=a): 
11. Let the velocity of projection in any path passing 

through A and & be that due to height 2. Then the directrix 

is at height 4 above the point of projection. Hence if S be the 

focus, 
SA=h-h, SB=h-h,; 

2h=h,+ho+ SA + SB. 
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Now the least possible value of SA+SB is AB, occurring 
when S is in AB. Therefore the least possible value of 2/ is 

h, +h.+ d. 

12. Integrating by parts, we have 

fe sin wde=— a" cos 2+ | na®cosede 

and fer cos edx =a"! sinw— {(n—1) a" sin edz, 

T 

2 
whence Un =n | PE BON RED. i. wc didi ch sdcess (i), 

e- 

ae \"-1 
and | az"! cos ada = (5) oa (n © 1) Un-2 3 

0 
n—-1 

Un = G) —n(n—1) Uy->. 

Hence also 

and from (1) 

an =f cos. eda = 1; 
0 

", Us = $2” - 6. 

LXIX. 

1. Let ABCD be the parallelogram, P the given point, H, K 
the middle points of AD, BC. Divide HK in JL in the given 
ratio. Then PZ is the line required. Let it meet AB, CD in 

E, F. Then 

area ED: area HC =}4(AE + DF).AD:}(£B+CF). BC 

= HL: KL. 

2. Let the tangents at P and ( to the hyperbola meet in 7’. 

Then POT —~ PRQ=QPK, where PX is the tangent at P to 
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the circle PQA. Hence Y7 and PX are parallel. Let C7’ meet 

PQin V. Then V is the middle point of PQ. Therefore CV is 

parallel to PX. Hence if YZ’ meets PR in U, we have Q7'=T7'U. 

Hence since Y7' is parallel to the ray PK, the pencil in question 
is harmonic. 

3. Let B-—y=p, B'—y =p’, etc., so that Sp=Sp'=0. Then 

subtracting the first row from each of the others, the given 
determinant is 3 

1, a, a : 

A=|.0,. -—7, =r |= : s ’ 
0, q; q ? 

and similarly ee ee fe 
P,; P | 

Hence 3 

asa | oTtde, pat e”Y 
| 2 rp+rp 

Now gr =(q+ ry -F-P=p-Par; 
2(qrt+q'r') =a? -y?— 2; 

| ay? — 22, 2a —y? 

22, y? — 2 — 2 

a (a2 or yy? — Jr2 (22 a oad y?) 

= 23y72" — Sart, 

4A? = 

4. Denoting the given sum by S, we have 

= — coefficient of 2” in e’”’—n. e@-D)* + 
r! 

n(n —1) elm—2) a ye, “i 

= coeflicient of «” in (e”—1)”. 

Hence 

1 
* coefficient of x” in (e” -1)—4 (e*—1)? +... £ (es bg 

= coefficient of x” in log {1 + (e&” — 1)}, 
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since #” will not occur in (e”—1)? if p>r; 

é e = coefficient of 2” in «; 

*. S=O0ifr>l. 

5. The equation whose roots are the squares of the roots of 

those of 2° + pxr+q=9 is 

y (y+ py =a, 
ie y>+2py’?+p'y—g7=0. 

Writing ¥+A/ for y, this becomes 

y® + (3h + 2p) y® + (3h? + 4ph +p) y +h? + Wph? + ph - Gg =0, 

and putting 4 =— = , this reduces to the given equation. 

6. The equation may be written 

9 v3 sin 6 

8 toa 

sin 6 
and putting 

l-sin6 

so that ee ae aed 
l+z 

° x 2 

this becomes 1- (=) = $2", 
l+z2 

ie. 3a‘ + 62° + 327 -—- 8a —4=0, 

or (x — 1) (3a% + 9a? + 12a + 4) =0. 

Hence the equation can have no real positive root other than 
x =1, since the coefficients of the second factor are all positive. 

Therefore sin 6 can have no positive value other than }, so that 
T 

the only possible values of 6 between 0 and 7 are F and a , and 

‘ of these only the former satisfies the equation. 
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2 tan 5 

7. Since tan x = ; 

| ~ tan? — 

2 tan : 

we have | — tan? oat na 
9 tan x 

2 tan = 

Similarly 1 — tan? 5 —, and so on 

tan — 

Hence 

x a 
ren = ee 2 tan 5 2 tan 5 2 tan 5, 

r=1 ( ao =) tan x a 
tan 9 tan yaa 

2” tan 5 

aay OR 

a 
tan Qn 

Now Lim 2” tan — = Lim 2. = @, 
NFO Fn 

rae x 
Hence the infinite product. converges to the value ree, 

8. Changing the axes to the tangent and normal at P, let 

the equation be 
a'a? + PRE POP a BE use ce (i). 

ogee | 
Then Pree gece 

The lines joining the origin to the points where lx +my=1 
meets (i) are 

aa? + 2h’cy + b’y? = 2y (la + my), 

and if these are perpendicular a’ + 6’—2m=0, shewing that the 

line passes through the fixed point (0, as) 
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Now (i) referred to the centre is 
, 

da? + Way + Vy = seas 
1 ew 1 (ab —h'* l , ; 

a’ a’ a t0ds ab? * jens 

te ee fee 
whence (a+ @) (a*b*)* = oe PE 

a® b* pt 
=e 

Pies! a? + 6? 

If the latus-rectum is 4p, we have b?= 2ap ; 

2% a2p' pt 

é aha a + 2ap © 

Dividing by a’, and making a infinite, we pass to the case of 
the parabola, and obtain 

PF = 2 pt, 

9. Taking the three given points as the points of reference, 

let the equation of the conic be 

lBy + mya + nap = 0, 

and that of the fixed straight line Za+ MB + Vy =0, so that we 

have the condition 

JIL + JmM + VnNH=0 ....ccccccccceees (i). 

The centre is given by 

my+nB_ nat+ly IB+ma 

ee ate Ce 

lBy 
rh = ., 

deceit bB + cy — aa 
— 

Hence from (i) 

= J La (bB + cy — aa) = 0, 

and the rational form of this is of the fourth degree. 
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10. If ABC is a triangle, then forces represented by AB, BC 
are equivalent to a force represented by AC’, and a couple whose 
moment is 2A ABC, in the same sense as the direction ABC. 

Hence 

forces GA, AA’ are equivalent to a force GA’ together with 
a couple of moment 2A AGA’ in direction GAA’, and 

forces GC, CC’ to a force GC’ and a couple of moment 

2ACGC" in the opposite direction, 

Hence forces 4A’, CC’ are equivalent to forces GA’, GC’ and 
a couple of moment A ACA’— A ACC". 

But the forces GA’, GC’ are equivalent to 2@G’, and 

A ACA'’—AACC' 

= 4 AC x (difference of perpendiculars from A’, C’ on AC) 

=4AC x A'C’ sin 6 =1AC? sin 0, 

Hence forces AA’, ('C’ are equivalent to a force 2GG’ and a 

couple of moment }AC’sin 6. Similarly for BB’, DD’. 

ll. Let u,, uw, be the velocities of the sphere perpendicular 

to and along the face of the wedge, v that of the wedge im- 
mediately after impact, w the striking velocity. Then since the 
wedge is smooth 

Uy =U SiN a, 

and by Newton’s Law 

1, ts USE = OU CON. Boo, sense ndedsecss (i). 

Also the impulse perpendicular to the face is m (wu cosa +); 

 m(wcosa + %) sina = My .......6s..000 (ii). 

From (i) and (ii) 

Me-m sina 
u,=uUcosa. : 

, M+msin2a ’ 

Uy Me—m sin? a 

“" Ua (M+msin? a) tan a’ 
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12. The co-ordinates of any point on the first curve may be 
written in the form 

‘ STS et OF Fae 

For the intersections with the parabola we have 

9a*m? = 12a*m? (1 + m’*), 

giving m=0 or 1+m'*=#, 

* ] 

93 

so that the intersection other than the origin is the point 

(23 a, — 2% a). 

The area included will be the ditference of the values of the 

integral | «dy taken between the origin and the other point of 

intersection for the curve and the parabola. 

For the curve 

[ea - 9a? Pace te sae am dm 

= Sat [5 = ae, where ¢=1 + m’, 

= 3a? =_ we aot 3) 

2 

and the limits for ¢ being 1 and 3, the value of this is - 
— 

5 ata) 

For the parabola 

l y* 
Jody =z, [ven= ih 

2 

aud the limits for y being 0 and — 24a, the value of this is 7 ; 

Hence the area required is 

Bat dat _ a 

$223: C* 
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LXX. 

1. The points in question are U, V, W, the middle points of 

AP, BQ, CR. Since M, XN, P are collinear, we have 

BP CM AN . 

FC MA We 

and two similar results for the other sets of points. Multiplying 

these together, and remembering that 

me 

BL CM AW, 

LO. MA AB? 

since AL, BM, CN are concurrent, we get 

) ee, aE ae i. 
Fake ry ea 2: peal 

Therefore P, Q, R are collinear. Hence U, V, W are the 

middle points of the diagonals of the complete Sets : 

ACPR, and are therefore collinear. — 

2. Let the tangents meet at 7’ and let PG be the normal at 
P. Then, since the tangents subtend equal angles at S’, there- 

fore PS’Q=2PS'T. But PS'Q=SPS' =2S8'PG. 
Therefore PS’7=S'PG. Therefore S’7' is parallel to PG, 

LO: SIP we right angle. Therefore 7’ is on the auxiliary 

circle, 

3. Multiplying the first two equations and dividing by the 

third, we get (a + y)?=c?2*; 

. e+ytcz=). 

Similarly x + by+2=0, 

taxn+y+2=0. 

Hence, if ~, y, are not zero, we must have 

Ag ee 
1, > +6, ] J =0. 

0 ay BO 
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4. We have to find the number of ways in which we can 
choose positive integers a, B, y so that. 

a+B+y=n, (Ba, BF). 
We may therefore write a=B+a,y=f+y’, and we now 

have to find the number of solutions in positive integers (in- 

cluding zero) of a +38+y =n. The required number is 

evidently the coefficient of #” in 

(l+au+a?+...)(1+a%+a%+...)(l+xu+a%+...), 

i.e. in Whe 2) 2)". 

5. Suppose the equation equivalent to 

tar Dae + AY = (08 + OP oss cc vce cs cee (i). 

Then , 

ha? + 2.—p'=6 (a? +8), Le. 2A =p +2a*+ 60 
The discriminants of the two quadratics (i) are 

(2a—p)?—4(A—q) and (2a+p)?-—4(A+4), 

and their sum is | 

8a? + 2p? — 8A = — 2p? — 246%, 

and is therefore negative. Hence the discriminants cannot be 

both positive, i.e. at least one of the quadratics has imaginary 
roots. 

6. We have 

S(AP?. ABNC)=PN®. AABC+3(AN?. ABNC). 
Now : 

A BNC =}a.}(R cos 4 +22 cos Bos C) =}R* sin A cos (B—C). 
Also | 

4AN? = 240° +24H*—OH? 

(where // is the orthocentre and O the circumcentre) 

= 2h? +8’ cos? A — R?(1 — 8 cos A cos B cos C) 

= R*?(1+8cos A sin Bsin C) ; 
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=(AN?. ABNC) 

: = 4° [A+4R*sin A sin Bsin C. 3 cos A cos(B -C)], 
an 

= cos A cos (B— C') =— 3 cos 24 = 1-4 cos A cos Boos C. 

Hence 

+R?, SAP?sin A cos(B—C)=PWN*. 2K? sin Asin Bsin C 

+i? (6#?sin A sin B sin C 

+ 16£?sin Asin Bsin C cos A cos B cos C), 

and dividing through by 1#?sin Asin BsinC, we obtain the 
result as given. : 

7. We have- 

2 

me — — eM + ... = log (1 + me™) 
a 

= log (1 + mcos 2% +7. msin 2x), 

Hence, equating coefficients of 2, 

; 76 4 . m sin 2a 
m sin 2e ~ "sin 4+ ... = tan ( ); 

2 1 +m cos 2x 

and therefore by question 

+ ee sin 2a a 2m tan x 

se yin da 1+mcos2«c 1+ tan?x+m(1— tan? x) 

_ 
be tan x 

- lim 

i 1 
1 + tan? x 

1 + 

Hence evidently 
ee 

tan y = 7 tan w= cos $ tan 2. 

8. The equation 

sad cos 6 + B sin 6 

represents a circle through the origin. If this circle passes 

through the points a+ on the conic, we have 

1 

1 + e cos (a+ £) 
= A cos (a+ )+Bsin(a+,3). 
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From these 

sin (a + £) sin (a —£) 
2A si = - —. 
set gee l+ecos(a—B) 1+2ecos (a+) 

_ 2cosasin 8 + ecos 2a sin 28 
= D ; 

where D='1 +e cos (a + B)} {1 +ecos (a—f)}. 

cos a + € cos 2a cos B 
Thus A= pipes: ‘ 

and similarly Batre 5 — - SeF 

Hence the circle is 

7D cos B = cos (6 — a) + e cos B cos (6 — 2a), 

and putting @=0, this takes the required form. 

9. Reciprocating for the polar circle, the triangle recipro- 

cates into itself, and the parabola into the inscribed circle, 
which must therefore pass through the origin of reciprocation, 

i.e. the orthocentre, whose trilinear co-ordinates are sec A, sec B, 
and sec (. Thus, then, these co-ordinates must satisfy the 
equation to the inscribed circle, viz. : 

ScosiA. Ja=0. 

cos $A. J/sec A =0. 

10. Let & be the pressure between the board and either 

sphere, / the friction at the point of contact. 
Then, resolving vertically for the board, 22 = W, and taking 

moments for either sphere about its point of contact with the 

plane 
W'.asina+Rk,asina=F(a+acosa), 

where W, W’ are the weights of the board and sphere respectively. 

sin a 

1+cosa’ 

eS 24 

Hence F=(W'+R). 
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s W’ a 1 a 
=(i7* 1) tan $ = (+1) tan$. 

Hence the coefficient of friction must be not less than this 

quantity. 

11. Let V be the velocity and a the angle of projection. 
Then the horizontal velocity in the first trajectory is V cosa, 

-and in the second eV cosa. Therefore the total time from H to K | 

is 
c c 

=—— + =. 
Voosa eV cosa 

At the impact, the vertical velocity remains unchanged. 

Hence the vertical distance described during this time is 

9 

si ee “\-3 ras ( -) Vsin a. po (1+; 99° Wco® a’ 1+- 

1 C $y ‘ 
=ctana(1+ -) pert € + ;) (1 + tan’ a) 

2 2 

=| Mee (1 +3) — {2h —c (1 +2) tan al ; 
4h e 8 

and the greatest value of this expression for different values 

of a is 
1 1\? a {4H -c(1+=) }. 

12. The radius scene at P(a',y') of ay=c? is 

Se: ee Cae 2 ee 
Oe 9a. 88 

Now if ay’ +a’'y=2c coincides with «cosy+ysinw=p, we. 

have 
y ge’ C _ (#? id y 2 

cos y sin yo /sin y COS ny cosy 1 

2 2c 

(sin oy)t 

; 

FS ee ee ae pe ee ee ee 
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dp _ (sin 2y)? { 3/2 
_z=-. _ =t. 2008 2 

ds p a Be (sin 2y)?? 

= —3 cot 2y, 

and = 3 - i ($ ) = . . (6 cosec? 2y). 

«72 

‘j ait = cosec? 2y, 

2 ap: Fae. 

ie. goge= (5) *) 

LXXI. 

1. Let P be the orthocentre, O the circumcentre. Draw 
the chord AA’ parallel to BC, and produce AP to meet the 

circumcircle in Z. Then ZA’ is a diameter. Draw the diameter 
DOD’, and the chord DL’ perpendicular to BC. Then since the 
pedal line of D passes through the middle points of PD, PO, it is 
parallel to DD’. Also AL’ is parallel to the pedal line ; 

. are LL’ =are AD =are L'D’, 

Le. arc DA'’= LD' =2AD. 

Hence 3AD=AA’, 

and similarly 3A # = circumference + 44’, 

3AF = 2 circumference + AA’, 

ie. DEH, EF, FD are each one-third of the circumference, 

2. Let ABCD be the cyclic quadrilateral, #/ the third 
diagonal. Then S, the focus, lies on both the circles HBC and 

DCF. Hence 

ESC = 180° — EBC 
= ADC = 180° - CDF =180° — CSF. 

ESC + CSF = 180°, 
ie. S lies on HF. 
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3. Let the number (as written) be abcd. Then 

d.7+4a.7+6.7+c=3(a.7+6.7+c¢.7+4), 

whence 49a+ 7b+¢=137d, 

Le. 7a+b=19d+ ieee ree kekadi oeiekeces (i). 

Hence “es must be an integer. But 

4d—c d— 2c 
2 - ——. Cog 

d—2c. 
Therefore - 7 “is an integer or zero, and remembering that 

a, 6, c, d are all less than 7 , the only possible cases are 

d=2, c=1, and d=1, c=4. 
In the former case, from (i), 

Ta +b =339, 

whence a=5, 6=4, so that the number is 5412. 

In the latter case 7a+6=19, 

whence a= 2, 6=5, and the number is 2541. 

4, We have 

ag . Pa 2) (e738)... (p-r—}) 
J ee 

oe er a +(—1)' (r +1). 

Hencs -(-1)" (r+ 1) = —— us 

Now, since p is prime, it cannot be eee inv! Further, 

. . . M ° . 

since a, is an integer, (? is an integer, and must therefore 
? r 

be an integral multiple of p. 

5. We may suppose the quantities a,, a,,...a@, to be in 

descending order of magnitude. Consider 

f (x) = A, (@ — ag) (a — ag) ... (@— Gn) 

+ A, (w—a,) (w— as) ... (®©—Gy) +... 
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_ Then 

JS (a) = A, (a, — a) (a, — ds) ... (4, — @,) and is positive, 

J (da) = Ag (dg = &) (4g — Us) «++ (Gq — G) and is negative 

since one factor is negative, 

SF (a3) = Az (a3 — %) (@3 — M2) ... (43 — G) and is positive 

since two factors are negative, 

and so on. 
Hence the equation /(#)=0 has at least one root between 

a, and a,, another between a, and a,;,..., another between 
d,-, and a,; i.e. the equation has at least (n-—1) real roots, and 
therefore all its roots are real. 

6. Suppose O is in the are AB away from C, and let OC 
make an acute angle 6 with AB. Then 

ar c BQ | c CR a 

sinB sin(@+2B)’ sinA sin(2A—6)’ sin# siné’ 

whence 

cos A cos A sin (6+ 2B) 
AP 2Rsin BsinC ’ 

cosB cos Bsin(2A-—6) cosC  cosC'sin6 
BQ 2@RsinCsnA ’ CR 2RsinAsinB’ 

and taking the second ratio negatively, we have 

cosA_ sin 2A sin (6+ 2B)—sin 2B sin (24 — 6) + sin 2C sin 6” 
AP 4R sin A sin B sin C : 

and the numerator is 

sin (2A + 2B)sin 6 +sin 2C. sin 6 = 0, 

> 

T 
7. The equation cos 36=4 gives 36=2nr+ 5 , and the dis- 

tinct values of cos @ are 

> br : Tx ee i a 4 ee Qa 
cos = cos —— cos —— Co — — mee —€¢ ——- . 

9’ : o:? 9’ e. 9 9 
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Similarly the equation cos 39=—4 will give 

2a dar T 
COS, COS, — C085. 

is 9 

Hence the roots of cos?36=4, considered as an equation in 

r 
cos 6, are + cos (*7=1, 2, 4), so that, putting cos? =a, the 

roots of 

a (4% —3)? =4 

are cos? (r= ], 2, 4). 

wd The factor corresponding to cos?” 9 is «—+, and therefore the 

required equation is 

(16a? — 24a? + 9a — 4) (w-— 1) =0, 

reducing to the given form. 

8. The equation to the circle 7’PQ must be of the form 

2 2 r 

a +H -14n("S4 y¥ \(-%- )=0 ie ¢ 2S 
2 ' §2 a? b2 a? b2 

where 7’ is (X, Y), the condition for a circle being 

 Pigtes FSR ite & te 2 
oer Pane Rekine Set honey ee ERS 02 (11). 

The co-ordinates of the centre are proportional to the 

coefficients of « and y, i.e. to — (1 + &) = (1-4) Hence, by 

question, 

| X+Y eg 
(1+k) X +(1-4&) Tu, 1.€. Jee we, (ite 

Also, since 7’ is on (i), we have 

2 y? ; 

1+0(]- qk) =0 jee ai (iv), 

Eliminating A, & from (ii), (iii), (iv) we get the given locus. 

eevee uae 

f 

eR Ps Og eT a oT 

Ee Ae Te Mee Oe, Se ee ae eS 
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9, The equation to any conic having three-point contact at a 

is of the form 

a2 2 

wit 1 +A(Ecosa +fsin a—1) 
Re « a b 

. oe ‘at+B y . atB, ..a-f\. 
(E cos 9 +75 on —. cos 5 )=9, 

the condition for a parabola being 

2 

€ + Ae0s a eos =F) (1+Asin a sin “$F - ** sin’ od 

On reduction this is 

a— pS ee 
1+Acos oo oa: = Q, 

2 
whence A= 

b] 

+1-cos “=P 
— 

2 » 

: ae ’ 
and the coetticients of = and w are 

a i? 

a +1+008 = +P , fap dd 

and em 
a—p a—fp 

+1-—cos 5 + 1 —cos 9 

Hence the axes are parallel to the lines 

@ a+B y. + 8 
header Wie! fox, 230, 

and @ in oth _y da+ BP _ 

Thus tan d = 7 e 
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10. Let A, 5, C be the points of support, O the centre of 
the sphere. Draw OJ perpendicular to the plane ABC: then 
NV is the circumcentre of ALC. Let the plane OAV meet BC 
in K. Now the forces acting are the pressures P, Y, R at A, B, C 
and the weight W, and these are in equilibrium. Hence the 

resultant of Q and & must be in the’ plane of P and VW, i.e. in 

the plane OAN. Therefore this resultant must act along OX. 
Therefore Q. BK=R.CK. 

But from the triangle ABC, 

BK cosC CE. cos B 

¢ en AAD oe eee ele 

BK ccosC 

CK becosB’ 

0) R 

beos B ecosC’ 

and similarly each is equal to ere e 

11. Suppose that during the accelerated, uniform and 

retarded motions, the train describes distances a, b, ¢ respectively. 

Let the mass be x tons, and the resistance a lbs.-wt. per ton. 

Let 7 be the acceleration, and /’ the retardation. 
Then the pull of the engine during the first part is 

2240nf + nag poundals, 

and during the second part nag poundals, while the retarding 

force of the brakes in the third part is 2240n/f’ — nxg poundals. 

The difference of the works done by the first and third forces is 

(2240nf + nay) a — (2240nf"' — nag) c. 

But V?=2fa=2f'c. Therefore this difference is ngx(a +c). 
The work done by the resistance is nga (a+b+c), and the ratio 

ae ey 
of the works is ——~—. 

atb+e 

But 
_ total distance _ at+b+e 4 a+b+e - 

total time 2a - b i to: See Be 

Pee oe sf 

ate V 
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12. The area of the loop is 

4 Ns 
=«' | (2 cos @- —5) o5. 

0 cos 6 

t 
=a | (4 cos? 6 — 4 + sec’ 6) dé 

0 

‘ : 
=a*| sin 20-26 + tan 6 | =a?(2-3). 

0 

To find the volume generated, we use the Cartesian form of the 
equation, viz., 

_ @(a—2) 

a+2x 
y’ 

The volume required is then 

a . — 

| wy dara [29 ae 
0 0 atx 

&) aS 

oe | (—2 + 2a — 20° + =") de : 
L+a 

a 

= 7 | - $2 + aa? — ate + 2a* log (x + | 0 
= 3 (— 4a* + 2a? log 2). 

LXAXIT. 

1. Let HF, GH be the given parallels, P being on FF. 

Produce BC to meet HF in Q, and take R on BC, such that 

(RBCQ)=-1. 

Now produce RA to meet £/ in P, which will be the required 
point. Then | 

P (aBy ~ )= P(RBCQ)=-1, 

vs a8 = By. 
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2. Let A, B be the given points, C, D the other vertices 

of the square of which AJB is a diagonal. Let a, b, c, d be the 

perpendiculars from A, 5, C, D on the line. Then 

a®+b-2cd=}(a+b)P?+h(a-bP—4$ (c+ dy+4 (c—dy. 

But a+6= twice the perpendicular from the centre of the square 
=c+d. 

Also a—b6, c—d are the projections of AB and CD on a line 
perpendicular to the line in question, and therefore since 42, CD 
are equal and perpendicular 

(a—b)?+(c—dyP=AB*, 

a? + b? — 2cd = area of the square. 

But, by datum, a?+ 0? is constant, therefore cd is constant, Le. 

the envelope of the line is a conic with foci C and D, 

3. Consider the function 
1 

a (Ut, — #) (Ug— 2)... (Un— 2) 

By the ordinary rule of partial fractions it is equal to 

1 | 1 : l 1 

Up (thy — Uy) (Ug — Up) 2. (Uy — Up) Up— BL Uy Wg es Uq 

Hence s=={ : 7 — ; } 
# \(U, — 2H) (Ug—2) 00. (Uy —L) Uy Uy... Up 

By Uy... Un_, + terms in «& 

© (ty mB: ., ly — 2) ty thy Uy 

Now putting x=0, we get the required formula. 

4. ‘Taking the inequality 

am —y" > my" (x — y), 
where «> y, and m is a positive integer, put 

x=2m—1 and y=m. 

Then (2m — 1)" —m™" > m" (m — 1), 

Le. (2m—1)"™>m™*1, 

ie m< (2 —_ -\" 
m 

; oe a | 
1.e. nln Smee 

m 

taking the real positive value of \/m. 
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5. We have to find the value of the product 

P=(0+e—-a@)(?+ 0-0) (a +H -Cc’). 

We have 

y? + (29 —p*) y? + (9? — 2pr) y — 7° = (y — a’) (y— 5") (y— Cc’). 

Putting y =1 (p?—2q) =} (a? +b? +e), 

we find 

(p?— 29)? + 2 (2q —p*) (p? — 29)* + 4 (q?— 2pr) (p?— 29) - 82° = P. 
Hence P =— (p? — 2q)* + 4 (q?— 2pr) (p? — 2q) — 87? 

; = — p® + 64g — 8p*q* — 8p*r + 16pqr & 87? 

and the triangle is acute-, right- or obtuse-angled according as 

Also, since oe 

a — px? + qu—r = (x- a) (x—b) (x -C), 

we have, putting f= 8= ED, 

— tp’ + tpg — 7 = (8— a)(s — 6) (s—), 
*. A=4,/4p*q — 8pr — p* 

and the radius of the circumcirele is abe/4A. 

cos } (B + y) 
cos 3 (B—y)’ 

1 —kcosa 

1+kcosa 

6. Since k cosa = 

= tan} tan ty. 

Hence putting tan }atan}Btanly=p, a and £ satisfy the 
equation 

1 —keos@ inte = 

l+keos0° 2 

Putting tan $6 = ¢, this becomes 

(L+@)-k(1-#) | 
(I+#)+k(1—-8) 

or (1+h)@-—(1—2) pO +(1-k)t—(1 +h) p=0. 
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The product of the roots of this equation is p, therefore the third 
root is tandy. Further 

1-k 
Pe ae die > tan a. 

(1 + z) (Stan § — p)=-% 

and multiplying through by cos}acos $B cos ty we get the third 
result. 

| > tan da 1 —z 

tan $a tan} tan 1. lik 
Again = % tan 36 tan sy, 

Le. Scotti B cot ty => tan 36 tan fy. 

But cot +B cotiy-tan3dPtan fy 

_ coss(B + y) cos 3 (B — y) 
sin} sin }y cos $6 cos ty 

_ 2 (cos B + cos y) 

= Se RNY 

3 sin a (cos 8 + cosy) = 0, ie. Ssin(B+y)=0. 

7. We have 

(p + 2q) log sin (a + 78) = log (A + iB). 

Now log sin (a + 28) = log (sin a cosh B + 7 cos a sinh £). 

Also log (a + ty) = 2 log (a? + y®) +4 tan™ 

Hence log sin (a + 78) = + log (sin’a cosh? + cos’a sinh? #) 

| +72tan~ (tanh B cot a). 

Again sin’a cosh? 8 + cos’a sinh’? 8 

= sin’a (1 + sinh?) + sinh? (1 — sin®a) 

= sin*a + sinh? ; 

(p + iq) {4 log (sin?a + sinh?) + 2 tan~! (tanh £ cot a)} 

=} log (A? + 5’) +7tan7! 7 ‘ 

Equating coefficients of 2, the result follows. 
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y¥? 
ee” 3 aa 8 

8. The centre of curvature at (a’, y’) on 

the point 
a? — b? a? -- b? 

“arp Yee 
and if « =acos ¢, y' = bsin ¢, we have 

acos*h 6 sin? 

@+a * Ban) 
whence X=0 or —(a*sin® d + b’ cos’ ¢). 

For the second value 

a? +X = (a? — 6°) cos’ ¢, b?+A=— (a? — 6) sin’ ¢. 

Hence the centre of curvature is 

/3 
? 

= or a a cos® ¢ = - 
oA ~ (a? — 6°) cos d’ 

a? — ; 

ie wee Oe Gee 
and its locus is 

6 6 

5 + 3 (a? — b’)”. 

9. Taking the self-conjugate triangle as the triangle of 
reference, the equation to the rectangular hyperbola is of the 
form Ja? + mB? + ny? = 0, with the condition 3/=0. But this is 

also the condition that the points (1, + 1, + 1) should lie on the 

curve ; and these points are the centres of the inscribed and 
escribed circles, 

10. Let A and B be the points of contact, O the centre of 
the ring. The cross-section of the pole by the plane of the ring 
is an ellipse of semi-axes asec @ anda. Let C be its centre and 

let AB meet OC in NV. Then since AO is also normal to the 

ellipse, 
CO = CN tan? 6. 

Since the eccentricity of the ellipse is sin 6, 

Co ON 

UM ~iarG ~ gec? O° 
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Also AN? cos’? 6=a?—CWN? and AN*?=77-— ON’. 

From these we easily find 

7, & —7' cos* 6 “N72 7° cos? 6 — a’ cos’ 6 

sin? 6 cos? 6 sin? 

Now let the pressures at A and B be each #&, making angles 
@ with the axis of the pole. Then 

tan @ = CN = projection of AV perpendicular to the axis 

a CN 

~ AN cos 6° 

Now resolving vertically W=2#sin ¢, and the moment of the 

required couple is 
G = Roos ¢ (2AN sin 6) 

=Wcot gd. AN sin 6 

Ne 
= Wsin 6 cos 6. “se 

as given. 

11. Let A be the point of projection, B, C, D the points of 

subsequent impact, O the centre, and let ABO=a, BCU=f, 
CDO=y, DAO=6. Let m, M be the masses of the particle and 

hoop respectively, w the striking velocity, v and V the velocities 

of the particle and hoop after the first impact. 
Then, for the impact at 5, 

mu cosa = MV — mv cos B, 

eucosa= V + vcosfB. 

Hence V and vcosf are both proportional to w cos a. 
Now we can stop the hoop by giving the system a velocity Z 

along BO, and the relative motion is then the same as if the 
particle left B with radial velocity Xx cos a and tangential velocity 

wsina, where A is a constant depending on J/, m and e. 

ee l 
Hence tan f= : tana, and_= similarly tan y= x tan B, 

tan 6= : tan y, whence tana tan 6 = tan f tan y. 4 
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But 3a =7; 

.. (tan a + tan 6) (1 — tan B tan y) : 

_ + (tan B + tan y) (1 — tana tan 8) = 0. 

Hence either tan B tan y= 1, in which case B+y=a+d=-, and 

BD is a diameter, or else } tana=0, 

hie aw 
i.e, tana =O, and then all the impacts take place at the ends of 
a diameter. 

i.e. tana (1+ +5 3) =0, 

12. Considering the coefficients of « and y’*, we see that two 

of the asymptotes are ba + b’'=0, and ay+a’'=0. If the other is 
lx + my +1=0, the curve may be written 

(ba + b’) (ay + a’) (le+ my +1)+a+m'y+n' =0, 

Identifying this with the given equation, we have 

abl +abm + ab =0, a'b’ +n' =0, 

abl+@wb+l 3 adbn+ab’ +n 
bl=am m7 7 

From these 

ab ab? 
(=-——_,, m= ~- ——_., 

ab +a'b ab’ + a’'b 

giving the other asymptote. 

Further 
(a?a” + ab) 6° 

ab’ +a ’ 

(b°6" + ab?) a? 
eo +ab ” 

U=(a"b-ab')\l-ab=—- 

m’ = (ab” — a’'b') m—ab’ = — 

/ 

’ n'=—ab 

giving the required equation for the line /'‘a + my +n’ =0. 
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LXXITI. 

1. Let P be the middle point of AA’, O the circumcentre, 
U the nine-point centre, and let AZ, perpendicular to BC, meet 
the circumcircle in D, Then since OA, AP are perpendicular, the 

circle on AA’ as diameter cuts the circumcircle orthogonally. 
Again, if H is the orthocentre, HU=UO and HL=LD. 

Therefore UZ is parallel to OD; 

HEt ODS DAD RU. 

Mie Vase eA eee ie Pre 
Therefore ULP is a right angle, i.e. the circle on AA’ cuts the 
nine-point circle orthogonally. Hence since the circle on AA’ 

cuts both circles orthogonally, its centre P lies on their radical 

axis. 

2. Let PQE be the triangle formed by the tangents, # and / 
the points of contact of PR, PQ, and complete the parallelogram 

PQUR. Then 
; Bri rrete. 9: 

 £P °KR= FP: PO aPR: RU. 

Hence #, F' and U are collinear, i.e. H/ passes through the fixed 

point U. Similarly for the other chords, 

3. If the first two digits are a and 6, the third may have any 
value from 0 to 9 except a and 6. Hence the sum of all such | 

numbers is 

8 (100a + 100) + (45 -a—b)=799a + 79d + 45. 

But if the first digit is a, the second may have any value from 

0 to 9 except a. Hence the sum of all numbers in which the first 

digit is a is 

9.799a+ 79 (45—a)+9.45=7112a + 3960. 

Finally a may have any value from | to 9, therefore the sum of 

all the numbers is 

45.7112+9. 3960 = 320040 + 35640 

= 355680. 
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4. If w, stands for either p, or g,, we have 

Un = (na + 1) tn) —(n— I)a. Un—25 

L.€@. Uy — NA. Up_y = Up_-y —(N—1) @. Up_o, 

Also u,—2au, is 1 for the numerators and 0 for the denominators, 

‘| t= 16.6, = 1 or 0, 

: u Ma l 
ie. —* — “=i = —— or 0, 

nia” (m—l1)!a"" nia 

Bg ak 1 1 
whence alae tra See aie’ 

ee 
nia” 

Lt P= ¢4_1 
n=o Vn 

5. Denote the left side by f(x). Then 

- ie f (a)= 14 Fen + Gay =F (@) - 
Fo) = ae oe 

" f (a) =1 n\ f (a) “eV cen anee i cetined teheus éecsabebe (1) 

BB gf OE. =-32(1-2) 
ah F(x) (a) © “7 — a, a, 

i.e 

J (2) tas l <— + higher powers of a. 

Hence comparing the expansions, we have 

But from (i) 

l 
n! 

25 
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6. Putting 6= —~¢, X=(a+y)NV2, Y=(a-y)V2, the 

equations easily become 

Xcos¢+ Ysin@d=5+4+3 cos 4¢, 

Zens + Ycos¢=— 2 sin 44, 

whence, solving 

X=5cos¢+3cos4¢ cos g + 2 sin 4¢ sin d 

=5 cos d + cos 4¢ cos ¢ + 2 cos 3¢, 

2X =10cos ¢ + 5 cos 3¢ + cos 5¢ = 16 cos’ ph 

and similarly 2Y =10 sin ¢-- 5sin 34+ sin 5f= 16 sin’ 4, 

xt; Y3- 25, 

es (a + y)® + (a — y)§ = 2. 

7. If tan 6 is infinite, we have 

n 

1 —"C, tan? 6 + "C,tan*6—... + (— 1)? tan" 6 =0. 

Writing this in reverse order, and putting tan? 6 =a, the equation 

is 

5 m(m—1) 5-1, m(m-1)(n—2)(m—3) 5-2 
3 es 4! : as 

and the roots are 

—2 wo D= frm, 350254); 
and the sum of their squares is 

ee ay _n(n—1) = 2) (nv — 3) 

ues, [3x (n — 1) — (n — 2) (n — 3)] 

— ins en 3) 
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8. Taking the triangle as triangle of reference, let the 
rectangular hyperbola be 3/By=0, with the general condition 
x/cos A=0, which here becomes 

» ey. Hearse ses deen (i). 

The tangents at A and & are B +2=0, 2 +<=0, inter- 
m mn n 

secting in the point 

a 8 oy 5 sale. =——.-— by (i), 

ae n tl+m—n an 

and similarly for the other intersections. 

Now the area of the triangle formed by the points (a,, B,, y,) 
etc. is 

R O15 Bf, V1 

DA * As, Bo; Y2 |9 

a3, Bs; Ys 

where R i is the radius of the circumcircle. Here this becomes 

—l, m, n 

DA ° x(s ) (+ ian) i, eh. a 

i, m —-N 

which, using (i), and neglecting sign, is 

2RA? 2RA* 

a  4RkA 24, 

9. Since the similar conic only intersects S in two finite 
points, its equation (non-homogeneous) must be of the form 

S + la+mB + ny = 0. 

Substituting the co-ordinates of the points, and eliminating 
l, m, n, the result follows. 

10. Since the moment of the second system about A is 

aL 2A _ 

= Ss 
and so for B and C, the systems have the same moments about 
three distinct points in the plane and are therefore equivalent, 
for if not, the resultant of either system and the other system 
reversed would have to pass through three points not in the same 

straight line. 

25—2 
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To find the resultant, resolve along and perpendicular to BC. 
If X, Y are the resolved parts, we get 

2AX =aLl—bM cos C —cV cos B, 

IAY =bMsin C—cN sin B; 

4A°Rh? = Sa? L?—2SbcMN cos A 

= 20° L?— SMN (8? + ce? — a?) 

= 3a? (L—-M)(L-N). 

11. The direction of motion at P is along the radius and 

must therefore make an angle 90°—6 with PO. If then it reaches 

P after time ¢, since its velocities perpendicular and parallel to 
OP after that time are 

wsin(a-6)—gcos6.t and weos(a—6)-gsin6.t, 

we must have 

usin (a—6)—gcos6.t _ 

u cos (a—@) —gsiné. 2 

_ U COS (a — 26) 

er sin 6 cos 6 © 

— cot 6, 

whence 

But in time ¢, the distance described perpendicular to OP is 

ZeLro ; 
usin (a—6)t—43g cos 6.?=0 

se _ 2u sin (a — 6) 
giving noone ae 

*, cos(a— 26) = 4 sin 6 sin (a — 6) = 2 [cos (a — 26) - cos a] ; 

*. 2cosa=cos (a— 26), 

h f 2—cos20 cos?6+4+3 sin? 6 
wnence a eS ic 

sin 26 2sin@cosé ’ 

ie. 2 tan a= cot 6 + 3 tan 6. 

12. We have 

eV _@ te a dy 
Ou Oe Ou Cty | Ou 

a av av 
i § ie oe 
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RFs: Saget oV ; (i) Oo ae Y oy oo ree eceteccsceecece , 

and similarly we find 

Lay _aV av - a — ay. eV eRSRndeSneeckecoesde . 

We have thus the equations of operators 

Pe eh es 
du” ox Vay wdv' Oe Oy 

Operating with these on (i) and (ii) respectively, we get 

al, see Ee ak ar 
aust Out Ge OY day Y tgs Ge 8 By: 

0?V ae o?V o2V 
Dice Sane a eee ill Le. wo Cd a2 + 22Y aay + Y He aa i 

lee. ae. Or er 
and jo oe vee ae sdndtagcnscekan (iv). 

Multiplying (iv) by ay [ = wv (1 + v)], and subtracting from (iii), 
the result follows, since # — y = u. 

LXXIV. 
1. Suppose O, the orthocentre, is inside the circle on Ad’, 

Let U be the middle point of 4A’, and let the circle cut BC 
again in L, which is therefore the foot of the perpendicular 
Som A. 

Hence AZ passes through V, so that the rectangle under the 

segments of any chord through O is AO. OZ, and similarly for 
the other circles. But if 4M, CY are the other perpendiculars, 
we know that 

A0O.OL=BO.OM=CO. ON, 

therefore O is the radical centre. 
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2. Let VZ be the perpendicular from the vertex on the 
section, AV, A’NV’ the perpendiculars from A, A’ on the axis. 
Then the volume of the portion of the cone is 

1 VL x (area of section) =1VZ x zab. 

Now VL a =area of A VAA’, which varies as VA. VA’. 

Also 6?=AWN, A’N’, and since both the ratios 

AN7AV and AN’: AV 

are constant, 

6? varies as VA. VA’, 

ie. b varies as (VA. VA')®, Hence the volume varies as 

VL.ab, ie. (VA. VA’)? 

3. The rational form of os 0 is 

sa*—2SBy=0, or B(B—+y)= Sa? ....cc.es50 (1). 

But here, putting Se=p, 3a*- 2day=49, 

we have a=2px+q, ‘etc., 

so that B-—y=2 (y-2)Dp; 

> (B—y)? = 8p? (3x? — Say) 

2 

i Sp. P 7 i = AL er OW). ooo. oss (il). 

Also Sa? = 4p. Sa? + 4p?q + 39° 

; p+¢ 
= 4p’. age 4p°q + 3¢° 

ge A WOE OO soc as ck veh ei use ok (ili). 

From (i), (i1), and (iii), it appears that g=0, so that the rational 

form required is 3a? = 2Say. 

os tt Peo oe Poe e AM ee ey ee a ee es 
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4, Adding the rows, we see that Sa, is a factor. Removing 
this, and then subtracting the first column from each of the 
others, the remaining determinant is equal to 

1 ) 0 5) 0 ; 0 eee 5 0 | 

Q,, —(n—-l1)r, —(n—-2)r, -—(m-3)r..., —-7 

Wn—1) r , —(n— 2)7, —(n-3)r usp ee 

An—25 r ; 2r A —(n—3)r ee . 

a) ? ; or ; 3r F —_—7 

Now, suppressing the first row and column of this determinant, 
and then subtracting each row from the one above, we get a 
determinant in which every element on the right of the leading 
diagonal is zero, and every element of the leading diagonal, 

except the last, is —-nr, the last being —7. Hence the value of 

the determinant is 

(—nr)"-?(—r) = — 
de -1 

But 3a, = 5 (2a, +(n—1)r}. Hence the result. 

5. Let o,, a,, ... a, be the roots of f(a) =0. Then 

Fee et l = eo ay 
J (x) GG, L— Ay L— Oy 

Hence the function on the right will vanish when « is put equal 

to any root of f’(#)=0. Hence, putting « equal to each of 

the roots of /’(«)=0 in succession, and adding, we obtain the 
result. 

6. It is evident that the triangles are equiangular. If, 
therefore, they are proved equal in area, they must be equal in 
all respects. 

sin B sin C 
Now the area of ABC is A = $a’. omy aimee whence also 

= 2A (cot B + cot C); 
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Moe ee sin 6 sin (C' — @) 4 1ge. sin 6 sin (A — 6) 

’ sin C , sin A 

12 Sin @sin(B—6) 
+e’. oy SNE (1) 

= A sin’ @ | (cot 6 + cot C) (cot 6— cot C) 

+ (cot C + cot A) (cot 6 — cot A) 

+ (cot A + cot B) (cot 6 — cot B) | 

= A sin? 6[2 cot 6.3 cot A — 3 cot? A- cot Bcot C}. 

Now > cot Bcot C= 1, 

“. cosec’ 6 = cot? 6+ 1 =cot?6+ % cot Bcot C, 

. A’ =Asin? 6[cot? 6-2 cot 6. Scot A+ 3 cot? A + 23 cot Beot Cl 

= A sin? 6 (cot 6 — Scot A)”. 

It is evident also that A” is equal to the same expression, 

since the only difference is that in (i) the sides occur in the order 

b?, c?, a®, and the ultimate result is the same. 

1 ~ 1 
coth w=—+2u. 5 ————,, 

U 1 w+ rr 
7. . Since 

we have coth 1 = 1 + 28, 

where S is the series in question ; 

e+e! 2 

its cae ed 

8. Any conic passing through the extremities of the 
principal axes is of the form 

oe? yf” 

at Be 1 = 2Axy, 

and the tangent at (a’, y’) is 
on’ y ; 5 

o(5-ry)+y(¥-dw’) = Per ogee epee (1). 

The tangent to the given hyperbola at this point is 

(ii). 
ws yy ale 
eo OB Gig 
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The lines (i) and (ii) are perpendicular if 

ae (2% A ee : 
ole) B(p-#) =o 

fe? yf \ sal? y? fay. 
1.e, 2(= - i) ~ (a+ %-l)(a-% = 0, 

and this is true by virtue of the equation to the hyperbola. 

9. IEf the tangential equation to a conic is 

Al? + Bm? + Cn? + 2Fmn+...+... =9, 

then its point equation is 

A Ge 

Cine Ae’ 
Oe, FO 6s s ni 

Tse? Sahat “geil: A 

Now the lines joining A to the points where the given cunic 

cuts BC are by? + ez? + ¥fyz =0, or, say, 

(my + nz) (m'y + nz) =0. 

If each of these lines touches the conic whose tangential 
equation is 

Al? + ...4+...+2F'mn+...+...=0 b 

we have 
B'm? + C'n? + 2F'’mn = 0, 

Bm’? + C'n'? +2 F'm'n’' = 0, 
whence 

BG 2F’ 

nn’ mm’ —(mn' + m'n)’ 
B' " Pig F' 

1.6 —=—=— 
ee iene 

i, G 

or =—= 
ca ab —af 
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Dealing with the other pairs of lines in the same way, we 
shall obtain the results 

er ke ae © ine GQ’ 2 H’ 

be. td a ae be ob? 

and the point equation will be that given. 

10. Let ¢ be the diameter of the circular hole, h the height 

of the cone, 2a the vertical angle. If the axis is not vertical, the 
cone will be in contact at A and B, the ends of a diameter of the 
hole. Let the axis of the cone meet AB in C, and let VC =z, 

V being the vertex, and suppose the axis makes an angle 6 with 

the horizontal. Then 

AC a x GB ” x 

sina sin(@+a)’ sina sin(@—a)’ 

Doe 2 sin 6 cosa 

sina sin (@+a)sin (0—a) 

Hence, if z be the height of the centre of gravity above the hole, 

c (cos 2a — cos 26) are . Mey Or z=(2h—--«x) sin = 2hsin 6— 
4 ) 4 2 sin 2a 

For equilibrium this is a maximum or minimum, 

: e sin 26 
Le. 2’ = #h cos 6 -- — ; = 1 

Sln 2a 

aes 3A sin 2a 
giving cos6=0, or siné= an ee, 

so that the symmetrical position is not, or is, the only position of 

equilibrium, according as 

BM BG BE in gecads theese a3 (i). 

To test for stability, consider 

2 = — $h sin 6 — = ssa 
sin 2a — 
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Its value when 6 =5 is 
~ 

+= 
sin 2a’ 

which is positive or negative under the same conditions as (i), 

proving the result, since this position is stable or unstable 
according as 2” is positive or negative. 

1l. Since the horizontal distance described is the same in 

both cases, we must have 

cos @sin(@—a+f) _cos(#+6)sin (4 +4 —a) 
cos (a — B) cos a 

If 8 and 6 are both small, this takes the form 

cos 6 (sin 6 — a + B cos 6 — a) 

cosa+ 6 sina 

_ (cos @— Ssin 6) (sin 6—a+ dcos 6— ja) 

COs a 

and neglecting products 86 and 8, this takes the form 

8 cos @ cos a cos (6 — a) 

= B cos 6 sin a sin (6 — a) + 6 cos a cos (26 — a), 

or PB cos? 6 =18[cos 26 + cos 2 (6 — a) | = 6 [cos® 6— sin? (6 — a) }. 

12. The polar equation to the parabola, the vertex being the 
pole, is 

4a cos 6 

= aint’ 
and the area required is 

[ao sae | oe. db 
” ih a sin*té@ 

B 
So 80° | cot? 6. d (cot 6) 

B 

=— Sa" E cot? 0 | 

= $a? (cot* a — cot* B). 
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LXXV. 

1. Let the perpendiculars from # and F meet in O. Then 

AO? — OB? = AF? — BF?, | 

AO? — OC? = AE? — CE’; 

OC? — OB? = (AF? — AE?) — (BF? — CE?) 

= Dk?— ED? —- (BE? — CF”) 

= CD? — BD*, 

and therefore OD is perpendicular to BC. 

2. Let Ad’, BB’, CC’ be the pairs of points of intersection. 

Then the three chords of intersection meet in the radical centre O, 

and we have 

GA. O4 = 08, OR = CC 00. 

Hence if the six points lie on a conic, the diameters of this conic 

parallel to 4A’, BB’, CC’ are equal, and this is impossible unless 

the directions of two of them coincide, i.e. unless BB’, CC’ are 
parallel, which is only possible when the centres of the circles are 

collinear. 

3. The number of ways of dividing p things into groups 

containing a, B, y, ... respectively, where a+ B+y+...=7, is 

p! 

a! B! y! 

Putting p= 3n, and a= B=y=..., this becomes ——— 
ay ie | 

But this regards as different all the possible orders in which 

the m groups can occur in any one method of subdivision, and the 

number of these orders is 7!. 
Hence the number of distinct ways of distribution is 

3m! 3 (3n — 1)! 

(3!)"n!  6"(m—1)! ° 
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4. By the method of differences, we easily find the (n + 1)th 
numerator to be 2n?+2n+1, and the (n+ 1)th denominator 
2n°+3n+1, so that the coefficient of 2” is 

In? + 2n4+1 n 

on? + 38n+1 2n? + 3n +1 

ciel 1 1 
ie n+1 sci) 

2D oa) fo) ] 
e “a ‘ Seeeage nn 

an EWR Lat IE cer 

l l l 1+ 

5. Suppose the roots of the equation in question are 

tana, tanf, tany, tan 6, and let 7, denote the sum of their 

products r together. Then 

?,— 1; 
-1T,+ 7, 

p-r 

l_q+s 

tan(a+B+y+8)=; 

But if a+B+y=7, then 

tan (a+ B+y+) = tan (r+ 6) =tan 6. 

Hence the fourth root, viz. tan 6, has the value stated. 

6. Suppose the circle cuts AB, AC in D, EF respectively. 

Then 

AB. AD= AC. AE = be cos" A = /s(s—a) = AL. AL, 

where L, LZ’ are the points of contact of the inscribed circle and 

the escribed circle opposite A with AB or AC. Hence if we 

invert the figure from A, the constant of inversion being Vs (s — a), 
the circle ADE will invert into the line BC, and the inscribed 
and escribed circles will invert into each other. But SC touches 

both these circles; therefore its inverse touches both their 

inverses, i.e. the circle ADE touches the same two circles, 
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7. We have 

: 37 
AD sin 7 sin 7 1 

ane sin — sin oe 2 cos ll 
7 7 7 

Now if sin 4@=sin 36, then either 06=ra or 76=(2r+1)z. 
Hence if we divide = sin 6, and put cos 6=«, the roots of the 

om ane Dar 

7 ee 
But this equation is 

4 cos 6 cos 20 = 3 —4 sin? 8, 

Le. 4a (2a? — 1) = 42? —1, 

equation in & are cos 

and the substitution y = Ze makes this 
20 

1-2y=y-Yy', 
which is the equation in question. 

: a 2 
8. Since p= — therefore (pab)* = a? sin? ¢ + 6? cos* ¢, where 

@ is the eccentric angle of the point. 
Now if the circle of curvature at @ intersects the curve again 

in 6, we have 36+6=2n7, ie. sin 30=-sin 4, 

ie. 4sin?@—3sin0—-sind=0............... (i). 

Hence if a, 8, y are the three points, the circles of curvature 
at which pass through 6, then sina, sin B, § sin y are the roots of 

the equation (i) in sin 6; 

Zsina=0, Zsinasin B=— }, 

whence & sin? a= 2 and therefore also = cos*a=8. 

Hence 3% (pab)* = a?. Ssin?a + °. S cos? a = 3 (a? + b?). 

9. The equation to the system of conics is 

ax? + Zhey +(b+Xr)y?+ 2fy=0, 

and the equation to their director-circles, formed by calculating 
the tangential coefficients, is 

(ab —h? + da) (a? + y*) — 2hfx + 2afy —f? =0 
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Putting ab—/?+Aa=>p, this becomes 

2 2 2 2 ji? 2 

(«VY + (yet - 2. Ce Pp P P P 

For the limiting points the right side must vanish, giving p= « 

or p=—(a’?+h’*), and the co-ordinates being (4, ne a these 

are 

(0, 0) and (- Pe, ) 
Ste Sse 

10. ‘Taking the vertical section in the plane of the string, 

let a be the angle which,the line joining the centre of the upper 

circle to the centre of one of the lower ones makes with the 
vertical, 6 the angle which the same line makes with that part of 

the string which is a common tangent to the same two circles. 

Let F& be the reaction between the upper cylinder and either of 

the lower ones. 
Then resolving vertically for the upper cylinder, 

27' cos (a+ 6)+ W=2R cos a, 

and horizontally for the lower, 

7 + 7'sin (a+ 6) = sin a. 

From these we get 

ise 6+cosa)= W sina. 

But sina = — , ae = ee and substituting these we obtain 

the value of " given, 

11. Let 6 be the angle which the direction of projection 
makes with the side a, a the inclination of the direction of motion 

to the side a after the first impact, # the side of the rhombus. 

Then the necessary equations are 

OE ee os 5. hsickes Cok. occ (i), 

ot (O08. 4 OO O) SG ani. ince cnicdebins ss (ii), 

os (win O + Git Be) oO... conc. sicns cess (ili). 
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From (ii) and (iii), we get 

G +a b . 3 2ab 

tan 5) a? ere tan (0 + a)= 5. 

But 

tan 6+ tana e+1 ; 

eae OT a) = 1—tan@tana ecoté@— tan 6 arias. 

Equating these values, the result follows. 

12. The curve has one real asymptote, viz. the axis of y, 
and is symmetrical in opposite quadrants. If we transfer the 
axes by writing 

Fees: ye 

/2 /2 

~ the equation becomes 

At — ¥? 42a? Y =—0, 

or PGE. 4 ar y Oe Ge reer cs eee (i). 

The equation (i) shews that there is also symmetry in opposite 
quadrants referred to the new axes, and therefore, since the 

tangent at the origin is now Y = 0, the origin must be a point of 
inflexion. 

=  g 
Further, differentiating (i), we find that ho vanishes when 

AX 

X =0, i.e. at the origin and the points (0,+/2a). Also from (i), 
if Y is a little greater than /2a, X is small and positive, while if 

Y is a little less than ./2a, XY is small and negative. Therefore 

the point (0, 2a) must be a point of inflexion, and similarly for 

the other point. Hence the points of inflexion lie on X = 0, or, 
referring to the original axes, 

x+y=0. 
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LXXVI. 

1. Let PY and P’Q’ be the two given pairs of points, 

supposed outside the given circle, and suppose A and # are the 
points required, so that AZ is the radical axis of any pair of the 

three circles. Let C be the centre of the given circle, C’ that of 

the circle through P and Q. Draw PM, YN perpendicular to. 

A. Then the square of the tangent from P to the given 
circle equals 2PM. CC’, and similarly for Q@. Hence Pi: QN is 
a given ratio. But if PQ, AB produced meet in O, then 

PM:QN=OP:0Q. Therefore O is a given point. Similarly, 

if P’Q’ meets AB in O’, then O’ is a given point, and 00’ is the 

common radical axis. 

2.. Let QQ’ be any chord subtending a right angle at the 
centre, V its middle point. Let CV meet the ellipse in P, and 
let CD be the diameter conjugate to CP. Draw CH perpen- 

dicular to QQ’, meeting the tangent at P in AX. Then 

CD? : CP? =QV?:CP*—CrV* 

=CV?:CP2—CVA since OV =CYFP, 

= (CH?:CK?—CH?;- 

Cit a +P & GH*: Ck 

Hence if A, B be extremities of the axes, CH. AB=CD.CK. 
But CD.CK=ab. Therefore CH. AB =ab, shewing that CH is 

equal to the radius of the’circle in question, 

3. If in the identity 

(1 + x) — a, (1 + a) + wx (1 + 43) —... 

+ (—1)*"* @ a, ... H-3 (1 + a) = 1 + (—1)* a, a... %, 

we put 

_ _n—2 2 1 = 

ek te oa bane? 
we obtain 

n+k-1_m-1 m+k-1) (n-1)(n-2) nth-1 
ca ki he 315 kee 

R. K. 26 
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or, denoting the given series by S, 

(n+k-1)(—*)=1, 

4. The problem is that of dividing 7 units into three groups, 

blanks being allowed. When there are only two groups, the 

n 

2 
n—1 : 

number of ways is 1 + = or 1 + —,—, according as n is even or 
_ 

odd, i.e. in either case J (*) 

Now, suppose that in any division into three groups the 

smallest group contains # units, then the other two groups must 

each contain at least «, and we have to distribute the remaining 

(n—3x) units between these two groups. This can be done 

: n—3xe+2 
in J (A=5 ) ways. 

Now the greatest and least possible values of « are / a and 

zero. Hence the number of ways required is 

kk (n—3x2+2 n i 
x1 5 F where k -1(3) oe C Oe e et (i). 

i : ; ree i : 
Now if m is an integer, J e is either 5 oF 5 >) according 

asm is even dr odd. Thus the sum (i) takes one of the forms 

Pie ge AS 1 k+2 

9° 9? gg PES ee ? 

where 

_ n+? 3 k(k+1) =—5- (k+1)-3.— 

, 

sp A BaiM te i Sasa Pt ee is 
FE SEE ME Ee ag me a Te Pn ae tae ae ee 
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Now n= 3k+s, where sis 0,1 or 2. Hence the sum (i) is 

n-s+3 m+s+4— n— ane *-f (f=0, hor }) 
— 

we 

“ig thn fF 
° 

and 55 a 5 +/ is always a proper fraction, so that this is 
12 

5. If the equation has equal roots, they must be real, for 

otherwise there would be two pairs of equal roots, and the 

expression in « would be a perfect square, which is impossible in 

this case, since the term in z* is wanting, and the term in = is not. 
If the equation has two roots equal to a, its form must be 

(a? — 2ax + a2) (0? + 2ax + 5) =0, 
a 

whence by comparison 

8 : 
— 3ah + 3=% ie. 3at+ga*—s=0. 

This equation in a® must have real roots, Therefore g? + 12s must 
be positive. Again 

2 

g¢—4s=(5- 30°) —4s= (<,- 92") (+ ~<a). 

a — 0 
If this is negative, jo a” must be positive, and therefore the roots 

of the second quadratic in # are imaginary. 

6. The denominator of the first fraction is 

; B+ -$)+ ge ee 
a (=> 5 5 sin 5 — sin > —sin > 

= 2 sin mda Ss 
4 

4 ip oe i iho! Elec Vi 
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We have therefore to prove that 

CiA . A+B. B-C 
= sin 4 sin —7— sin ri og a Ria a 

Now 

ree C+A . A+B. fs Bae by 
pues? WES ee DS n 4 

6 é Pda A B+C . B-C 
= co 1 - eos (5 + —F~) | sin i 

ee ee ee 

; , B-C C B 
and sin A (sin ae eee. COs 3 + cos 5) 

rte 

= 3 cos 4 (sin B—sin C) + > sin A (cos 5 — cos § 
2 2 

=0. 

7. Calling the series S, the number of terms is = 5 : ; 

sg ee et 
2 nr 1 N 

eg 
ee 1 n n 
== — 

sr 

. 2(n—1)ar 
res sin - oe. 

wmaan Gates 2 

: Ne i 

n —2 
= i 

8. The tangents from (a’, y’) to y?= 4ax are 

(y? — das) (y!? — daz’) =[yy' — 2a (w + 2’) ]°, 
and the parallel lines through the origin are 

ax’? —y'xy+ ay? =0. 
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The bisectors of the angles between these are 

and these are also the bisectors of the angles between the lines 

ayy’ + y? (a—«’) =0, 

ie. y=0 and ay’ +y(a—zaz’)=0, 

and these are respectively the axis and the parallel through the 
origin to the line joining (a’, y’) to the focus. 

9. If the triangle of reference is equilateral, the equation 

Ua+...+¢...+ IU By+... +... =0 

will represent a ieee if 

vt+w-2uw =w+u- WwW =u+v—2w’. 

Now the tangents from (a’, f’, y’) to B?+y?—3a?=0 are 

(B° + y' — 3a?) (B+ ¥°? — 3a’) = (BB + yy’ — 3aa’)?, 
and these satisfy the conditions for a circle if 

(B" + y')?- 6a? = - 26? 3 (y' +a’)? =— 272-3 (a' + By, 
and these equations are evidently satisfied by the point (—1, 1, 1), 
which is therefore a focus, and the corresponding directrix is 

BP’ + yy — 3aa’ = 0, 

ie. B+y+3a=0. 

10. Let O be the centre of the sphere, @ the centre of gravity 
of ABC, P its cireumcentre. Produce AG to meet BC in LZ and 
join OL. Then since the forces acting along AO, BO, CO and OG 
are in equilibrium, the resultant of BO and CO must act along 
LO. Hence, since Z is the middle point of BC, the forces along 
BO and CO must be equal, and similarly each is equal to the force 
along AO. Again, since G is the centre of mean position for 

ABC, the resultant of the pressures is aa OG. 
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But OG? = OP?+ GP? = R?-— R?+13HP?, where H is the 
orthocentre, 

ie. OG? = h? — h? +4 h?(1—8cos A cos B cos C) 

= h’? — § Kh? (1 + cos A cos B cos C) ; 
ne 6 : Si? 73 = pr OG ao! eae (1 + cos 4 cos B cos C). 

11. Let 7’ be the impulsive tension of the string, v and ~’ the 
velocities of either particle m along and perpendicular to the 
original direction of motion immediately after the jerk, V 

the velocity of M. 

Then 2T cos5=MV, Tsin : — mv ; 

WMV sin 5 = 2mv’ cos 5 PT eens eaeeeet (1). 

Also, since the velocities of m and / along the string must 

be the same, 
a eee | 

V cos 5 =v C08 5 — v' sin 5. 

Hence, by (1), 3 

2mv’ cos? = = Mv cos : sin ; — Mo’ sin? 5 ; 

i.e. 2mv' (1 + cos a)= Mvsina— Mv' (1 — cos a), 

~ L 

U 
v M sina 

»  (2m—M)cosa+2m+ MU or 

12. The point of contact is the intersection with a’x + B'y =9, 

and its co-ordinates are given by 

| 1 

pi =a af’—a'B 
Now 

dy i, Gyo ia ay +: @2—aR 

eo dete aA) Be 
Also 

8" (aB’ — «'B) — B' (aB" — a"B) _ B(a'B'— a8"), 
(aB" — a 8)” (ap'—a’By ° 
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Fat ah (aB’ — a’B)? 
da? ~ B (a8 =a") 

{1+ (Z)} (a? + 8)# (a"B’ - a'B”) 
Py (ap’—apy 

y 

and i= 

LXXVII. 

1. Let O be the radical centre, O7' the tangent to any one 
of the three circles. Then if we invert from O with radius of 
inversion 07’, the three circles invert into themselves, and there- 
fore the two circles touching them must invert into each other. 
Hence the line joining their centres passes through the origin 

of inversion, i.e. PQ passes through 0. 

2. The locus of the centre of a rectangular hyperbola passing 
through three given points A, B, C is the nine-point circle of the 
triangle ABC, the radius of which is half that of the circumcircle. 

Now if A, B, C coincide, the cireumcentre becomes the centre of 
curvature, which in this case is given. Hence the locus of the 

centre of the hyperbola is the circle described on the radius of 

curvature at the given point as diameter. 

3. Calling the given determinant A, and expanding according 
to the elements of the first column, we have 

A, = D + Dash: 

where D is a determinant of 2-1 rows and columns, in which 

each element in the leading diagonal is 2, and each element to 
the right of the leading diagonal is zero, so that D = 2", Le. 

A, = 2"? + An-1; 

whence it follows that 

Ay BP oo oe + + 2H 

= 97 J, 
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4. If mn is a positive integer, we have 

(1 +a)" — (1 —a)" 

2a 

Hence, writing ,/3% for ~, the first series in question is equal to 

(1+ /32)" — (1 — /3%)" 

2/34 

Now 1+ /3i=-20, 1—,/3i=—20?, where w and w? are the 
imaginary cube roots of unity. Also, if ~ is a multiple of 6, 

then w” =” = 1, and the above expression vanishes. 
Again, the second series is equal to 

= C+ Oy ee + OCG ot +. 

cians Poe oe. 8 REP ane ee and (1+ gi) = 3+ Jgi=— go and (1-53) = —— w’, 

1 : , 
Hence, since 5 sa multiple of 3, the expression vanishes. 

5. By the substitution z= ax +b, the equation becomes 

A AAS HE A os AG wid daca s co ks (i), 
where H = ac -- b?. 

We then have 

z=a(Ayt+p)t+b=aryt+apt b 

= Ny +p’ suppose. 

Since this substitution renders the equation (i) reciprocal, we have 

NB = p? + 3Hp'+G, 

3A? uy’ = 3A? + 38AN’, Le. Np’ =p? + A. 

Hence | Bw? (pn? + 3H’ + G) = (pw? + 1)’, 

or Gp? —3Hp? — HH? = 0. 

But this equation can be derived from (i) by the substitution 

ee. >? 
and since the roots of (i) are aa + 0, ete., the result follows, 
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6. The given expression is 

4R? (sin A + sin B— 2 sin C)’ sec’ +4? (sin A —sin B)? cosee! S 

A-B ta ee, ae 
re S D2 wind : 5 sin 5) + 16R? sin 5 

1-8sin A sin — # sin 5) 

ce TOME" (1 —4 cos a a sin . + 4 sin? ) 
2 2 

*( 2 2 2 
i — 2hr). 

7. The roots of tan4@=1, considered as an equation in 

tan 6, are 
(4r+1)7 

tan Tse 2 (e= 0, 1, 2, 3) 

Le. tan FE tots. Wins. 
16? 16’ 16’ 16 

Similarly the roots of tan 40 =—1 are 

—tan—,, —cot id cot —, Pe tal 
ie? 16’ 16° ¢ 16 

Hence if, in the equation tan? 46 = 1, we put x= tan’ @, the roots 

of the equation in a are 

3a 3a 
tan? — F cot?—., tan? —~ , cot? — 16° 

16 16’ 16 

Now this equation is 

16x (1 — x)? = (1 — 6a + 2)’, 

ie. af — 282° + 70a*-—... =0, 

and the sum of the squares of the roots is 28?-— 2.70 = 644. 
Again, if in tan? 26=1 we put «=tan*9@, the values of x are 

But the equation is a — 6a + 1 = 0, and the sum of the squares 
of the roots is 34. Hence the expression in question is 

644 + 34 = 678. 
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8. If the axes are turned through an angle 6, the equation 

y°? = 4ax becomes 

(x sin 6 + y cos 6)? = 4a (x cos 6 —y sin 8). 

Considered as a quadratic in «, this has equal roots if 

cos 6 (y sin 6 — 2a)? = sin? 6 (y? cos” 6 + 4ay sin 6), 
20: 

whence y=a@ <a is the tangent parallel to the axis of «. 

Sr sin? 6, 
Similarly «=-a 48 the tangent parallel to the axis of y. 

Eliminating 6 between these, we get the locus. 

9. Any conic circumscribing the triangle is (as in trilinears) 
of the form 

dA (ba + cy—1)7? + p (cx + ay— 1) 14+ v (ax + by — 1)-1=0...(i), 

or SA (cu + ay — 1)(ax + by -1)=0. 

The conditions for a circle are 

Aca + pab + vbe = Xab + phe + vea, : 

ie. Aa(b—c) + pb (c—a) + ve (a—b)=0......... (i1), 

and d (be + a?) + p (ca + 6?) +v (ab +0?) =0......... (ili). 

Eliminate A, », v between (i), (ii) and (iii). 

10. Let & be the reaction at 6 making an angle 6 with AB, 
and let AB make an angle a with the vertical. Then taking 

moments about A for AB, 

R.asiné6=wa.tasina; 

b b 
“. Rsin d= hw. ae aati since tana=-. 

a? + 6? a 

Similarly by taking moments about C' for BC, we find 

ab 
ft cond = 30. as: 

Hence squaring and adding 
wab 

vee V2 (a+ 8) 
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Again, the equation of virtual work for a small vertical dis- 

placement is 

~7'.8 (AC) + 2w (a + b).8 (ZAC) =9, 

“. T=w(a+ 6). 

11. Let 7’, 7” be the tensions of the upper and lower strings, 

y the inclination of the lower string to the plane of the circle, 

v the speed at the highest point. Then 

yy ye ° _ me vi vi cos B + cos y + mg sina = ——, 

T sin B— 7’ sin y = mg cosa, 

‘ey mers; 
whence 7” sin(B + y)=— mg cos (a—f) + ae B. 

Now 7" is positive since the strings remain taut, and sin(8 + y) 

is positive. Hence we must have 

ae sin 8 > mg cos (a — f), 

Le. v& > ga(cos a cot B + sina). 

12. Suppose the tangent makes angles ¢,, ¢, in the same 

sense with the radii vectores. Then differentiating the equation 

1,1,= 4a" 

with respect to the are, we get 

Pe ON GO. EOE Bia Gi sooo csc cnc ncess (i). 

Now if 6,, 6, are the vectorial angles, y the angle the tangent 
makes with the initial line, we have 

y= 6, + b, = 9 + dy; 

_dy_1_ sings déy_1_ sing, 
Qian eee ae oe 

Hence differentiating (i) again, we get 

2 cos , COS dy — 72 SIN d, ( kagome *) —7r, sin .(° ~ ==) = 0, 
p r 9 
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whence 

: : 1 Sl an in &,)2 i (7 cine ee (7, sin d; — 7; Sin $,)” + 27,7, cos ($; — bo) 

Tye 

ee a ee a ee (il). 
: sin sin i ; 

Howto + sasha X, we get, using (i), 
rT; V2 

1 1 2 cos — oh, X*= +--+ (d, Pe) 

ry Lo Y1e 
Also from the figure 

whence 
Tye Me 

Also, from (i), 2X = ve bee ) ss = as is : 
r) Yo ry up) 

: (= o, sin =) 1 € =) 
- =z(—+-—). 

T; To ANS: Se 

Hence from (ii) 

1 
Pa 5) ie 1s 

Tr. 

=e ee os Ready fo aa = 3 . 
< z (- -) se : 

; x-5 Sep ee EO ee eee (iv) 

Hence, putting sin oe. etc., in the original value of X, 
; : 

the results given follow from (iii) and (iv). 

LXAXVIII. 

1. Since the tetrahedra OBCD, ABCD stand on the same 
base, their volumes are proportional to their altitudes, and these 

We thus have latter are clearly proportional to OA’ and AA’. 

OA’ vol. OBCD 

AA’ woh: ABCD 

Writing down the other three similar relations and adding, the 

result follows. 
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2. Let 2a be the vertical angle of the cone, 6B the angle the 
section makes with the axis of the cone. Let V be the vertex of 
the cone, A that of the section, and let the focal sphere touch 
VAin L. Then if X is the foot of the directrix, ZX is per- 
pendicular to the axis of the cone, and 

pote AL cosB 

a? eg 

; 1 
and this quantity ranges in value from 1 to nee Hence we 

must have 

> Le. cosa > . e . . a sane 

cos a’ e 

Hence the least possible value of the vertical angle is 2 sec”! e. 

3. The cases may be exhausted as follows: 

we may select 5 from the Ist class in 

n(n+1)(n+2)(m+3) (n+ 4) 

120 

we may select 4 from the 2nd class and 1 from the Ist in 

ways ; 

we may select 2 from the 2nd class and 3 from the Ist in 

_* (1% + — + 2) ways ; 

we may select 3 from the 3rd class and 2 from the 2nd in 

nN. WAYS; 

we may select 3 from the 3rd class and 2 from the Ist in 

a hs 1) oe 

we may select 4 from the 4th class and 1 from the 1st in 

nm.n Ways; 

we may select 5 from the 5th class in » ways, 

Adding these numbers we obtain the expression given. 
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4, The expression in the curved bracket is 2! times the 
coefficient of «” in 

re r (r—1) 
1 __ ya(?—1)x r—2)0_- eT’ — re sme el oe 

Le... in (e* — 1)’: 

Hence the given series is ~! times the coefficient of x” in 
r=n n! 

r=. 7! (n—71)! 

ie, in {1 + (e*—1)}", ie. in &, 

(e” — 1)", 

and the series is therefore equal to n”. 

5. Suppose «, y, 2 the roots of ¢°— pt? + gt— 7 =0, and let 
s, = ae". Then, using the given equations, we have 

8,+q8—3r=0, -—ps,—7rs,=0, 2+98,=0. 

From these, since s,=p, we easily get g (37 —pq)+2=0, gr=2, whence 
pq’=8, andj therefore since p?—2q=0, we have p® = 32, so that 

p= 20, where #=1. Hence ¢= 26, r=@ so that the equation is 

‘ #—20.¢?+ 20?.¢-—@=0, 

Le. (¢— 6) (?—6t+@) =0, 

whence ¢= 6, - 06, — v8, where w is either of the imaginary cube 

roots of unity, and these are the general values of «, y and 2z, 
taken in any order. 

6. Let the side B’C" through A make an angle 6 with AB. 
Then | 

AC’ c = AB’ b 

sin (60°+6) sin 60°’ sin(A+6—60°) sin 60°’ 

foe fon = [¢ sin (60°+6) +0 sin (4 + 6 —60°)]. 

. 8 ‘ , 1 
Now the maximum value of a cos @ + sin 6 is (a? + B’)?.. Hence 

the maximum value of B’C’”? is : 

= {[e sin 60° + 6 sin (A — 60°)? + [c cos 60° + 6 cos (A —:60°) | 

= 5 (0% + c? + 2b¢ cos (A — 120°)! 

—=$(8+e—-becos A + bc /3sin A) 

=4{h (a? + +0?) +2,/3A} 

and the area of the triangle is = BG 
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7. Let O be the centre and 6 the angle AOP. Then 

2 
PAP =a? +ce-—2accos6, PR=a'+c?—2accos (4 ~ =) , ete. 

Now if /(x)=(x%-—a,)(x—a,)...(x—a,), then /"(x), the rth 
derived function, is the sum of the products of the factors 2 — a,, 

x —a, etc. taken r together. 
But since 

r=n-—]1 Qrr y™" —2y" cosn6+1= II \y- 2y COs (6+ = + i} , 
r=0 

if we divide by y” and put y + ; =x, we get 

ee | ever f 9 2s 
(a" + lower powers of x)-—2cosn6= Il 4a-2cos(6+ —})}/, 

s=0 % 

and taking the rth derived, the result is independent of 6. 
2 2 

“ we obtain the theorem in question pro- 
a 

H tti o ence putting x i 

vided ¢ is constant. 

8. The conditions that the four lines in question should 

touch the general conic are 

Am? + B-2Hm=0, and a similar equation in m’ ...(i), 

Ap? + B+ Cpic? + 2Fuc — 2Gypc — 2Hp = 0, 

and a similar equation in p’ ...(ii), 

ie. Ap? -—2Hy + B=pc (2G — Cc) —2F pe, 

or by (i) A (w—m)(m—m’) = pee (2G — Ce) — 2 Pye, 
and a similar equation in p’...(iii), 

Y G F 
Now the co-ordinates of the centre are z=, y= 5. Hence, 

C C 
‘from the equations (ii), we get 

(u—m)(u—m’) _ p? (2e—c) — 2ny 
(uy —m)(u—m’) ~ pw? (Bee) — Bpry’ 

reducing to the form given. 
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9. Changing to Cartesians, the equation becomes 

xl (x cosa + ysina —>p,) = 0, 

in which the coefticients of x’, y? and 2ay are 

S/cos?a, 3/sin?a and S/sinacosa, 

respectively. 

Also  (3/ cos*a) (37 sin? a) — (3/ sin a cos a)? 

= mn sin? (B — y) = smn sin’ A. 

Hence, using the ordinary Cartesian formula, the eccentricity is 

given by 
e4 4 = (31)? 

l1-é ~ 3Smn sin? A’ 

which is equivalent to the form given. 

10. Let BAC = a, BOP = 6, BD=4x. Considering the 

whole system, the c. of a. must be vertically below 4A, ie. AC 

must be vertical. 
If 7’ is the tension in the bar, then taking moments about 

3 A for AB, BC we have 

2W.2=—T.APsnO-—F.ACsin®g ......... (i), 

where F is the reaction at C’, making an angle ¢ with AC. 
Also taking moments about & for BC, and D for DC, we get 

W.x=T. BQsind+ Rk. BCsin(pt+a)......... (i1), 

Wg = Rk. BCsin(p—a) ...... (ili). 

But AC =2BC cosa. Hence adding (i), (11), (ili), we get 

4W.x2=T(BQ-AP) sin 6. 

sina PQ 
But 22-= ABsina, and ag as 

} . . 

Hence T= aW Ab. LY AC(BQ—AP)’ 
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11. Let the enveloping parabola of trajectories from the 
fort A meet the ground in J, and draw AWN vertical to the 
ground. Then since the latus-rectum of the parabola is 27, 
we have 

BN? =2r (+5) = 2hr rt 

Now suppose the ship S is distant « from J, and that the 

enveloping parabola of trajectories from S cuts AW in C. 

Then = Or (5 - CN) =1*— 2r ON, 

Now for the fort to be in range, we must have CV + h; 

*, o> 2° — Zhe. 

Hence the area in question is that included between two circles, 
centre JV, and radii BN and the maximum value of «. 

This area is 

aw (2hr + 7?) — @ (7? — 2hr) =4chr. 

12. For points at which a, = - 0, we have 
dy 

4y° — 2axy = 0, 

or, excluding the origin, 2y* — ax = 0, whence 

a 
il ee (i) 

Also differentiating 

4y* — 2axy — (ay* — 42°) a, =0 

and putting a, = 0 in the result, we get 

129? — 2ax — (ay? — 42°) x, = 0, 

whence, for points (i), 

8 1 + 2,")' a 
Ly = “3 ag p=) om aot 

Also, at the origin, the tangent to one branch is the axis 
of y. To find the curvature there, we have 

ste p=Lt>-. 
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But from the equation, 

ie. (2p)? —a (2p) =0, - whence p= 5 

Hence the radii of curvature are numerically as 4: 1. 

LXXIX. 

1. Let the circle touch AB in Z, and let the escribed circle 

opposite A touch in LZ’. Now invert the system from 4, the 

constant of inversion being /AL. AL’. Let B’, C’ be the points 

inverse to 5, C. Then since the given circle inverts into the 

escribed circle, and the circumcircle into B’C’, the line B’C’ must 
touch the escribed circle. Also since 4B. AB’ =AC. AC’, the 

triangles ALC, A’S'C’ are similar, and therefore we must have 
LC’ = BC, i.e. the triangles are equal in all respects, and 

therefore AB’= AC. Hence AB. AC=AL.AL’. But AL’=s; 

swe 
8 

2. The circle and the hyperbola belong to a four-point 
system of conics, which have double contact with them at the 
same two points, Y and Q’, say. Two of the opposite sides of the 
four-point are the tangents at Q and Q’, and the other two 

coincide in QQ’. 7 

Now the transversal PiJ/ meets the system in an involution, 
and since the second point at which it meets the hyperbola is at 

infinity, P is the centre of the involution. Also J is a point of 

coincidence of a pair, i.e. a double point of the involution. 

Hence if PM meets the circle in R and A’, then PR. PR’ = PM?. 

Sat Ph. Fe Hee Ss Ea aT. 

3. Suppose # is even, and let uw, denote the number of 
triangles. If we add another line of length n+1, the addi- 
tional triangles thus formed will be those in which one side 
is (n+1). 
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If the second side is n, the third may have any value from 

(n—1) to 2, giving (n—2) triangles; if the second side is 
(n — 1), the third may have any value from (n — 2) to 3, giving 
(n —4) triangles, and so on. Hence the number of additional 
triangles is 

n(n — 2) 
(n—2)+(n—4)+...4+2= 4 ; 

while if » is odd, it is evident by the same reasoning that the 
number of additional triangles is 

(n+ ain— Se +t Pua 

Hence, reverting to the case where 7 is even, we have 

n(n — 2) PS tind Git ited Alor had MO 
t,.)—- y= Un — Un— n+ it 4 ? nh a1 4 4 4 

In each of these, writing n — 2, n- 4, ..., ete. for m, and adding, 
we get 

%m(n—2)  m U = + = n+1 ; 4 8 

1 +1) (2n4+1 
-({* Jose nas ies 

Pre te l ‘ 
Bik eat) Pou irk pus vas savechex@abucs (1) ; 

_n(n—2)(Qn+1) n(n—2) n(n - 2) (2n—5) 

ee Py TS Sea. ee 

If n is odd, we have merely to write m— 1 for n in (i). 

4. Leta, a, ... a,-, be the remainders. Then pe eee is exactly 

the number of integers less than n divisible by +. 

Consider then the sum 

m1 — a, % —Q, % — Ay} 7 
en ae as ** _— . = * Ga . ie Nata Bel +(n—1) es 
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This is the sum of the factors of all numbers } n, unity and the 
number itself included. But this is equal to 

(n+n+n+... to m terms) — (a, +a,+ ...+a,_;)=”?—- da,; 

*. sum of all the factors + sum of all the remainders = 7’. 

5. If the roots a, B, y, 6 determine a harmonic range, there 

must be a relation of the form 

yea Jae 
ie pa od 

Le. DaB=3(aB+yd);  .. aB+yd=0. 

Hence the required condition is 

(af + 7) (By + a0) (ya + Bd) = 0. 

Now if 

ax — ba? + dx -—e=0 =a (a? + px tq) (x? + px — q), 

then a(p+p’)=—b, aq(p'—p)=d, ag=e, app’ =9, 

2 2 2 

whence . ~ Sol oe BO, é ea =Q0, or ad?=6’e. 
e. ¢ a® ae 

6. If AB and CD are at right angles, we have from a 

a=bsinC'+dcos A, 

c=bcos C—dsin A, 

the angle A being supposed obtuse. 
Putting C =a— A, these equations take the form 

(bsina +d) cos A—bcosasin A =a, 

bcosacos A+ (bsina—d) sin A=c; 
whence 

(6? — d?) cos A = ab sin a — ad + be cos a, 

(6? — d*) sin A =be sina + ed — ab cos a. 

Squaring and adding, we obtain the relation required. 
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7. We have 

Or oe 
3 27 6r 7 ge 

COs 7 sec — = On = 2 

Rr ies me pee 4 cos - 3 1—3tan - 

Now if in the equation peat 0 we put tan?6=y, the 

values of y will be 
2a Aor 67 ‘<. eed ET rcs tan 7 tan : and tan 7° 

The equation in y is 

7 —35y + 21y?-y’ =0, 

and the required equation is obtained from this by the sub- 

stitution 

e/a : Or ya es : TE23y . Be 

8. Let m’ be the other extremity of the normal at m, so that 

: m? + 2 
m’ =— 

m 

Then the middle point of the normal is 

oO a (m +245), 

2 m* 

: ¥=a(mim)=——*. 

XA = 

For the perpendicular normal we write a2 for m, and the 

middle point is 

A =6@ (2m + 2+—), Y’ = 2am. 

Forming the equation to the line joining these two points, and 

dividing through by m + a we find 

- 20+ y(m-—) + 2a (m?+=5+3) =0, 
m m 
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1 | 
and putting m-— 7 6, this becomes 

—2u+y0+ 2a(P + 5)=0 

or 2a? + y8 +2 (5a— 2x) =0 

of which the envelope is y?= 16a (5a — x). 

9. ‘The equation to any conic having double contact must be 
of the form 

ax? + 2hey + by? + 2y+k (let+my)?=0 ......... (i), 

and if this is a parabola 

(a + kl?) (b + km?) = (h + kim), 

ab — h 

cine ae bl? + am? — 2hlm’ 

Prgreg sean (am —hl)” 
~ bP + am? — 2hlin’ 

Now if p is the radius of curvature of (i) at the origin, then 

when x=0, y=0. 

Hence from (i) (a+kl’?)p+1=0. 

10. Let Z, M be the points of contact of the rod with the 
hemispheres, the corresponding radii meeting in J, which is 

therefore vertically above G, the centre of the rod. Suppose the 
radii make acute angles 6, ¢ with the horizontal. 

Then projecting horizontally and vertically, we have 

—acos6+kacosx\+acos = 2a, i.e. cos d6—cosd=2—keosaA 
Eaecesiy, (i) 

and kasinX=asin6+asin gd, ie. siné+sing=fsinaA...... (ii). 

Also, since 

GN GN, sin(@—d)_ sin(¢+A) 

LG GMs ae 8 Ra 

whence tan 0— tan @ = 2 tam X22... .c0.c00s. se (iii). 
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Now from (i) and (ii) 

2 cos (06+ )=—2+ 4kcosrX—-F ............ (iv), 

6—p 2-—kcosr 

_ s Penman. 

and from the latter 

__k2 (1 —2 cos? A) + 4h cos A — 4) 
vars wee, k? —4k cos A + 4 

(8 _ 2k sin A (2 - k cos d) es (v). 
sn’ — 04 reese 

But from (iii), 

cos (6+ )+cos(9—g) cosa 

sin (0—¢) ~ sin A’ 

Hence, substituting from (iv) and (v), we get 

1 (k? —4kcosd + 4) (—2 + 4k cos X—k*) +k? (1 — 2 cos? A) 

+ 4k cos \— 4= 2k cos A (2 —&,cos 4) 

which reduces to 

8k? cos? A — 4k (k? + 3) cos X + 3 (k' + 4h? + 16) = 0, 

giving the required values of cos A, 

11. Let Z be the impulse of the forces of compression. 
Then since at the end of the period of compression the balls are 

instantaneously at rest, we have 

mv = 21 cos 30° = J/3I. 
The forces of restitution on B will be eZ along AB, and e/ 

along CB. Hence if V be the velocity of B# in the direction 
AB, we have 

mV =eI+elI cos 60° 

Qe' +e Qe +e mv 

and similarly for A. Hence A and & will separate with velocity 2, 

i.e. (4¢ 

, 

oe, 
J/3 
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12. The integral may be written in the form 

dx 

ae ee xe a a 
2 sin = COS 5 (2 cos*= + 2 sin = cos 5) 

2 2 2 2 

x OF 2d 1 sec! 5 

—— ee da. 

. tan ~ (1 + tan 5) 
2 2 

Putting tan 5 = t, this becomes 

l((l+e)d 1 4 
2) tUl+t) =5/(1+7- a) # 

1 1 ud ey vO pt oo Pe comered & =5| ¢+ log log (1 +1) | 5 (¢ +8 oa 

Adding the constant $ log 2, the latter term becomes 

— ek i sin x 

“(4a en 

LXXX. 

1. Let O be the circumcentre, J the incentre, P the ortho- 

centre, U the nine-point centre. Then 

O[?=R*—2Rr, IU =}R-+, 

ie. OJ and JU are both known. But if we produce OJ to K, 

making /K=O/, then X is a fixed point, and 

PK=21U=R — 2r, 

Hence the locus of P is a circle with centre KX. 

2. The pairs of tangents drawn from any point O to a 

system of conics touching four given straight lines are in involu- 
tion. Hence if O be the intersection of two of the conics, the 

tangents at O to these two must be the double lines of the 
involution. Also, if A and C be two opposite vertices of the quadri- 

lateral, then OA, OC are a pair belonging to the involution, 

Pe ee ee 
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since the line AC is the limiting form of a conic touching the 
four lines. Hence if the tangents at O cut AC in K and K’ we 
must have, since A and X’ are the double points of the line- 

involution of which A and C are a pair of points, 

(KAK'C) = (KCK'A), 

i.e. the range is harmonic, 

3. Adding the columns, we see that 1 + a+ a? +a’ is a factor; 
also multiplying the columns by 1, 6, 6°, 6°, 64 where @ is any 
imaginary fifth root of unity, it appears that 1 + 6a + 6?a? + 6*a® 
is a factor. 

Hence the value of the determinant is 

l-at 1—(6a)* 1-(6%a)* 1—(0%a)* 1-—(6*a)* 

l-a’ 1-60 1-0% 1-674 ° 1-642.’ 

and since (1 — a) (1 — 6@)(1 — 6x) (1 — 6% x) (1— 64x) = 1 — 2%, thisis 

1 —a™ 
5 
=l+ai+a%+a", 

l-—a 

4. Let a,=1, a,=1, a,=i, etc. Then we have to prove that 

1 — + A, Ay — Gy Ag Ay + 1... +, Ay.. .Aon 

+t (1 —a,) (1 — ay)... (1 — aay). 

Calling the expression on the left /(n), we have 

SF (2) =F a + 1) =e... Bangs — OMe --- Fans: 

Now 4, — 4,4; = 4,@,,,, and we therefore have 

SF (m) — f (m+ 1) = Gongs (A, — My) (lg — My) «-- (Con—1 — Mon) 

— (@ — ay) (3 — 4) «.. (on1 — Man42) 

= Cons (@, — Ay) (3 — Hy) -.. (Gon — Aon) 

< Ayy4o (1 — ag) (1 — ay) ... (1 — dey), 

since the a’s are all > 1; 

- S(é+l)>f@)-4,,,, 1-4) 0-4)... 0 —e,) 
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Hence assuming /(”) < (1 — a.) (1 — a4)... (1 — dn), we have, 
a fortiori, 

T(m+1) ¢ (1 —a,) (1 — ay) ... (L = dan) — Gon sg (1 — a) «2. (1 — agp) 

(1 — a) (1 — ay) ... (1 — gn) (1 — Gone), 

and the theorem follows by induction. 

5. Writing the equation in the form 

(a? — 2pa + A)? — (px +p’)? = 0, 

it is equivalent to the quadratics 

x? — 2+ A+ (po t+ p’)=0. 

If a, B be the roots of the first, and y, 8 of the second, then 

aB=A+p, yO=A—p, 

Le. 3 (aB + yd) =A, 

so that 6,, 6,, 6, are the possible values of X. 

But on identifying the equations, we get 

2A +4p?—p?=69q, 2pA+ pp =2r, AN—p?=s, 
whence 3 

(2X + 4p? — 6q) (A? — 8) = (Qpd — 2r)? ; 

J. (A + 2p? — 3q) (2 — 8) — 2 (pA — ry? = (A- 4) (A — 8) (A— 65). 

Putting A=q, the left side becomes 

(2p* — 29) (p*— 8) — 2( pg — ry’, 
which is twice the determinant in question, 

6. We have 

pat 
7”) a yp eet as {7 + 7er9 sin os . 

: 1 —sin 9 

nerd = a rv"), 

1 +sin 3 

whence evidently 
n A 2n 

1 —sin— cos = 
2 2 

r= ig ge r, 

Ee ee a 
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e/e * cos 5 = ¥ 

so that —= = tan G- a): 

1 +sin4 

T w A 
But the sum of the angles hee 4 etc., 1s 33 

a SB et 
x tan (7-7) tan G-z a 

ie. & (WA pops) = X/r. 

7. The series is the real part of 

e sin 6 — he? sin? 6 + he%® sin’ 6— ... =e sin 6 (1 + he sin 6)~, 

and is therefore equal to 

1 esin 6 : e~* sin 6 
2\1+he®sin@ “ 1+he-®sin 6 

cosO+hsin6 | 

1 + 2h sin 6 cos 6 + h? sin? 6 

z cot 6+hA i = a 

~ cose? 6+ 2h cot O0+h? 1+2a?+ 2ha+h?’ 

— sin 6, 

8. Let A, B, C, D be the four points, 7'P, 7’ the tangents 
to the ellipse sshirathel to AB and CD. Then if 4B, CD meet in 0, 
we have 

: TQ%= OA. OB: OC. OD. 
But the squares of the tangents to the parabola parallel to 
AB, CD are also in the latter ratio. Hence the tangents to the 

parabola parallel to 7’P, TQ are in the ratio 7P:7Q. Hence 
PQ must be parallel to the axis of the parabola. Similarly, if 
PP’ is the diameter of the ellipse, P’Q is parallel to the axis of 

the other parabola, 

But P and Q are the points Z 5 B 7 Y - : , and therefore PQ is 

parallel to the line 

= 0s eS er em O 
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Similarly, P’@ is parallel to 

es at B+y+ Y nog MTB t+ 

: r b Oe an 
and if 6 be the angle between these lines, 

1 

ab 2ab 

a ] jz) sin =" @ ‘ 2_ B2) gj sa 
eT cos (a? — ) sin >- 

“cosa y sina 
9. If the line j =1 touches the parabola 

whose tangential equation is 

Al? + Bm? + 2Fmn + 2Gnl + 2Hlm = 0 
we have 

2 M4 26 . cos? a sin Sin a cos a sin a cosa 
A.— +B. eR. ncn vinn vio OUP 2H. — (0 

a 6? b a ab 

Seies (ii). 

Also, if the normal at a passes through (f, g), then 

fsina gcosa a’—b? : eee OH 6 O08 5568s (iii). 

Now the equations (ii) and (iii) must give the same values of a ; 
o Bsig ge 3 H 

fg oP 
But the Cartesian equation corresponding to (i) is now 

J Fa+/Gy +/JH =0, 

ie. Vfc+/ —gy+Ne-b=0 

10. Let AP=a2, AP'=~2’, so that 

(x +2’) cosa =1 cos 6+1' cos # 

ee 

The equation of virtual work is 

W.8(«sina+isin 6) + W’.d (a sina + j’' sin 6’) =9, 

ie. (W.da+W’. dx’) sina++(W.lcos6.d0+W’.1' cosé. 00) = ) 

ee pe ers 2 ae 
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Now from the equations (i), 

(Sx + 82’) cosa = —/sin 6.60—U' sin & . 66’, 

(dx — da’) sin a = —/ cos 6. 80+’ cos 6. 46’. 

Solving these, we find 

em cos (a — ) 5 gf err a 

sin a cosa cosa sina 

28x! — icos(a+@) » _ Ecos (a— 6’) 36. 

sina cosa sin a cos a 

Substituting in (ii) and reducing, this leads to 

W sina sin @ | W! wr ete) 139 

[- "cosa 

+[- W’. sina sin 6” | w SST) ae =0. 

COs a 

Since this must be satisfied for all values of 66:66’, we must 

have the coefficients of 160 and /'86 both zero, leading to the 

results given. 

11. Let U,, U, be the velocities of the falling sphere along 
and perpendicular to the line of impact just after impact, w that 
of the other sphere horizontally, 0 the angle the line of impact 

makes with the vertical. Then 

ORL & ar ee pare Mere (i), 

and by Newton’s Law 

at WO eS OF CORD ics cioseviseceasss (ii). 

Also the force of impact is m (V cos 6 + U,) and the horizontal 
resolved part of this is the momentum communicated to the other 

sphere ; 
(Vom G+ 7.) sin. @=u ............... (iii). 

Further, since the sphere moves horizontally after impact, 

fe ae 8 ere ye (iv). 

From (ii) and (iii) we find 

V cos 6 (e — sin® 6) 

“as 1 + sin? 6 
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Hence from (i) and (iv), 

cos? @ (e—sin? 0) _ 
2 sin? 6 ; 

1 +sin? 6 

Now the horizontal velocity is 

— } 2 

U, sin 6+ U, cos 6 = V sin 6 cos 6 (= ody ~ 1) 

e+1 

1+sin?6 
= V sin 6 cos A ate 

ot 
= V. —, from (v). 

92 

Also if ¢ is the time before the impact on the table, then 

4 gt? = 2c cos 8, 
1 af 

2¢2 24 
Le. ¢=——- , ———— 

g? (24) 

e of. ad 
Ve t= ip fe 

9% gt (24) 

12. Taking the co-ordinates of any point on the curve in the 

form «=a cos* 6, y=asin* 6, we easily obtain ds = 3a cos 6 sin 6 dO, 
and {27ryds thus takes the form 

wo] a 

2 | asin’ 6. 3a cos 6 sin 6 dé 
0 

T 

2 
= Gra? | sint 6 cos 6 dé 

0 

1 
= Gra? | ti dt, putting sin 6 =, 

0 

eg Se tn Pe ae Sas tate PMY ao ee SN ee Se eee ea rd 
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LXXXI. 

1. If A, B, UC, D be four points on a circle, and O, O' the 

orthocentres of the triangles ACL, ADB, then OO’ is equal and 
parallel to CD, for, drawing the perpendiculars AOL and BU'L’, 

we have from similar triangles 

OC :AB=CL:AL, OD: AB=DL': BL’. 

But since ACB=ADB, therefore CL: AL=DL': BL’, there- 
fore OC =O'D. Hence OC, O'D being equal and parallel, so 
also are OO' and CD. 

Now it is easy to see from cyclic quadrilaterals that the pedal 
lines of A and D make equal angles with BC. Hence if the 

pedal line of A meets the perpendicular from D on BC in WM, 
their intersection will be the middle point of LJ. 

But if AZ meets the circle in , DMLE is a parallelogram, 

and therefore, since OL = LZ, it follows that OL and DM are 
equal and parallel. Hence, similarly, if on the perpendicular 
from C on AD we take CM’ = O'L’, the intersection of the other 

two pedal lines will be the middle point of Z’M/’. Hence we 
have to shew that LM'’ML’ is a parallelogram. But since OO’ is 

equal and parallel to CD, OL to DM, and O'L’ to CM’, it follows 

that ZL’ is equal and parallel to MW’. 

2. Let Q be the other extremity of the diameter through 
P’: then PQ’ is parallel to the axis. Therefore P’PQ’ is a right 
angle. But the angle between PP’ and the tangent at P is 

equal to the angle PQ’P’. Therefore the tangent at P is per- 
pendicular to P’Q’. 

3. Let - = X, etc. Then the equations are 

saX +0, Aak*=0, ZA =0. 

From the first two 

a 

YZ(Y¥-Z) 
k 

— eos — YYZ’ suppose, 
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Then aX =k(Y—Z), etc., whence 

(a+k)X+(b-k)VY=0, (b+k) Y+(ce-k) Z=0, 

(c+k)Z+(a—k) X=0, 

and from these 

(a+k)(b +k) (¢ +k) =—(a—k) (b—k) (c—k); . B= abe 

Further, since }X~!= 0, we have 

Pek Os ke 

Gtk a@-k . 

ie. a? — 3k?—a(b+c)+k(b—c)=0, 

and two similar equations. Adding these we get 

Sa? — 9k? — 23bc=0; 

J“. (3a? — 23bc) Sa + Yabe = 0, 

ie. Sab = da? + 3abe, 

or (6+) (¢+a) (a+b) = da’ + Sabe. 

0, 

4, Let bet+cytaz=X, cut+ayt+be=Y. 

Then the numerator is 

(a + wy + wz) (4+ wb + we) (% + wy + wz) (a+ wb + wc) 

= (Yw + Xw") (Xw + Yw*) = X?7+ Y?- XY, 

and the denominator is (X + Y)’. | 

Hence we have to shew that 

A?+ Y?-XV 
(Xx az te i { :, 

which is the same as 
3(X-YY <0. 

5. Consider the equation 

(acc? + ba + c) (pox? + px? + pow + ps3) = 9. 

If the p’s be so chosen that 

pob + pa 9 

pyc +p 6 + Pot ee PO (A), 

pie + prob + p,a=0 

re Pes 

ey ee ee a ee a a eS ee 
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then the terms in a‘, x’, 2 will be wanting, and therefore the 
equation has at least two imaginary roots, and these must belong 
to the cubic 

DoS + DE + DeB + MgSO ic iceevcccecss (B). 

But, eliminating the p’s between (A) and (B), this cubic is that 
given in the question. 

6. If the radii of two circles are 7, and r,, and the distance 
between their centres d, they intersect at an angle @ given by 

r?+r2—d? 
cos 6 = 

27,7. 

Now, for the circumcircle and the polar circle, 

m1=R, r3=—4R* cos JA cos B cos C, 

d* = R? (1—8 cos A cos B cos C). 
Hence : 

cos 6 = - tl hes =—(—cos A cos B cos C)?, 
4 (—cos A cos B cos Cc)? 

For the nine-point circle and the polar circle, 

1,=4h, r?2=-— 4K? cos A cos BcosC, 

d?=1h?(1—8 cos A cos B cos (), 

‘and the result is obtained as before. 

7. We have 3 

cage a. ee 
chd@= 2 sin, = 9-3, . 4 Mer ° ra 

Hence Achd6+ Bchd 20+ Cchd 46 

Wee 
=4( ai°z +m Te-~") 

+B (20-5. 26+ =. 26°...) 
3! 5! 

1 1 +6 (40-5). 166+ =. 640°—...), 
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and the coefficients of 6° and 6 will both vanish, provided 

4 +2B+160=0, and “+ 2B +640 =0, 

od Be AP ER eae 

gee a0 a. “aoe 
Hence the equation given is correct if 6” and higher powers 

can .be disregarded. 

8. The equation to the second circle is 

(x—p cosa)? +(y—p sina)? =1— p?(= r”), 

yee, . preosa prsina 
and the external centre of similitude is 2 pee p ~_ 

r—fr r—?r 

The line 

«COS (a+6)+ysin(a+6)=r 

is a tangent to a+y?=r*. If this passes through the centre of 

similitude, we must have 

r cos 6 : r—-r 
P —=Tf, Le. cos 6= 
r—fr 

(as is obvious geometrically). 
Hence 

—(r—17)? 2p? — Ar? + 2rr’ 9 

. 6 > ae 

sin? 6 = , » 

P P 

and the common tangents are 

(x cosa+y sin a) (r—71") + (y cos a— a sin a) J 2p? — 2? + Qrr’ = pr. 

9. The conic S/By = 0 is a rectangular hyperbola if 

Oe A Oe ici ceas crac derouseexs. (i). 

The normals at A and B are (xiv. 9) 

(m—n cos A) B -(m—mcos A) y= 0, 

(n —l cos B) y — (l— ncos B)a=90, 

or m(B+-ycos A)—n (y+ Bcos A) =90, 

n(y+acos B) -/1(a+ycos B) =0. 
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Hence, if (a, 8, y) be their intersection, 

lL ytacosB m_ y+fecosA 
n a+ycosB’ n B+ycosA’ 

and, substituting in (i), we get the locus. 

10. Draw AL, DM, EN perpendicular to BC. Then the 
sum of the resolved parts of the forces along BC is 

—-BL+BC-CM-—-IM+LC- BM 

=LC-—-BM=MC-—-BL= NC-—BN=2NP. 

The sum of the resolved parts perpendicular to BC is 

AL+DM=2EN. 

Hence the resultant is 24/7 in magnitude and direction. 
Suppose the line of action cuts AD in X, and let HF make 

an angle 6 with AD. Then, taking moments about 4, 

2EF. AX sind =2A BCD, 

ie. HN.AX=4DM. BC; ei A A BC, 

11. Let A be the point of projection of one of the paths, 

O the foot of the perpendicular 4, OV the distance d. Let 
angle OAN =a, and let the angle of projection be 6, 

The equation to the path is 

a 

uu" 
y=etand— 59. 

This passes through the point Ga ; h), and we therefore have 

d 1 d* 

Oe ees acta Ue u* sin? a’ 

2u? tan 6 d Zhu? . 
whence er ear sin a. 

g Sina gd 

y. 2 ; 

But the range is = . Hence, if the particle strikes the 

plane again at #, 

28—2 
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_ 2u? tan 6 ae 

Ko 7] sin a’ 
OB 

Now draw SU perpendicular to OB, to meet VO produced in C. 
y 3 2 

Then OB=OC sina. Therefore OC = less so that C is a fixed 
ga ’ 

point, and the locus of BZ is the circle on OC as diameter. 

12. The curve is symmetrical about the axis of x, and since 

the tangents at the origin are x + 7° = 0, the origin is a conjugate 
point. The line «+a=0 is an asymptote, and since for large 
values of x 

a\? a\~? 
—+%7 vail 6 

' to(1 4 (1 +5) 
i '¢ f Le 

fe(1-5.5-..J(1-5-54 oe 

te(1-S+...), : 
x 

therefore the lines y=x—a and y=—ax%+a are asymptotes. 

Also from the equation, if -a<a<a, y is imaginary. 

Differentiating and reducing, we find 

(a? + ax — a?) dy 
: ar Y= aes oe ( 1 ) senre ig ae ten (1). 

Differentiating again, and putting y, = 0, this gives 

2 (2a + a) (a? — a?) — (a? + ax — a®) (w@ +a + 3a —a) =0 

reducing to a’x—2a®=0, whence «w= 2a. 
For this value we find 

lt 

ge ha ae ee (1) 
J3 ~ 83 

and the tangents at these points are 

Bate A 2a) 
Ve ay 

or 5a ¢ 3x/3y — 4a = 0. 

iia 

Saat ih de Belle 

Fe eT ea , 

Pe a RI og a en 

Rg Tee eta eT Cee ee ee 
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LXXXII. 

1. The inverse of the circumcircle of a triangle with regard 
to the incirele is the nine-point circle of the triangle formed by 
joining the points of contact of the incircle. Hence the centres 

of these three circles are collinear. But for the triangle formed 
by the points of contact, two of these points are the cireumcentre 

and the nine-point centre. Hence the line joining them passes 

through the centroid and orthocentre. 

2. Let V be the middle point of PQ, and let 7'V meet the 
parabola in P’, Draw SY perpendicular to 7'P, and draw P’Z 
the tamgent at P’, meeting 7’? in Z. Then Z is the middle point 
of 7’P, and therefore ZV is parallel to 7Q. Hence 

TVZ=VTQ=S?P, 

and SPT = STO - VTZ, 

Hence the triangles S7’P, VZT7 are similar ; 

a) {cee ee tae, 

be. Zofia? = Te4 

Also SE:8L aT iPr - 

RS ele ‘ Jy diblee e nMR Ff ody 

ae ee ee PQ ° 

3. We have a, =-— eee , and so on. 
1 

Hence if 6(x#) =— = we have 

@,=6 (2), w= (ay) = 6[6 (x,)] = & (a) say, 

x, = 67 (@,), - w= 0 (a,) = 0* (z,), 

and it is evident that the equation 6‘ («#) =« is satisfied by each 
of the quantities #7, #, @, 2,. 

Now the values of # for which 6 (a)=a are the roots of the 
quadratic 

a + (6 +0c)e4+d=0...... ccs (i). 
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Denoting these by 2’, x’, we have 

6 (%) —a' = 6 (x) — O(x’) = ies Oe Ad 
(aa +c) (ax’ +c)’ 

Hence 

eee oF od ia ihe ees. 

6 (a) — a” x— a’ ax +c 

6* (x) — - Lae ar 
From this a ee Fe eaooroes hal 

and therefore if 64(x)=a, we must have A*=1, ie. AP=H+1. 

Now 2? cannot be 1, for then we should have 6? (a) =x, which is 

not the case for the values of « in question. We must therefore 
have =—1, ie. (aw’ +c)? + (ax +c)?=0. Hence, from quad- 

ratic (i), = 

o |C - = |- 2ac eae = 0, 

reducing to 6? + ¢? = 2ad. 

Ss LA n. 
r(p+r) = ale is 

{se - 53 “—.} 
de Be x 2S at i 

aoP 1 1 oe 
a {- log (1 mals RL +e) wo =| 

4. Since o: the series is equal to 
D te at 

- P 
x? a? uP } 

SAM ALES — oP oe MS esas eo sae Tet {(1 x) log (1 —a) + a+ Gg te + ot 

When w= 1, we may proceed independently, as follows: 
Multiplying the series by p, the sum of the first p terms is 

lege ts) -(s0 toate tz) (i+5 ote) ee pe nea = 

the sum of the next p is 

} +...4+ soe + ae +... + - Gyares: se zn) Cora 2p+2 0°” sp)” 
and, generally, the sum of the (7 + 1)th group of p is 

( 1 ] 1 ) ( 1 ] ) 
- ee $= ) — ( — t+. + =}. 

r+l rp+2 r+1p r+ip+l r+2p 

Ce tee RCE 
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Hence the sum of the first (7 + 1) p terms is 

ae ] l l 
(le gtgtets)—-(S a 

r ee Pp re SPH r+ 2p/ 

The latter bracket is 

< P << ! 

(r+l)p+1l r+l+p aa 

and therefore, since p is finite, may be made as small as we 

please by sufficiently increasing 7, Hence the result. 

5. Suppose a a root of a*— pa® + ga—r=0. Then 

ut = pa? —ge+t, 

at = pa — gu? + rx 

=p (par —qut+r)—qu+ rx 

= (p?— q)a* —(pq— 1) x + pr, 
and by continuing this process, any integral power of x can be 

expressed in the form Az*+pa+v. Thus any rational function 
of x can be reduced to the form 

Aa? + Ba + 

A's? + B'x+C"’ 

where 4, B, C, A’, B’, C’ are sec ee of p, q and r. 

This can be further reduced to =a , if we can make 

Av?+Br+C ax+b 

A’? + B'x+t' ce+d 

identical with the given equation. 
The necessary conditions are 

Be + Ad-B'a—A’'b - 

ie 

_Cc+Bd—-C'a— Bb Cd—-C'b = ; ee | 

and these will in general give unique determinate values for the — 

ratios a: b:c¢:d, and these values are evidently rational functions 
of p, q and ¢. 

Ac— A'a= 

b 
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6. We may suppose a positive. Then considering the graph 

y=a+bsinxg—ctane 

between 0 and — = when 2 is near — 4 y is very large and of the 

same sign as c. Hence if the graph is to cut the axis of x twice, 

and only twice, between 0 and — + then ¢ must also be positive. 

The turning value of the function is given by 
1 

. c\s 
bcosx—csec?a=0, Le. cosa =(F). 

This will give a real value of « between 0 and = if b is 

positive and>c. ‘The value of y is then (since sina and tan x 
are both negative) 

Jat Je 
te 

bs c® 

If the graph cuts the axis of x in two real points, this must be 
; Se O08 

negative, ie. 6%? —c® >a’, 

7. We have 

log (1 + 2) = log {v2 (cos i +7sin a) 

=hlog2+—; 

] 1 i : l 2 = -10 + 2 og 2+ 

i us Paes 
= % § {cos (Flog 2) + isin G log 2) 

8. Let P be the point m, then Q is = ; let R be m’. Then 

the equation to YR is 

2a —y (m' ~—-)—2a™ =0 eh (i), 
We 
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and the circle is of the form 

y? — awe + A (w= my + am?) | 2a (m’ -;)y¥- 2a | = 0. 
mm 

~The conditions for a circle are 

2A=1+Am (m’ _ =] and —2m— (m ~~) = (). 
: m m 

- — 2m? : ; 
From this latter, a’ = Hence (i) becomes 

Vb 

1 — 2m? 
a+ my — 6 .——, = 0, 

or miy +(%@ + 2a) mM? —a@=0 .......... 0. ccecee (ii). 

For the envelope 

3m’y + 2 (a+ 2a)m=0, 

2 2 
Le. m=— bu ag 

by 

and substituting in (ii), the envelope is 27ay*? = 4 (a + 2a)’. 

9. Since the conic passes through Band C, its equation is of 

the form 

a” + 2fBy 4 2gya % 3 2haB AE nc ahh coed (i). 

Calling the foci (a’, 0, 0) and (0, B”, y”); if la+mB+ny=0 be 
any tangent to (i), the product of the perpendiculars from the 

foci on it is 

la’ (mB" + ny") 
= k*, a constant. 

S/?— 2Smn cos A — 

This equation must be the same as the tangential equation 

of (i), which is 

> 212 — 2 (gh —f) mn — 2hful — 2fglm = 0. 

Comparing, we get 

ae k®cosA 2k? cos B+a'y” 2k? cosC+a fe 
— 

t gees ere OE es, hf = fg 
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From the first three, f=+g=+h. Now, if f=—h, we get 

~2k?= 2k? cos B+a'y” or 4k? cos? - ay’ =0, 

an impossible equation, since £*, a’, y” are all positive. Hence 
J=h, and similarly f=g. This being so, 

a3 _ COS A ee. 1 1 
3 == 72? oR = ere el 

BE dope i l1—cosA 9 sin? 4 

10. Let & be the pressure of the hoop on either rod. Then, 

resolving vertically for the system, we have 

w= cos B, 

and taking moments about 4 for either rod, supposed of length 2/, 

fh. Asin (a—-B)=w.lsina+ 7’. lcosa, 

2 sin (a —8)—wsina 

COS a q 

_ 2w sin (a— 6)—wsina cos B 1 

= cosa cos B 

= w (tan a — 2 tan £). i 

11. The axle must be in contact with its bearings at some 
point behind A, the point of contact with the ground. Let Rbe 
the pressure at this point, supposed at angular distance 6 from A. 

Then taking moments about 4, 

c. & sin @= pR (ce cos 6-7), 

whence sin (A — 6) = - BAS cs Ais, i ce (i). 4 

Also if P be the pull on either shaft, we have, since there is 

no acceleration, resolving horizontally and vertically, 

P=pF cos 6—F sin 6 

R. sin (A — 6) 

cos X ? 
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and LW =Rcos 6+ pk sin 6 

cos (A — 6) 
— ; ; 

cos A 

', P=}Wtan (A — 6). 

rsinA 

Je—rsin2r’ 
But from (i) tan (A — 6) = 

and the horse is working at rate 2P. v. 

12. For the curve 7”“= a" cos n@, we have 

b= 5 +6, 

p=O4+pa5+(n+1)6, 

¢@ and y having their usual meanings. 

: ds\* _ dry? cake 
Also (%) = 77+ (ji) = 7" sec? n6 ; 

ds oe 1 
° Dg Ma eT eek Oe 

a 

n+1 

Z-} 
(cos n@)n 

The radius of curvature of the evolute is 

of a 
dp n+1 dé 

1 ef) eo§ ; 

= eT wal a7} (oosne® = (min nd) 
1 

+ viel (cos n6)m”. 
(n+1) 
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LXXXITI. 

1. In such a tetrahedron, the four perpendiculars from the 
vertices ALC YD on the opposite faces meet in a point, say P. 

Let a, £8, y, 5 be the centroids of the four faces, A’ a j 

point on PA such that PA’'=1PA, # the middle point of BC. 
Then since 

PA'=1PA and £8 =18A, 
therefore 54’ is parallel to PH. Also a8 is parallel to AD. 

But since AD is at right angles to the plane PBC, AD is at 

right angles to P#; therefore add’ is a right angle. Similarly 

aA’ and ayA’ are right angles, i.e. A’ lies on the sphere aByd 

and ad’ isa diameter. But if Z is the foot of the perpendicular 
AP, then aLA' is a right angle; therefore Z lies on the sphere, 
and similarly for the other feet of perpendiculars. Hence the 
twelve points, viz.: the feet of perpendiculars, the centroids of 

the four faces, and the points of trisection of PA, Pb, PC, PD 

nearer P, all lie on the same sphere. 

2. Let AR, BR’ meet in P, and AB, RR’ in V. Then 

ABR = ARR’. Hence 

PAB—PBA=R&B—ARV=RPA. 

Thus in the triangle PAB, the base AZ is given, and the difference 

of the base angles is constant. Therefore the locus of the vertex 
P is a rectangular hyperbola. 

3. We may write 4, in the form 

A, Ay. Sp» + (A, + Ay) S,_ + 8), 

where S, is the sum of the products of a3, a,...a, taken 7 

together. Now consider the effect of replacing a, and a, by the 

+ A, 
equal quantities se 5 The first term will be increased, since 

A, + a\" 
2 > Aap, 
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while the other two remain unaltered. Hence the effect will be 

to increase A,, the sum a, + @+...+a@, remaining unaltered. It 

therefore follows that A, can be increased as long as any two of 
the quantities a, a,...@, are unequal, their sum remaining 

constant ; therefore A, must be greatest when they are all equal, 
e A . . 

i.e. each equal to i and in this case the value of 4, is 
1 

Ay\" ; 
¢, (2) . Hence, in general, 

Cy 
AW? . 

C, (=) rae 
| 

I 

uo > (Zt) 1.6 —S>t— 

Cy C; 

4. Suppose A wins at the nth game. Then he must have 

won one of the preceding games, and the remaining (7 — 2) 
games are either all drawn, or else 2 has won one only, the rest 

being drawn. Also the first set of circumstances could arise in 

n — 1 ways, since A could win any one of the first (~— 1) games: 
and the second set could arise in (n — 1) (n — 2) ways, this being 

the number of permutations of (7m —1) things of which (n— 3) 

are alike. 
Hence the probability that A wins at the nth game is 

Dn =(n — 1) a?b"-*? + (n— 1) (n—2) a?b"*e, 

and therefore his chance of winning the match is 
n= 

3. o5& i — 6)? + 2a%e (1 -b)° 
n=2 

“ae (1-6) (1—6 + 2c), 

: as 
and since a+ 6+c=1, this is als oe : 

(a+c)® 

5. Leta, B, y be the roots. Then 

3 (a— B)*= 23a?— 2308 
= 2 (9p? — 6g) — 6g 

= 18 (p*—4). 
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Hence since (a— 8)? ete, are all positive, no one of them can — 

exceed J/18 (p? —q). j 
Also if a be the greatest root and y the least, then a—y is | 

greater than either a—fB or B—y. Hence | 

3 (a —y)’> 3% (a— B)? 
> 18 (p* — 49); 

1.e. a—y>/6(p?—9), 

and therefore, @ fortiori, greater than the quantity in question. 

6. Suppose the line does not cut any of the sides internally, 

and take the figure in which a>y>f and a falls between 8 
and y. If, in this case, the sides make acute angles 6, ¢, w with 
the given line, we have ) 

g=V-P sin g=—", sin y = ols 
Cc 

sin 

Also #6=C-O0, W=£B+9, so that 6+W=BH+C. Hence, de- 
noting the sines of 6, ¢, w by A, pw, v, we have 

cos d cos yy ~ py = — cos A, 

ie. (1 — p?) (1 —v?) = (uv —cos A)’, 

whence pee vt By cos A = sit? Asi ces cei ccna (i). 

We also have Asin 4+ psin &-—vsinC=0, whence 

pv sin C —Apsin A »_vA sin A + py sin B 
ad 

: sin C 
2 

| ie 

sin 5 

Substituting in (i) and reducing, we get 

pv sin A + vA sin B—Apwsin C = sin Asin B sin C, 

—¥y) (a — a a— b Areas vi B) ne , (78) a oie 4 

_(y-B)(a-y) ¢ _ abe 
ab “Sh Cie 

giving the required equation. Modified forms will arise in the 
three cases in which the line cuts pairs of the sides of the triangle 

internally. 
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7. Denoting the given sum by S, we have, since 

2 cos? 6= 1 + cos 20, 

8. The chord 6, a is 

ce  O+ uy O+a 6-—a 
— cos ——— +2 sin ———=cos ——, 
a = "5 2 2 

or (© cos § Ye ar : 7 0085 t 7 Sit 5 — C08 5 ) 08 5 

ma ees i ~ sin = Esin 5 -$ c0 s5+sin5) sin 5, 

and putting the quantities in the brackets equal to X and Y 

respectively, this is X = Y tan 5. 
— 

Similarly the chords 6, £, etc. are X = Y tan ~ etc. Hence 

one of the anharmonic ratios is 

(tan $ — tan £) (tan ¥ — tan 5) sin Shan 

fae ee Rae (tan? tan 5) (tan 5 tan 5) sin sin 

>. 41 An + py+v=0 be one of the chords, the equation to 
the lines joining its extremities to a’, y’ is 

eh ot foo ge Si ere (i), 

where 7'=0 is the tangent at (a’y’) to S=0. 
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To make the conic (i) a pair of lines, we must make («’, y') 
the centre. This gives the equations 

2 (ax' + hy’ + g) + (ax + hy’ + g) (Aw + py’ + v) = 0, 

2 (ha’ + by’ +f) + (ha' + by’ +f) (dw’ + py’ + v) = 0. 

Hence, since (z’, y’) is not the centre of S, we must have 

2+ ra’ + py’ + v=0, 

and the equation to the chord is 

A(e—a)t+ply—y)—2=0 wee. (ii). 

Further, since the lines (i) are perpendicular, we have 

a+b+X (aa! + hy + )+ p (ha + by +f)=0. 

Hence (ii) may be written in the form 

(a+b) {X\(w—aw)+pl(y-y')} 

+2 4A (aa' + hy’ +9) + p (ha' + by’ +f)} = 0, 

shewing that the chord passes through the fixed point in question. 

10. When the bowl is about to slip, let B be the point of 

contact. Let A be the highest point of the sphere, A’ the 

extremity of the central radius OA’ of the hemisphere, so that 
Aand A’ are originally in contact. Let D be the middle point 
of Od’, L the point of attachment of the scale-pan, W the weight 
in it: then the centre of gravity of the whole is at a point @ in 
LD, such that W. LG=w.GD. 

Now in the limiting position, the friction at B balances the 
weight, i.e. the direction of limiting friction at 4 is vertical. 
Hence if C be the centre of the sphere, ACB=A. Also, from 

the data, BCO is a diameter of the sphere, therefore z BOA=-, 

and OAA’ is a straight line. 
- 

Now the distance of G from Od is 2kr, where k = — and 

r is the radius of the sphere, and the distance of B from OA is 

oJ we BAe, 
pe 
me 

RE OE ee ee pee PONE ES Pre Snag a ee ees oe ee Ne a ag tha ae Tyree 
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Also the projection of BG on OA is 

2r cos > — (1 —k)r. 

But BG makes an angle : with OA. Hence 

ea 
2kr — 2r sin 3 

! = tan = 
2r cos 5 —(1—k)r 5 

Substituting for /, this gives 

2W—2(W+w)sin> 

- = tan — )? 
2(W+w) cos > — w y 

2 

: ROS ‘ : ; ee 
i.e. W (2 cos 5~ sin A) —wssin d= W sin \ +1 (sind ~ sin 5) 

w(2 sin A — sin =) 

ie. W = 

3 (cos : — sin ) 

11. Let v be the velocity of the ring along the rod, w the 

angular velocity, when the string makes an angle 6 with the rod. 

Then m’ has two velocities, viz. v parallel to the rod, and lw 
perpendicular to the string. 

Hence the equations of momentum and energy are 

mo + m (e+ te sin @) = mV... ...5.5..00.0...- (i), 

$m? + $m (v? + Po? + 2vlw sin 0) =}m'V? ...... (ii). 

m' V — m'lw sin 6 

m+m 
From (i) v= Hence from (ii) 

, , ba , , . 

m' V —m'lw sin 6)? ; m’ V —m'lw sin 6 
( : ) +m’ Pw? + 2m'lw sin 6. . 

m+m m+m 
272 1292.2 air2 ; m?V mw? sin? 6 

ie. m' V2 = ——— + m'Pu? — —— 
m+m m+m 

'. mV? = miw* + m' lo? cos? 6, 

ye ee 
~ (m+ mi cos? 6) 2" 

m' V2 = ‘ 

i.e. w" 
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12. Let DC meet OA in £, and suppose OF =c. Let P be 
any point on the circle between C and D, and draw PJ per- 

pendicular to OA cutting CD in Q. Then if POB = 6, we have 

QN=NE=c—asin60. 

Hence PN? — QN? = a’ cos? 6 — (c — a sin @)? 

| = a? cos 26 + 2ac sin O-—&, 

and the volume required is 
- 

3 ks : 

J (PN? —QN*) dx=7 | (a cos 26+ 2ac sin 0 — c*) a cos 6d6 

é 
3 

= 7a EG (4 sin 36 + sin 0) — dac cos 26 —c? sin 6 | 

5 
eI sc / EE 

=nal (“P-g-q)e@tye- 5 ee 

| eS Ge ; 
and since ¢= a this reduces to 7a (S — 79)° 

LXXXIV. 

1. Let A be the area of the base. Then the portion left 
after the steps have been cut away consists of m prisms, with 

cross-sections of areas 

a8 ee 

eg ey ee 
(m+ 1) (m+ 1)? (n+ 1)? 

(counting from the base), each of height Se . The sum of 

their volumes is therefore 

h a Sn? = hA n(n+1)(2n+1) 

n+l (n+1)° (n+ 1)" 6 
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But if V is the volume of the pyramid, V=}/A and therefore 
the volume remaining is 

so that the volume removed is 

_8n+2 
2 (n + 1)?" 

2. Let UVW be the self-conjugate triangle, C the centre. 
Let CU cut VW in K. Then if we take P and P’ on CU, 

such that CP?=CU.CK, P and P’ are on the ellipse. 
Four other points on the ellipse can be obtained in a 

similar manner. Thus, six points being given, the construction 
can be carried out by Pascal’s Theorem. 

3. Suppose 
ax, + hy, + 9% _ 

Ly be 
ea Se sca gs 

Then ax, + hy, + 92,=k,x,, etc. Mutiplying these equations by 
Xy, Yo, % respectively and adding we have 

LAH, Hy + Ef (Yi % + Yor) = ky (M2 + YiYo + % 2%); 

and similarly if 

aly t+hyst+ 9% _ _4 et ee 
Ly 

the expression on the left is equal to hk, (aa, + YY + %%)- 

Hence since k, +k,, we must have 2,2, + Y, Ye + %% = 9. | 

4. Putting log,2=y, we have to shew that 

y>l—e-¥, ie. eY¥>l—y 

for all values of y. This is obvious in two cases, viz. when y 
is negative (by the Exponential Series), and when y is positive 

and >1 (in which case the left-hand side is positive and the 

‘ right-hand side negative). 

29—2 
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If 1>y>0, we have 

La oe Sta a Aah 

eve > iy. 

Hence the result stated is true in all cases. 

7 m+l n+2 2 
Now put x equal to 2 allay ery 

and add the resulting inequalities. We then get log,2>S, where 

S is the given series. 

M+ Lens 2 
Again putting «x equal to 

adding, we find log, (j*5) >-8. 

Hence S lies between log,2 and log, (2 -- 1) , so that clearly, 
+1 

when 1 is infinite, the limiting value of S is log,2. 

5. This equation may be written 

(2-1) (v2) (w-3)=—p-6, 
‘and putting «-2=y this becomes 

y A¥t (P+ ty=0 

which has three real roots if . 

27 (p+ 6)? -4 <0, 

ie. (p+ 6 < 4, 

2 
i.e. the absolute value of p+6 is <¢ 33° 

S42: 64.5 6: one 

in succession, 

2n 
, and 

of pie Rea Z 5 * ‘, ae ” i a A a oi ahs : oe Bea int ae gs oh Ns ae ere eaten Aon a an 4 eae Ri ae al iad lh A Ls <ihe F : ESE SRE ek RETO Ceara are ee ET RR NS are OR ORR EN ON Tike eee 9 OIE. het ON gt PONE BOR ne eg ee SR IC ee at cae ene ee 
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6. If D divides BC so that X\. BD=p.CD, then 

AX. PB?+p.PC*=(A+p) PD? +2. BD? + p.CD*. 

Now if D is the foot of the perpendicular from A, then A = cot C, 
w=cot 4. Hence 

PB?* cot C + PC* cot B=(cot C + cot B) PD? 

+cot C(2R# sin C cos B) + cot B(2Rsin B cos C)? 

sin A . : ‘ 
Se PD* +4? sin A cos B cos C...(i). 

Again, by the above theorem, since AX : KD = cos A : cos B cos C, 
we have | 

PD? cos A + PA* cos B cos C = PK* sin & sin C 

+ cos A (2R cos B cos C)? + cos B cos C (28 cos A)? 

= PK* sin Bsin C + 4#*® cos A cos B cos C sin B sin C...(ii). 

Now multiplying (i) by cot A, dividing m) by sin # sin C, and 
adding, the result follows. 

7. Since sinh w= 2% + ra : 

a 
a ay ; 

, ‘pill 

ra oe tae .. = $ (sinh 2- sin 2). 

Hence the given series is the real part of 

} {sinh (cos a . e) — sin (cos a. e#*)} 
and this is 

} {sinh (cos*a) cos (cos a sin a) — sin (cos*a) cosh (cos a sin a)}, 

8. Since the chord of curvature at (a’, y’) makes the same 
angle with the major axis as the pote its equation is 

one Me Ke 
a We 62° 
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If this passes through (X, Y) we have q 

Pie Gea 2 
Ag Yo 4 OE LF a, q 

Saas e = ie e sis a? oF q 

2 - pe Lane. hs : = 2 (x ty?) —(@ + 0) (+2) 

= 2 (a? + y’) — (a? +b). ’ 

Shewing that («’, y’) lies on the given circle. 

9. Since (a, Y, %) is the centre, we have 7 

bit = MY = NX, 7 

and the conic can be written in the form : 

ee A y° i. . = 0) ’ 

Yo % 3 

To find where the line 3 

oe So Be ay : 

Se wee ee 4 

2 

meets this we have > a a 0, 

. | 
BB ee Ee ease cone (i), 

LH 

since MAE Missin ras fey cece ester ‘valde 

Now the square of the distance between (a, y, z) and (2, Yo, 2) 

is — Sa? (y — y) (2%). 
Hence A, », v must be connected by the equation 

Ber eee AD, TG el eee (ili) 

We have therefore to find the maximum and minimum values of 

3 = (since this is — =) subject to (ii) and (iil). 
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Using the multipliers & and k’, the conditions are 

* 4 & (bv + ey) +H =0, 
0 

and two similar equations. Multiplying these by A, yw, v and 

adding, we get 
1 

nage ane 

We therefore have 

2p 2]! 

0 

and two similar equations. Eliminating A, p, v, kh’ between 

these and SA=0, we get the determinant given, 

10. Let & be the pressure between the stick and the hemi- 
sphere, 2’ that between the hemisphere and the ground (acting 

at some point whose position is not required). The only equation 
for the stick which does not introduce unknown forces is that 
obtained by resolving vertically. This is 

pk sina+ Rcosa=W,, 

Also, resolving horizontally for the hemisphere, 

ph’ +p cosa =F sin a, 

But resolving vertically for the system, #’=W+W,. Hence 
from (i) and (ii), 

(W + W,) tan \ = W, tan (a —X). 

ll. At any given instant let v be the velocity of A, v’ that 
of B relative to A (perpendicular to AB), d the angle between 

OA produced and AL. Then the actual velocity of B is 

(uv? + v? + 2vv’ cos $)?. 
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Hence, if V be the velocity of projection, the energy equation is 
mv + $m (v + v? + 2vv' cos d) = -mV?, 

LOS OU" +O" + DOU Com he Uo ci cccd occecs (i). 

Also the equation of angular momentum is 

2mv.a+mv(a+acos p) + mv (a+ acosd)=mV. 2a, 
where OA = AB =a, 

le. 3v+v'+(v+0') cos d=2V 

From (i) and (ii) we have 

4 (30° + v? + 2vv' cos p) = {80 + v' + (vt v’) cos H}...(iii), 

which may be written 

3(v—v') = 2 (3v? + v?) cosh + (vt v’)* cos*d. 

This shews that cos ¢ can never be negative, for if it were, the 
right-hand side would be negative, since cos@ is numerically 
greater than cos*¢. Hence ¢ is always an acute angle, ie. OAB 
is always obtuse. 

Again, when the string is straight, 6=0. Hence from (iii) 

3u7 + 0? + 20’ = (20+ 0’), 

whence v’ =— Jv, and the velocity of B is now 

vtv= eu. 

12. Taking P as origin and the tangent at P as axis of x, 
the equation to the cubic is of the form 

where wu, is the aggregate of terms of degree n. 

If the tangent at (w’, y’) passes through the origin, we have 
Uy + 2y'= 0, as we see by making (i) homogeneous, w,' being the 
result of substituting a’, y’ for x, y in w,. Thus the points of 

contact of tangents through P lie on the conic u,+ 2y=0, which 

touches the cubic at the origin. This conic will intersect the 
cubic in six points, two of which must coincide with /, leaving 

four other intersections. Hence there are four other tangents 
passing through ?. Further, if u,=ax*?+bxy + cy’, then since 

2 

the radius of curvature is in either case the limit of a , it is 

~ 5 for the cubic and — : for the conic, i.e. the curvature of the 

conic at P is half that of the cubic. 
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LXXXYV. 

1. Let 7’ be the point of intersection of the fixed tangents, 
and let A, 7’ on one tangent correspond to 7’, B on the other. 

Then clearly, by symmetry, 7’4=7'B. Hence, if perpendiculars 
AC, BC be drawn to 7'A, 7'B respectively, C will be the centre 

of the circle. Draw JC/ perpendicular to 7’C meeting 7'A, 7B 

in J, J. Then J and J/ are the vanishing points required. 
Let P, Q be any pair of corresponding points on 7'A, 7'B. 

Then, since PQ is a tangent to the circle, IPC =CPQ and 

similarly TOC = COP. Hence 

PCQ = 180° —(CPQ + CQP) 

= 180° - 4(1PQ+JQP)=C7TA or CIB. 

Hence JPC = ICQ and JOC a ICP, so that the triangles //’(, 

JCU@Q are similar, : 

ts eal 
GS (2 REY Ys 

Chee IO wt = EAT. 

Hence J and J are the vanishing points, considering these points 

as defined by the property JP. JQ = constant. 

2. Let S be the given focus, S’ the other focus of any one 
of the conics, SY, S’ Y' perpendiculars to the fixed tangent, P the 
point of contact, and let S’P produced meet SY produced in H. 

Then if a and 6 are the semi-axes, 

Sl .8 1) =@, GC H=%Za. 

roe ; iyre wa: 
But | is given, as also is SY; therefore S'Y’: S’H is a fixed 

ratio, i.e. the locus of S’ is a conic of which #H is a focus, and 

the given tangent the corresponding directrix. Also, since S’ 
and H are on opposite sides of the tangent, the conic is a 
hyperbola, 
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8. If S=2+ 302+ 5a%+...+(2n—1) 2%, 

then cS = a+ 3a? +... +(2n— 3) a” + (2n—1) a4}, 

and = (1-2) S=a+ 2a? + Qa%+... + 20"—(2n—1) a" 

2a7 (1. — a2 | 2af (1 — at) =< eee —(2n-1)a"*); 

a + x0? —(2n+ 1) w"*1 + (2n-1) a? 
Ss (=; 

and if «= emt , this is 
2n—t 

a (1 + x) s 

4. We have 

Pk 937 X73 ay g met (we" oy at ae (2° poe 2). 

Now 2°%*73 _ 273 — 27 (2%*78 1), and this is divisible by 2% — 1, 

and therefore by 2°-1=7 x 73, ie. N = M (73), since by Fermat’s 

Theorem 2” — 2 = M (73). 

Again NV = (297% _ 937) + (23? — 2) ; 

and 237*78 _ 987 — 287 (29673 _ 1), and this is divisible by 2°%—1, 

which by Fermat is I (37). 

Also oY 2 = M81) os Ss MST). 

5. We have 
(a —a‘)?=a? + a®— 2, since a? = 1, 

(a? — a®)? = a4 + 2: 

The sum of these is 

(a+a?+a°+a*)—-4=—5 

(since a + a? + a? +a4=—1), and the product is, on reduction, 

—(a+a°+a?+a*')+4=5., 

Hence {x? —(a — a*)*| Sx? — (a? —a*)"} = at + 5a? + 5, 

so that the roots of the given equation are + (a —a*), +(a?— a’). 

6. From a figure, 
2 | A\2 

y= p+ (e-we0s 4) ; = p+ (b-a e085) . 

E.? 

2 
eS, 
- 

. 3 

a 
ms a 

a 

a 

Ps lf 

we 
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A A 
+ by? + cz” = (b +c) p? + be (b +c) — 4bea cos 5 + (b+ ¢) a* cos’ >. 

Now Suen. i a cos? 5 = ap; 

«aid + by? + ot — abd cat An bo Ed Saye Ue Gok . 

Also 

A_8-a oe »A 2A be(s—a) | cots = ny wip cosec’ 5; 7” cosec _ “nae 

2 

iz act? + by? + ¢2*— abe = 2be (s—a) . 5 + be (b+ ea) 

- Abe (s— a) .© 

7. We have 

(cos a + cos 3a + cos 9a)? = cos* a + cos* 3a + cos” 5a, 

for the cross-terms are 

2 cos a cos 3a + 2 cos a cos Ya + 2 cos 3a cos 9a 

= cos 2a + cos 4a + cos 8a + cos 10a + cos 6a + cos 12a, 

which has a factor cos 7a (using the formula for angles in A.P.). 

aay om 6 
Now if in the equation oh = 0 we put cos*@= 2, the roots 

of the cubic in x will be cos’?a, cos?3a, cos?5a. The cubic in 
question is 

a® — 21a? (1— x) + 35a (1 — x)? — 7 (1 — 2)’, 

or 640° — 1122°+ 562-7=0; 

", cosa + cos? 3a + cos” 5a = 4,42 = j. 

Now cosa+cos 3a—cos5a is evidently positive, since the 

angles are all acute and cosa, cos 3a are both > cos5a. Hence 

| ST 
cos a + cos 3a + cos Ja = —. 

2 
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Further cos 2a + cos 6a + cos 18a 

= 2 (cos’a + cos*3a + cos’ 9a) — 3 

eae, Pate, Se | =1_3=1, 

8. Taking the parabolas in the form 

y?=4a(x—-h), x=4a' (y—k), 

any normal to the first is 

m(x—h) + y=am® + 2am? ...6...,.0 lisesi. (i), 

and to the second 

m' (y—k) +a =a'm®? + 2a'm’, 

If these coincide we have 

1 am® + (2a+h)m 
/ 

om am? + (2a +k) m”’ 

whence m is determined by the equation 

am’ + (2a +h) m*—(2a' + k)m*?—a'm=0.......... (ii), 

which gives five values of m other than m= 0. 

If the line (i) touches the general conic, we have 

Am? + B+ C [am + (2a + h)m)?—2F [am + (2a+h) m] 

— 24 [am* + (2a +h) m?|+ 2Hm = 0 ...(iii). 

If (ii) and (iii) give the same values of m, we must have 

B=0, A+C(Qa+h)— 24 (2a+h)=0, 

Ca? 2Ca(2a +h) — 2Ga 

a 2a+h 

From the third of these equations C (2a + h) — 2G = 0, whence, 

from the second, 4=0. Hence since A and # are both zero, the 

conic touches the axes of co-ordinates, i.e. the axes of the parabolas. 

9. If a circle has double contact with an ellipse, its centre 

must be on an axis of the ellipse. Hence, in the case in question, 

since the centre of the circle is the origin, and the ellipse passes 
through the points (+a, 0), we have an oblique chord of the 
ellipse (viz. the axis of «) bisected at a point on an axis of 

the ellipse. But this is impossible unless the point is the 
centre. Hence the ellipse and circle are concentric, and in 
this case the chord of contact must be one of the axes of the 

eee Peer ee aT: 

hg a a ls ieee 
Pat ear seein 

a chap 

Repco 
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ellipse. Hence one of the semi-axes of the ellipse is c. If ¢ is the 

semi-major axis, and 7 the distance of the focus from the centre, the 

semi-minor axis is /c?—r*, and the first of the given equations 

follows from the fact that the semi-diameter making an angle 6 
with the major axis is of length a. Similarly, if c is the semi- 

minor axis, we get the second equation. 

10. Taking any vertical section, let O, O’ be the lower and 
upper centres, 

A the point of contact of lower cylinder and ground, 

B 
Cx me - 5, upper cylinder and wall, 

D the highest point of the upper cylinder, 

and let DO’ meet the ground in J. 
Then ABD is a straight line, and the total friction at B must 

act along it, since the other two forces on the lower cylinder both 

act through A. 
Suppose each of the four angles OAL, OBA, O'BD, O'DB is 6. 

AN acota—b 

DN beot B+b’ 
friction at Bis ¢ 6. Hence the first result. 

Further the friction at C must act along CD, since the other 

two forces on the upper cylinder pass through D. But 

DCO' = 45° ; 
therefore the coefficient of friction at C is 1. 

Now let S be the total friction at B, F and # the friction 

(horizontal) and reaction at A. Then for the lower cylinder 

F=Ssin0, R=W+Scos8. 

But from the upper cylinder 

ite. See a oe 6 on 
sin45° sin(45°+6)’ °° ~  cos@+sin 0’ 

ee W' sin 6 x W’ tan 6 

' RR W(cos6+sin6)+W'cos6 W(1+tan6)+W"’ 

and substituting the value of tan 6 found above, we get the third 

result. 

‘5 e 5, two cylinders, 

Then tan 6= and for equilibrium the angle of 
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11. Let S be the total friction in the lower limiting position 

of equilibrium, / the distance of the bead from the point where 
the wire meets the vertical axis. Then 

mw”. 1 cos a= SS cos (90° —-a+A)=S sin (a — A), 

mg = S cos (a— Xd); 

2 ne Nae cee 

g 

g tan (a ~ X) 

w cosa 
ie. l= 

Changing the sign of A for the upper limiting position, we get 

g tan (a + A) 

w cosa ’” 
ee 

and the bead must lie in the portion /’—/ of the wire. 

12. (i) Since cos* 6 + sin* 6 = cos? 26 + 3 sin? 20, the indefinite 
integral takes the form 

i dé _ [ sec? 26d6 
cos? 20+4sin? 26 J1+4 tan? 26 

= +5 tan~ (= tan 20), 

and this takes the value <5 tan! 0 at both limits, the value of the 

integral thus depending on the shee aaa given to the inverse 

tangent. But, if we put 6==;-—4, then 

us T 

2 dé #: dd ee 6 

: ee Ae ~ Jo cost 6 + sint 6° 
4 4 

Hence the given integral is twice the same indefinite integral 

taken between the limits i and 0, so that its value is 

T 

2 Ee tan7! (=; tan 26) | 
/2 af 2 0 

and regarding the inverse function as changing continuously with 

ens OTL ree ter oor al ta) 

4 2 

io 

." sas Sieh ss i iret : r ssa id 

Leh aly age ee ee ee raan P AR ET A Py ear Le ch on eee Se Ce pee Rhode Pia eh trae ie ea ee rie ia a Mh » Peek ee Pe ee | i eo Boge oor 
Oe ii ge git cate Ne cea ama aye. BOs cp ead 2 ad gol tire DUES Etats 

hay BE Le ee ass 
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6 throughout the range of integration, if we take it as zero at 

the lower limit, it will be 5 at the upper limit. Hence the value 

of the given integral is 7 
—_ 

(ii) Since | log sin 6d0 = i log cos 6d, we have, denoting 
0 0 

either integral by JZ, 

3 
21 = i log (sin 6 cos 6) 46 

0 

2 T ; =| log sin 26d6 + 5 log $ ath eericad (i). 

Now putting 26 = ¢, we have 

2 . 
I log sin 26d0 =} | log sin ddd 
0 Jo 

2 : 
= +f log sin dd¢ + | log sin¢d¢ _...(ii). 

0 T 

2 

If in the latter integral we put ¢=2—y, the integral becomes 

er ee 
5 I log sinydy, ie. 4/. 

2 
Hence (ii) becomes | log sin 26d6 = J, 

0 

whence, from (i), Ex 5 log 3. 
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LXXXVI. 

1. Let ABCD be the quadrilateral. Draw CZ equal and 
parallel to BD, and AM, CW perpendicular to BD, and let 4 

produced meet CH in XK. Then if H is the middle point of BD, 
we have 

AB -ADP= BM*—- MD*=2BD. HM. 

Similarly CD?— BC?=2BD.HN; 

. AB AD*+CD?— BC?=2BD. MN, 

ie. CH. CK is given. Now angle ACK is greatest when the 
ratio CK : AC is least, i.e. when AC. CE is greatest. But the 

rectangle contained by the diagonals of a quadrilateral is less 

than the sum of the rectangles contained by pairs of opposite 
sides, except when the quadrilateral is cyclic, in which case the 

two magnitudes are equal. Hence the angle ACK is greatest 
when the quadrilateral is cyclic. : 

2, Draw SK parallel to the asymptote. Then since 7'’P and 
the asymptote are tangents, 

TSP = TSK = SQ ; 
3 SU= V7, 

3. Denoting the expression on the left by s,, we have, 

provided ¢ be properly chosen, 

aha? ag S log {1 +a (a +d) t}— Blog {1 +2 (a—A) fh=s,t—2— + ae 

If s, =O for all values of , then the right side is zero, and we 
must therefore have 

il+x(a+a) _, 

Il{l+a(a—A)th 
independently of ¢, i.e. 

A. Sat (1 + byt) (1 + czt) + A®. eyz. P= 0. 

By virtue of the given equations, this reduces to 

(Rbe) xyz. + r?. xyz. P= 0, 

which will be satisfied if A? = — be. 

ee er ee ee ee ee ee A ab lla ality 
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4. Evidently » must be even, and a multiple of 3, since 
n+1 are both prime; therefore n = (6). 

Further n cannot be of the form 5p + 1, and it is therefore of 
the form 5p or 5p+2. In the first case, then, n = (30). In 

the second case 5p + 2 = 6g, and since the primes 7m —1 and +1 

are of the forms 5p +1, 5p + 3 or 5p—3, 5p—1, therefore p must 

be even, say 27; therefore 5r+ 1 = 34, 

ie. 5r-—3q=F(5.2-5. 1), 

ie. 5(r #1)=3(q + 2); 

= : = 14° - t, an integer ; 

’.. r= 3t4+1, and n=10r+ 2 = 302+ 12.: 

Also, if n= 30m, then 

n® (n? + 16) = 900m? (900m? + 16) 

= M (180) x M (4) = 17 (720). 
If »=30m + 12, then 

n® (n? + 16) = (30m + 12)? (900m? + 720m + 160) 

= M (36) x M (20) = M (720). 

5. Let the roots be a,, a, ag... a,, and consider the value of 

the function = (a,—a,)’, the sum being taken for all possible pairs 

of roots. In this sum a,’ will occur (7-1) times, and so for 
each of the other squares. Hence the sum is 

(n—1). da? 22a,a, = (n — 1) (a,?— 2a,) — 2a, 

= (x _ 1) a," — 2na,. 

Hence if this expression is negative, (a, —a,)? is negative, and 

therefore the roots cannot be all real. 

6. Here a, 6, ¢ are the roots of 

cot~! (t+ a) + cot! (t+ y) + cot! (t+ z) =cot-'t, 

re (t +a) (t+ y) (+2) —(3¢ tat+yt+2)_ 

X(t+a)(t+y)-1 

or O4+ 0. tx+t (Syz—3) + ayz— Sweat (3+ 2t. Sa + Syz— 1), 

Le. 20+ @. Sa+ 2¢+ Sa —ayz=0, 

and we must therefore have Se = 1. 

R. K. 30 

t, 
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7. Since 
_ (cos #6 +%sin 6)" +(cos6—isin 6)". 

rage (cos 6 + 7 sin 6)" — (cos 6 — 7 sin 6)" ee 

if cot n#= 0, we have, putting cot 6 = x, the equation 

(x + 2)"—(x—12)"=0, 

ot (n—1)m 2 
and the roots of this are cot oe cot — eg Pa Hence 

(n—1r) 7 ' eg 
since cot — =- cot , we have 

n 

: —] 
(x+1)"—(x—12)"= Int (2* — cot? =) = {2 — cot? eo : 

and putting # = 2¢ in this identity, we get 

n—-1 

(3"—1)%"=2ni(-1) ? . P, 

where P is the given product. 

n—-1 + 

Now te=4(-—1).445. 4. Pa 

8. The pole of x cosa+ysin a =p for the confocal is 

(= cosa 6*%sin *) 
) 

P P 

and the condition of tangency a? cos’a + b?sin?a=p*, so that 
a* cos?a + 6 sin?a=p?+ A. Now the line 

a? cosa 6” sin a 
a in a ee Y nian 

Pp e3 P ee = - —7 
cos 6 sin 6 

meets the confocal where 

1 a*cosa\?” ly . 6? sin a\? 
= (7 008 6+ =“ + 7a (1 sin 0+ =}, 
a Pp b p 

Z : fee 6 - sin? s) 2r cos (6 — a) 
Lc: F r + = =f, ste 

a* 6’? 

and is therefore a tangent if 

cos” (6 — a) =A ( 

P P 

cos? @ sin? 6 
a? + b’2 ° 
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Now the angle at which this line cuts the curve is 

Tv 
p= 5 +a—6, 

Hence the above equation becomes 

sin?’ fe aS (p- a). cos” _ _ *)) 

and putting tan ¢ = #¢, this is 

re = a. a cos a)” ” (cos a A sin a) 

i.e. (a? +X) (2 +A) 

=) [(p? +A) +t (a?— 6°) sin 2a + (a? + Fb? +A—p’)], 

or (a*b? + p*dr) f — (a? — 0?) Asin 2a.t—-A(p?+A)=0. 

If A =—p’, one value of ¢ is zero, and 

a* cos? a + 6? sin?a=0; 

so the confocal must be a hyperbola, and the line parallel to one 

of its asymptotes. 
If \=+ab, the product of the values of ¢ is —1, ie. the two 

tangents are at right angles, i.e. the chord of contact of two 
perpendicalar tangents to a conic always touches a confocal. 

9. Suppose lz+my=1 is the tangent at the vertex. The 

axis of the parabola is evidently parallel to the line ~ — ; ly 

Hence these two lines are perpendicular, and we have 

. eae (-; +m) cos w = 0, 
b a 

i.e. 1(b+acosw)—m(a+bcosw)=0............ (i). 

Further, the condition of tangency is 

(This is easily obtained by forming the equation to the lines 
joining the origin to the intersections of Jz +my=1 with the 
parabola, and making these lines coincide.) 

30—2 
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From (i) and (ii) we obtain 

ct ae eee 1 

b+acosw at+bcosw b+acoso +6 cos w’ 
a b 

and substituting these values, the equation can easily be thrown 
into the form given. 

10. Let S be the pressure on each support, and let the point 

of support of the rth rod A,_,A, be at distance «x, from 4A,_,. 

Also let Y be the vertical reaction at the point A,_,, 2a the 

length, and W the weight of each rod. Then, taking moments 

about A,_, for the (r - 1)th rod, we have 

Lp 19+ 2aY =aW, 

and about A, for the rth rod, 

(2a—ax,)S=2aY +aW, 

and from these 

2aW 
Xp — Lp_y = 24 — “2 

2, =(r—1)d, 

2aW 3 : 
where d = 2a — — , remembering that x, = 0, since there is no 

support under the first rod. 

Again, taking moments about the fixed end for the system, 

we have 

(2a + x) S+ (4a + @3)S+...+ (2n-1la+a,)8 

=a.W+3a.W+...+(2n-1)a. W, 

n(n — 9 a dS = na W, Le. n(n—1l)aS+ 

and substituting for d, this becomes 

2(n-1)S=(2n-1)W; 

2 (n — 1) 2a 
= 2 beth 2 9 ~emmenane oi: = —————_-° 

“8 afl ot In — 1” 

Gps. Pi dei h X,. r—] 
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ll. If 6 is the angle of projection, and A 4 =a, we have 

_ 2u? cosOsin(@—90°—a) — 2u*_ cos A cos (0 +a) 
== a . cos? (90° oe a) et g . sin? a 3 

: sin? a 
*., wW=—ga 

"cos (26+a)+cosa- 

Hence w? will be least when 

cos (20+a)=-l, 

i.e. 20+ a=180° or 06=90°—ta. 

In this case 

sin? a 
2 

U = a.=—-_ 

J l—cosa 
=ga(1 + cosa) = 2gacos* ha, 

and the greatest height is 

ee ae 3 wsin?A wu 
——— =— cos*ia-—a cos‘ ia. 

29 29 2 : 

12. Ifw=e, then logu =e’; 

1 du “ee du 
ae Say | seein eae 1.8; i wee 

u dx : dx 

°. (m+ 1)4,,,2" = (Sa,2"). (3 =) ‘ 

=U.e"; 

and equating coefficients of «", we obtain the first result. 

Using successive cases of this equation, and remembering 
that a, =e (as is seen by putting x=0), we find 
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LXXXVII. 

1. Let ABC be the triangle, Z and L’ the points of contact 

of the inscribed circle and escribed circle with BC, D the middle 
point of SC (and therefore also of ZL’), AW the perpendicular 
from A, da the bisector of the angle A. Draw CGH perpen- 

dicular to da, meeting AB in H. Then BH =c—b (c>65); 

+, D@=1(c—b)=DL=DL, 

and is therefore given and DGa=1A. But the quadrilateral 

AGNC is cyclic, therefore GNa = GAC =iA. Hence DG 
touches the circle GNa; therefore Da. DV= DG. Hence a is 

a given point and therefore G' is given, since it is the intersection 
with Aa of a circle, centre D and radius DL. If then we draw 

through G@ a line perpendicular to AG cutting LL’ in CO, it 
follows that C will be an angular point. 

2. Let the tangent at P cut the asymptotes in J and L’, 

the angle CL’Z being a right angle, and let the normal at P cut 

the axes in G and g and CZ in O. 
Then PG is parallel to CL’; 

. PGC = L0G = LCG; 
therefore CO= OG. Hence, since GCq is a right angle, O must 

be the middle point of @g. 

3. This depends on the identity 

(e+y+ 2) — Sa =5 (x+y) (y +2) (z+ @) (Sa? + Say). 

From this 

S(w@t+y+2z)i—5aA (a+yt dz) {(e+yr+zyP+H} 

(c+y+z)’—Sa  (yt2) (+a) (3a? + Say) 

S 1 A 1 ety tee 

YR Z+uU Bar+ Say 

If now we put z=-— 1, and use the given condition, we get 

S(@+y—-1)*-5 I . ] e+y—2 

(ce+y—-ly y-1l awl Y gt ya l—w-yt+ ay’ 

“ * ess org at PS a Oi al ER Loe ee Gee Spe Pe Ome 
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5 e+y— Sey ts (a+y—1)(«@+y-2) 

te o> oy ee “y= x—1 e+y?+l—x—yt+ ay 

x 7] mi VP+y+et+y 

Me FS he ee 
whence the identity follows. 

4. Writing «+A for x, we have 

{l+e,% + ca? +...+h(c, + 2c,% + 3c,27+...)+...)" 

=l+hw+k a?+...+h(k,+2kv+...)+..., 

and equating coefficients of h, this gives 

n(1 +e," + c,0% + ...)"1(e, + 2c,” + 3c,a? + ...) 

=k, + 2k,v + 3k, + .. 

and inaltiniging both sides by 1 + ¢,a+¢,”7 + ..., we hon 

nm(1 + kx + kya? + ...) (eG, + Ze,@ + 3e,x? + “ 

=(1 +6," +¢,0%7 + ...)(k, + 2k +...) 

Equating coefficients of x” on each side, we obtain 

1 (Chey + Weghyp_y + 00. + TC-h, + 7 + 16,43) 

= Ck, + 2c, hag +... + TC,k, + (7 + 1) Kya, 

Le. (r+1)h,,, + (r—1) c,h, + (r—1—2n) ok, +... =0. 

5. We have 

a(a—a)(x —B)(*—-y)(«—8) = aat — ba + ca? - du +e 

for all values of «x. 

In this identity put 

21° 
x= t(a+B+y+5)= 

tol 

and we obtain 

ee Oe +e 
i 6 4 

and, clearing of fractions, this gives 

a‘. 11(B+y+d—a) =—b'+ 4ab c — 8a*bd + 16a°*e. 

a.Wt(B+y+8-a)= 
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6. If AZ is the perpendicular from A on BC, then 

AGB 0), 
and we therefore have 

Bog 
fat = 7? — Al? sin? 

= cosec? S (sin’ ; — sin? 2 . =) 
~ 

A 
= 7° cosec? = . cos B cos C ; 

_ 

i= 1 l1—cosA 

a 8° cos BeosC’ 

1 1 1 Scos A—S cos? A —2 cos A cos B cos C fs 2-2 4,8 = &a° cos A cos B cos V 

Vo Ss ote A 1 

~ 872° cos A cos B cos CO’ 

ke A oer 
But 2 cos A—1]=4sin 5 sing sin 5 =p 

l 1 1 

2 23 ~ 42 8rR cos A cos B cos 0 

7. From the identity 

pe 3 = 4a? 4a? l- ta. s(1-S)(1 - 32) Ss 

4? 1 1 
we have i: 2% op =a 

44 i 1 

a ~ abcd? 8!’ 

where a, 6, c, d are any unequal odd numbers. 

2 

nae (3g) - 6-2 eee. SF oS, 
ath ve a? 52 abc? a? 

and this is 

ils Peace oes Chee AY ee et) a 
a EP SP ei eo ee 
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8. Suppose that the circle through the three points is 

a+ y? + 2ga + 2fy+e=9. 

If (am, 2am) is on this, we have 

a’m' + 4a°m? + 2gam* + 4fam + ¢ = 0, 

i.e. a?m‘+ 2a (2a +g) m?+ 4fam+c=0 ............ (i). 

This equation gives the parameters of the four points in which 
the circle cuts the parabola. But three of these are the roots of 
the equation given, and their sum is —p. Also, by (i) the sum 
of the four m’s is zero, Hence the remaining m is p, and we 

must therefore have the equation 

| (m— p) (m® + pm? + gm +r) =0 

ideutical with (i). Equating coefficients, we find 

2(2a+ 4 c 
aio * 8) gs Datipipg see" Pre a a a 

es 

whence we obtain the values of g, f and ¢ required. 

Next consider the triangle formed by the three tangents. If 

the parameters of the points of contact are m,, m,, m,, then one 

of the angular points of the triangle is 

mym ar ‘C2ked oe. 
Ms Ms 

y = a(m, + My) =—a(p+ ms). 

We may therefore take any angular point to be -< , —a(p+m). 

If this lies on the circle given by the general equation, we find, 
on substituting and re-arranging, 

am! + 2am? (ap — f) + m? (a2 p? — 2fap +c) — 2mgar + a*r? = 0. 

As before, the roots of this equation are m,, m,, ms, and one 
other, which is 

a ae oe», 

Hence the biquadratic above must be identical with 

(m+ p— 2) (m* + pm + qm +r)=0. 
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Comparing the two equations, we find 

Wg=c, ar+apqg—2qf=—29r, ar=ap— 2, 

whence 299g=—a(l+q), 2%f= a(p—r), c=arg. 

9. The polars of (a, y,) for the two conics are 

axe, + byy,=1, «(y,+9)+y(at+S) + 9x +f =O. 
If these coincide, 

Ro ts : 
a, by (gx, + fy). 

Eliminating y,, we obtain for x, the equation 

ax’g+g _ aa'gt+g\ | 
b. sare ( aaah) an (eT) 

and the roots of this, other than «=0, must be a,, a, a. 
On simplifying, the equation is 

(a?f?—abg’) a +...+...+(f+bf9*) =0; 

aed Gl Oey 
2+ Ly Xols = — a (af? —bg?)’ 

oo ne ee haba : ie ae 1 oP gt hae? n muary g ls bg — af® 

\ 

Se a ee 

10. Let 7’ be the tension of the string, and F’ the normal : 
pressures for w, and w, respectively. Then for w,, resolving — 

along and perpendicular to the line of greatest slope, we have | 

Ww, Sin a = pf sin 6+ 7' cos 8, 

p.R cos 6= 7 sin 6 

(since p,# acts perpendicular to the string). 
Also resolving perpendicular to the plane 

w, cosa = ft. 

From these we get 

tan a= one T=w,sina cos 6. 

Again, let # and F’ be the frictions at w, along and per- 4 

pendicular to the line of greatest slope, A’ the normal pressure. | 

Then, for w,, 

Sed Soa ere AB a oa a ty: 
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F=T cos6 +, sina= sin a(w, cos? @ + w,), 

F’=T sin 6 = sin a (w, sin 6 cos 6), 

whence F?+ F?=sin?a[(w, + w.)* cos? 6+ w,’ sin? 6]. 

F?+4 7” 
Also R’ =w, cosa, and we must have p, > v ~ . 

11. Let w be the striking velocity, wu’ the velocity of the 

striking ball after impact, v that of each of the others. The 
equation of momentum is 

BO OO BOs F-Bh oo ns Seirin ac escacnevnns (i), 

and by Newton’s Law 

v—w' cos 30° = — e(—w cos 30°)........... seme | 5 § 

From (i) and (ii) we find 

U 
a » .v3(1 +e) - 

5 : is 5 ils 

and the loss of kinetic energy is 

; = (2—3e)? 6(1+e)? 
mu? — jmu’* — mo? = }mu*| 1 — fer hE | 

=4mu?. ate — *) ; 

12. We have 

aV _ OV ae ay 
jp tea ay 

6 ae ae 
. Ci ae Oe Peebbe secedvcceccesorececes (i), 

: é a a 
i.e. the operators Pa, and -(« + ¥ =) are equivalent. 

Operating with these on the two sides of (i) we get 
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LA ae ade ead Cod LAL 
Pa a da: wy aay Lap ae TY By 

ARO a A a de eee at a 3 
Pap se oir es ae wn aay F Hs eens (ii). 

Again, operating on this, we get 

oV eV ag Be a8 of oV oV noe pe ll ST led “als “hal hie 
e dp 3 98 Op” scl Op® ree + vary ac" oy A aie 0x 

Md & sti eV eV 
+y° at ae + day sy t OW ae 

whence, using (ii), the result follows. 

LXAXXVIII. 

1. Let X, Y, Z, a, B, y be the middle points of BC, CA, AB, 
OA, OB, OC. Then aZ is parallel to OB and therefore perpen- 
dicular to AC’, and therefore to 7X, ie. aZX is a right angle. 

Similarly aYX is a right angle. Also ad’X is a right angle; 
therefore A’ lies on the sphereaX YZ. But aX, BY, yZ are the 

lines joining the middle points of opposite edges of the tetra- 
hedron OABC ; therefore they meet in a point and bisect each 

other, ie. a, B, y, X, Y, Z lie on a sphere and this sphere passes 

through dA’. Similarly it passes through B’ and C”, and since 
X, Y, Z lie on it, its section by the plane 4 4C must be the nine- 

point circle of the triangle ABC. 

2. Since the six points O, O’, P, Y, &, S lie on a conic, ~ 

. O(PQRS) = O'(PYRS), - 

i.e. O (ABCD) =O' (LCDA). 

But 0 (ABCD) =0' (ABCD) ; 

', O' (BCDA)=O0' (ABCD), 

ie. O' (AC, BD) =O0' (BD, CA) =O0' (CA, BD). 

Hence 0’(ABCD) is harmonic, and therefore so also is O (ABCD). 
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3. Expanding the first determinant in terms of the minors 
formed from the first two columns, it is equal to 

A (b'c' + a'd') + B(c'a' + b'd') + C(ab'+e'd), 

where A=(b-—c)(a—d), B=(c—a)(b—d), C=(a—b) (c—d), 

and using the relation A + B+ C =0, this becomes 

BC' — BC. 

But in the second determinant if we subtract the first row 
from each of the others, it becomes 

| 1, be+ad, We+ad | 

| 0, C; C’ 

oes es 
ie. BC’ - BO. : 

4. Denote the nth convergent of the first fraction by 

. We then have 

Psn = €Psn-1 + P3n-25 

Psn-1 = bPsn—2 + P3n-3s 

Psn—s = OPsn—s + Psn-s- 

Multiplying these by 1, c, 1+ 6c, —b, 1 and adding, we find 

Pon = (4 +6 +6 + AC) Pons + Pang --eecereeee (i), 

and similarly for g5,. 

py et iT eres 

sss Gg @t+b+e abe+at+e 
the 3nth convergent of the first fraction will be equal to the nth 

convergent of the second. 

Hence, evidently from (i), 

5. If we take : 

ax’ + 3ba? + 3ca + d = 1(a—a)*> +m (x— B)’, 

we have 

l+m=a, la+mB=—6, lo? +mP=c, la +mp>=—-d. 
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If then we assume a, B as the roots of La? + px+v=0, wi q 

easily get 
Ac—pb+va=0, —Ad+pe—vb=0, 

so that the quadratic is 

+, e. i 

c, —), a feu, 

| —d, c, —b 

le. (ac — 6°) a + (ad — be) « + (bd —c?)=0. 

If therefore the left-hand side be factorised in the form 
(px+q)(p'«x+q'), it follows that the cubic is of the form 

A EE Tie OE ae 
and therefore the substitution 

1 caked Sy bak 
puta’ p—py’ 

will reduce the cubic to the form Ay? + D=0. 

6. Let @ be a point on the circumcircle, and suppose the 
pedal line of Q makes an acute angle 6 with AB, Q and C being 

on opposite sides of Ab. Then if YL, YM, YX are the perpen- 

diculars, we have f?-27= BAL. LC. 

Now if &’, C’ are the middle points of QB, YC, then 

BL a BE 64 OD SS Bm Ce 

sin20 sinQBC 2sinQBC ~' sinQBC’ 

mani aN OE (de 2 iin OBO" 
ies eae sin2(A—6) ‘sin QCB’ 

.. BL.CL= Ff sin 26 sin 2 (A — 0) = BR? — a. 

Similarly A?-y=— F#*sin 26sin 2 (b+ 8), 

R?- 2 = Rsin2 (A —@) sin 2(B +6). 

Hence putting 26=¢, 24 =a, etc. we have 

> (£? — x*)sin 2A = #? [sin a sin ¢ sin (a— dp) — sin B sin d sin(B + ) 

—sin (a + 8) sin (a— @) sin (8 + $)], 

and the expression in the bracket reduces to 

— sina sin f sin (a + f). 
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Hence > (2? —a:*) sin 2A = #* sin 2A sin 2B sin 20, 

i.e. Xx? sin 24 =sin A sin Bsin C (4h? - 8K cos A cos B cos C) 

=(3h?+ OP?) sin A sin Bsin C. 

7. We have, since the quantities are in H.P., 

: 2x (1 + x) 
l-y= 1+ 2a ’ a= 2y(1—y). 

, l+a 
Putting « + y=A, we find from the first equation Tw phar. 

1) oe 
"ot! © oT 

Hence from the second equation we find 

2X4—1=4A(2d? - 1), 

Le. 44°- 3\=—4, 

the roots of which (comparing with 4 cos* 6 — 3 cos 6 = cos 36) are 
2a 4a Sar ; ; 

COS, COS, COS, and the only negative root is 

cos nied cos ~ 
ae 9° 

8. Let the eccentric angles of A, B, C be a, 8, y: those of 

A’, B’, C', a’, B’, y’. Then the normal at a’ is the chord a, a’. 

Hence 

@ sin a’ —becosa’ 
i at+a : 7? 

cos @ sin - 
2 2 

ata’ b 
ie. tana tan — — =-—, 

2 a 

ata’ oh | 
or tan =. —, 

2 a’ t, 

with two similar equations. 

Again the tangent at a’ is parallel to the chord £, y, and 

therefore feat is a multiple of 7, and so also are p-%* 
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and y'’— asi age Hence a +a’ and f+’ differ by a multiple of z ; 

*, tan (a +a’) = tan (f’+y), 

ig ers 
t, + ts at —2(1-é)¢, 

me A Ee oe 1 (Us ey 
at - 

whence = #,? (t + ts) — (1+ €?)? (ty +f) = — 2 (1 —&) t, (1 — tas). 

Similarly ¢,?(¢;+ ¢,) — (1 — e)? (ts + 4.) =— 2 (1 — e*) ¢, (1 — és4,). 

Subtracting and dividing by ¢, —t,, we get 

St,t,+ (1- &)?=-2(1-&), 

Le. Ltt, + (3 —e*) (1—e)=0. 

9. Considering the curves 

“5 + 55 sig ERENCE CANOE ae rere tee a paves (i), 

(a — a)? me (y a By? gk ee Pere a ee (11), 

(a—a)?+ (y—B)P+ $77 =0 oes ceees (iil), 

the two latter being the circumscribed and polar circles of the 
equilateral triangle with centre (a, 8), we have a triangle circum- 
scribed to (i) and inscribed in (ii), leading to the invariant 

relation 
@? = 4A0’. 

Again we have a triangle circumscribed to (i) and self-con- 

jugate for (ili), involving the relation © = 0. 
Now the invariants for (i) and (ii) are 

1 1 
A= — “aa? On aa lth He ~ er), 

, @ Bp Led 
-S+R-1-"( +i): 

Also, since ® = 0 for (i) and (ili), we have 

a? + BP - a? -B? +37°=0. 
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Hence the relation ©? = 440’ for (i) and (ii) becomes, on sub- 
stituting for 7”, 

9 (a? + 2? — a®— b?)? 

awww [tet Po 40(a «pa —¥) (4, +h)], 
reducing to the locus given for (a, ). 

10. Let ABCD... be the polygon, and on OA take OA’= 204A, 
and find similar points B’, C’, D’.... Then the centroid of the 

triangle OAB is the middle point of A’. Also the areas of the 
triangles OAB, OBC, etc. are proportional to AB, BC... and 

therefore to A’B’, B’C’..... Hence the centroid of the area of 
the polygon ABCD... is the centroid of the perimeter of 
A'B'C'D’..., i.e. K and G are the centroids of the perimeters of 

these two polygons. But the polygons are similar, the lines 
joining corresponding vertices all meeting in O, and 

A'B' = 3 AB, ete. 

Hence evidently OG = 20K. 

11. Let O be the centre of the circle, and suppose the string 

first becomes slack at P and tight again at Q. If the tension 
vanishes at height 4 above the lowest point, we have 

u? — 2gh h-a 

Posie oat Ae eee. 

Le. w=g (3h —a). 

But w= ga (2.232), ee haces i.e. OP makes an 
2 

angle 30° with the upward vertical. 
Also since the circular path must be the circle of dkrentare 

to the free parabolic path at P, therefore PQ and the tangent 
at P are equally inclined to the axis of the parabola, i.e. to the 
vertical, ie. PQ makes an angle 60° with the vertical. Hence, 
from the figure, OQ is herizontal. 

Again, the velocity at P is given by 

7.) (a ara = ag. 

R. K. 31 

v =u? —2gh =ga\ 2 
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Hence, if V be the velocity (vertical) at Q, we have 

J3_9v5 2 — a2 2 6: V2 =v* cos? 60 + 4g. 6-—- a Ws 

and the velocity on again reaching the lowest point is 

9/3 
067 = of ag + 2ga. 

The tension again vanishes at height , given by u,2= g (3h, — a), 
whence 

hy=a+t 3/3 a 1 8 ¥ 

12. Since Say? = x (a — 2)?, we have 

Bayy, = (a— x) — 2x (a-ax) =(a—2) (a— 3x); 

ra (a— ax)? (a— 3a)? (a- 3x)? | 

(A 3607y 2a el eae 

(a+ 3x)? ol Sige ee 
sh aes l2ax 

Hence the length of the loop is 

af dteypae Te [228 a 
0 is J/3a Jo at 

and the area is 

: a *) a : 

2 y dx = — a? (u — x) da = E aa? ~ 52 |" 

Sa? 

15/3" 
‘The curve touches the axis of y at the origin, and is entirely 

on the right-hand side of this axis. It is symmetrical about the 
axis of x, and the tangent is parallel to the axis of x at the 

points @ +). There is a double point at (a, 0), but no — 

points of inflection and no asymptotes. 
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LXXXIX., 

1. The radical centre of the escribed circles cannot be on a 
side of the triangle, since the tangents from it to the three 
circles must be equal, Hence the inverses of the sides for the 
orthogonal circle will be three circles, and the inverse of the 
nine-point circle will be another circle, and these four circles 
will touch the inverses of the escribed circles. But inverting 
for the orthogonal circle, the escribed circles invert into them- 

selves: hence the theorem. 

2. Let PCP’ be the diameter of one of the circles, O the 

foot of the radical axis, A and B the points in which the circle 
cuts the line of centres. Draw OK parallel to PU, and bisect 
the angle COX. Draw AL, PM perpendicular to the bisector: 
then MP produced will pass through 4B. Then since AOL is a 

constant angle, the ratios 

OM:OB and AL: OA 

are constant. Hence ?M.OM: OA. OB is constant. 
But, since the circles are coaxal, OA. OB is constant, being 

equal to the square of the tangent from 0 to any circle. Thus 

PM .OM is constant, i.e. the locus of P is a rectangular hyper- 

bola, of which O is the centre, and OM one asymptote. 

3. Suppose we take p letters out of the first group, g out of 

the second, and r out of the third, so that p+q+r=n. Then p 

and qg may be chosen, for a given value of r, in (n—7 + 1) ways, 

for p may have any value from 0 to m—r. Hence the number 

of combinations in this mode of selection is 

"S (n—r +1)°C,=(n4+1).3°C,-n. °C, 
r=0 0 1 

=(n+1)(1+1)"—n(1+1)"" 

=(n+ 1) 2"-—n. 2*-1 = (n+ 2). gn-1 

31—2 
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4. A may win (i) three consecutive games exactly, or 
(ii) four consecutive games, or (iii) all five games. 

(i) Here the sequence may begin with the first, second or 
third game. The respective chances are 

@) 3 @) 3\? ey 3 

Ee Gwe, | (7) ; & bf 
264 

Pay 

(ii) Here the sequence may begin with either the first or the 
second game, the chance being in either case 

). 3 

GG) +7: 
4 

Thus the chance under these conditions is 2. (7) ; : = gues 

1024 
75 
( 

and the sum of these is 

5 

(iii) Here the chance is (7) - 

Hence the total chance that A wins three games in succession is 

32644 1536+1024 832 

7 ~ 2401’ 
i.e. the odds against it are 1569 : 832, 

5. If P is the product of squared differences of the equation 

f (x) = 0, then 
n (n-1) 

Paslely shei, FOG S Ce) iF (egy 

Now here JT '(e) = 1? 4+ a3 

*, of (x) = nae" +ax=—(n—1)ax—nb 

=(n-1)a[-— al, if x is a root; 

te (E1)"B Sf (ay) f" (as) «of (an) 
=(n—1)". a" HH {- me a,} 

Now Il («-—a,) =a" +axn+6; 

nb Ae es ay nb 

Eo gear ar} = 7 (n— 1)" a” eee ate 
n" b” b 

=(- Gira aol? 
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f(t) f(t) oe P(g) = 08 (= 1)". (w= 1) 
giving the required value of P. 

6. If «=2Rcos A, we have 

yer er 
ee 

z° 2h -«=4h sin’ 5 ; 

Also since 
_ a . ee eae Gale 

r=4Hsin 5 sin 5 sin 5, r, = 4F sin > cos 5 cos 5 ; 

‘ r OL eb anS eee dae hans Y 
2 2 2 

. TL =7 + 2R—@. 

A : 2k-ax 
But 7, =8 tan = ; Py (r+2h—2)'= 8. 5, 

giving the required equation, which is similarly satisfied by 
2Rcos B and 2# cos C, 

7. We have 

and putting #=e'tanfB, we see that the given series is the 

coefficient of 7 in, 

ly l+e*tanB 1 i 1 + cosa tan 8 + 7sina tan B 

2 Sj] _—eetanB 2 51 — cosa tan B —isinatanp’ 

and this coefficient is 

1 (tan~ sina tan B a eg aim atan B ) 

2 1 + cosa tan B 1 —cosatan B 

1, _, 2 sina tan B 

“§=- 1 —tan’ 

~ 1 tan- (sina tan 28). 

8. The normal at (= : 3) is 
2m" 2 

the tangent being m*x + y = am. 
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If the normal passes through (€, 7) we have 

am* — 2ym® + 2m —a=0, 

and putting = = t, this gives m= aE : 

So that the equation to the tangent is 

xv. — PE sin Je 
t 2¢(t€-—n) 

or 2a (t€ — y) + 2ty (t€-— yn) -—a? (P—1)=0. 

Thus the four tangents belong to the system of lines 

MN? (QyEé — a?) + 2A (xE — yy) — (2an — a?) = 0, 

where A is a variable parameter, and the envelope of this system 

is , ag 

(xE — yn)? + (2yé — a”) (2a — a”) = 0, 
i.e. . (w€ + yn)? — 2a? (an + yé) + a*= 0. 

9, Taking P as origin, and the tangent at P as axis of a, 
the equation to the conic is of the form . 

ax? + Zhay + by® — 2y =O ........ cceceeees (i). 

To find the polar reciprocal, we want the locus of a point whose 
polar with respect to «+ y?=c? shall touch the conic (i), whose 
tangential equation is | 

— ? + (ab — h*) v? + 2apy — 2hvd = 0. 

Substituting aw’, y', —c? for A, pw, v we get 

— x? + (ab — h?) c4 — 2ac*y’ + 2he’a' = 0, 

and therefore the polar reciprocal is 
} 2 

(2 — he?)? = — 2ae? | y— 7) 

a parabola of latus-rectum 2ac?. 

But the radius of curvature at P to (i) is Lt 3 at the origin, 

i.e. 2 Hence the latus-r 

10. Supposing the weight W at P about to slip down, then 

the friction at P makes an angle » with the outward normal on 
the upward side. Let 6 be the acute angle between the focal 

ay ye 
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distance SP and the tangent at P. Since the length of the string 
is equal to the major axis, the rings are evidently at the ends of 
a diameter. If 7’ is the tension of the string, we have, for the 
equilibrium of W, 

i: eee W W 
sin(a+A) sin(90°—A+6) cos(A— 8)’ 

where a is the acute angle the normal at P makes with the major 

axis. 

Similarly for the other ring, 

d & 7 ee 
sin(a+A) cos(A+6)’ 

W _cos(A—8@) F W—W - : 
W’ cos(a+0)’- ©. pp = # tan ° = ssa 

Now if p, p’ be the perpendiculars from the foci on the tangent 

at P, then 

sin 0= 35 = Spi 

sin? @ = 5 ni ee 

where C'D is the semi-diameter conjugate to CP. 

niece a iach cod 1— int é 

. tan’ = ay : 

so that from (i) we have 

W+ W’»? 
e* sin? = p? (1 —e?). (7 7’) 

11. Suppose the buffer compressed a length x, and let the 

final velocities of the carriages be V and V’. The common 

velocity immediately after impact is oe ye Hence the 

equations of energy and momentum are 

ye M : 1MV24+1M'V?= bal 4 ara ir’) + mgz...(i), 
MV +M'V'= Mv 
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The latter will be satisfied, if we put 

_ Mv+ Mk , Mv—Mk 
= Mam” se Wamwooco (ii), 

where & is to be found, Substituting these in (i) we find 

MM'k? | re 

M+M’ : 
: 1 ] 
ie. k® = 2mgu ¢; + ir) 

Now since the backing is inelastic, V’ must be positive, ie. v> k, 

so that 

v'> 2Zmgux ¢. + r) M M' b 

and if the buffer is completely compressed, this must hold when 
x= l, 

In this case k= {2mgl (+ + 3 
mM. 

value in the expressions (ii), we get the second result. 

2 
) , and substituting this 

12. The determinant on the left-hand side is equal to 

| M1 oy; bY 

| yy sy, + s'y, ty, + t’y, 
| Y- sy," ae 2s'y,' < sy, ty,” Pe 2¢'y,' re ty, 

Multiplying the first column by s, and subtracting from the 
second, and multiplying the first column by ¢, and subtracting 
from the third, this determinant becomes 

| Yi 0 0 | 

yy ay, ty, 
| my sty +8"y, = ty, + ty, 

: 4 Pee 

Multiplying the first row of this last determinant by 2y,', and 
subtracting from the second, it becomes 

| 3 t’ 

| 8"y, ty, 

and the result given follows. 

& 

3 
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XC. 

1. If we invert from A, the circle becomes a straight line 
on which are #’, C’, D’ the inverses of B, C, D. 

Now since ACB, ABC’ are similar triangles, 

BC _AC_AB.AC 
BO ae. PTY 

where 7 is the constant of inversion, 

Similarl CD e AC .AD 
imilarly aD = ae 

dh BC’ s AD. BC 
and hence CD =35-GD’ 

that AD. BC AB.CD_ AC. BD 
08 ” Sie Be: OD’ ss BD’ ’ 

and we have merely to find a point D’, such that 

BO"=« CD Ra, 

To do this divide any line 88 in ‘extreme and mean ratio’ in y, 

and take C’D’ a fourth proportional to By, yd, B’C’. 

2. The locus of the centres of conics touching the four sides 

of a quadrilateral is the line joining the middle points of the 
diagonals. Now let the tangent at P meet the other common 
tangent in 7. Then in this case, the conic and circle are inscribed 
in a quadrilateral, three of whose sides coincide with the tangent 
at P, and the remaining side is the other common tangent. But 
since 7’? is now a diagonal of the quadrilateral, the line joining 
the centres must pass through its middle point. Hence the line 
joining ( and &, the other extremities of the diameters through 
P, must pass through 7’. 
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3. If x be so chosen that the series 

UL + Ugh? + 00 + Up +... 
is convergent, then evidently v, is the coefficient of x” in the - 
product 

1,2 ae a” r 
(Let tate tpt) (nat tm.) 

1.€. 2 Vp" = eF (Uy +... $y E+ ...)5 

= (1 -T + a6 1.) (e+ Oe +...) 

and equating coefficients of x”, the result follows. 

4. Denote the given series by f(n). Then since 

m(n+1)...(n+r—1) (n—Iyn...(n+r—2) 
7! r ! 

_2(n+1)...(n+r—2) 

es (r-1)! 
we have 

1 n(n+1) 1 F(n)—f(n- ahem. Pet) 
, m(n+i).. .(2n-4) 1 _ m(n+ 1)... (Qn — 2) ] 

(w—3)! " on-2 (n—1)! " Qgn-l , 

(m+). .(3n—3) 1 n(wel)...(2n—2) 2 

=5[7@) (n—2)! Oa (7 —1)! =| 

nm(n+1)...(2n—2) 1 
: Ca 901 

] n(n+1)...(2n—2)/ 1 1 1 
pig. BA hh (n—1)! (- QR 9H * On 5) =3 gf") 

J (vn) =2f (n—1). 

But Pe ht ts SAB ee 

5. Tt f (w) = 20° —5pa* + 3g, then f’ (x) = 10 (a*— px) and the 

only real roots of /’(x)=0 are 0 and p® (real value). Now 

substitute — 0 , 0, p*, 0 fora in f (z). The values obtained are 

—-o, 39, 3(q—-p*), W 5 

eS ee 
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and every change of sign in this series gives one real root, and 
only one, of f(x) =0. 

If q>p* the signs are —, +, +, + giving one real root, 

? q<p* ” ” nn Oe tere ee three real roots. 

If g= p* the equation has equal roots (p>) and therefore must 
have three real roots. 

6. Since 

cos (9 + ) cos (8 — ¢) 
1 — tan’ 6 tan? d= rec d ’ 

the left side is equal to 

is (x + y + 2a) cos(w—y) _ cos (x + y— 2a) cos (x — y) 

cos’ (%+a)cos*(y+a) ——cos® (x — a) cos? (y — a) } 

cos (@ + y) cos (@ + y — - 2a) | cos (@ + ¥ + 2a) cos (x + y) 

 costacos*(x+y—a) cosa cos® (a + y + a) } 

_ {cos (% — a) cos (y— a) cos (a + y+ a))2 

- ee (x + a) cos (y + @) eta at 

Now putting tana = JX, tany= Y, tan(w+y)=Z, tana=a, the 

expression in the bracket is 

(l+aX)(1+aY)(1-—aZ) 

(l—aX)(1—a¥)(1+aZ)’ 

and since Z(1— XY) =X + Y, this may be written 

-l+aZ 1-—tanatane tan y tan («+ y— a) 

1s aX!. Z+a 1+tanataneg tan ytan(x7+y +a) 

7. If w, w are the imaginary cube roots of unity, then 

log (1 — wx) — log (1 — wa) = (w® — w) (aw -— 34° + fat —faPt...). 

Hence putting «= 1, and taking 

cos — ésin — 4 oe + isin w= — “Tow — w= = * 
$ a | i 
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we get 

Tv Shae ee 

sdoabi lab wll ree Pevescnt Dass 

Pat a08 iV3 1 +cos~—isin— 
3 5 

T bia an 

1 COS 6 + 27SInN ; 

=- log 

Tv 1 pd 
co a foe fe ® ya out 
i/3 g(e) 3/3 

8. Let A be the common vertex, P the other point of inter- 

section. Let PA make angles 6 and 6° with the axes of the two 
parabolas. Then it is easily seen from a figure that 6+ 0’ =a, 
and that the tangents to the parabolas at P make angles 

tan-!(}tan@) and tan-'(}tan 6’) with the respective axes. 

Hence, since the angle between the tangents is a—.«, and that 

between the axes a, we must have 

tan-!(4 tan 6) + tan7'($ tan 6’) =«. 

Now put tand=¢, tan@’=@, tana=a, tane=e. Then 

t+t 1(é+?) 
grrr a he ye Oy 1—tt 1-it 

: , 2(a—2e) , dae 
from which 0 ey et eg wee cernirren nnn (i). 

i ~ sin’ @ cos 6” 

l’ sin? 6’ cos 6’ 

l JU' gin’ 6 cos? 6 + sin‘ & cos? 6 

" l' | sin? 6 sin? &’ cos 6 cos 0’ 

a(1+¢7)+¢7°(1+#). 
= cos 6 cos 0’. Ay? : 

= ee ee eS ee Sl ie - 
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U 4 /2 '4 

¥ +7 — 2e08 a= cos 6 cos | * A aed eas Ce) 24 200] 
Ft? 

ibe Suan (f—¢?)? + ft? (t+t'P 

4 ee? 
— #\2 2 7242 

= cos 6 cos @.. (t+ t')?. ¢ fi: odd (ii). 

3ae \* 8(a-—2e) 4(a— ep? _ /\2 a 7242 — tare, are 
ae Ve es 2a—-e (2a —e)* 

_ 3a {3ae— 4 (a —2¢)} 
(2a —e)? 

2a — 
Also from (i) cos 6 cos 6 = = 5 uate : 

2 

Hence substituting in (ii), the result follows, 

9. To find the lines through A parallel to the asymptotes, 
put 8 = ky in the equation of the conic, and we then get y =0, or 

bicy + (300 OR GO ois isc cas cevesentes ss (i). 

This equation together with 6 = ky determines a point which 
is to lie on aa + 68 + cy = 0 and therefore satisfies 

te TO FO) YO Fi, cevcccencscscsess (ii). 

From (i) and (ii) we get ) 

lka =(m + nk) (bk +c) = bnk? + (bm + en) k + em. 

But since the centre lies on BC, we have la— mb —ne = 0, and 
this equation becomes bxk*?+em=0, giving equal and opposite 
values of &. : 

But if 6 is the angle between the lines B = + ’y, we have © 

2k sin A 
1-k* 

Hence 6 being now the angle between the asymptotes, we have 

4 Sige 
s re, eagibes — 4hemn sin? A 

tan? 6 = = 

(1 + oe) (n + em)? 

tan 6 = 
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6 onde — 1 
Also e=SeC5; -. ant= sa 

Equating these values of tan 6, we get the result as given. 

10. The length of each string is /3asin 6. Hence if 7’ be 
the tension of a string, the equation of virtual work is 

a cos @ 

y) 
3W.3( )+ W .8(b cosec 6) +37’. 8 (V/3asin 6) =0, 

ie. = bal sin 6— Wb cosec 6 cot 6+ 37’. /3acos 6=0. 
_ 

W. /3a sin 0 —a 

a 
Now since the modulus is W, we have 7'= 

Hence 

— 3 asin 6—b cosec 6 cot 6+ 3 /3a (V3 sin 6 1) cos 6 = 0, 

i.e. 3asec 6 + 2b cosec® 6 = (18 - 6 V/3 cosec 8) a. 

11. Let w be the velocity, 6 the angle of projection, a the 
angle between the plane of projection and the second wall. 

Then the initial horizontal velocities parallel to the walls are 
v cos @cosa and vcos@ sina, while the initial vertical velocity is 

vsin§@. Also at any impact the velocities in these directions are 

not altered in magnitude. Hence the time of flight is equal to both 

a+b a+b 
an : 

» cos 6 cosa » cos 6 sin a 

/2 (a +b) 
so that a = 45°, and the time is 

: v cos 8 

Again since the vertical distance described in this time is 

zero, we have 

: 2 (a+b) Oe ae ae! i. vsind—$g. pee 0, 

vsin26 a+b 
i.6. = 2g a Boy coe gave eee (i). 
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Hence the least possible value of s is , occurring when 

6= 45°, provided the particle does not hit the ceiling, i.e. pro- 
b 

vided (=, <.) < 2yc, i.e. pasta > EPO OR ee 
If this condition be not satisfied, the least velocity will be 

that which causes the particle just to graze the ceiling, ie. for 
which v*sin?@=2gc. Combining this with (i) we get 

tan @= 2826 
a+b 

2tand — 4/2¢(a+b) 
1+tan?6 (a +b)? + 8c?’ 

and by (i) the height required is 

v a+h _ (a+b) + Bee 

2g see ee 8e 

whence sin 26 = 

12. Taking the co ordinates of any point on the curve in 

the form «=am, y=am’*, we have 

ds? = dx? + dy* = (a? + 9a*m*) dm’, 

so that the surface required is 

1 LT 

[oxyas=| 2nam®. a 1 + 9médm, 

and putting 1 + 9m*= 2’, this becomes 

-, al it 5 wa? [1 Wi0 é 2 ae ab eet eo 2na* | 2.75% 9 | | 
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XCI. 

1. Inverting the system from A, two of the circles become 
straight lines at right angles, and the other a circle cutting these 
lines orthogonally, i.e. a circle of which these lines are diameters, 
while the inverses of the circles ABC, AB'C’ are a pair of lines 

joining the extremities of these diameters. But these lines are 

obviously parallel, therefore their inverses are circles touching 
at A, 

2. Let AY be the perpendicular from A on BC, O the 

centre of the circle. Make OAO' = BA Y, so that for a given 

angle ABC, AO’ is a fixed line. Draw OO’ perpendicular to 40’, 
and join O’Y. Then, since AY: 4B=A0O': AO, and the angles 
BAU, YAO' are equal, the triangles BAO, YAO’ are similar, 

therefore 40’: 0’Y=AO:0OB, i.e. O'Y is constant. Hence the 

locus of Y is a circle, and the envelope of BC is a conic of which 

A is a focus, and this circle the auxiliary circle. Moreover, the 

eccentricity is AO’: O'Y, i.e. AO: O4, and is therefore the same 
for all the conics, i.e. the conics are similar. 

Again, let X be the foot of a directrix and draw XP perpen- 
dicular to AO’, meeting AO in P. Then 

AP‘ AO=AXA +> AC HE:31-~-S; 

therefore P is a fixed point, and there is another similar point on 
the other directrix. 

3. We want the number of solutions of the equation 

L+Y+Z=N, 
where x, y, 2 > 7. 

This is the coefficient of ¢” in (1+¢+@+...+¢")° 
real (1 oh yy (1 Bie t)* 

(1-30 sett {143 ENCED. 
pusy 

Now since 7 <2n+1, we need only retain the first two terms in 
the first bracket, and the coefficient is 

(rt+1)(r+ 2) 3 (r—n)(r—n4+1) 

2 2 . 

which is equivalent to the expression given. 
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4. Ifa—b is even, then a+6 must be even. Let 

a+b=2m, a-—b=2n. 

Then ab=m*—n*, and this is a perfect square, say p*, so that 

m?—n? = p*, while (a?—b*) /ab=4mnp, so that we have to shew 
that mnp = M (60). 

Now every square number is of one of the forms 5r or 5r +1. 
Hence since m?=n?+ jp, n and p cannot both be of the 

form 5r+1, for then m? would be of the form 57+2. Hence 

unless either x or p is a multiple of 5, one of them must be of 

the form 57+1, and the other 57+2, and in this case m?*, and 

therefore m, is a multiple of 5. Hence in any case mmp is a 
multiple of 5. 

Similarly, from the fact that every square number is of the 
form 4r or 4r + 1, and also of the form 37 or 37 +1, we can shew 

that mnp is a multiple of 4 and 3. 

5. If aand Bf be the two roots such that a? + 8? =a, they 

must be the roots of a quadratic of the form 

a —hra+tr?=0. 

Hence putting 

e+ pu? + poe + ps = (a — Aw + EA) (w + p, + A), 

we find ~—2?-—Ap,=pP., $A?(p, +A) =Ps, 

and hence the equations 

22 + 3drp, + 3p, = 0, 

Ap, + 3rAp, + Bp; = 0, 
whence, eliminating A, we get 

(18p, ps — 92") (6p. — 3p,") = (3p, p, — 12p,)?, 

which reduces to the condition given. 

The equation in question satisfies the condition, and writing 
it in the form 

(a® — Aw + 2A*) (@ — Ga + ADHD... os. (i), 

we have $A°+A(6a—A)=0, ie. A=9a, since A+0. Hence by 

(i) the roots are — 3a and 48-3. 
2 

R. K. 32 
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6. Since the nine-point circle touches the inscribed and 
escribed circles, we have a=4H—1r, B=1}R+n7, etc. Also 

r=4 sin $4 sin 3B sin 3C, 

r,= 4H sin $A cos $B cos $C, ete. ; 

m1 —r=4ksin? $A, 7.4+7;= 4K cos’? $4, 

GG) 4s hy 0 SAR oi cctinne ss (i). 

But B+y+8—lla=—4h + (r,+7,+73—1) + 12r 

3 =12r from (i), 

and ytdt+a—l1IP=—-4R+(r7,4+7,4+7;-7) — 127, 

=-—12r,, etc. 

Hence since & : — ) the first result follows. 
1 . 

Further 

Sor = Rh? + Rr +r. t 73-7) +772 4+ Br? 

= BR? + 2R?(1—cos A) (1—cos B) (1 — cos C) 

+ 2h? , 3 (1-cos A) (1 + cos B) (1 + cos C) 

= 5h? + 2h? (1— 3 cos A + 3 cos B cos C —cos A cos B cos C’) 

| + 2k? (3+ cos 4-3 cos B cos C—3 cos A cos & cos C) 

= h? (13-8 cos A cos B cos C). 

7. <All the angles a - : satisfy tan?4@=1. Putting 

tan 6=t, this equation is 

(4¢ — 4¢)? = (1 - 67 + #), 

and the roots of this are therefore tan aa (r=1, 3, 5... 15). 

Hence putting #=«, the roots of 

16a (1—2x)? =(1—6x +27) | 

are tan” ae (r=1, 3, 5, 7), and this is the equation in question. 
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8. Any tangent to the parabola is 

x—my +am =, 

Hence if the tangents at m,, m, intersect in (X, Y), then m, and 
m, are the roots of 

X-myY +am?=0 eltds Kab cab dindddiuee (i), 

so that if m,, m,, m, be the roots of the cubic 

a — Bm + ym? — 8m? =0 00... eee cece (ii), 

we must have an identity of the form 

a(a— Bm + ym? — §m*) = (X — mY + am*) (k — dm), 

so that 
aa=kiX, aB=kY + bx, ay =ka + 8Y pecces (ili). 

Now suppose we also have another triangle determined by the 
cubic 

a — Bm + ym = Sm eO  ... cece cescee (iv). 

Consider the conic 

2 Bye ee 

| ee Pee Mare A ig 

oe ge OO 

| mew @ 

Multiplying the first, third and fourth rows by —a, k, 6 
respectively, and adding, we see from the equations (iii) that 
(X, Y) lies on this conic; and since the first two rows may be 
interchanged it follows that. this is the conic circumscribing the 
two circumscribing triangles, and if it passes through the origin, 

% B it 

a, ff 

i.e. Be & or from (ii) and (iv) & me >) rit 
a < m, m, 

9. The tangent at B to the circle is 

ay+ca=kba, ie. ay=(kb—c)a. 

Hence if this makes an angle 6 with BC, we have 

sin 6 a 

sin(B=®) ~iG—0? 
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i.e. sin B cot 6- cos B= — 

k—cos A 
whence cot § = —. 

sin A 

Now if O is the centre, VY the middle point of BC, and FR’ the 

radius, then BON =6; therefore sar =sin 0; 

2 eee sin A 
= ———— and sin §= i 

sin 6 /1—-2k cos A + k? 

10. Let W be the weight of each rod, and unity its length. 

Let FG, GA, AB make angles 6, ¢, w with the horizontal. 
The reaction X at F is horizontal by symmetry. Hence 

taking moments about 4 for the rods AG, GF together, we 
have 

X (sin 6+ sin d)=3W cos¢+ W (cos ¢ + 3 cos 6) 

SEW cha +s W 00s 8 0.50... cise (i). 

Also taking moments about G for FG, we get 

URE PROG no li). 
From (i) and (ii) 

siné+sing 3cos¢+cos 6 

ee cos 6 

whence tan @= 2 tan Gi 5. c,-sener- ace ashes (iii). 

Again, resolving horizontally for AG, G/F, the horizontal 

reaction at A is X, and the vertical reaction due to the three 

lower rods is 3W. Hence taking moments about J for AB, we 

have 

X siny=2W cosy—tW cosy = W cosy. 

Hence, from (ii), teas = 2 GO 8 is oi-vecia eens (iv). 

But 2cos¢+2cos6=AD=2 cosy+1; 

cos d — cosy + cos @=}. 

But if tan 6 =, then cos @=(1+ a") 3, and from (iii) and (iv) 

cos 6 =(1+9a)"3, cosy=(1+4a*)"4. 
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11. Let B be the angle the direction of projection makes 
with the horizontal, a the inclination of the plane of pro- 

jection to the vertical plane in direction east, V the velocity of 
projection. Then the initial vertical velocity of the second shot 
is Vsinf, while its horizontal velocities are V cos Bcosa east 
and Vcos#sina north. Hence if the shots meet after time ¢, 

we must have 
(Vsin 8B. t—tg#)+tgf =c, 

V cos B sina. t=), 

Vt-—VcosBcosa.t=a. 

From these we easily get 

ka 2ab ot 6° mar o cota @? 

Le. cot e bl 
T 3 aaeb oo? 

Beta @ibee? 
Sap Sac 

- cosee B =~ + 

Again if @ be the inclination of the direction of projection to 

the east, we easily see from the figure that 

cos @ = cos a cos f, 

; b? + ¢? - a? J(P+e+ @)— 4c 
Le. cos 6é= . 

J (B+ 2 a2)? + 40°? a+b +e 
_P+e-—a 

~ 48 +07 

12. Taking the co-ordinates of any point as (m*, m’*), the 

tangent at this point is 

x, Y; 1 . 

m, m, 1/=0, ie. 3mx-2y—m'*=0, 

2m, 3m’, 0 

: and the corresponding normal is 

Za + Sy = 2m? + Bm*.........ceeeereeeees (i). 
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Hence, if the normal at m’ coincides with the tangent at m, 
we must have 

2 3m’ rE 2m” + 3m’4 

, ey, ay m3 ? 

4 
whence m=- —— 9m’ ’ 

putting 9m’'*=+t, becomes # + 62-32 =0, 

ie. (¢—2) (+ 8¢+16)=0, 

giving ¢=2 or—4. This gives only one real value of m’2, viz. 2, 

and the corresponding value of m? is $, and these are the ab- 
scissae of the two points, the lines being given by (i), when 

2/2 
m= +— = 

3 

and we get 32 = 243m’? (2m’'2+ 3m’), which, 

XCII. 

1. Let PY and AB meet in F, and AQ, BP in #. Then 

EF is the polar of O and is therefore fixed. Also OZ is the 
polar of /’, i.e. the pole of O£# is on PQ; therefore the: pole of 

PQ is on OE;; let it be 7. 
Now since 4B is a diameter, OPH and OQF are right 

angles, and therefore, since 7P=7'Q, 7 must be the middle 

point of OZ, i.e. the locus of 7’ is a fixed line parallel to ZF. 

2. If o and o’ are ‘the circular points, and S the given 

focus, then So and So’ are tangents to the conic, so that all 

the conics are touched by the same four lines. Hence the 

director circles have a common radical axis, i.e. they all pass 

through the same two points. 

3. The expanded form of the determinant is 

(b+) (c+ a) (at b)} — 2a? b? c® — Sa’ (6 +c)’, 

and if a, 6, c are the roots of a°— px? +qx—r=0, the latter sum 

is 3 (aqg—r)’, ie. g®. 3a’ — 3q?r. Sa? + 3gr’. Sa — 3r*, and this is 

E= (p*- 3pq + 3r) g — 3 (p?— 29) 9? 7 + 38pgr? — 37° 

= pq — 3pq' + Iq r — 3p? q?r + 38pqr? — 37”. 
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Hence the value of the determinant is 

(pq —7r) — 2r* — E = 3q° (pq — 3r) 

as given, since pq — 3r = Sa’. 

4. Since V = 16-1] =(2"%)”—1, and 2” is prime to 23; 

therefore by Fermat’s Theorem V = 1/(23). So also 

NV = (2”)*—1, so that VY = (19). 

’. M=M(19 x 23) = M (437). 

Again, by Wilson’s Theorem 

1+18!=M(19) and 1+ 22!= M (23). 
But 

(1 + 22!)-—(1 + 18!) = 18!(22. 21. 20. 19-1) 

= 18! {(23 — 1) (23 — 2)(23 — 3) (23-4) -1} 

= 18! {M (23) + 24-1}=18!. (23). 

Hence, since 1 + 22! is 14(23), so also is 1+ 18!, so that 

1+18!= M (19 x 23) = M (437). 

5. If | } 
J (x) = @ — 5ax—1=(x - a) (a — B)(x— y) (a—8)(x#- 8), 

then (f(x) =5at-— 5a=3(a—f)(a— y)(a — 8) (a — €). 

Hence, putting «=a, we have 

(a —B)(a- y)(a—3)(a—«) = 5a! — 5a 
_ 5 (aa + 1) v 5 

— 5a = 20a +-; 
a a 

Hence the given function is 

2 

25.3 (40+) =25.% (160? + 80. = + =) 
a a a 

1 1 = 25 (800° + 8a. 3- +35). 
a a 

Now hee a . 6 +s aoe tk 
a Ps a p 

Hence the given function is 

25 (80a? — 40a? + 25a*) = 1625a°*. 
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2 
6. Let — =a, and call the given series S, so that 

S = cos a+ 2 cos 2a + 3 cos 3a +... + (n— 1) cos (n—1)a. 

If we multiply by 2 (1 - cosa), the coefficient of cos ra becomes 

. 2r —(r + 1)-—(r-1) = 9. 

This applies to all values of 7 from 1 to » — 2. 

of cos(n—l)a is 2(n—1)—(m—2)=n, and that of cos xa is 
—(n—1). We thus have 

The coefficient 

2 (1 — cosa) S=—1+n cos (n—1)a—(n—1) cos na. 

But cosna=1, and cos (7—1)a=cosa; 

.. 2(1-—cosa) S=—n+n cos a, 

ie. S=—4n. 

If « be a positive proper fraction, we have é 

log(1+a)>a-43a? and <a—}a?+1a%. 

] 
Putting e=—, we get 

n 2° 3 
Writing n—1, n—2, etc. for m and adding, this gives 

Be | , Bea | 1 oes | l 
27a A atg- 27 lem tl)> 2. -5-38, 

Gig eee yt Gee 1 
g° 487 08 (m+ 1)—logn>— ——. —. 

1.e. _ —log (7 + 1) lies between 

1 1 1 4 1 
5°77 and 9° 27373 Aa 

ee Sete 1 7 
Now, when 7 is infinite 5 72 becomes ra and since 

log (n + 1) —log n = log (1 + -), 

] ie 
which ultimately vanishes, we have =~ — log nm, when ” is in- 

finite, lying between » 

ta er 1 4 
12 and g-3(ltm tat ee 
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8. Any conic having double contact at P and @ is of the 
form 

bx? + a®y® ~ a*b? + k (ax sin a — by cos a — a? ~ 6 sin a cos a)? = 

If this is a parabola, 

(6° + ka? sin®a) (a? + kb? cos*a) = k®a*b* sin®a cos*a, 

a*b? 
whence 4=— ——,——_____ , and the equation becomes 

a‘ sin’a + 6* cos*a 

(6? cosa. x+a* sina. y)* + 2a°b? (a? — 6) sin’a cosa. x 

— 2a*b* (a? — b*) sin a cos?a. y+... =9, 

and the axisis 0*cosa.xv+a*sina.y+A=0, 

«3b? (a? — b?) sin?a cosa — a°b* (a? — b*) sin*a cos*a 

ee b° cos*a + a@° sin?a 

_ a6? (a? — 6°)’ sin’a cos*a 

b® cos?a + a® sin?a 

where A= 

9. The pole of (z’, y’) for the circle (x — €)°+(y—)?=7" is 

(x—£) (# -€)+(y—a)(y' - a=”. 

If this coincides with = cos a+%sina= 1, we have 
b 

oe —£) _ OY =) _ 924 €(@—£) + 0(¥-2) 
COs a sin a 

whence, eliminating a, the locus of (’, y’) is 

a? (a — £)? +b? (y — n)* = (wé + yn — §? — 9? + 7°). 

The terms of the second degree in this equation are 

(a? — €*) a? — 2éay + (b°— 9°) y”*. 

Hence the locus is similar to the original conic if 

(a? + b?— €?- Za _ (a + BY 

(@-E)U-7)- Fr a 
giving, on reduction, the required locus of (&, 7): 
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10. Let A and B be the lower and upper ends of the rod, 
C its point of contact with the table. Then since the rod begins 

to move at A, and not at C, the friction at A is perpendicular 

to CA. Hence, if R be the vertical pressure at A, we have, 

taking moments about an axis through C perpendicular to the 
rod and in the vertical plane containing it, 

ph. AC= PcosB. CB, 

ie pR=P (2g. iE) O08 IF ining inc ash seen: (i). 

Now draw AD perpendicular to the edge to meet it in J, and 
DM vertical to the ground. Then taking moments about the 

edge, we have 

pRsinB.DM+R.AM=W.(1-n) AM, 

DM ea 
and since —— = tana, this is 

AM 

R(wsin Btanat+1)=W(1l-72)............0.. (ii). 

Eliminating # from (i) and (ii), we get the given value for P. 

11. At the point P where the particle leaves the curve the 
2 

pressure vanishes and we have Lag cos 6, where @ is the angle 
p 

which the normal at P makes with the vertical. But if the 

eccentric angle of P is ¢, 

vw = 29 (a— aos d) 5 

p co8 = 2a (1 —cos.d)  .......c0..e ss. (i). 

Also if 0’ is the semi-diameter conjugate to CP, 

b cos wet 
: eee aie gees &, 

and b’? = a? (1 — e cos’). 

Substituting in (i), we find that ¢ satisfies the equation 

(1 —& cos’) cos @ = 2 (1 — cos ¢). 

But 

a* sin’ sin’ sin’dcosd =| 
pl aesa tle IESE Pic Ae “a 1 

b’? l-ecos’*d 2(1—cosd) 2 Ree oo ae sin?@ = 
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2—cosd—cos’d 1 
cos? 6 = 9 = 9 (1 — cos $) (2 + cos $), 

and the latus-rectum of the parabola is 

2v* cos” = dadhn eeaeioas 

= 2a (1 —cos )? (2 + cos ¢). 

ha op i: aE a2 aaa ¥y pee 

= : seo 5 + tan—, 

8 
the value of the first integral is evidently ¢” tan 5 . 

1 : i 

sin B sin (# — a) ~ gin asin (a — B) 
Again, 

ae sin (a — £) sine 

~ sina sin Bf sin (# — a) sin (aw — 8) 
sin x 

sin (w—a) sin (a — 8)" 
= (cot B—cota). 

Hence the second integral is 

1 1 dx 1 da 

cot B — cota Pay sin (# — a) - aac lame—a| 

1 ] L—a 1 } 

= Ae an 2 Sg =o ag 9 ues 

XCIII. 

1. Let O, O’ be the centres of the circles, a and 6 their 
radii. Let P be any point, @ its inverse for the first circle, Q’ 

the inverse of Q for the second. Then, if the operations are 
commutative, the inverse of P for the second circle must lie on 
OQ’, and must therefore be R, the intersection of OQ’, O'P. 
We have then PRQ’Q a cyclic quadrilateral and OP. OV =a’, 
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O'?@. O'' =b?. But the sum of the squares of the tangents from 

O and O’ to the circle round PRQY'Q is equal to OO’. Hence 

OOF = a" +6", 

i.e. the two circles cut orthogonally. 

2. Let YQ’ meet the asymptotes in R and RF’, and let PQ, 

PJ’ meet the polar of Pin Vand V’. Then since PV is divided 
harmonically by the curve, and the second intersection is at 
infinity, PY = QV. 

So also PY’ =Q'V’, and therefore QQ’ is parallel to the polar 

of ?. It is therefore also parallel to the tangent at the ex- 
tremity of the given diameter, i.e. YQ’ is fixed in direction. 
But PY: PY =CR: CR’, and this is a constant ratio. 

3. ‘The equations are equivalent to az’°+bx+c=0, x =1, 
where «+1. Now 

(a + BY’ —a?— B’ = TaB (a+ B) (a? +a + 6%). 
Putting a=ax, B=6, we get 

(ax +b) — ala? — b' = Tabs (ax + 6) (a?a? + aba + 0°)”. 

Now (ax + b)’ =a? (ax +b)’ =—c’, since ax’ + ba =—e. 

Also a®x? + aba + b? =a (ax? + bx) + b? = 6? — ae. 

Hence the above becomes 

—c'— a —b' = Tab (—c) (6° — ac)’, 

ie. Sa’ — Tabe (6? — ac)? =0 

This includes the result of the elimination when « = 1, viz. 

a+b+c=0. 

4, If u, denotes either p, or g,, we have 

Un = Un_1 + (n+ 1) (n—1) Uq-2, 

1.€. Uy — 07Uy_ = — (n?— 1) [tty_1 — (1 — 1)? tna], 

whence Up —1°ty_, = (— 1)""? (n? = 1) ... (8? — 1) (uw, — 27a). 
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For the p’s we have u,—2°u,=—6, and for the g’s =0. Hence, 
we tind 

Pn Pa-1 n~l l 

trie (mc iyyp (145) 

Pn Smee gia ot 
inte 3 : , Ie n° 

jot oa i.e. fe g teat = 

since g,=(n!). Hence Lt = log 2. 
n=2 n 

5. Taking 

at + pa? + ga? + rx +s = (a*—- ax +b) (a?-—a'x+ 0’), 

let a, 5 be the roots of a first quadratic, B, y those of the 
y Seem 

second. Then A= , whence 
a’ —a 

Se See 
A+b A+B’ QA4+54+H' A(H+ 0) + 200 

Sl A sy aad (i) 
Tae Ge : 

since a+a=-p, b+b'+aad=q, ab’'+ab=-r, bb'=s. 

. ,_ 2 (Ar—ps) From (i) we get b+ = gar 

rv Also - aa! = (d+ d)(A+ 0) (J a) 

= {r+ 2 (Ar — ps) +a (P55) 

pa- 7 28 — 2X 

1 pre—--r 
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Hence the equation is 

2(Ar—ps) 1 p??-7 _ 

pr—r tf) Mas 

which reduces to the form given. 

6. Putting cos’a=a, etc, the determinant is 

Sa* [(1 —y))—(1 — 2)"] =~ 3308 (y —2) + 83a? (y*—2%) 
=3(y— 2%) (2—@) (w—y) (2a — Xy2). 

Now since x, y, 2 are positive proper fractions, it is evident 

that de> Syz, ie. Se— yz cannot vanish. Hence one of the 
differences y—z, etc. must vanish. But 

y — z= cos’B — cos* y = $ (cos 28 — cos 2y). 

Hence one of the differences cos 28 — cos 2y, etc. must vanish. 

~_— If (1 + 2a) (1+ 2b) (1 +%e) ...=A+%B, 

then Slog(1+ia)=log(4 +78), and equating the imaginary 

parts, we get = tan-?@=tan?_-. 
A 

9 ) 7 ry 

Now (1+iF\ (+i). i p9), P z Fin 

Also Ji= i. * and therefore the given product is 
/2 

sinh (1 +7) 6 

(1 +72) 6 

But sinh (6 + 70) = sinh @ cos 6 +72 cosh 6 sin 6 ; 

sinh(6+76) 1 
(1+2)6 20 

Hence the given series is equal to 

cosh 6 sin 6 — sinh @ cos 5) 

(1 —2) (sinh 6 cos 6 +7 cosh @ sin 6). 

a 

ee ee 6 cos 6 + cosh 6 sin 6 

tan 6 — tanh 6 

tan 6 +.tanh 3) : 

the inverse tangent having its principal value, and n being some 

integer depending on the value of p. 

=nr+tan™ ( 
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%. Suppose the normals at the extremities of the lines 

must coincide with 

(a? — 6°) xy + b®a sina —a*y cosa=0. 

Comparing these we get 

1+Al’=0, 1+Amm’=0, A=]1, 

lm’ +IU'm +0 m+m 

a2 — 6? b? sina azcosa’ 

leading to 
ee gh IA Dian) 
eee P+ m? oe 

? : b sserecesecees (iii). 
nog OF (me=1)I 

co eo Pee. 

Now we want the envelope of (i) when (ii) passes through a. 
The latter fact yields the condition 

cosa sina 
«f- 

l m 
+1=0. 

Hence from (iii), substituting and reducing, we find 

atl? + b4m? = (a? — b?), 

which is the condition that (i) should touch 

ee 1 
ae 

ai BS (@—BpP 

9. The equation to a conic touching the four lines is 

Lo? + MB? + Ny’ = 9, 

with the single condition 
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The tangents from (a’, £’, i are 

(Lo? +...+...)(La?+...+...)=(Laa'+...+...)? ...(ii). 

Now, if the triangle of reference is pe the conditions 
that the general conic should represent a circle are 

vt+w-2w =w+u—2v =u+v—2w’. 

Applying these to the locus (ii), we obtain on reduction 

La’? (M+ N)+ MN (p'+y'y 

= two similar expressions, 

L ie: 

whence, using (i), the locus of the foci is 

r m, 7 ei 

(B+ yy gt eo 4 . 

B’, (y+)’, yA 

7) , (a+), 1 

in which the coefficient of /? is 

(a+ B+y)[—20°+ a? (a+B+y)+2aBy]. 

Hence, excluding the line infinity, this gives the locus stated. 

10. Let x be the distance of the points of attachment of the 

wire from the apex, and suppose each rod makes an angle 6 with 

the vertical. Then /=/3xsin 6. 
For a symmetrical displacement the equation of virtual 

work is 

3W. ee (5 cos 0) +37’ 8 (/3x sin 6) = 0, 

i.e. — W.csin0.86+ 3/37. xcos 6. 86=0. 

=> -,tand. W 

an sin? @ 

— 5 °° Teos 6 

h ; 3 @-¥ 
But cos 0 =~; te L=5- 7 ee W. 
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11. Suppose the plane of projection makes an angle @ with — 
the lines of greatest slope, and that its intersections with the 
inclined plane and the ground are inclined at an angle ¢. Then, 
from a figure, 

sin @ = cos @ sin a. 

The maximum range in this direction is 

uw | 2h 

g(1+sing) 1+cos@sina’ 

Hence the extreme points which can be reached lie on the 

curve whose polar equation is 

se = 1+ cos 6@sina, 

and this curve is an ellipse of eccentricity sina and semi-latus 

rectum 2h. Its semi-axes are therefore 
) 

aha s- an ; 
cos’ a COS a 

so that its area is dah? sec’ a. 

12. The tangent at the point 2a is 

u = U cos (6 — 2a) + U’ sin (6 — 2a), 

where U, U’ are the values of uw and ns at the point. 

1 du dr : 
But at db go 709 

1 du _ hs a 

ud@ 1+cosé | i 

U’ 1 
7 = tana, and Ot 5a 

Hence the tangent is 

2a cos* a 

1 cos (6 — 3a) 

~ Qacosta” cosa 

ie. 7 cos (9 — 3a) = 2a cos’ a. 

[cos (6 — 2a) + tan a sin (6 — 2a)| 

> 
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To find where this meets the curve, we have 

(1 + cos 6) cos (@ — 3a) = 2 cos’ a, 

i.e. 2 cos (@— 3a) + cos (20— 3a) + cos 3a = 4 cos? a 

2 cos (0 — 3a) + cos (26 — 3a) = 3 cos a. 

Writing this in the form 

— 4} cos (26— 3a) —4 cos a+ 2 cos a —cos (6 — 3a) =0, 

we see that it is equivalent to 

[1 — cos (6 — 2a)] [cos (@~a) + 2 cosa] =0. 

: ery 
The first factor is 2 sin? 

—2 
5» and corresponds to the repeated 
_ 

root 2a. Hence 28 must satisfy 

cos (9—a)+2cosa=0. 

XCIV. 

1. Through C draw any line cutting the given lines in 

a and b. Join Qb and draw Pa’ parallel to Yb meeting the 
other line in a’. Then evidently a’ and 6 will form homographic 
ranges on the two lines, and so also will a and 6. Hence the 
points a and a’ form homographic ranges on the same lines, and 
the double points of these ranges will give two solutions of the 

problem. 

2. Let PR, QS meet in O. Then evidently the line joining 

the middle points of PQ, AS will pass through 0, and it also 

passes through the centre C. 
mie if PQ meets the asymptotes in P’ and Q’, thaw 

= VQ’, so that V, the middle point of PQ, is also the middle 

oe of P’Q’. Hence, since P’CQY’ is a right angle, it follows 
that CV=Vi; 

VOP' =VPC=PPL 
if the tangent at P meets the asymptote C?’ in L. 
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But CP=PL; .. PCL=PLIC. 

VOP=PPL+PLC 

=a right angle, since PQ is normal at P. 

Hence CO is at right angles to CP. 

3. Let Z be the integral part of (/5+2)", and f the 

fractional part. Since J5-2 is a proper fraction, so also is 

(/5 — 2)", say f’. We have then 

1+f=(V5+2)%,  f’=(V5-2)"; 

o T+ ff! =2 {(/5)" + "Cy. (5)? 27 4 90,. (5-4, 4 + oY, 
T+ f—f' = 24°C, (5)? 2+ 9C,. (n/5)-8.-2? +... 

If nm is even, the first series is rational and of the form 
M (4) + 2, since every term after the first is (4). Since then 
I+f+f' is an integer, and f and /’ are proper fractions, 
f+f’ must be unity. Therefore / is of the form M(4) +1. 

If » is odd, the second series is rational and of the form 
M (4). Hence since 1+f/—/"’ is an integer, f—/’ must be zero 

(it cannot be 1 or —1). Therefore / is of the form M (4). 

4. The highest power of a contained in 7! is 

1(=)+1(%) 4-5 

where J (x) is the greatest integer in a, and this is less than 

a 7% 

ee ee G. 

since the series only extends to a finite number of terms. 

Similarly for 8, y ..... But denoting these highest powers by 
p,q, 7%..., we must have n!=a?Bty’ ... ; 

n n 

*. ni<ae-1Be-1,.,, 

33—2 
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5, The sums of successive powers of the roots of the equation 

a? — Spa? + Spa — gq =0 

are easily calculated from the equation 

Sp45 — OP8p43 + OP"8p41 — q8, = 0. 
We find 

R=M,. 108, #20. so OOo. “a, = Be, 

85= 100p*, s,=350p*, 3,,= 1250p + 597. 

Now 

Za;4a.°a,”. Ya, = S + Ba,°a,%a,? + Sa,4a.4a,7 + Sa,4a,%a,°...(i), 

where S is the given sum; and when two indices are alike, 
each permutation of the corresponding suffixes is to count as 
a separate term. 

Now applying the formula 

20,Pa.4a3” = 8p 8g8-— B8qi78py + Wyigar 

to the sums on the right of (i), (which vanishes, since 3a, =0), 
they are respectively 

nara rhe st 8g 82 + y «ee th Kes 28584 soa Sg 85 + 23.55 8 884 + 28105 

whence S = — 681) + 28,8, + 8,7 — 8,87 + 38,8, 

and substituting the values for the quantities s previously found, 
we obtain, on reduction, 

= — 500p" — 59°. 

6. Let # and / be the middle points of AB, CD and let 
EF=p. Then we have 

2 

se diervsi Open, dit y= =2DE* +S, b? 4? = 2EC* +5 

(where e =x, BD=y), whence 

P+ d?+ e+ y=4p+074+C, 

ie. 4p?=6?+d?—a?—C+ar+y’ 

Similarly, for the other line, 

47 =a? +0C—b?-—d? +27 + y’, 
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whence 

4(pr+@y=2(ar+yjy=4(r+r)3 1. pP+q?=07 + 7, 

and l6p*q? = (a? + yy — (6? Ae d* — a? —c*)? 

= (x? —y?)? + {4% y? — (6? + d® — a — c*)"! 

= 160°r? + 16? 

(since A=}aysin¢d, and 2xy cos d= 6? +d*—a*?-c*, where ¢ is 
the angle between the diagonals). 

Hence p® and ¢’ are the roots of 

2 —(o° + 7°) 2+ 0°r? + A?=0, 

7. From the logarithmic series, we find 

1 + wer 
lo¢ 

1+w?a’ .-. = 
%+ 5a? —aot—tot+...= : 

@ — or 

where w and w’ are the imaginary cube roots of unity, so that we 
may take 

Qin Qir 

aen-@5 ,'ene *:, 

Hence the given series is the coefficient of ¢ in 

Vee 
or log 

é 2r 

es Leetl?-3 

ae Qr 
1 : 1 +cos (6+) +isin (0+ =") 

= og 5 : 

V3i “ L+00s (8-5) + isin (8-3) 
3 3 

Now the real part of 

log {1 +00 (6+ 3") + isin (6+)! 

. Jaa\ Pe. Qa 
aS $ log {{1 + cos (0+) +sin?(9 +>) 

=} log {2 + 20s (0+=*)} 

= th log {4 cost (5 + 3)} =log {200s (5 +5) 
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and similarly for the denominator. Hence the value of the 

given series is 

5 6 

8. The pole of lx+m'y+n’=0 for the second circle is 

given by 
C20 Yt eee 

PC EO ee ee 

and if this lies on le«+my+n=0, we find 

cll’ + (c? — b?) mm’ — b (In' + Un) + nn’ = 0. 

Hence if Ax?+2Hay+...=0 represents a pair of lines, they 

are conjugate for the circle if 

Ac? + B(c?— 6?) —2G64+ C=0 ......... ee. ee ft es 

Now the tangents from (€, 7) to the first circle are 

(a? + y? + Qaw + 07) (E+ 7? + 2a + c) = {a (E+ a) t+ yntas+e}, 

for which 
A=7n7+C—@’, B= §? + 2a€ + &, 

G = an? + (a? — 0°) &, C = (ce — a?) €? 4+ cy. 

Substituting these in (i), we get the locus given for (€, 7). 

9. The tangential equation to > Py=0 is 

>? —23mn = 0, 

Hence that of any confocal is 

>? —23mn+k (3? —23mn cos A) =), 

ie. (1+). 3P—23(1 +k cos A)mn=90. 

If the confocal touches a = 0, this must be satisfied when m =n =0 
and /+0, whence k=—1, and when this is the case, the conic 

evidently touches B=0 and y=0 also. 

The tangential equation is then mn sin’ 5 = 0. But the 
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tangential equation of 3/Aa=0 is SAmn=0, and therefore in 
this case we must have 

r 

sin? — 
2 

and the confocal is Sa sin 2 = Oj 

10. Consider first the spherical segment cut off by a plane 

at distance z from the centre. To find its centre of gravity we 
consider it as the difference of the spherical sector and the cone 
having the same plane base and its vertex at O, the centre of 
the sphere (radius a). 

The centre of gravity of the sector is at a distance 3 (a+ 2) 
from O, that of the cone at distance }z, while their respective 
volumes are 37a? (a—z) and }7 (a? — 2°) z. 

Hence the distance of the centre of gravity of the segment 

from O is 

p70" (a - z).3(a+z)—-3Za(a?—2)2.$2 3 (a+z)P 
2ra*(a—2z)—}2 (a? —2)z —£" Gers’ 

‘ 27 
and if z= 5° this is 10% 

Now calling the centre of gravity G, let V be the point of 

contact of the solid with the inclined plane. Then 1G is vertical, 
and the angle the plane face makes with the horizontal is the 

angle OG makes with the vertical, i.e. 180° — OGN. 

sin OGN - ON _ 40 
But . 

sinONG OG 27° 
and ON Gea. 

11. The acceleration of the wedge horizontally is 

mg sin @ COs a 

M +msin?a 
(as in vit. 11, putting » = 0). 

Hence acceleration of the particle relative to the wedge, parallel 
to the lines of greatest slope, is 

J2 
mg SiN a COs a ; M+m)gsina 

: ee fe . 
M+m sin*® a M +m sin’ a 
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Since this acceleration is constant in magnitude and direction, 

the particle describes a parabola on the face of the wedge. 
Also the velocity perpendicular to the direction of this ac- 

celeration is V cos 8. Hence the latus-rectum of the path is 
2V? cos? B/f. 

12. If P is the point m, then since PQ makes the same 
angle with the axis as the tangent, its equation is 

“2+ my = sam’, 

and it meets the parabola again at the point — 3m. 

Hence PQ)? = (Yam? — am’)? + (2am + bam)’, 

whence PQ=8am. V1 + m2. 

Also if CY is the perpendicular from C on PQ, we have, 
since the co-ordinates of C are (2a + 3am’, — 2am’), 

2a — 2am | 

J1 + m? : 

4 PQ.CY = 8am (1 — m4). 

This is a maximum when m—m’ is a maximum, i.e. when 

Gr 

1 
1 —5m*=0 or m=-—=, 

/5 
and CP, being the normal, makes an angle tan=!m with the axis. 

XCV. 

1, Suppose the lines meet HF, FD, DE in X, Y, Z respec- 
tively, and let OA, OB, OC meet the opposite sides in LZ, M, XN. 

Then since the sides of DHF are parallel to those of ABC, and 
DX is parallel to AZ, it is evident that 7X: XF=BL: LC, 
and similarly 

FY: YD=CM:MA, DZ:ZE=AN: NB. 

But since AL, BM, CN meet in a point, therefore the ratio 
compounded of BL: LC, CM: MA and AN: NB is unity. 
Hence the ratio compounded of EX: XF, etc. is unity, and 

therefore DX, HY, FZ meet in a point. 

2. Let P and P’ be the two points of contact on one side of 

the axis, and PG, P’G’ the normals, so that G and G’ are the centres 
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of the circles. Let Z and M be the internal and external centres 

of similitude, and bisect LM in O. Then 

GL GM GL+GM GM-GL 

GL GM GL+GM GOM-GL' 
GL OL OG 

GL OC OL’ 
0G GI Pe 

Oe Gr PG 
But, if PN be the ordinate of P, 

PG? = PN* + 44S? = 44S (AN + AS)=4AS. SP = 44S. SG. 

se Ee 

SG PG?’ 
so that S must coincide with 0. 

Hence 

3. If m is odd, the sum of the products is 

Scag _L (n?(m-1) n(n—1)(2n—1)) _ n(n?-1) 

and their number is es 

Hence the A.M. is - ne ) , and the ratio of n? to this is 

eC 

= ag hanes 
n 

tending to the limit 6 as increases. 
If n is even, the sum of the products is 

n(n?—1) rn? n(n—2)(2n+ 1) 
ae ae 24 

; . n—-2 : oe 
and their number is — , leading to a similar result. 

4. Using x flags, they may be selected in "C,, ways, and they 

have then to be divided into r different groups. This can be done 
by associating with them r—1 points of partition, and then 

arranging these «+7 —1 things in all possible ways. Since r—1 

_ of them are alike, the number of arrangements is 

(e+r—1)! 

(r—1)! 
=r(r+1)(r+2)...(r+2-1). 
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Thus the eg of signals which can be made with 2 flags is 
lees 1) (r+ 2)...(r+a—-1). 

Including on case in which no flag is used, 2 may have all 
values from 0 to n, and thus the total number of signals is 

me r ROR + el 

46 lai I!(n—1)! * 2!(n—2)1~ 
which is the coefficient of «” in the product of the two series 

‘Hat Pack | He 
nN. : 5 8 T! ary + 3] see 

», r(r+1)(r+ 2) ret 
and f+ qj*h oo SF 31 very 

and these are respectively the expansions of n!¢® and (1 — x)~”. 
Since this includes the case when no flag is used, and therefore 

no signal made, the actual number of possible signals is one less 

than this coefficient. 

.. to (n+ 1) terms} ; 

5. We have 

= (a — B)* = (n—1) Sat— 43038 + 63028? ......... (1). 

Now — 3a®B = da’. SaB — Zo?By, 
and Xa*By = ta. SaBy — 43aByd = p, ps — 4); 

2a" B = (p," — 2ps) P2— (PiPs — 4P)- 
Also ach’ = (2a)? — 22a7By aa 63aByd 

= Po — 2p, pz + 24, 
and dat = (p,? — 2p,)? — 23078, 

Substituting these in (i) its value is 

(2 — 1) (pit — 4py*p, + 4p") — 2 (nm — 4) (p.? — 2p, ps + 2ps) | 

— 4 (p’p. — 2p? — pips + 4s) 
= (n—1) p,—4np;p, + 4 (n — 3) pyp, + 2 (m + 6) py? — 4np,. 

6. Putting cos 6=«, the equation becomes 

42° — 3a +a (2e?-1)+bx+c=0, 

or | dad + 2an? + (b- 3)a+e—a=0, 
and the roots of this are cos A, cos B and cos C. 

But 1 — 3% cos?.A — 2 cos A cos Bcos C=0; 

a b-3 a—c 

oe 3) ae 
Le. a? + 2a—2b-2¢c+2=0. 
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We also know that ScosA>1 and } 3, ice. -5>1 and $5; 

therefore a must lie between — 2 and —3. Further 

cos A cosBeoosC $4; .*. a-cHi, 

7. Since 

PE EES emi: tan’ a _ 3sina—2sin*a _ 3sina+sin 3a 

~ 14+8tan?a ~ 3cosa—2cos*a 3cosa-— cos 3a’ 
eild+a) 3¢ia_ g-3ia 

we have @-t+a)  3g-ia— gsia? 

. o—e-Ma 
whence eo = Fie 

* e~ *a ghia 

dig = log (1 ~{*) - log (1 - >) 

ekia —@e -4dia l e8ia — e—8ia 

= 5 +5: 32 Ya tine 

h ty 4 1 a eg 
whence $ = sin a + 5g 81n Bt wces 

8. Any conic osculating the parabola at m is of the form 

(4? — 4ax) + (@ — my + am®)? =0 2... cece ees (i). 

In this the coefficients of 2”, 2ay, y? are 1, — m, m*+X and there- 

fore the eccentricity is given by 

2—e7)? (1+ m?+A) . se wed Bo : ek eee (ii). 

Also the centre of (i) is given by 

— 2a + x—my+ am? = 0, 

Ay — m (a — my + am’) = 0. 

From these, y=2am, x=am?*+2ad, 

sommes oe” 1.6. m=") A Sqr? 

. and substituting these in (ii), we get the locus, 
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9. Since similar conics only intersect in two finite points, 
therefore any conic similar to the general conic is of the form 

Ua? +... t...+2u/Byt...+...+(la+mB + ny) (aa + bB + cy)=0. 

If this circumscribes the triangle of reference, the coefficients of 
a*, B®, y? must vanish, so that 

wu v w 
faa ee stag Lean ae 

and the equation then becomes 

: w v a 
3 ( 2u ig ieee 5) By =9 

Le. Za (2u'be — ve? — wh") By = 0. 

If the original conic is a circle, then, since all circles are 

similar, this equation must be that of the. crcumetnce, viz. 

saBy=0. Hence the required conditions are 

2u'be — ve? — wh? = two similar expressions. 

10. Let P and J” be the lower and upper extremities of the 
rod, a the angle the normal at P makes with the major axis. 
Draw lines through P and /” making angles A with the normals 
upwards, and let these lines meet in 0. Then O is vertically 

above G, the centre of the rod. 

PG. FG 
Thus 5a = OG > Whence 

cos(9+a—X) cos(a—6+A) 

sin(a—A) — sin(a+A) ’ 

cos(@+a—A)  sin(a—A). 

" cos(a—O+A) sin(a+d)’ 

tan (6 — 2) tan a = tan A cota. 

Now, since P is the extremity of a latus-rectum, we have 

eg cee : : 
of se 

tan (0-2) =e? tand, 

tan 6—p 

“if + tan’ ~ es 

. tan 6 (1 —ep?)=p(1 + e). 
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11. Let P be the point of projection, S the focus of the 
path, PG the normal. Then, since PG lies along the radius of 

the hoop at P, PGS =a, therefore PG = 2SP cos a. 
Now if the particle is to clear the hoop, the axis of the 

parabola must be on the side of the centre remote from P, 

Le. PG>a, ie. 2SP>aseca. 

But the velocity of projection is /2y. SP, which must there- 

fore be > Jag sec a. 

12. The origin is a conjugate point, and the asymptotes are 
v=a, y=a and «+y+ 2a=0. 

Transferring to A (a, @) as origin, the equation becomes 

a? (x + y) + xy (a + y) + 4axy = 0. 
” 

42° 
Near A the form is a (x+y)=4a2? or y=—a#+-—, shewing 

a 
that the curve is above the tangent. 

Hence the curve consists of two quasi-hyperbolic branches 
in the second and fourth quadrants (both on the far side of 

the asymptote «+y+2a=0), and a single infinite branch in 
the first quadrant, with two points of inflexion, the whole figure 
being symmetrical about O4. 

Also the joins of the origin to the intersections of the curve 

and the given circle are given by 

2ary ji 2 ey 
me 2 ° 4 ' See, )\2 - sncninenetonin!: ‘ities (a? +98) + (1 + V2) ety) —2(1 + V2) (e+ 9)? Ca a0 

and if «=ky, this reduces to 

(k-1)?[(k+ 1)? +k V27 =0, 

shewing that the circle has treble contact with the curve at the 
intersections of the latter with 

a=y and (w + y)? + wy /2 =0. 
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XCVI. 

1. On the three circles as diametral planes describe spheres 

tersecting in A and A’; then by symmetry 44’ is bisected 

perpendicularly by the given plane. 

Now invert the figure with respect to A; then the given 
plane inverts into a sphere passing through J, the three spheres 

into three planes passing through the centre of this sphere, and 

the three circles into the intersections of these planes and the 
sphere, i.e. into three great circles. 

2. Reciprocating from the common focus S, the reciprocals 

of the two conics are equal circles, the ends of the latus-rectum 

becoming their common tangents. A common tangent to the 
conic becomes a point of intersection of the circles, and its points 

of contact (P, @) become the tangents to the circles at this 
point. Hence the angles between the latus-rectum and SP, SQ 
are equal to the angles which the tangents to the circles at a 
point of intersection make with the common tangent, and these 

are evidently equal. 

3. The a.m. of the quantities 

b] 

n+l n n—1 2 

n qT ae Ft] 

is greater than their G.M., 1.e. 

n+ Bo 1 

>(n+1)", 

1 —— 
1.€, 2 > n{(n+1)"—1}. 

Again, using the same theorem for the quantities 

70 Mol? 8 

Bet. hte Fo 
b] 

bo| 
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1 
~~ EMR | 1 1 a 1 < a2 

we get a >(4)t> +1) cs 

‘er Shier 1) * Le, Sot 4 <n—n(n+1) *, 

3} 9 1) or ae he ae + 1) . 

4. For each position of the two queens there are three 
symmetrical positions obtained by successive rotations of the 
board through a right angle. We need therefore only consider 

the cases where one queen is on one of the 16 squares at one 
corner. Placed on one of the 7 side squares, she commands 21 
squares, giving 7 x 21 cases in which taking is possible. 

Placed on one of the five squares one square in, she com- 

mands 23 squares, giving 5 x 23 possible cases. Similarly the 
other positions give 3x25 and 1 x 27 cases. 

Hence the number of possible cases of taking is 

147 +115 +75 + 27 = 364. 

But the total number of possible positions is 16 x 63 = 1008. 
Hence the chance of not taking is 

1008 ~ 364 23 
1008 36" 

5. Writing the equation in the form 

: (ax? + 2b + ¢ + 200)? —(2Max + NV)’ =0, 

 -and comparing with the original, we easily find for 6 the cubic 
BP = Tae SO 0. .5 pcvscnednsssccneys (1), 

and calling the roots of this 6,, 6, 6;, we find from the two 

quadratics, 
2c 

By + ad = 46, + =) etc. 

If we take w=4y+ = , the equation in the question becomes 

J6,—y + 6,-y + 16,-—y =9, 
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of which the rational form is 

(30, — 3y) = 27 (9, — y) (8.— y) (9 - y)- 

But by (i) this is 
9 

(— Sy)? = — es (4a*y? — lay + J), 

" beet 
and this has only one root, viz. y = Ta? Siving 

anos o 2c 

ae 

6. Let A’B’'C’ be the projections of ABC on the horizontal 
plane, and let the areas of ABC, A’B’'C’ be A, A’, so that 

cos § = - . 

Now calling the perpendiculars p,, p., p3;, we have 

’ a ‘ : 
a?=@—(p,—p;)=@ — gps (6 - ¢)? SE eS ES (i). 

Hence 7 

b'2 +c’? — a’? = 2be cos A — ee [b? (c — a)? + 2 (a— by - a? (b-c)*] 

1 = be E A F (a—0) (a °)| ee (ii), 
whence 

164’? = 4b'2e'? — (b' +c? — a? 

= pe {si 5 (2 *(1— cos 4) —20(b +) (1 —cos A) + a] 

from (i) and (ii). | ‘ 

Now +0) (1-008 A) =a PATS 9 gine 4 | 

= a (cos B + cos C) ; 

. 16A'? = 46?e? {sin 4-5 — TR ; [2 (1 —cos A) — 2 (cos 5 + cos C’) + 1} 

= 4b*c? sin? A {1 2 2% cos os A)} 

= 16A?(23 cos A — 2); : 

*. cos?6=2S cos A -2; ”.. cos 26 = 43 cos A —5. 
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7. If in the identity : 
m=n—1 

sin n§ =2*-!, TT sin (0 + =) 
m=0 

we put 6=0, we have, remembering that Lt gang ae 

Hence the value of the double product is 

n-s 
n=s 

i .2. 2-@-Y =8! a alt 
n=3 

3(s-1) 
mela 3). 

os ois (s-1 
i.e. 8! ’ times the double product. 

8. The parallels through the origin to the four normals 
through (a, yo) are 

(a°a:* + b?y*) (xy, — ayy)? —c*a’y? =0 (xu. 8), 

ie. ay pat — 2a°x, yary + (ax? + by? — ct) ay? — 2B, yry® 

+ bx,2y* =0...(i). 

If these four lines form a harmonic pencil, the biquadratic (i) 
must break up into factors 

(a? + 2pay + gy?) (x? + 2p'xy + q'y*) =9, 

satisfying the condition 

Now writing the biquadratic (i) in the form 

= aye! + 4a, 2° y + Oana*y® + 4a,xy' + ayy* =9, 

_ and comparing the two forms, we get 

, 2 , ; 6a ; , 2a, ’ 

Ppt+p aes, q+q+4pp = *, Tee), 
Mo UN My 

whence by (ii) pp ==; g+q=—. 
ae 0 

R. K. 34 
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: Meee” P 
Also (p+p)(q+q)=— a: 

: 1, 48,a,— 2a,a 
“ pat pg! =——-——; 

A 

and now, using the identity 

(p* +p) (9? + 9°) = (pq —p'g)’ + (pg + Pd 
we have 

4a? —2a)a, 4a,’—2aa, 4a,?— 4a,a, . (= Ay — ames) 
2 a," af a,* Ay 

reducing to 

Ay AeA 4 + 2A, AA, — Aya," — a,’a, — a,® = 0. 

Applying this to (i), we find 

2h2m 2p, 2 Zhen 2n, 2 2242 2a, 4 4}.2 4,, 2 Wicas abn)? . dy + Fa7b*a,2y," . de — La*btx,*y,' — La‘b?x,y,? — a3 = 0, 

where A, = } (a*ax,? + b*y,? — c*). 

From this 4a,° = a7b?x,"y,? (6a, — ax,” — b?y,”) 

ee 2h2pn4mp 2y, 2 
= — a b* ct Y's 

giving the required locus. 

9. Since the directrices pass through the intersections 
(imaginary) of the curve with its director-circle, their equation 
must be of the form 

AS + K =0, 

and if this represents a pair of parallel straight lines, we must 

have 
(Aa + C) (Ab + C) = d*h?, 

AT FR) ee oe ees (i). 

Now the equation to the conic referred to its centre is 

ax + 2hay + by =’, 

A * . 

where ¢ = - eh Hence, if 7,, 7, are the semi-axes, we have 

1 1 a+b 

"a a os 

1 C 
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shewing that 7,’, 7,.* are the roots of 
9 / 

and we see that (i) and (ii) are identical if A=-S, i.e. for a 

semi-axis a, the value of A is 

ete. 
at a” 

and the equation to the directrices is AS + &CK =0. 

10. Let PP’ cut the axis in JW, then P cos? 6=4a. AN, 
where @ is the inclination of PQ to the horizontal. For a small 

symmetrical displacement the equation of virtual work is 

20 8 (—S— °) 4 2W.. p(—OF" 5 4sin 6) = 0, 

ie. —w. “cos @sin 6. 66 — W.~cos 0 sin 6. 36-4 W.lcos6.d56=0, 

whence sin 6 = Wea ; 

11. Let P be the point of impact, v the velocity of P, and 6 
the angle the chord makes with the vertical. Then the direction 

of motion after the impact makes an angle 90°-—36 with the 
horizontal, and the equation to the path, referred to horizontal 

and vertical axes through /, is 

y=xcot36—4g. = cosec? 36, 

Also v? = 2ga(1 + cos 20) = 4ga cos? 6, so that this equation is 

ib dol 30 

a cos* 6 
y =x cot 36 — 

If this passes through the lowest point, whose co-ordinates 
are asin 20, —a(1—cos 26), we have 

sin’ 6 

in? 36’ 

ie. —2=2 cot 6 cot 36 —} cosec* 36, 

— 2a sin® @= asin 26 cot 36 — 3a 

34—2 
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or cosec” 36 = 4 (cot 6 cot 36 + 1) 

_ 4008 26 

~ gin @ sin 36’ 

i.e. 4 cos 26sin 36 = sin 0. 

But sin 36 

sin 6 
=2cos 26+1; 

4 cos 20 (2 cos 20+1)=1, 

ie. 8 cos? 26+ 4 cos 26 —1=0, 

whence cos 26 = ons ee ‘ 

and evidently, from the figure, 20 must be an acute angle ; 

4 

Oe Ree ea 
: a—b’ 

c+b 
dade PO \ ase 

Also /(a—6)(x—c)=(a—6)y, so that 

| dx BA neue SES a 

J(e—b)(w—c)  ¢-$ T_y 

—_ oak ak 2 

Also ESB etd, La ay 
l-y 

Hence, if we put b-a=p*, c—a=¢ (a<b<c), the integral 

becomes 

1-y ] P+?  (P-P)Pt+Py)) , 
Snare. Miaka, | ae ne { + } di: (2 — py?) | pe) \e—py? (q@? - py?) ¥ 

Pete Itty Pe y 
Pe a Pe EAT 

and, replacing the values of p, 9, y, we obtain the value of the 

integral in terms of x. 
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XCVII. 

1. Let the plane of the common section cut the line of 
centres at distances « and y from the respective centres, Then 

eo 

G—-P=a FH, EY S63. —y= 2 

ne Cte _P+e-a 

ee eh a ig Be 

Now the common volume consists of two spherical caps of 
heights a—wz and b—y. Also the volume of a cap of height / on 
a sphere of radius 7 is rh? (r — 4h). 

Hence the volume required is 

7(a—x), 
2a + 2 , 2b+y 

3 uae ~ ey. a 

and since 
_ 6 -(c-—a) _@-(b-cp 

ob gee al ti ca dea ‘Qe ; 
this is 4 

T (a= 

ee 2c 
) (G+e—a)* (2a +2) +(a+e—B)*(2b+y)} 

The expression in the square bracket is 

[c? + (a — b)*] (2a + 26 + w+ y) — 2c (a — b) (2a— 26+ a—-y) 

= [c? + (a — b)*] (2a + 26 +c) - 4c (a — b)? — 2 (a — 5) (a? — 8) 

=c* + 2c? (a + b) — 3c (a — 6)’, 

leading to the result given. 

2. Let A, B, C be the three given points, Q, 9’ the points 
at infinity on the asymptotes and O the centre. Apply Pascal’s 

Theorem to the hexagon ABCQQA’, The points of intersection 
of opposite sides are 

L(AQ’, CQ); M(BC, 20’); N(AB, QQ). 

The first of these is the point of intersection of lines through A 
and C in the given directions of 00’, OQ; the second is at infinity 
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on BC; the third is the intersection of AB with the asymptote _ 
OQ. These three points are therefore collinear. Hence the 
construction :—Draw lines through 4 and C parallel to the given 
directions of OO’, OO respectively, meeting in Z. Through Z 
draw LW parallel to BC cutting AB in NV. Then the line through 

N parallel to the given direction of OO is one asymptote, and the 

other may be constructed by a similar method. 

3. We have #..Ciselr, Cy ar. (n.*?C,.y 

=n {(r—1). * 46, 24+ °C} 

=n? (m1) 820g ®7Cpy 10, 
N—1 

Now 3" C,_,."C,_, = absolute term in «(1 + x)"~? (1 * -) 

= coefficient of x”? in (1 + «)?"-° 

= (2n — 3)! 

~ (n—2)! (n—1)!’ 
n-1 

and =" C7? = absolute term in (1 +a)""? (1 + =) 

= coefficient of x= in (1 +a)? 

_ (2n-2)! 
{(m — 1)?" 

Hence the sum of the given series is 

(2n — 3)! , Qn- 2) 

“lie 2)!" * {= 1)! a 

=n? Genty na [(m— 1)? + (2n—2)} 

4, Multiplying the rows by 1, x}, a"~*, ..., x, x, and sub- 

tracting the first row from each of the others, we obtain a deter- 

minant in which the elements of the leading diagonal are 

gn gat 1), a? (a — 1) eg Bet Ay 

and in which every element to the left of the leading diagonal 
is zero. The value of this determinant is therefore 

gn 1+n-2+...41 (a® i 1D aah 
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Hence that of the original determinant (which has been 
multiplied by factors a"~', 2"~*,..., x, 1) is (a*—1)"".. In the 
second case we use the same multipliers and add. 

5. Leta, B, y, 5 be the roots. Then, by squaring the array 

"Ee eye fae 
a, B, Y ) ; 

os. ¥s © 

we see that the value of the given determinant is 

D=%(B— +) (y - 4) (a- B) 
Now if z = ax +6, the biquadratic becomes 

A+ 6H2?+4Gz+a7l —3H*=0, 

and assuming z= Jp + Jq+/r, then Pp, 7, r are the roots of 
Euler’s cubic 

al ) + G? 
3 2 Sem zs Bi (4 3He + (3H F : 

Hence, taking the double signs with /p, Jq, Vr so that 

aa+b= Np—-Nq—-vr, ay+b =—Np—Nq4Nr, 

aB+b=—Np+Nq-Nr, ad+b= JVpt+nNq4n7, 
we find 

ay OD = (Vp - V9)? (Vg — Vr) (Vr = py 
+3 (Vp + V¢q) (Vr + Vp) (V¢q- Vr)? 

=4 {(p +9)(q +) (r + p) — 8pqr} 
=4 (lp. Ser — Ipqr). 

Hence, from (i), 
atl\ 9G? 

2; aD =4 |- 3H (3H s) - 

and remembering that G*+4H* = a’HI—a’*J, we get 

gy UD =— 60H + 9a*J, 

fe Dae Mt“ Sa), 
a 
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6. Let #, # be the middle points of AB, CD, and H, K 

those of AC’, BD. Then HKFH is a parallelogram, and we have 

to find the angle between its diagonals. If this angle is ¢, then 

EF. HK cos $ =EH? — EK? =} (b?— d?) 
EC? + ED? =2EF? + he, 

@+y=2kD?+ha?, b+2°=2HC? + ha’, 

from which 

Now 

SEF? = 0? +d? +07 + y—(e +a”), 

4H? = +h ++ d?— (a+); 
*, 16£F?, HK? = (b? + d?)?— (a? + y? - a? — c*)?, 

Hence, from (i), the result follows. 

# If r is the radius of one of the circles, then Pa 5 sec 6, 

and the length of the common chord is 

Poe 2a Qa? /e NS 
a v4 wee (c2 sec? — a?)® = = (= - cos? 8)", 

r c sec 6 c \a 

and, by the question, this is 2a sech a (cosh? a — cos? 6)? 
Now 

n—-1 

cosh 2na — cos 2n6 = 2”-!, II {cosh 2a— cos (20 + “z\ : 
0 

cosh? na — cos? 26 = 27"-? , II {cosh* a — cos? (4 4- =)} ; 

But the product of the chords is 

| 2 
(2asech a)”. II {ecosh? a. — COs? (4 + =) ; 

which is therefore equal to 

(2a sech a)” 
1 1 

: Snzi (cosh* na — cos’ n6)?. 
-_ 

8. Any circle which cuts the three circles s,=0, s,=0, 
s,=0 orthogonally will, from the form of the condition, cut | 

every circle of the system 

get ae Weg | Rapes eee ycgaene (i) 

orthogonally. __ 
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Hence (i) represents a family of circles cutting a fixed circle 
orthogonally, this fixed circle being the orthogonal circle of 

8}, 82, 83. 

But if P be any ae on (i) and P7,, P7',, P7', the tangents 
from P to 8,, 8, and s,, then, from (i), 

Aefip +p. Fif+y. Fis 

and therefore if A, B, C be the centres of the circles and a,, ay, 
a, their radii, we have 

. PA? +p. PB? +v. PC? = dda, 
and now making the three circles point-circles, the result follows. 

9. The centre (@, Y, 2%) is determined by 

lay = MYy = NZ = = 7 =k say. 

If we put @— a= §, etc, the equation to the conic is 

x1 (€+2,)?=0, i.e. Slé+k= o haeoes Geshe hy = 

since Ei ae Chaasi aes ce depen ess rae (ii). 

The distance between the two points (x, y, 2), (os Yor %) i8 
given by 

>—Sbecos.A. £*, 

and, to get the semi-axes, we have to make this a maximum or 

minimum subject to (i) and (ii). We have then 

Sbc cos.A.§dé=0, SlédgE=0, Adé=0, 

and using multipliers p, g such that 

becosA.€+p.lé+q=), ete. 

we get, on multiplying by &, », { and adding, 

p> —k.p=0, 

whence k.becos A. €& + plé + kq = 0, ete. 

ye kg 
ee 2 iis Goud + pl’ 

2S and, by (ii), this gives 

3 (p?’m+k. ca cos B)(p' + k. ab cos C) = 9, 
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so that, if p,, p. are the semi-axes, we have 

k?.3a*be cos B cos C 

smn 
2 

pips = 

The sum in the numerator is 

abe.2R.Ssin A cos BcosC=abc.2Rsin A sin B sin C = 4A? 

2Ak 
Hence cee ted acreage 

(Smn)? 

a (mn)? =mn 

For the numerical ratio we choose the negative sign, since one 

of the three /, m, m must be negative. 

10. If BC makes an angle ¢ with the horizontal, we have 
4a cos 6+ 4acos ¢ + 2a=4a, where 2a is the length of each rod, 

LO, C060 + C08 Ged 22) cece pice (i). 

For a small symmetrical displacement, the equation of virtual 

work is 

2W .d(asin @)+2W.6(2asin 6 + asin d) 

+W. 6 (2a sin 6 + 2asin d) =90, 

ie. 2cos 6. 60+ cos. dp=0. 

But, from (i), sin @.66+sing. d¢ =0. 

Hence tan ¢ = $ tan 6, and if cos @=«, then, from (i), 

1 2 Qar 
Ae = ; a ‘ 

. J1+tan? J4+tan?9 J/3a?+1 

11. Let f be the upward acceleration of the pulley at any 

time, 7’ the tension of the upper string, 7” of the lower, Then 

the upward accelerations of the two masses are 
/ / 

——g and —-—4g. 
m 4 m' 4 

Hence since the lower string is inextensible, we have 

." é re =) 2 Og AP 
m nm 
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Also, since the pulley is weightless, 27” — 7'=0; 

mn 
DGS 

But if x is the extension, 7’ -~ , leading to 

F 

Hence the acceleration varies as the distance from a fixed point 

and the motion is simple harmonic, the constant being 

at m+m a 4mm’ ) 

( A mem *]- a’ 4mm’ 

AX m+m 
/ . Pre aa 

12. We have 

ds* = dr? + r°d@? 

= (4a’n’* sin? n6 + 4a? cos? n6) dé”. 

Hence the perimeter of a loop is 

rs 
2 | 2a \/n? sin? nb + cos? nb6dd 

0 

2 
= = i Jn? sin? + cos*ddd (putting n6 = ¢), 

0 

which is also the perimeter of the ellipse given by the equations 

x=acos ¢, y= - sin ¢, i.e. an ellipse of semi-axes @ and =. 

The area of the loop is 
TT T 

2n 2n 

dé = 4a? i cos? n6 dé 
0 0 

_ 4a? 2 : 
=== | costo a 

ra 
ed =—— ’ 

7 

which is the area of the same ellipse. 
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XCVIITI. 

1. Let ABCD be the quadrilateral, and let AB, CD touch 
another circle in P and Q. Join PQ, and let it meet AD and 

BC produced in # and S respectively. Then evidently 

BPS = DOR and PBS = QDR. 
ihe Br DG 

Hence the triangles BPS, QDR are similar; therefore RY ~ DR’ 

In like manner the triangles APR, CQS are similar, and 

AP _ OQ 
AR US’ 

Further, in the triangles ARP, BSP the angles ARP, BSP are 

equal, and the angles APA, BPS supplementary. Hence 

Ar Sr 

AR BS” 

Again, since DRQ = ose, a circle can be drawn to touch 
AD, BC at & and S, and, from what has been proved, it appears 

that the ratios of the tangents drawn from the four points 4, B, 

C, D to this circle, and to the circle touching AB, CD, are equal. 

Hence A, 5, C, D must lie on a circle coaxal with these two 

circles. In other words, the circle RS is coaxal with the circles 

ABCD and PQ. 

2. Let the circle and conic touch at 5, and let A be their 
remaining intersection. Let the other common tangent touch . 
the circle at # and the conic at /, and let the common tangents 
meet in 7. Let AB produced meet H/' in O. Then 

OF?:0F?=04.08:0F* =d*?:d”, : 

where d, d’ are the diameters of the conic parallel to AB and £F. 

But since 7’B, AB make equal angles with the axis of the conic, 

the diameters parallel to them are equal; therefore 

TR eT ad =F. 

Hence OL: OF =7B:TF=TE : TF, 

i.e. Z’ and O divide #F harmonically. 
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3. Since a cyclic interchange of a, y, z does not alter the 
given expression, the factors, if they exist, must be of the form 

ax+by+cz, ext+ay+bz, bu+ey+az. 

(These factors will be distinct provided a* + b* +c’, involving, as 
appears from the equations below, £* + y’.) 

Taking then 

a. Sar + BP. Bary y. Bry +8. wyz 
= (ax: + by + €2) (ca + ay + bz) (ba + cy + az)...(i) 

we have 

abe=a, 2a°b=Bf, Xab?=y, a* + 3abe = 3; 

involving f° — 7° = II (a? —b?), 

From these 

By = 2a*b? +06, B? = Satb? + 2ay, y= Sa*b*+ 2a8. 

But, putting x =a’, ete. in (i), we have 

a. da°+B. Sab? + y. 2a7b* + 8. a*b’c? = Sa’® . Sab? . Sa’*b, 

ie. a[(8—3a)?—2 (By —ad)] + B (B? — 2ay) + y (7? — 2a) + 8a? 

= (d— 3a) By, 

leading to the given condition. 

4. The series 

hoa a ‘ a’ ae 

3 $35 te. 

=} [1 - B+ - Part G-Hatt oe] 
=1 (ait habs tale ...)—F (Zar + Fa + oe) 

(e.< 1) 

l+a 
=} log; -2 (+ log ss ). 

_ Putting « =}, this becomes 

qs log 3 - 3 (3 log 3 -— 3) =f — ze log 3. 
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5, Let 

1 3 ke vod ae oad a B 
a+bxy+ey? a(l—ay)(l1—By) a(a—B) F a ee 

Then, expanding (1 — ay)~' and (1 — By)", we see that 
g@ti ps Pe gh 

i 
" a(a—B) 

Hence, if P,, =0, we must have 

(5) =] (a + B) 

= cos 277 +7 sin 2rz, 
r being any integer. 

a wee es Qrar (r £0 
._as= ¢sin —— r 
B n+1 n+1 ) 

a vr 
= (cOSa+281N a)? h se ee (cos a a)”, (w ere a =) 

_ cosa+7sina 

~ cosa—7sina’ 

+ i 
se sel Poe 
a—Bp 1% 

- (++5) = — cot? a, whence ( P) = COB" a 
a—fp 4a 

bx c 
But sha angen. ap =— 

b? 2 

Hence 2 = cos? a, 
4ac 

2 Jae rr 
le. 2=+ 527 ROR Cee ie Se 

Thus, since a and c have the same sign, these values of « are © 

all real. If m is even, the roots are equal and opposite in pairs, 

the values of r ranging from 1 to =. If m is odd, one root — 
2 

1 ve 
(for i ) is zero, and the other roots are equal and opposite — 

9) 
ad 

ee | 
= 
_ 

in pairs, the values of r ranging from 1 to 
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6. The rational form of the first equation is 

23 (b? — b”) (ce? — ce”) —3 (a? — a”? =0 

and since 23 6%c? — Sa* = 16A?2, 

this is SA* + 8A* — & (6%? + 6%c* — a®a) =0............ (i). 

But the rational form of the second equation is 

2% (b°A”? — bA?*) (PA? — c?A?*) — 5 (a®A? — aA?*)? = 0 

ie. 16A?. A*+ 164%. A*— 2A7A”. & (b%c? + bc? — a®a’”) = 0, 

and this is the same as (i), Hence the existence of one of the 
first irrational relations involves the existence of one of the 

second. 

7 

7. If f(e)=a+ Se Fs.. 

and the given series be denoted by S, then 

S=3{F(@)-F(-2)}. 
Now from the logarithmic series, we get 

J (a) =— 4 [log (1 — a) + w? log (1 — wx) + w log (1 — w*ar)]. 

1 1+2 ‘ 1 + wx l+o%*% 
Hence S= 6 {log oe log ot ] 7} 

-T+/$i <, —1- 4/8 and since 12S = 5 

the sum of the last two terms in the bracket is 

(1 + wx) (1 + wx): V3i, (1 + wx) (1 — w*x) 
(I—ex)(1—-w'e) 2 8 (1—wa)(1 + we) 

1, l-w+a® V3i, 1—-a+ V3ie 
a ite Sk POA OF 

and the value of the latter logarithm is 

J3x 
T-a" 

l L+a | Le Liars ite 
5 (log 7 == + slog y= 5+ VB tan POS). 

1 
—5 log 

21 tan! 

Hence S= 
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iit 
8. The tangent at a is = 6 C08 6+cos(@—a), or, in Car- 

tesians, (e+ cosa)x+ysina=/, 

and the chord of curvature is therefore of the form 

(e+ cosa)w—ysina=hk, 
i 

or , = € 608 6 + cos (9 + a), 

and since this passes through a, we have 

1+eéecosa 
k. =e cosa+cos 2a, 

l 

é cos a + cos 2a 

1l+ecosa 
ie. K=l. 

The circle of curvature is now of the form 

(1 —é*) a? + y? + 2elx — 1? 

+A[(e+cosa)a+ysina—/][(e+cosa)«#—ysina—k]=0...(i), 

and the condition for a circle is : 

1—@+2A(e+cosa)=1-—Xsin’a; 

os e 

e+ 2ecosat1- 

The equation (i) in polars is 

1- (~ -ecos g) +X [ cos + .cos (8a) ~~ | 

x [ cos 6 + cos (0 + a) -*] = O; 

and substituting for A and 4, we obtain the result as given. 

9. The equation to a rectangular hyperbola of the system is 

ua? + vB? + wy? = 0, with the condition 2w=0...... (i). 

2 

The tangential equation is = =0, so that if (f, 9, h), (7, 9’, 2) 

are the foci, we must have 

1? 

U 

a: i ge 
4 — + = (f+ mg + nh) (Uf' + mg’ + nh’) - d(31?— 23mn cos A). 
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Hence 3 = ff’ — X, ete., so that (i) becomes 

MEP PMT Oc setk ctilg indie seis vic (ii). 

Further gh'+gh+ 2d cos A = 0, 

tg Me Bee 1.€. ‘Tas tas gh , ete., 

whence a St to A B+i C’), et e ae ae la +g COS v cos C’), ete. ; 

oe “A= {f° (—fcos A + g cos B+h cos C) + fgh}. 

Hence, from (ii), replacing f, g, h by a, B, y, the required locus is 

= {a®(— acos d+ Bcos B+ ycos C) + aBy}-'= 

10. If the masses are at P and Q, and if C is the vertex, 

and the tangents at ?, Y make angles y, y’ with the horizontal, 
we have 

7’ = mg sin W = m'g sin W’. 

Also arc PQ = CP + CQ, 

ie. L=4asiny + 4asiny’; 

4asny 4asny 7 

— + natn’ 

m 

m+m = — 
ie. 4a sin y= 

11. Let A be the upper vertex, and when the particle is at 

P \et the velocity be v. Suppose ¢ is the eccentric angle at P, 

and let the normal at P make an angle 6 with the vertical. 

Then if & is the pressure at ?, we have 

oo oe v= uw? — 29g (a + aos ®) ; 

ae 

P| el =e Of — ng con 

b3 _ beos¢d 
Now aston 3 os 6 = y 

Ss. 35 
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12 
pcos 0 =~ cos = a (1 — & cos’ d) cos ¢ ; 

R = [u? — ya (2 + 3.cos d — € cos’ $)], 

and & will be positive throughout if it is positive at the highest 

point, ic. when ¢=0, the condition for which is that 

u? — ga(5 =e”) 

should be positive. 

12. Let @ be the angle between the radius vector and the 

P tangent, so that sin ¢ = — Then the integral in question is 

sin dds 

a 
But sin ¢ is also equal to r = , so that the integral is simply | . 

taken round the ellipse, and since «= 1 +ecos 6, the integral is 

1 (* Qa al (1 + ¢ cos 6) d6=—". 

XCIX. 

1. Suppose the four lines ABC, ABC’, BC'A’, CA’ all 
touched by a circle whose centre is O, and invert with respect 

to this circle. Let a be the inverse of A, etc. Then the inverses 

of these lines, viz. the circles 

Oabc, Oab'c’, Obc'a’, Ocal’, 

are four equal circles, and it is evident that in this case the 

circles 
GO 6L 0c, O08, Gao «5 iscsi (i) 

are also equal. 
Now it is easy to shew that the circles 

ADO) ABC, BCALMSCAB ae 
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meet in a point, say P, and therefore their inverses must also 
meet in a point. Hence the circles (i) are four equal circles 

meeting in a point, and therefore they are all touched by another 
circle having its centre at that point. Hence the circles (ii) are 
all touched by a fifth circle, and also by a sixth, viz. the point- 
circle P. Hence six of their centres of similitude lie on the 
radical axis of this fifth circle and the point P. 

2. Reciprocating from the common focus, we get three 

circles touching in pairs at LZ, M, NV, and the directrices become 
their centres A, B, C. Hence for the three points in question 
we get the lines AZ, BM, CN. But if a, 6, ¢ be the radii, then 
BL=b, CL=c, etc. Hence 

BL b CM thie AM. @ 

LOO 6. Be eb 88k 

. BE. OM As. 
1.e, LO ° MA ° WR. 

therefore the lines AZ, BM, CN are concurrent. Hence the 

three points of which they are the reciprocals are collinear. 

+s 

3. The expression may be written in the form 

i= : [(ax + hy +92)? + (ab —h*) y° + 2 (af —gh)yz + (ac — g*) 2"), 

and therefore if a is positive, Z will be always positive, 
provided 

(ab — h?) y? + 2 (af — gh) y+ (ae— Gg?) 2 cseeseree (i) 
is positive, 

Now 

Py? + 2Qyz+ Rk# = < \(Py + Qz) + (PR—- Q*) 2}, 

and is therefore positive, provided P and PR—Q? are positive. 

Hence the expression (i) will be always positive provided 

ab —h? and (ab—h®) (ac — g*) — (af— gh)’ 

are positive. But the latter expression is 

a (abe + 2fgh — af® — bg — ch’). 

Hence the conditions are equivalent to those stated. 

35—2 
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4. Let $(n?—1)=p’, so that n?—3p?=1. All solutions of 

this equation are derivable from the convergents to /3, and a 
general expression can be given for all of them in terms of the 
first one. In this case the first solution is obviously n= 2, p= 1. 

But if we put | 

x +yN3 = (2+ /3)", a —yn/3 =(2— /3)", 

then «?—3y?=1, so that x, y is also a solution. We have thus 

Qa: = (2 + »/3)™ + (2 — /3)™, 
i.e. n is included in the formula 

x [(2 + /3)™ + (2 xg /3)""] = 9m 4 3. mC, _ Qm—2 4 92 mC, gm-44 

5. Under the given conditions, the equation 

(ax? + 36a? + 38ev4+d)+A(~a?+...+d')=0 ...... (i) 

can only have equal roots for two values of i, for the roots must 
be either a, a, 8 or a, B, 8B, where a and 8 are the common roots 
of the given equations. Now the condition that the equation (i) 
has equal roots may be expressed by equating the determinant in 

question to zero. This can easily be seen as follows :—If the 
equation 

. Aa?+ 3Ba? + 3Ca+ D=0 

has equal roots, it has a common.root with 

Ax? + 2Br + 0 =0, 
and sinee .- 

Ax? + 3Ba? + 3Ca+ D = a (Aa? + 2Bx + C) + Ba? + 202+ D, 

this implies that the quadratics 

Ao? +2Be+C=0, Be?+2Cx+ D=0 

have a common root. If x be this root, then 

Ax? + 2B + Ca = (. 

Av’? + 2Be+C=0, 

Bo? + 202? + De . =0, 

Ba? + 2Cx + D=0. 
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Hence, eliminating a’, a*, x, 1, we get 

hy! SB 
PO te OC 
|B, 2. Dad no 
Oy eB 30+ 2 

leading, in the case of (i), to the equation given, 
This equation is generally of the fourth degree in A, but since 

in this case it only gives rise to two distinct values of A, it must 
have two pairs of equal roots. 

6. By the given equations, the equation 

x sin 6+ y cos 6 +2sin? 6=1 

is satisfied by a, 8 and y. 

Putting tan ; =t, the equation becomes 

2t l1_# 4¢ 
*- Trp tM Teat* Gans , 

ie. (1+ y) t4— 2at? + (2 —42) P-2at+1-—y=0...... (i). 

If the fourth root is tan }6, then 

Stan Ja= 3 tan Jf tan Jy tan $=" 

Hence tan *tBF yt? _o; ne Ve na had 

We have now, for all values of ¢, the left side of (i) equal to 

(1 + y) (¢- tan Ja) (¢— tan 38) (¢— tan 3y) (¢—tan 33). 
Dividing by (1 + @)?, and restoring the value of ¢, this leads to 

1 —(xsin 0 + y cos 6+ 2sin® @) =(1+y).— 
But from (i) 

4z 

l+y 
=1+TI tan }a—% tan fa tan} 

1 in + in 1 in 1 1 1 _ MU cos 5a + I sin ga — 3 sin 5a sin 38 cos zy Cos 7 
II cos a 
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The numerator is equal to 

cos a cos $ (8 + y +98)—sin Zasin} (B+ y+ 8) 

= cos $(a+ B+y+8)=(-—1)". 

dees (dT) 
1l+y Il costa’ 

1 —(xsin 6+ y cos 6+ zsin® 6) =(— 1)". 4%. sin 1(6—a), 

and substituting for 6, the result follows. 

Hence 

7. We have | 
cosh y — cos a = 2 sin 4(a + iy) sin $ (a — Y) 

: 24 7/2\2 
Le eae ener 

2n? 2” 16474 

If we now put y=7, a=7,/3, we get. 

cosh 7 — cos /3 = Ir? . TI 1-5+-), 
n=1 nr? 

and putting y=a=mV/2, we get _ 

cosh 2/2 — cos ra/2 = Qa? . m (1+5), 
n=1 

1 1 
l-~—{+— F 

; ee. ot = 2 4 ] 
and since me zm ; 

1 n* +1 n+ n-? 
l+— 

these lead to the result given. 

8. Let (X, Y) be the pole of la + my =1, so that 

aXehY =l) bX+0Y Som i slic. (i). 
we LA Gs gor é 

The line aad eae =y meets the conic where 

a(rcos@+ X)?+2h(rcosd+X)(rsingt+ Y)+b(rsingd+ Y)=1, 

or 7’ (a cos* @ + 2h cos d sin f + b sin? $) 

| : + 2r (lcos 6+ msin d) + S’=0...(ii), 
ASE A ert ere Gis AS ae ES ye ee ee ea om: 

4 
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where S'’=aX?+IhXV+bY?-1 

=X (aX +hVY)+V(AX+6Y)-1 

=1X+mY—1 

= 0. ane 4 moe ae given 
ab —h? ab—h? ” 

If the line is a tangent, we have, from (ii), 

(Locos d + msin p)? = S’ (a cos* d + 2h cos Hsin $ + bsin’ ), 

Le. (1+ mtan $)=S' (a+ 2h tan d+) tan’ d) 

Now, if @ is the required angle, then 

ido usd 
tan ¢ = = _ mtan @—t 

1% Das ltand+m 
m 

_ (2 + m’) tan 6 
and 1+ m tan ¢ = ery wan ee 

Hence, from (iii), we get 

(? + m?)? tan? 6 = S'[ a (7 tan 6 + m)? + 2h (m tan 6 —/) (J tan 6 + m) 

| +b(mtan 6-/)?), 
reducing to the equation given. 

9. Referring to the conmon self-conjugate triangle, let the 
conics be 

Sla?=0(S), 3/'a?=0(S’). 
Then the tangent at (a’, B’, y’) to S is X/aa’=0, and the polar of 
this point for S’ is S/’aa’ = 0. 

These lines intersect in the point 

a 

me (mn'—m'n) B’y ~"  ”’ 

whence figs ee ga ae 
(mn' —mn) By 

Hence, since (a’, 8’, y’) is on S, the locus of (a, B, y) is 

Si (mn' — m'n)? By” = 9, 

a quartic curve passing through the points of reference. 
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Also the equation }ZB*y?=0 may be written 

Ly? + a2 (My? + NB) =0, 
shewing that the lines VB? + My?=0 are tangents at the point of 
reference A, i.e. the locus has a double point at A, and similarly 

for B and C. 

10. Let G be the combined c. of a., A the point of contact, 

O the centre of the hemisphere. Then for stability 

S Rr 

R+r 

Now let Z be the c. of Gc. of the hemisphere (so that OL = }7r), 
and J the position of the particle on the rim, so that G is on the 
line LM. Then AG is a maximum when OG is a minimum, 

i.e. when OG is perpendicular to 1.7. 

AG 

Now 

: x /5 9 
2 = 5! ; : =—~—r; ..S8 — LM =1+ (sr); 2. LM=%Pr; 2. sin OLM i 

therefore in this case OG = i 

The condition is therefore 

EAL ral 
an /5 Rie 

we R+r J5 
€. Sawer sapere 

| R Ja 4 

i.e, Bees y es . 

11. Let V be the velocity of the cylinder, » that of the 

particle relative to the. curve. 
Then the horizontal velocity of the particle in space is 

vcos ¢— V and the vertical velocity v sin ¢. 

Hence the energy equation is e 

im [(v cos 6— V)? + ve sin? gd] + 4 MV? = 2r sin’ h. mg 

(where r is the radius of the generating circle), Le. 

mv —2mvV cos p + (M+ m)V? =4mgr sin’ ¢ ...... (i), 
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and the equation of momentum is 

m(vood—V)= MY, ic aeons een (ii). 
Eliminating V, we get 

v (M +m sin? p) = 4gr (A + m) sin? ¢. 

But the particle leaves the curve when : =g cos , and since 

p=4rcos ¢, this gives f 

4gr cos® b (M + m sin? d) = 4gr (M+ m) sin’ ¢ ; 

M+m sin’ ¢ =(M +m) tan’ ¢, 

ie. (+m) tan? ¢+ WM =(M +m) tan? ¢(1 + tan’ 9), 

M 

M+m-° 
or tan‘ ¢ = 

12, Taking the tangent and normal at the point of contact 
as axes, the co-ordinates of a point near the origin are expressible 
in the form 

5p ta tie ak iy ia cca ee. OE (i) 
6p* Q 2p 6p* ; 

and the equation to the rectangular hyperbola takes the form 

ad + Dhay — ay? = DBy....-....ccccceeeeees (ii). 

If there is four-point contact, then, on substituting the 

co-ordinates (i) in (ii), the terms in s* and s* must disappear. 
We thus find 

1 p Me PR ee occ cuccbedicvcobecece lll 3 3p (iii) 

Now when (ii) is reduced to the centre as origin, it becomes 

ax* + 2hay — ay’ ee a= = 0. 

If, on turning to the principal axes, jive takes the form 

: a 
a (a — y") + a = 9 

then a?=a?+h*, and the square of the semi-axis is 

a a a - p" 

a(at+h?) (at+h?)) (1+ 49’)! 
from (iii). 
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C. 

1. Let OA’, OB meet BC, CA in a, B respectively, and let 
a8 meet AB in y'. Then the pairs Aa, BB, Cy’ are opposite 
vertices of a complete quadrilateral, and therefore O (Aa, BB, Cy’) 
is an involution. 

But if OC’ meets AB in y, then by the question 

O (Aa, BB, Cy) is an involution. 

Hence Cy, Cy’ must coincide, i.e. y and y’ must coincide ; there- 
fore a, B, y are collinear, and similarly for the other set. 

2. Through P and Y draw lines PAB, QAC very near to 
PO and QO, forming the quadrilateral OABC. Then the conics 

touching the sides of this quadrilateral have their director circles 
coaxal, the common radical axis being that of the circles on 

OA, BC and PQ as diameters. Now in the limit these conics 
become conics touching OP and O@ at P and Q, while the circles 

on OA and SC as diameters become point-circles at O. Hence 

the radical axis of the system of director circles becomes the 

radical axis of O and the circle on PQ as diameter. 

3. We have 

Wy + y+ © 
* z = + X20, 9205, 

1.0. (a, + Xt Hy)’: <t 27 X,74%5, 

or 1  3SaF + BS a2a, 21 w,0,2%. 

Writing down all the possible inequalities of this type for every - 

set of three suffixes, and adding the results, x? will occur in 

“1C, inequalities, and wx, in "°C, inequalities. 

We therefore have 

*-107,. BaP +3. "°C, : SaPayt 2150) 05%. 

Now Me, Be = BHP + Bway. 

Hence the expression on the left is 

(n — ae ie - 2a + 3 (m — 2) (Say. Ba,’ — 2x,’) 

=3(n— 2). Sa,. Su? +43 (n—2)(n—-7). 3x’. 
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4. Let Bis ge BN eh ise Sasvceanints's ve se one (i) 

be the ¢ (1) numbers less than J, and prime to J. 
Then, if we divide the product 

P=) 0a: 8... (7 —1) 

by each of these ¢ (1) numbers, we shall obtain ¢ (1) quotients, 
all different and prime to VY. Hence, if we divide each of these 
quotients by J, we shall obtain for remainders the ¢() numbers 
of the sequence (i) in some order. To see this, we have only to 
shew (1) that the remainders are all prime to V; (2) that they 
are all different. 

Now (1) is evident, since the dividends are all prime to J. 
To prove (2), we remark that the difference between two 
dividends is of the form 

[l.y.8...(V¥—1)](B-a), 

and if V divides this product, it must divide B—a (since the 

other factor is prime to 1), and this is impossible. 
We have now therefore 

Pr Ree P 
Tt oer Ae 

Po) | 
p =M(N)+P, ie. PPM= M(N) + P*. 

But by Euler’s Theorem, P*#%)—-1=M(N). Hence it 
follows that | 

P?-1=M(N). 

1.é. 

5. Suppose the roots are at+ia’, B +78’, y+ ty’, the common 

modulus being p. Then the equation must take the form 

(a? — 2ax + p?) (a? — 2Ba + p*) (a? — 2ya + p*) =0. 

Now suppose 2a, 28, 2y are the roots of 

y® + Ay? + py +v=9, 

so that, for any value of y, 

y? + dy? + py +v = (y— 2a) (y — 28) (y—2y). 
a? + p* 

a 
In this identity put y= , and we get 

(a2 + p?)® + dar (a? + p®)? + par? (a? + p®) + var® 
= (a + p? — 2ax) (a? + p® — 2Bx) (a* + p?— 2yz). 
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Hence the equation obtained by equating the left-hand side to 
zero must coincide with the original sextic. We must therefore 
have 

A=... di), 3p? + p=6...4), 2A +v=c,.,(iii), 

3p* + pp? =d...(iv), ptr =e...(v), of = s.«.( Vi). 

From (i), (v) and (vi), we get e = a®f?, and from (iv), (v) and (ii), 

de = Xp* (3p? + w) = abf. 

af 3af 2a°f 
~ SEE ° le Also P=; .. p=b-—\, v=ce—-—. 

e e e 

6. Let x, y, 2 be the distances of any point P from the 

angular points of ABC, and let BPC a, CPA = B, APB =y, SO 
that a+ 8+y=27, and therefore 

1 — 3 cos’ a + 2 cos a cos B cos y = 0. 
y? 4+ 22 @2 

But | COS a = 7 , ete. 
2yz 

Hence, substituting, we get 
Axty2s? — Sa2 (y? + 22 — a)? + I (y? + 2?—a*) = 0, 

which may be reduced to the form 

Sa? (a? — y?) (a? — 27) + Sara? (b? + ce? — a?) = a*b°e’. 

If we now write «=p?+7,", etc. (P being now the centre of 

the orthogonal circle), this becomes 

— Sa? (r?2— 1,2) (7? — 137) + 16A%p? + Sa?r,? (0? + c? — a?) = abe’, 

which is equivalent to the equation in question. 

7. Let the angle P.ON=a,. Then 

hae NP, cot a 

ar SN Oa 

ss eee cot? a, } ne 
Hence “< cosec? a,. = " {} + Maine (i). 

Now cosh w + cos w= 2 cos “5 cos <5, 

oo 92 62 

d si = — and since cos 6 i {1 (Gr —1) = , 
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and (w+iu)? = 2iu*, this gives 

oo Qin? 00 Qiu? 
sea bis {! * Qr— al aS { ae ira 

a 4us 
=2 afl + Gaye} 

If we now put u= a a 2. =, 

we get twice the product on the right of (i), and the result 

follows. 

8. Taking the lines in the form 

“COS a,.+ysina,—p,=90, (r=1, 2, 3), 

the equation to the circle must be of the form 

SA (x COS ay + Y SiN ay — Po) (@ COS a; + Y SIN a; — ps) = V, 

and the conditions for a circle are 

>A cos a, COS a; = SA Sin a, SiN ay, 

Seti WA el ong +g) Oncsaccss top cos ence (i) 
and PR BU (hg + hg) SU 555 sue consccnnsse (ii). 

From (i) and (ii) we obtain 

r eS pp i Vv 

sin (a,—a3) sin (a,;—a,) sin (a; — a,)’ 

so that the equation to the circle is 

S (2c 008 a5 + ...) (t¢ 608 a, + «..) sin (a, a) = 0. 
In this the coefficient of 2 is = cos a, cos a; sin (a, — a5), 

+ bane Manned y* ... & Sin a, Sin a; Sin (a, — as). 

These are equal, and therefore each is equal to 

3.3 cos (a, — ag) Sin (ay — ag) 

=}. Ssin 2 (a,—a;) = I sin (a, —a,)......(1). 

The coefficient of a is 

— & (p. COS ag + ps COS ay) SiN (ay — as) 
= —  p, [cos a; sin (a; — a,) + cos a, sin (a, — a.) 

= & p; COS (ag + @y— 0) SID (4g — G5) ceeeeeceeeeeees (2). 
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Similarly the coeflicient of y is 

— 3 p, Sin (a, + a3 — a) SIN (Ay — Ay) Lessee seeeee (3), 

and the absolute term is | 

Mad Bi be Oy fie cc, (4). 

If we now take 

cosa, Sina, p _ 1 alk Bt p= = ee 1 2D) 
and substitute in the expressions (1), (2), (3) and (4), we obtain 
the equation given in question. 

9. The equation to the circle of curvature, if the origin is a 

centre of curvature, is 2° + y¥*=p’, and the condition that 

S+k(a+y? - p’?)=0 

should represent straight Jines is obtained by substituting 

atk, b+k, c—kp’ 

oe bc mm A=%, , 

The result is 

A+A(a' +b'—p'c')k— (a+ bp?—c) k - pk? =0, 
and this equation must have three equal roots, since the three 
pairs of chords of intersection coincide. 

Now if ak? + Bk? +yk+6 is a perfect cube, we must have 

B= 3a25!, y=3atdi. 
Hence in this case 

— (a+ bp?—c) =3 (—p*)h.As, 
i.e. a +b—cp?—= 3Atp-#, | 

and A (a' +b’ — pc’) =3 (—p?)t AS, 

_ Le at+b'—cpP=-— 3A 7% pf. 

10. If, in any position, each of the upper rods makes an 
angle 6 with the vertical, the length of each of the horizontal 

rods is /2asin6. Let 7 be the thrust in one of the horizontal 
rods. Then, since the weights of the rods are equivalent to a 
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weight 12mg at the centre of the figure, the equation of virtual 
work for a symmetrical virtual displacement is 

47’. 8(/2asin 6) + 12mg. 8 (a cos 8) 

+ Mg .8 (2a cos 6 — ¢ cosec 6) = 0, 
ie. 47’. J/2acos6— 12mg asin 0 

+ Mg (—2asin 6 + ¢ cosec 6 cot 6) = 0, 

and putting 6=45°, for the equilibrium position, we obtain the 
value of 7’ in question. 

11. The mass J/, will move downwards and M, upwards till 
the tension of the string destroys the motion. Let x be the 

distance M, descends and J/, ascends, then 2z is the stretched 
length of the string. Hence, by the principle of energy, 

M,gx — M,gx = work done in stretching the string from length 

1, to length 2a 

— extension x mean tension 
p 

= = (2% — |)? 
2, 

This quadratic in # gives the maximum depth. 
When the string is tight, let x now be the distance each half 

is stretched beyond the natural length at any instant, / the 
acceleration of M, downwards and M, upwards, 7 the tension 
of the inelastic string. Then 

M,f= Mg -="-7, 

M, f= 7 - Mg ~ =; 

(Uh + My) f= (Uh = Ms) 9 = 

» Sopp (aE = .g-a} 
4B 

Hence f = i, (i, + M,) x distance from a fixed point, so that 

the motion is simple harmonic, the period being 

ey cas) 
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12. The normal at a is 

yews U' cos (6 — a) — U sin (6 — a), 

du 
where U, U’ are the values of w and WB 

this curve 
/ 

b fs 
—= au’ sin 26 = tan 26. 

Hence the normal is 

uw tan 2a= U [tan 2a Cos (6 — a) — gin (0 ae a)|, 

ie... wsin 2a:= U sin (3a = 0): 220.0... (i). 

The perpendicular normals are those at the points + s 

Taking the former, its equation is 7 

‘wsin G = 2a) See hae OY oc. (ii), 

where U, is the value of ~ at = + a. 

For the intersection of (i) and (ii), we have 

T 
Bl age 

» {sin 2a a G «) 

(“peer anaes 
: ye sae Se meee ¢ | 7 
le 7 =a’ {sin* 2a cos 2a + sin” § + 2a) COs € + 2a) ° 

Now sin? ¢ cos ¢ = 1 (cos ¢ — cos 3¢) ; 

9 T 
r=id {cos 2a + cos G + 2a) 

T T 
= a’ cos € + 2a.) COs & 

= 27" 37 a2 cos (F + 2a) Res 

and similarly for the other normal. 

CAMBRIDGE: PRINTED BY JOHN CLAY, M.A. AT THE UNIVERSITY PRESS 

at the point a. For 
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